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Abstract: The development of renewable energy sources plays a fundamental role in the transition
towards a low carbon economy. Considering that renewable energy resources have an intrinsic
relationship with meteorological conditions and climate patterns, methodologies based on the remote
sensing of the atmosphere are fundamental sources of information to support the energy sector in
planning and operation procedures. This Special Issue is intended to provide a highly recognized
international forum to present recent advances in remote sensing to data acquisition required by the
energy sector. After a review, a total of eleven papers were accepted for publication. The contributions
focus on solar, wind, and geothermal energy resource. This editorial presents a brief overview of
each contribution.
Keywords: renewable energy resource assessment and forecasting; remote sensing data acquisition;
data processing; statistical analysis; machine learning techniques
1. Aims and Goals
The socio-economic development of a region or country is intrinsically associated with energy
consumption. Continuous growth is expected in energy demand in countries with a robust emerging
economy along the next decade to support enhancing the quality of life and essential services such as
food, health, education, transportation, and entertainment.
On the other hand, energy consumption is a remarkable contributor to the growing concentration
of greenhouse gases (GHG) in the atmosphere due to the burning of fossil fuels, the energy source
with the highest share. Concerns associated with climate change have been driving the development
of increasingly efficient technologies to exploit renewable energy resources with low GHG emissions.
However, technological developments in energy conversion are not a unique challenge that will
support the expansion of renewable energy resources like solar energy, wind energy, hydroelectric
energy, and wave energy. Reliable data on renewable energy resource assessment are also required and
essential to ensure sustainable expansion considering environmental, financial, and energetic security.
Renewable energy resources have an intrinsic relationship with local atmospheric conditions and
the regional climate. Even small and fast changes in meteorological conditions can significantly affect
power generation at different time and space scales. Methodologies based on the remote sensing of the
atmosphere are the primary source of information for developing numerical models that aim to support
an electric system’s planning and operation with a substantial share of intermittent energy sources.
Concerning solar energy, remote sensing technologies and methods become a fundamental tool
to deal with the challenging task of solar resource assessment and forecasting in spatial and very
short-time scales. The satellite-derived surface solar irradiance measurements are fundamental for
high-resolution spatial solar resource assessment. A huge technological advance made satellite data
possible at a horizontal resolution of around 500 m every 15 min during the last decade. Solar energy
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forecasting methodologies based on satellite data also became vital to support electricity system
operation with increasing solar power share. Concerning short-term forecasting (or nowcasting),
the total sky imagers become a crucial tool to investigate and deal with the high temporal local
variability of the surface solar irradiance related to cloud conditions.
Mature and commercially competitive technology for wind power generation is already available
around the world. However, wind velocity is highly variable in time and space. The regional climate
and local meteorological processes influence wind variability, demanding high-quality tools and
methods based on remote sensing techniques for wind energy applications. The leading remote
sensing techniques are LiDAR (wind LiDAR and ceilometers), radar, and satellites.
Besides solar and wind energy, other renewable resources also require remote sensing technologies
and methods to assess resource availability and variability. We can cite geothermal, hydro, and ocean
energy resources, for instance.
Time and spatial complementarity between renewable energy resources is getting more attention
from academia and energy stakeholders to increase energy security and improve the energy quality
delivered to the consumers. Here, we also have a great opportunity for remote sensing applications.
Finally, remote sensing can help assess and plan the use of renewable resources to improve energy
efficiency in buildings and cities based on observations of local environmental conditions.
This Special Issue combines multidisciplinary contributions that address remote sensing aspects
applied to the energy sector, from scientific fundamentals to practical energy industry needs.
This Special Issue provides interesting contributions and focuses on disseminating scientific knowledge
and technological developments for the assessment and forecasting of renewable energy resources
using remote sensing techniques in order to support the expansion of the renewable energy share in
the energy mix, especially in regions where energy demand is rapidly expanding.
2. Overview, Data, and Methods
This Special Issue is comprised of ten research papers [1–10] and one letter [11]. Figure 1
shows a pictorial word cloud of the Abstract contents of the eleven manuscripts, where the strong
multi-disciplinary character of the remote sensing approaches applied to renewable energy is
apparent. Table 1 lists a summary of the remote sensing data and methods used and the energy
resources investigated.
Figure 1. Illustrative map prepared using the words composing the Abstract of the eleven articles
published in the Special Issue “Assessment of Renewable Energy Resources with Remote Sensing” of
Remote Sensing.
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Table 1. Summary list of remote sensing data, methods, and study regions discussed in the eleven
articles included in the Special Issue (sorted by the publication date).
Research Article Energy Resource Remote Sensing Data and Methods Study Area
Xiong et al. [1] PV power
Improved variant of the whale
optimization algorithm based on the
parameters of PV modules
Guiyang, China
Mondragón et al. [2] Solar energy
MLRegression, PolRegression,
and neural networks based on
DNIobservations and all-sky images
SIO in Mexico City
Shimada et al. [3] Wind energy
Two-parameter velocity volume
processing (VVP) method based on
LiDAR measurements
HORS in Japan
Alonso-Montesinos [4] Solar energy Cloud identification using thresholdcriteria applied to all-sky images CIESOL in Spain
Sáez Blázquez et al. [5] Geothermal energy
Time domain electromagnetic
method and electrical resistivity
tomography
Central Spain
Park et al. [6] PV power
Multistep-ahead (MSA) forecasting
using meteorological data
and historical global solar
radiation data
Jeju Island in Korea
Alkadri et al. [7] Solar energy SOLENapproach based on 3Dterrestrial laser scanning datasets Citarip, Indonesia
Gonçalves et al. [8] Solar energy






Young et al. [9] Wind energy
The global basin-scale and
near-coastal wind using a calibrated
multi-mission scatterometer dataset
Global coverage
Khalyasmaa et al. [10] PV power
Machine learning algorithms based
on open-source meteorological data
and PV system parameters
Astrahan, Russia
Lindfors et al. [11] Solar energy
Statistical analysis of climate data




Eight papers describe remote sensing approaches for solar energy applications; three of them
focus on PV power generation [1,6,10]. Two articles are focused on wind energy, one using LiDAR
measurements from the ground [3] and the other using scatterometers operating in several satellite
missions [9]. The last article deals with two methodologies to evaluate the geothermal energy
resource [5].
3. Brief Discussion of the Published Articles in the Special Issue
Energy demand is intrinsically associated with population growth, the demographic concentration
in urban areas, and socio-economic development, including human well-being with its aspects related
to health, education, culture, and entertainment. The Sustainable Development Goals, specifically
“SDG-7—Providing clean and accessible energy to the world population” and “SDG-13—Action
against global climate change” [12], reinforce the relevance of the Special Issue. Blanco et al. [13]
pointed out that 69% of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in the world are due to the burning of
3
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fossil fuels. Jackson et al. [14] mentioned data pointing to an increase in emissions linked to fossil
fuel consumption between 2017 and 2019 of around 1.3% per year. Recent data indicate that about
one billion people do not have access to electricity, and more than two billion use solid biomass as stove
fuel [15]. The numbers presented above indicate that the energy mix expansion needs a comprehensive
approach when considering the socio-environmental issue. Currently, around 81% of the world’s
primary energy comes from fossil fuels, 25% of which is consumed as electricity, leading to average
emissions of 515 g CO2/kWh. These aspects reinforce the need to make progress in the efficient use of
energy resources combined with the decarbonization of the world energy matrix.
Recent data show that more plants for renewable energy sources such as solar, wind, hydroelectric,
and geothermal were installed than thermopower plants based on fossil and nuclear fuels since
2015 [16]. Solar and wind resources present high variability intrinsically linked to the environmental
and meteorological conditions, and this can significantly affect the quality and safety of the
electrical system. The increasing share of such intermittent energy sources requires developing and
implementing strategies to manage the electrical system [16], and this has mobilized the international
scientific community [17,18].
Mondragón et al. [2] presented an article focusing on forecasting the beam solar irradiance (DNI)
to support the concentrated solar power environment. They developed three models for estimating
the DNI attenuation percentage under all-sky conditions based on a sky camera with a rotational
shadow band (Model TSI 880). Alonso-Montesinos [4] also worked with total sky imagers to develop a
low-cost and autonomous cloud detection system in real time. The author pointed out that the system
represents a new development in predicting cloud cover and solar radiation over the short term.
Park et al. [6] proposed a novel forecasting model for multistep-ahead (MSA) global solar radiation
predictions based on the light gradient boosting machine (LightGBM), which is a tree-based ensemble
learning technique. The authors fed the forecasting model with meteorological data and long time series
data for global surface solar irradiation for Jeju Island (Korea) provided by the Korean Meteorological
Administration. Their experiment results demonstrated that the proposed approach can achieve better
performance than other deep learning methods.
Khalyasmaa et al. [10] also focused on a short-term photovoltaic forecasting system based on
machine learning methods using remote sensing data. The authors scrutinized the application of
different machine learning algorithms, including the random forest regressor, gradient boosting
regressor, linear regression, and decision tree regression for a real industry-scale photovoltaic power
plant, providing robust forecasting results for either mostly-sunny or mostly-cloudy days.
The long time series of surface solar radiation and cloud cover indexes are crucial indicators
of the solar power resource. Two articles [8,11] in this Special Issue focus on analyzing remote
sensing data in the land-water interface in a large hydropower reservoir or coastal areas, respectively.
Gonçalves et al. [8] used GOES-16 visible imagery, ISCCPdatabase products, and ground measurement
sites operating close to a large hydropower reservoir, providing data for the statistical analysis.
Their results suggest that floating solar PV power plants in hydropower reservoirs can be an excellent
option to integrate renewable energy resources into a hybrid power generation due to the high solar
irradiance in the Brazilian territory combined with the prevailing breeze mechanism in large tropical
water reservoirs. Lindfors et al. [11] used two satellite climate data records together with ground-based
pyranometer measurements and a Baltic region coastline database to conclude that the annual SSR is
8% higher 20 km off the coastline than 20 km inland. For summer, i.e., June–August, this difference is
higher than the annual mean value.
Some contributions focused on different topics in solar energy applications, such as the research
articles from Alkadri at al. [7] and Xiong et al. [1]. The first paper describes an investigation on the
potential application of attribute information stored in point cloud data to support a new computational
method for a voxel-based design approach based on shading performance criteria. Xiong et al. [1]
improved a variant of the whale optimization algorithm to extract PV model parameters.
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This Special Issue encompasses two research articles focused on remote sensing applied to wind
energy resource assessment. Shimada et al. [3] compared the wind data recorded by a scanning LiDAR
to the observations obtained by a vertical profiling LiDAR operating 400 m apart from each other.
The authors executed nine experiments to identify the best practice for offshore wind measurements
using the scanning LiDAR and discussed the variations in data availability and accuracy based on
the carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) distribution. Young et al. [9] used a 27 year long multi-mission
scatterometer dataset to determine the global and near-coastal wind resource. The authors identified
the seasonal patterns of the global wind climate and discussed the differences between the two
hemispheres. They also investigated extreme winds, including the speeds for 50 and 100 year
return periods.
Unfortunately, we received only one contribution on the geothermal energy resource.
Sáez Blázquez et al. [5] evaluated the geothermal conditions of an area in the central region of Spain.
The evaluation was based on geological and geophysical studies and, in particular, the time domain
electromagnetic method and electrical resistivity tomography. The authors demonstrated that both
geophysical prospecting methods constitute a useful tool to define the underground geological
characterization and analyze the potential areas for geothermal exploitation.
4. Conclusions
The development of remote sensing approaches to assess and forecast renewable energy resources
is relevant to the international scientific agenda. The papers published in this Special Issue provide
insights into remote sensing methods to support the information and knowledge demanded by
the energy stakeholders. The articles describe approaches based on ground and/or satellite data
acquisition to support numerical modeling methodologies based on time series data analysis and
advanced machine learning methods to understand the availability and variability of the energy
resources. We hope that the readers can benefit from the insights provided by these papers and that
the highlights presented in this Special Issue can attract attention to pursue further investigations and
meaningful developments in the remote sensing area.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
CIESOL Centro de Investigación en Energía Solar (University of Almería - Spain)
CNPq Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento Científico e Tecnológico (Brazil)
HORS Hazaki Oceanographical Research Station
IMAR Institute of Marine Sciences
LABREN Laboratório de Modelagem e Estudos de Recursos Renováveis de Energia (Brazil)
INPE Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais (Brazilian Institute for Space Research)
LiDAR Light Detection and Ranging
Unifesp Universidade Federal de São Paulo (Brazilian Federal University of São Paulo)
MDPI Multidisciplinary Digital Publishing Institute
PV Photovoltaic system
SDG Sustainable Development Goals
SIO Solar Irradiance Observatory at the Geophysics Institute of the National Autonomous University
SSR Surface solar radiation
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Abstract: Several studies show the effects of lake breezes on cloudiness over natural lakes and large
rivers, but only few contain information regarding large flooded areas of hydroelectric dams. Most
Brazilian hydropower plants have large water reservoirs that may induce significant changes in the
local environment. In this work, we describe the prevailing breeze mechanism in a Brazilian tropical
hydropower reservoir to assess its impacts on local cloudiness and incoming surface solar irradiation.
GOES-16 visible imagery, ISCCP database products, and ground measurement sites operated by
INMET and LABREN/INPE provided data for the statistical analysis. We evaluate the cloudiness
frequency assuming two distinct perspectives: spatial distribution by comparing cloudiness over
the water surface and areas nearby its shores, and time analysis by comparing cloudiness prior
and after reservoir completion. We also evaluated the solar irradiance enhancement over the water
surface compared to the border and land areas surrounding the hydropower reservoir. The results
pointed out daily average cloudiness increases moving away from the reservoir in any of the four
cardinal directions. When looking at the afternoon-only cloudiness (14h to 16h local time), 4% fewer
clouds were observed over the flooded area during summer (DJF). This difference reaches 8% during
autumn (MAM) and spring (SON). Consequently, the irradiance enhancement at the water surface
compared to external areas was around 1.75% for daily average and 4.59% for the afternoon-only
average. Our results suggest that floating solar PV power plants in hydropower reservoirs can be an
excellent option to integrate both renewable energy resources into a hybrid power generation due to
the high solar irradiance in Brazilian territory combined with the prevailing breeze mechanism in
large tropical water reservoirs.
Keywords: lake breeze influence; hydropower reservoir; solar irradiance enhancement;
solar energy resource
1. Introduction
Lake breeze circulation is one of the most well-known thermally-induced phenomena in mesoscale
meteorology. The onset of a lake breeze depends on the ratio between the thermal to inertial driving
forces, as discussed by Biggs and Graves [1]. Despite the well-described physical mechanism, the
evaluation of its occurrence and strength is not a simple task due to surface heterogeneity, terrain
effects, and synoptic patterns superimposed on the flow.
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Rabin et al. [2] compared the surface heterogeneity (based on the Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index (NDVI) data) with the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) visible imagery
and reported cloud-free bands downwind during the warm season over large lakes in the USA. Several
other studies investigated the characteristics of lake breezes on the temperate and subtropical region.
Segal et al. [3] evaluated the lake breeze phenomena in Florida (USA) using modeling and observational
approaches. They reported that the atmospheric forcing induced by subsidence and suppression
of the cumulus cloud mutually contribute to the increase in the cloudless frequency over the lakes.
Asefi-Najafabady et al. [4] used the dual-Doppler radar to analyze 3-D flows induced by an elongated
2 km wide reservoir in Alabama (USA) during summer. The horizontal scale of the breeze circulation
was approximately 10 km in both shores but was extremely sensitive to wind speed changes and
direction. The authors mentioned a simultaneously cloud-free zone over the lake observed from GOES
satellite. Iakunin et al. [5] have shown that the lake breeze for the Alqueva reservoir (southeast of
Portugal) could be detected at a distance of more than 6 km away from the shores and at altitudes up
to 300 m above the water surface based on observation and model. Crosman and Horel [6] published
an extensive review of numerical studies on lake breeze dynamics providing a significant contribution
to the understanding of this phenomenon. It is a consensus among researchers that factors like the
sensible heat flux, synoptic wind, atmospheric stability, watershed dimensions, terrain slope, and
roughness affect lake breeze occurrence.
Enhanced potential for breeze production is expected in tropical regions due to higher
evapotranspiration and heat availability. For example, in the Amazon rainforest, the evapotranspiration
is intense and exerts a notable influence on regional and global climate patterns, playing a significant
role in cloudiness observed over large rivers and the water balance [7]. Silva Dias et al. [8] reported
such an effect by studying the atmospheric circulation induced by the Tapajós River. They observed
that this circulation causes the formation of shallow cumulus during the morning hours over the
eastern riverside and suppresses cloud formation in the western riverside during the afternoon.
Yin et al. [9] analyzed the daily cycle of cloudiness over Lake Victoria (East Africa) and its influence on
lake evaporation. The authors concluded that the cloudiness varies up to 22% between day and night
in the northeastern quadrant of the lake, but it varied seasonally throughout the year.
This phenomenon is not constrained to large natural lakes and rivers, as it affects large flooded
areas such as hydroelectric dams. The formation of large water reservoirs to feed large hydropower
plants in tropical regions may present a similar pattern of lake breeze [5,10–14]. Most Brazilian
hydroelectric plants have large water reservoirs that eventually lead to lake breezes and induce
extensive changes in the local environment. The replacement of the land cover by the water reservoirs
causes intense thermal gradients between the flooded area and the surrounding territory that may
trigger lake breeze circulations and impacts the hydrological cycle, energy balance, local cloudiness,
and economic activities such as agriculture and tourism. Stivari et al. [10,15] showed that lake breeze
circulation is a dominant feature in the local climate on the Lake Itaipu, the water reservoir of the
Itaipu Brazil-Paraguay hydropower plant. According to these studies, the water surface is consistently
colder than the land in lake borders with a thermal contrast up to −3 ◦C during the daytime. The lake
is systematically warmer at night, presenting a thermal contrast of up to +8 ◦C. This thermal contrast
could trigger the lake breeze circulation and, thus, inhibit the formation of shallow clouds during the
day. However, to the best of our knowledge, the occurrence of this phenomenon in artificial tropical
hydroelectric reservoirs and its characterization have not yet been addressed. In this way, the objective
of this study is to investigate the formation of the lake breeze and the magnitude and spatial pattern of
enhanced cloudless skies over a tropical reservoir in Brazil.
In this work, we describe the prevailing breeze mechanism in the artificial lake of a Brazilian
hydroelectric plant in the tropical region. We investigate its impact on cloudless skies frequency and
incoming surface solar irradiation based on observational data and statistical metrics. We evaluate the
cloudiness frequency using two different approaches: spatial distribution by comparing cloudiness
over the reservoir and in the areas nearby its shores, and time analysis by comparing cloudiness prior
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and after reservoir completion. Our results can provide information to foster the use of solar energy
resources in hydroelectric dams of tropical regions through the technology of floating photovoltaics.
Solar-hydro hybrid plants can become a great alternative to integrate both resources due to the
high solar irradiance in the Brazilian territory combined with the breeze mechanism produced by
many dams.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Water Reservoir Description
The target area for this study is the Serra da Mesa hydropower plant (14◦00′ S, 48◦21′ W), located
in a stretched region between the states of Goiás and Tocantins (central region of Brazil) as illustrated
in Figure 1.
Figure 1. The geographical location of the Serra da Mesa water reservoir in the Central region of
Brazil the lake geography, the locations of the ground stations and a picture of SIMA autonomous data
collection buoy system in operation in the northern area of the lake.
The power plant has an installed capacity of 1275 MW, and its reservoir was established in
1998 in a region that was originally covered with tropical grassland savanna. Due to the basin’s
geomorphology, which is based on rugged terrain in the transition between Brazilian central elevated
plains and Amazon basin lowlands, the lake presents a dendritic pattern covering a surface area of
approximately 1784 km2, with the maximum depth ~150 m. The reservoir’s width is up to 8 km in
the most extended portions, and the total water volume is ~54.4 billion m3. The elevation along the
nearby Tocantins River ranges from a minimum of 340 m above MSL (mean sea level) to 1100 m in the
highest ridges. The regional climate is categorized as Aw–Tropical Savannah by Köppen-Geiger climate
classification [16], with dry winter and rainy season occurring from November to March summing up
to 1600 mm of precipitation per year [17]. The rainfall is modulated by the South American Monsoon
System [18] with significant influence of other atmospheric systems such as cold fronts and squall lines.
Winds are usually calm (2–3 m/s), and the monthly average temperature remains between 20 ◦C and
28 ◦C throughout the year [17].
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2.2. Datasets Description
This study uses three sources of data to assess lake breeze impact on cloudiness: in situ
measurements (5 years), a high-resolution short-term satellite dataset (one year), and a low-resolution
long-term satellite dataset (29 years). Each of the datasets delivers complementary information on the
breeze characteristics and impact from a climatological perspective. A flowchart describing the whole
analysis is presented in Figure 2.
 
Figure 2. Flowchart of the three strategies used in this study to characterize the lake breeze: in situ
measurements (5 years), a high-resolution short-term satellite dataset (one year), and a low-resolution
long-term satellite dataset (29 years).
2.2.1. Ground-Based Dataset
Figure 1 shows the location of the buoy-based system for environmental monitoring (SIMA,
a Brazilian Portuguese acronym) used for meteorological data acquisition, including air temperature,
humidity, air pressure, wind intensity, and water temperature at 2, 5, 20, and 40 m depth. The buoy
is anchored by cables attached to two train wheels, which guarantees a fixed geographic position.
The observational data comprises hourly records from 2005 to 2010. The 10-min average wind data
was recorded at hourly intervals. Table 1 summarizes the sensors and their technical specifications.
Table 1. Technical specifications of the sensors used in the SIMA buoy operating in the Serra da Mesa
Reservoir. Adapted from Stech et al. [19].
Sensor Manufacture Range Accuracy Depth/Height
Air Temperature Rotronic −25 to 60 ◦C ±0.3 ◦C 3 m
Water Temperature Yellow Spring −5 to 60 ◦C ±0.15 ◦C −2, −5, −20, −40 m
Wind Speed * R.M. Young 0 to 100 ms−1 ±0.3 ms−1 3 m
Wind Direction R.M. Young 0 to 360◦ ±3◦ 3 m
Relative Humidity Rotronic 0 to 100% ±1.5% 3 m
Barometric
Pressure Vaisala 500 to 1100 hPa ±0.3 hPa 3 m
* Wind direction is measured by combining the apparent wind direction from the anemometer vane and the
orientation of the buoy from a compass.
Four other ground stations were used for regional estimates of climate-relevant variables for this
study, such as ambient wind (10-m) and clear-sky transmissivity (through global horizontal irradiance,
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GHI). These stations are operated by the SONDA project at from the National Institute for Space
Research (INPE) and by the Brazilian National Meteorological Institute (INMET). Table 2 describes
these data in more detail, including the SIMA buoy presented in Table 1.
Table 2. Details of SIMA buoy system and ground measurement sites near the Serra da Mesa Reservoir
used to estimate the climate-relevant variables for this study.







Period and Resolution Variables Used
SIMA INPE offshore −13.84 −48.33 476 2005–2010 Hourly Table 1
ANA ANA 15 −13.79 −48.57 694 1971–2018 Daily Precipitation
BRB INPE 140 −15.60 −47.71 1023 2005–2018 Minute GHI
A15 INMET 64 −14.97 −49.53 522 2007–2018 Hourly Wind
A22 INMET 76 −15.22 −48.98 667 2007–2018 Hourly GHI, Wind
A24 INMET 63 −14.12 −47.52 1260 2007–2018 Hourly GHI, Wind
2.2.2. Satellite-Based Datasets
In addition to the ground data, two satellite-derived datasets were used to evaluate the spatial
and time distributions of cloudiness: the visible imagery of South America acquired by GOES−16
satellite and the Gridded Satellite images (GridSat-B1).
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) operates the geostationary
satellite GOES-16 over the Equator at 75.2◦West and provides access to its visible imagery databases [20].
We used the ‘RED’ band images (Channel 2—central wavelength at 0.64 μm) to identify small-scale
features such as river fogs and fog/clear air boundary images due to the 0.5 km spatial resolution
(at the sub-satellite point). Images from the year of 2018 at one-hour intervals and native spherical
grid resolution provided a highly detailed cloud pattern diagnosis over the reservoir and its shores.
Despite sub-hourly imagery availability for GOES-16 in 2018, the hourly images create a satisfactory
sample for cloudiness characterization.
Cloud detection from GOES-16 visible channel (0.64 μm) is impaired by surface brightness.
A strategy to overcome this obstacle is to employ the Effective Cloud Cover (Ce f f ) index as a proxy for
cloud coverage, as proposed in Equation (1) by Moser and Raschke [21]
Ce f f =
R−Rmin
Rmáx −Rmin (1)
where R is the visible reflectance acquired by GOES-16 at a particular pixel, and Rmin and Rmáx
are, respectively, the reflectance for cloudless and overcast sky condition. Rmin is estimated based
on a statistical analysis of satellite data observed over the same pixel in one month and is hourly
dependent due to surface anisotropy effects. On the other hand, Rmáx is the maximum visible reflectance
normalized by the solar zenith angle.
Ce f f is a dimensionless coefficient, and it can assume values from zero (cloudless condition) to
one (optically very thick cloudiness condition). It accounts for surface reflectivity, allowing detection
of shallow cumulus clouds, typically formed in breeze fronts at the shorelines. In addition, Ce f f has an
almost linear relationship with the transmittance of solar radiation through clouds, providing a way
to estimate the solar radiation incident on the surface [22]. Hourly data from the GOES-16 satellite
were processed to get the Ce f f values required to evaluate the lake breeze influence on cloudiness, and
therefore the incoming solar irradiance at the surface.
The World Climate Research Program developed and delivered the second gridded satellite
database (GridSat-B1) [23]. It is based on the ISCCP-B1 product of the International Satellite Cloud
Climatology Project (ISCCP) [24], focusing on the global distribution of cloudiness, cloud properties,
and seasonal variability. The GridSat-B1 database is gridded on a 0.07-degree surface resolution
and comprises merged data by selecting the nadir-most satellite observations for each grid point.
The GridSat-B1 encompasses data from three spectral band channels: infrared (around 11.0 μm), water
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vapor (around 6.7 μm), and visible (around 0.65 μm). The database comprises cloudiness data from
1984 to 2009 with 3-hr time resolution, allowing an assessment before and after reservoir flooding.
The infrared brightness temperature (BT) and visible reflectance (R) were proxies for cloudiness
occurrence. BT is related to the energy emitted from cloud tops. In contrast, R represents the reflected
solar energy from cloud tops. High clouds have low BT [25], while high R values are associated with
clouds of high optical thickness. Only image pixels presenting BT lower than 0 ◦C (~4 km above the
Mean Sea Level) were considered to minimize the effects of surface radiation contamination according
to studies on cloud classification by Rossow and Garder [26] and Bottino and Ceballos [27].
The long-term database (29 years) of satellite data allows a comparison analysis of cloudiness
occurrence before (1984–1996) and after (1997–2009) the Serra da Mesa reservoir construction.
The difference between the observed BT “after” and “before” was assessed for the Serra da Mesa
hydropower area, including the flooded and surrounding areas. The positive difference between the
BT values indicates shallower clouds or less cloud occurrence. A similar procedure was adopted
using reflectance data. The signal of the difference between the reflectance values “after” and “before”
indicates an increase (+) or decrease (−) in the cloud optical thickness or clouds occurrence frequency.
The Kolmogorov–Smirnov two-sample homogeneity test (K–S test) was applied to prevent any
misleading conclusion on the time series of cloudiness before and after filling the Serra da Mesa
reservoir. This nonparametric test allows inferring, at a certain significance level (α), if two datasets
have the same cumulative frequency distribution (CDF). The statistic parameter Dn is the maximum
absolute differences between two CDFs, as shown in Equation (2):
Dn = max
(∣∣∣F(x) −R(x)∣∣∣) (2)
where R(x) is the reference cumulative distribution function, and F(x) is the tested distribution.






where n1 and n2 are the sizes of the samples. A similar approach was used and explained in the details
in Espinar et al. [28].
2.3. Lake Breeze Characterization
Unlike natural lakes, human-made reservoirs cause changes in land cover (LCC) that affect the
mass, energy, and momentum exchanges between surface and atmosphere, and consequently the
regional climate. The contrast between water–land surfaces, regarding the heat capacity, surface albedo,
and roughness, lead to a mesoscale circulation non-existing in the region before water impoundment [29].
Segal and Arritt [30] classified a perturbed area (PA) as a contiguous region clearly distinguishable
from their surroundings in terms of sensible heat flux (H), which, therefore, can induce a thermal
flow similar to the sea breezes. Doran et al. [31] estimated the smallest size (L) of a PA based on the








where g is the gravity acceleration and Δ(w′θ′)s is the difference in heat flux between the PA (water
reservoir) and the surrounding area.
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2.4. Evaluation of Lake Breeze Influence on Incoming Shortwave Radiation
The clearness index was used to evaluate the lake breeze’s effect on the incoming solar irradiance
at the water surface and the land areas surrounding the Serra da Mesa reservoir. The clearness index is





where GHI and GHI0 are the incoming global horizontal solar irradiance at the surface and the top of
the atmosphere, respectively. The GHI0 is easily obtained based on the geographical location data and
the solar zenith angle.
The relation between clearness index (kt) and the effective cloud cover (Ce f f ) obtained from
satellite imagery was first introduced by Moser and Raschke [21] and constitutes a critical parameter
in many radiative transfer numerical algorithms [22,32,33]. The surface incoming solar irradiance
depends only on the atmospheric transmittance in cloudless sky condition (τclear) when Ce f f = 0.
On the other hand, in the condition Ce f f = 1, the atmospheric transmittance (τcloud) corresponds to an
overcast sky, with maximum cloud optical thickness and absence of beam solar radiation reaching the
surface. The range between these two transmittances defines the slope of the function that converts








(τclear − τcloud) + τcloud
}
(6)
The τclear values depend only on atmospheric gases, aerosols, water vapor, and air mass, while
the τcloud values are a function of the maximum cloud optical depth since the cloud transmittance
is the major modulating factor of the incoming solar irradiance in the overcast condition. It is
reasonable to assume relatively stable values for both τclear and τcloud within similar climatic zones.
From Equation (6), kt_clear = τclear for cloudless sky condition (Ce f f = 0) and kt_cloud = τcloud in a totally
cloudy sky condition (Ce f f = 1).
We selected solar irradiance data for clear skies from three representative measurement sites to
estimate typical kt_clear values observed in the Serra da Mesa Reservoir region. The parameters for a
simple cloudless sky model, described in Equation (7), were fitted to account for solar zenithal angle
(air mass) influence in kt_clear values [34],
kt_clear = k0t_clear.(cos(θz))
1.15 (7)
where θz is the solar zenithal angle and k0t_clear the clear sky transmittance for θz = 0.
The inference of the typical kt_cloud value for the Serra da Mesa reservoir region from ground
measurements was challenging because the thickest clouds are rare, reducing the confidence of extreme
values from kt distribution. So, we adopted a constant value of kt_cloud = 0.05 based on previous
irradiance modeling studies [22,35].
3. Results
3.1. Characterization of Local Climate from In Situ Data
Figure 3a shows the monthly averages of wind speed measured at the buoy measurement site
and precipitation measured from 2005 to 2010 at hydrological measurement site managed by ANA
(Brazilian Agency for Water Resources).
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(a) 
(b) 
Figure 3. Climate seasonal patterns observed at the Serra da Mesa Reservoir over the period
of 2005−2010: monthly mean of (a) precipitation (mm month−1) and wind speed (ms−1); (b) air
temperature (◦C) and relative humidity (%).
The precipitation shows a strong seasonal pattern defining a rainy season with precipitation larger
than 300 mm per month from November to March. The precipitation is meager from May to September.
The average wind speed ranged from 2.4 ms−1 to 2.6 ms−1 in the rainy season, but it decreased to
2.1 ms−1 at the beginning of the dry season (May to July).
The average air temperature in the rainy season ranges from 26 ◦C to 28 ◦C and breaks down
to 24.5 ◦C in June–July (Figure 3b). The reduced daily (Figure 4a) and annual (Figure 4b) range
of near-surface air temperature, known as an effect of tropical lakes on the regional climate, was
previously observed in the Elqui Valley Reservoir for an arid region of Chile [36], for the great African
lakes [37], and Lake Sobradinho, a large reservoir in Northeastern Brazil [14].
The relative humidity (RH) has seasonal pattern related to the air temperature, but with a small
shift in the minimum RH value (57%) towards August and September. Moreover, during the rainy
season, the humidity can reach up to 80% (Figure 3b).
Figure 4 shows the daily and seasonal profiles of air temperature and water temperature over the
reservoir. The seasonal pattern of thermal stratification in the Serra da Mesa Reservoir has developed
in spring and persisted until summer, with a mean upper amplitude of 5 ◦C between the surface and
bottom in both seasons. During the mixing period (autumn and winter) a nearly homogeneity had
been reached (Figure 4c).
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Figure 4. (a) Diurnal and (b) seasonal cycle for the air temperature (Ta) and water surface temperature
(Tw) in Serra da Mesa reservoir. (c) Seasonal cycle of water temperature for various depths of the
reservoir. Unstable and stable periods shown in the diurnal cycle: (a) refers to thermal stratification
estimate of the bottom layer (2-m thick) of air over the water surface.
3.2. Identification of Lake Breeze from In Situ Data
The prevailing wind direction (Figure 5a) is from the Northeasterly (≈80◦) in the early morning,
and changes suddenly to southwesterly (≈250◦) after 10 h local time (LT).
Figure 4c,d also shows the lake breeze starting around 10 h LT and wind direction remaining
relatively constant from the Southwesterly (from the lake to surroundings) throughout the afternoon
but veered to the Northeasterly (from surroundings to the lake) in the midafternoon (17 h LT). In general,
the wind speed is low enough to allow a thermally driven secondary circulation to develop over
the lake surface (Figure 5b). Such circulation is the lake breeze, as previously documented in the
literature [15,29,38].
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Figure 5. Diurnal cycle of mean hourly wind: (a) direction (mode) and (b) speed. Wind rose for data
acquired (c) from 20 h till 09 h LT and (d) from 10 h till 17 h LT. Obtained from data acquired in the
period from 2005 to 2010.
During the morning hours, the hourly mean wind speeds were 1–2 ms−1 and from the
north–northeast direction. In the midafternoon, the wind direction shifted to a westerly simultaneously
with the increase of wind speed to ~3 ms−1, consistent with the development of a lake breeze circulation.
As this feature is commonly observed around the entire perimeter of the inland aquatic system and for
weak synoptic wind, it would be associated with a typical low-deformation lake-breeze circulation.
This result describes an elementary difference between the dynamics of lake breezes and sea breezes [39].
As found by numerical simulation for gulfs and lakes elsewhere [40], circulations on each shoreline do
not occur independently but interact to form a mesoscale high pressure on the surface with associated
subsidence over the water. This result has been confirmed by previous studies [5,41,42] and probably
defines the most relevant difference between the dynamics of lake breezes and the sea breezes.
According to Equation (4), the required reservoir width (L) to initiate a lake breeze depends on the
third power of the wind speed, and it is inversely proportional to the difference in sensible heat flux
between the lake surface and its surrounding area. Doran et al. [31] imposed a simple linear decrease
of wind speed with distance to derive Equation (4). Figure 6a shows the typical diurnal cycle of the
fluxes H observed during the dry season for the Brazilian Cerrado (wooded grassland, savanna) [43]
and for a typical Brazilian tropical reservoir [44].
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Figure 6. (a) Daily variability of sensible fluxes (H) as observed at a typical central Brazilian Cerrado
area (solid line, from Miranda et al. [43]) and central Brazilian reservoir (dash-dotted, from Lorenzzetti
et al. [44]) during the dry season; (b) difference between H in the reservoir and its surroundings (solid
line—cerrado); (c) diurnal variability of ambient wind speed, and (d) minimum reservoir width, L,
necessary to create a closed circulation. The horizontal line in panel (d) indicates the typical width of
the Serra da Mesa reservoir.
The sensible heat flux averaged to 330 W/m−2 in the Cerrado area and only 25 W/m−2 over the
reservoir (Figure 6a). As can be noticed, the sensible heat flux over the water remained low throughout
the day (from 10 to 40 W/m−2), while the maximum flux over the Cerrado exceeded 300 W/m−2.
The difference between the heat fluxes over land relative to the water surface is presented in
Figure 6b, while Figure 6c shows the daily cycle of the ambient wind speed (ua) at 10 m height. For the
assessment of ua (Equation (4)), in order to differentiate the reservoir-modified wind, we considered
the ambient wind speed as measured by the ridge-top site (A24 in Figure 1 and Table 2) (for details see
Appendix A). The hourly values of both variables were used in Equation (4) to estimate the minimum
lake width (L) required to initiate a closed atmospheric circulation. The horizontal line in Figure 6d
represents the typical width of the Serra da Mesa Reservoir. There are conditions for lake breeze
occurrence whenever the estimated values for L are below the horizontal line. The required lake
width is larger than the typical width of the Serra da Mesa Reservoir only between 17 h and 19 h LT
(Local Time).
The strength of the synoptic wind, together with its direction relative to the shoreline, also has a
prevailing influence on the inland penetration of the lake breeze [42,45–48], though other factors such
as orography, lake–land temperature gradient, and even soil moisture can be distinguished [49]. These
factors, added to the fact of wind speed that was low enough (Figure 6c), allowed a thermally driven
secondary circulation to begin to develop over the Serra da Mesa Reservoir. A weak to moderate
onshore synoptic wind favors the formation of surface divergence areas over the water, while increasing
wind will displace it downwind and finally inhibit breeze formation [39].
3.3. Spatial Analysis of Cloudiness on the Reservoir Area
Maps of Ce f f were obtained from GOES-16 visible imagery based on Equation (1) with a 1-h
time step for a region covering up to 100 km far from reservoir shores (hereinafter referred to as the
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domain region). Figure 7 shows the seasonally averaged cloud patterns over the water surface and the








Figure 7. Seasonal maps of average Ce f f estimates (%) over the Serra da Mesa Reservoir for the morning
(9–11 h LT) and afternoon (14–16 h LT) periods for (a) December, January, February (DJF); (b) March,
April, May (MAM); (c) June, July, August (JJA); and (d) September, October, November (SON).
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Morning maps comprise images acquired from 09 h to 11 h LT, while afternoon maps comprise
images from 14 h to 16 h LT. All maps retain the same 500 m horizontal resolution of the original
satellite imagery. There is a negligible difference between cloudiness over the lake and surroundings
(external) areas far from the lake borders during the morning period, apart from increased cloudiness
over the lake during austral summer (DJF). This anomaly was caused by sun glint phenomenon,
observed in visible satellite images acquired from January 1st to 26th and from December 5th to 31st of
2018, steadily at 10 h LT, therefore it is not related to cloudiness (for details on sun glint detection see
Appendix B). No evidence of sun glint was detected for other periods, and geometrically it would be
unlikely, although this possibility cannot be ruled out completely.
Compared to the surrounding dry land, the lower cloudiness over the lake is noticeable during the
afternoons in the maps. The Ce f f over the lake surface is ~0.04 (~12%) lower than over dry land during
summer (DJF), and up to 0.08 (~30%) along with the fall season (MAM) and spring (SON). Nevertheless,
some level of uncertainty in these values remains due to interannual variability. Remarkably, the maps
show a slight southwestward drift in the cloudless signature due to prevailing Northeasterly winds in
the region.
The visual observation indicated the need for statistical analysis to evaluate the lake breeze’s
influence on cloud cover. Thus, we took six target areas at different locations inside the domain
region: the water surface, defined as the contiguous flooded area presenting at least 2 km width; the
borders, outlined as the 2 km buffer from the shores; and four external (surrounding dry land) areas,
distributed at cardinal regions (N, E, S, W) more than 2 km far from the reservoir shores as shown
in Figure 8. These four external areas were chosen in locations presenting similar topography of the
original (pre-flooded) reservoir area.
 
Figure 8. The topography of the region around Serra da Mesa reservoir and location of the six target
areas used for cloudiness comparisons. Four external areas (left), the borders, and internal areas (right).
To acquire the representative hourly cloudiness observed by satellite in each target area, we
calculated the average of hourly Ce f f values for 50 pixels (0.25 km2) randomly sampled in each of
the six target areas (internal, borders, and external—N, E, S, W). Finally, the cloudiness in external
samples was evaluated in two ways: (a) the four external areas were analyzed independently, and
(b) the four external data were appended together to form one general external area, retaining the
cloudiness variance observed in each target area.
Figure 9 shows the daily cycle of hourly average cloudiness for 2018.
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Figure 9. Hourly averaged cloudiness Ce f f for the target areas at Serra da Mesa reservoir during the
year of 2018.
The line graph endorses the lake breeze’s recurrent characteristics, starting around 12 h LT and
producing differences in Ce f f values of up to 0.05 (25%) between the internal and external areas
of the reservoir. The borders show an intermediate pattern, but closer to internal (water surface)
than external area. Table 3 lists the detailed information, including the relative gain in cloudiness
relative to the water surface. The results validate the findings from the visual observation Ce f f from
Figure 7. The cloudiness increases as we move away from the reservoir in any of the four cardinal
directions. The same pattern is observed when looking at the afternoon-only cloudiness (14 h to 16
h LT). Comparing the cloudiness over the water surface area to the cloudiness over the combined
external areas, one can notice a decrease of 5.7% and 19.0% in the average Ce f f for daily and afternoon
periods, respectively.
Table 3. Comparison of Ce f f averages for daily (7–17 h LT) and afternoon (14–16 h LT) timeframes for










Internal 0.187 - 0.196 -
Border 0.188 0.5% 0.207 5.4%
External
North 0.196 4.7% 0.229 16.4%
External East 0.197 5.0% 0.251 27.9%
External
South 0.200 6.6% 0.233 18.7%
External West 0.199 6.4% 0.222 13.0%
External
Combined 0.198 5.7% 0.234 19.0%
Figure 10 depicts the empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF) of Ce f f values in both
morning and afternoon periods. Figure 10a shows similar cumulative cloudiness frequencies in all
target areas during the morning (09 h to 11 h LT). Figure 10b shows a detached pattern for the water
area during the afternoon (14 h to 16 h LT), as expected from previous results. The conclusions are
twofold: first, the reduced daily average cloudiness over the water surface is a consequence of the
cloudless afternoons engendered by the lake breeze, and second, the lake breeze induced a local
cloudiness anomaly, as all of the four external areas presented increased cloudiness, which would be
very unlikely to occur by chance.
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(a) (b) 
Figure 10. The cumulative distribution functions (CDF) charts for effective cloud cover Ce f f levels for
each target area during the (a) morning and (b) afternoon periods.
Table 4 summarizes the K–S test results comparing the cloudiness CDFs over the water surface
area and dry land areas. The alternative hypothesis (H1) implies that the cloudiness CDF over external
areas is lower than the CDF over the water surface, indicating that the cloudiness in the external area
tends to be larger than the internal area. The p-values presented are the Type 1 error, understood as the
probability of rejecting the null hypothesis considering it is true. Daily and afternoon p-values are
extremely low, indicating high confidence that the distributions are different (alternative hypothesis
H1 is true). On the other hand, there is a higher p-value of 1.81 × 10−2 for the morning, indicating
increased uncertainty in assuming the null hypothesis is false.
Table 4. p-values for Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S) one-sided test comparing the empirical cumulative
distribution functions of effective cloud cover (Ce f f ) in the wet (internal) and dry (external) areas of the
reservoir. Null hypothesis, H0 : μInternal = μExternal, where μ denotes the mean value of the distribution







μInternal < μExternal 1.30× 10−16 1.81× 10−2 6.52× 10−20
Figure 11 shows absolute differences of cumulative cloudiness probability for internal area
(CDFinternal) and external area (CDFexternal) along Ce f f values for daily, morning only, and afternoon
only periods. The corresponding critical bounds, Vc, for a 99% confidence level are plotted over.
The plot shows CDF differences exceeding the critical bound for Ce f f up to 0.20 for daily averages,
and up to 0.40 for afternoon averages. It indicates a higher frequency of lower Ceff values in the
internal area when compared to the external area. This result supports the hypothesis that the reservoir
affects mostly shallow convection since deep convective clouds are both brighter (Ce f f >> 0.4) and
less susceptible to surface influence at the local scale. The K–S test results bring more evidence that
cloudless skies frequency over the water surface is higher than outside the Serra da Mesa Reservoir.
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Figure 11. Absolute differences of cumulative cloudiness probability for internal area (CDFinternal) and
external area (CDFexternal) along Ce f f values for Serra da Mesa hydropower plant. The horizontal line
represents the one-sided test bound Vc at a 99% confidence level.
3.4. Time Analysis of Cloudiness over the Reservoir
So far, our results have shown that a spatial cloudiness pattern exists and that the reservoir
probably induces it. Nevertheless, one could still argue that the internal and external areas of the
reservoir are not similar enough and that other factors than the reservoir itself could impact the local
cloudiness. Figure 12 presents a proxy to overcome this issue.
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 12. Mean differences (after–before) between periods after (1997–2009) and before (1984–1996) of
the reservoir construction over Serra da Mesa Basin for (a) visible reflectance (0.6 μm) for 15 h LT and
(b) daily infrared brightness temperature (11.0 μm) in K. Green and red rectangles show domains for
internal and external cloudiness evaluation.
The long-term mean differences of temperature and reflectance after and before the reservoir
construction is presented in Figure 11, respectively. The comparison analysis used local cloudiness
data estimated from the GridSat-B1/ISCCP dataset in two distinct time frames, as described earlier in
Section 2.2.
As a first approximation, both images suggest that the cloudiness over the external areas exceeds
cloudiness over the water surface of the reservoir. Therefore, Figure 12 endorses our and other recent
results [5], pointing out that the presence of the reservoir induces a lake breeze system that inhibits
the cloud formation because of dry air subsidence from the upper atmospheric layers to near-surface
levels above the water surface. However, Evan et al. [50] suggest that the difference in cloudiness
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frequency may be due to satellite viewing geometries affecting the cloudiness data acquisition on a
long-term basis.
If the changes in the reflectance (R) (Figure 12a) and in the infrared brightness temperature (BT)
(Figure 12b) were associated with satellite viewing geometry artifacts, it would affect the overall
sampled area in a similar way. Both images in Figure 12 show that it is not the case, as the cloudiness
reduction over the widest area of the water surface of the reservoir exceeds cloudiness reduction over the
external areas. The differences in the external area present smaller magnitudes and may be attributed
to surface heterogeneity and limitations in the sampling process due to interannual variability.
Figure 13a,b shows the histograms of the mean visible reflectance data over the water surface area









Figure 13. Relative frequency histogram (%) and kernel density estimates (KDE), right axis, of visible
reflectance (R) over the water surface area based on GridSat-B1/ISCCPP data acquired before (blue
boxes) and after (brown boxes) filling the Serra da Mesa Reservoir: (a) 09 h LT (morning period) in the
internal area; (b) 15 h LT (afternoon period) in the internal area; (c) 09 h LT (morning period) in the
external area, and (d) 15 h LT (afternoon period) in the external area.
In the same way, Figure 13c,d shows histograms of cloudiness frequency over the reservoir’s
external areas.
Figure 12a,c shows the histograms obtained for 9 h LT in both timeframes (after and before the
flooding). Both present very similar profiles with the maximum frequency occurring in quite the same
visible reflectance. Nevertheless, the histograms obtained for 1997–2009 (the after flooding period)
presents more spread than the one obtained for 1984–1996 (before filling). The histograms for the
afternoon period (15h LT), shown in Figures 13b and 12d, also have very similar profiles, except for
a left shift on the maximum frequency after filling the reservoir. Considering the typical reflectance
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values for surface (0.08 to 0 0.15) and cloud top (0.5 to 0.9), this shift suggests that the reduction in
visible reflectance is linked to a decrease in the cloudiness frequency. In the afternoon, no discernible
change of cloudiness frequency occurs in the visible reflectance for the external areas surrounding the
reservoir. The K–S test results endorse this conclusion comparing the empirical frequency distributions
of reflectance raw data (Table 5). The null hypothesis at a 1% significance level is rejected only for
the distributions observed in the water surface area during the afternoon (p-value = 3.74 × 10−3).
Such results point out that the statistically significant change in cloudiness induced by the hydropower
lake occurred only over the water surface area during the afternoon. Moreover, the influence of the
satellite viewing geometry was discarded once the shift occurs only for part of the Serra da Mesa
hydropower area.
Table 5. p-values for K–S two-sided hypothesis test comparing the empirical frequency distribution of
cloud reflectance (R) raw data in the internal and surroundings (external) areas of the reservoir. Null
hypothesis H0 : μa f ter = μbe f ore.
Alternative Hypothesis H1 p-Value
Morning (9 h LT)
p-Value
Afternoon (15 h LT)
Internal : μa f ter  μbe f ore 5.03× 10−1 3.74× 10−3
External : μa f ter  μbe f ore 8.94× 10−1 4.16× 10−1
Figure 14a,b shows the boxplot of the monthly mean of reflectance observed in the internal
and external areas at 15 h LT throughout the year for the same two timeframes 1984–1996 (before
filling the reservoir) and 1997–2009 (after filling the reservoir). Figure 14a demonstrates that the most
substantial differences in the median of the observed reflectance occur during the winter season from
July to September. Decreased reflectance values were observed after reservoir filling. The mismatched
notches indicate that these samples are significantly different. This long-term observation confirms
the GOES-16 previous results and suggests a reduced cloudiness area over the water. However,
it is important to note that June presented an increased reflectance after reservoir filling, differently
from other months. The existence of fewer data samples (553 samples before and 395 samples after)
may have affected uncertainty, widening the notches. In this sense, the overlapped notches for
June indicate that the datasets are not significantly different at a 95% confidence level, leading to a
non-conclusive comparison.
Another possible cause for this distinct result relies on the fact that in June, the reservoir surface
temperature exceeds surface air temperature and tends to produce an unstable atmospheric boundary
layer (ABL), as anticipated by Garrat [51]. Water surface temperatures (Tw) are, on average, higher
than air temperatures (Ta) (Figure 3a,b). The ABL over the Serra da Mesa Reservoir remains unstable
(Tw > Ta) around 3/4 of the time on a monthly scale (Figure 4b). However, the stability of the ABL
varied at both diurnal (Figure 4a) and seasonal timescales (Figure 4b). Unstable ABL conditions were
prevalent in summer and autumn, but June is the month marked by the higher gradients between
the reservoir surface and atmosphere (Figure 4b). The maximum decrease for the water column
temperature until 20 m depth occurred for June (Figure 4c), resulting in a consistent and persistent
gradient between the reservoir surface and atmosphere. The mean values of Tw and Ta presented
in Figure 4 are based on 3-year data acquired in the Serra da Mesa reservoir. More investigation is
required to clarify the reason for this behavior in June. Nevertheless, it happened consistently during
the data acquisition period. The lower wind speeds for June (Figure 3a) resulted in less mechanical
mixing at the lower ABL and, consequently, an enhanced unstable ABL. Possibly, the cloudiness may
be increased due to enhanced evaporation from the water surface after reservoir flooding. Meanwhile,
Figure 14b shows slighter differences in reflectances between the two periods most of the year for the
external area.
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Figure 14. Boxplot for the monthly visible reflectance observed in the internal (a) and external (b)
reservoir area at 15h LT before (blue boxes) and after (orange boxes) construction of the Serra da Mesa
hydropower plant. Panel (c) shows the difference between external and internal areas for the period
before and after lake filling. The box represents the interquartile range (IQR) (25–75%), and the whiskers
are the +/− 1.5 × IQR bounds of data values. The notch (horizontal line) indicates the median (95%
confidence). Overlapped notches mean the datasets are not significantly different at 95% confidence
level [52].
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An irregular behavior is noted in the dry months (May to August) possibly affected by fewer
data samples as mentioned before. A small reduction is also noted at the end of the year (October
to December). This result reveals the uncertainty inherent to the sampling method. Factors such
as interannual variability and land cover change may affect cloudiness unevenly along the years,
so that identical distributions for the periods before and after reservoir filling are unlikely to occur at
monthly scales. To overcome partly of this limitation, Figure 14c shows the relative difference between
the reflectance from external and internal areas for each period mentioned above. The reflectance
differences oscillate near zero (mean = −0.0013) before reservoir filling, while the differences oscillate
around positive values (mean = 0.0204) after reservoir filling. This result supports previous findings
that suggest the existence of a considerable impact on cloudiness frequency caused by the Serra da
Mesa Reservoir.
3.5. The Lake Breeze Influence on Surface Incoming Solar Irradiation
An estimate of the typical k0t_clear value for the Serra da Mesa reservoir was obtained by fitting
Equation (7) to the global solar irradiance data acquired in three ground measurement stations near
the hydropower dam. Cloudy samples were manually screened and data were converted to observed
clearness index (kt_clear). The fitting procedure was performed for 5-degree intervals of the solar zenith
angle in order to reduce uncertainties in k0t_clear estimates. Ground data acquired at a solar elevation
lower than 20◦ were discarded.
Table 6 summarizes the results for kt_clear values obtained in each ground measurement site for
two solar zenith angle intervals. The last line shows the results obtained by fitting the model for data
from the three sites altogether. The kt_clear listed in the last line was assumed as the regional values.
The difference between the regional kt_clear and the site-specific kt_clear ranges from 1.3% for low zenith
angles to ~3.5% for high zenith angles.
Table 6. List of ground measurement sites near the Serra da Mesa Reservoir used to estimate the
cloudless atmospheric transmittances kt_clear values. The simple model, described in Equation (7),
provided the kt_clear values for 5-degree intervals of solar zenith angles. The table presents the results for
two of the intervals. The last line exhibits the results obtained by using data from the three measurement









Regional kt_clear 0.759 0.685
The clearness index kt was calculated using Equation (6) for Ce f f values provided by GOES-16 as
a function of day and time and then averaged over the year for three areas: internal (water surface),
reservoir borders, and external areas. The calculation of GHI was performed by multiplying hourly
clearness index (kt) by the irradiance at the top of the atmosphere according to Equation (5). Table 7
provides information on the enhanced incoming solar irradiance at the water surface of the Serra da
Mesa Reservoir compared to the surrounding external areas as reference. Table results demonstrate
that reduced local cloudiness increases the annual average of incoming solar irradiance around 1.73%
from 7 h to 17 h LT. The solar irradiance enhancement reaches up to 4.51% for the afternoon (from 14 h
to 16 h LT).
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Table 7. Comparison of annual mean effective cloud cover index, Ce f f , and respective estimates of
mean surface incoming solar irradiance (GHIest) at the water surface and external areas of the Serra da
Mesa Hydropower Reservoir. The incoming global solar irradiance in external areas was the reference
value to calculate the irradiance enhancement. Morning differences were not significant (not shown).













Internal 0.187 523.8 1.73% 0.196 549.0 4.51%
Border 0.188 521.6 1.30% 0.207 542.1 3.20%
External
Combined 0.198 514.9 - 0.234 525.3 -
4. Conclusions
This work evaluated the formation of the lake breeze in the Serra da Mesa Reservoir, located
in the Central region of Brazil, and its impacts on the regional cloudiness climate. The study
evaluated the spatial and time distributions of cloudiness based on in situ measurements and two
satellite-derived datasets.
In situ data covering a 5-year period taken from an offshore buoy system confirmed a prevailing
breeze mechanism in the reservoir that superimposes large-scale atmospheric flow and generates a
modified regional wind climatology. The difference between the typical heat fluxes in the internal
(water surface) and external areas combined with locally calm winds explains the development of the
lake breeze most of the day.
High-resolution satellite imagery was used for assessment and seasonal analysis of the spatial
distribution of cloudiness, which identified the lake contour signature on afternoon cloud fields all year
long, suggesting a persistent pattern of lake breeze. Moreover, the spatial analysis allowed identifying
a statistically significant reduction of ~5.7% in the effective cloud cover index (Ce f f ) over the water
surface area compared to the surrounding areas of the reservoir. A more detailed hourly basis analysis
showed that the largest cloudiness differences occur from 12 h to 16 h (Local Time).
In addition, two sets of 15 years of satellite images, one before and the other after the reservoir
filling, allowed the assessment of the gross impact of the hydropower plant construction on the regional
cloud regime. A change in cloudiness frequency distribution was detected after lake filling. Such a
difference in cloudiness frequency between before and after was statistically significant, evidencing
reservoir impact on regional cloud regime over the flooded area. On the other hand, the external areas
surrounding the formed lake did not reveal a significant change in the cloudiness pattern, dismissing
any data trend.
In summary, the study strongly suggests that induced lake breeze circulation enhances cloudless
skies over the flooded area during daytime at Serra da Mesa. This conclusion was supported by remote
and in situ measurements, but some limitations should be mentioned: This is a study case for a specific
reservoir and, despite their potential for extrapolation, these conclusions should not be assumed for
other tropical reservoirs. Further assessments are needed to evaluate the extent of the phenomenon for
other locations. Another limitation concerns the quantitative analysis presented herein. Uncertainty
related to the cloudiness sampling method and interannual variability may affect the comparisons,
requiring a longer-term analysis to provide climatologically consistent measures.
Furthermore, a preliminary assessment of the incoming solar irradiance at the lake surface
indicated an increment of 1.73% on the daily average and up to 4.51% increase for the afternoon
timeframe. These are substantial values from the perspective of solar energy resource assessment.
The enhancement in horizontal surface solar irradiance over the hydroelectric lake compared to the
surrounding areas corresponds to a relative increment in the annual photovoltaic yield from the
reported average ranging from 1622 kWh/KWp [53] up to 1696 kWh/kWp. Furthermore, as floating
photovoltaic (FPV) plants typically perform better at lower temperatures, an additional gain ranging
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from 10% to 15% can be expected according to Rosa-Clot and Tina [54], leading to a net photovoltaic
yield for the water surface of up to 1949 kWh/Kwp. Our research team is already working on the next
step, i.e., evaluating the solar irradiance enhancement and FPV yield in several hydropower plants
operating in different climate regions of the Brazilian territory to provide a solar energy assessment that
supports the FPV technology deployment. In the near future, solar-hydro hybrid plants can become a
great alternative to integrate both energy resources due to the breeze mechanism in several tropical
hydropower dams combined with the high solar irradiance in the Brazilian territory.
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Appendix A
The assessment of lake breeze occurrence according to Equation (4) requires an estimate of ambient
wind speed (ua), defined as the component unaffected by lake breeze. In order to differentiate the
reservoir-modified wind, we considered the ambient wind speed as measured by the ridge-top site
(A24 in Figure 1).
Figure A1. Daily cycle of mean hourly wind speed at three sites nearby reservoir (A15, A22, and A24)
and inside the reservoir (SIMA) calculated over the whole period shown in Table 2.
Figure A1 shows the mean daily cycle of wind speed at four sites: SIMA (inside the reservoir),
A15, A22, and A24 (surroundings the reservoir). All the sites show a diurnal cycle with a maximum
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in the early afternoon. The main aim was to examine how wind intensity on reservoir valley and
surroundings (SIMA, A15 e A22) compared with the prevailing wind direction as measured by the
ridge-top site (A24) (Figure 1 and Table 2). Figure A1shows that the ambient winds (A24) are more
intense than the wind-terrain system (SIMA, A15 e A22), as expected.
Appendix B
The sun glint phenomenon affects satellite visible reflectance measurements due to sunlight
specular reflection over water surfaces. It is geometrically dependent and thus presents a recurrent
characteristic for geostationary satellites lasting several days at specific hours due to slow change on
Earth axis declination. The abnormally high reflectance observed over the water in the austral summer
maps shown in Figure 14 caught attention on the possible occurrence of sun glint over the Serra da
Mesa reservoir. For its detection, a comparative analysis of surface reflectance for consecutive hours
was performed, as shown in Figure A2. The detached pattern of the 10 h LT curve is observed from
5 December to 29 January. The differences from cloudiness prior (9 h) and after (11 h) suggest that
clouds did not cause the brightness observed at 10 h.
Figure A2. Annual cycle of hourly effective cloudiness index (Ce f f ) for 9 h, 10 h and 11 h LT for the
Serra da Mesa reservoir internal area.
Despite the empirical evidence, an analytical evaluation of sun–satellite geometry was also
performed to confirm the sun glint occurrence. It is known from basic optics that specular reflection
implies identical incidence and reflected zenith angles along the plane that contains the incident
vector and surface normal vector. Incidence vector is given by solar geometry while the reflected is
given by satellite view geometry, which is fixed for a geostationary satellite for any point in Earth’s
surface. For a combined assessment of these geometries, we plotted the analemma for 9 h, 10 h, and
11 h LT for the SIMA buoy coordinates (Table 2) at Serra da Mesa reservoir in Figure A3. Satellite
viewing geometry (zenith and azimuth angles) was extracted from GOES-16 raw navigation files and
plotted over. The analemma curve shows the sun position (elevation and azimuth) at the same hour
throughout the year.
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Figure A3. Analemma for 9 h (red), 10 h (green), and 11 h (blue) LT at Serra da Mesa reservoir (SIMA
buoy coordinates) and corresponding specular reflection opposed to satellite viewing angles (black).
Dash-dotted black line indicates a 5◦ margin from the specular position.
From Figure A3, it is possible to confirm that the reflectance anomaly observed during December
and January at 10 h LT was caused by sun glint. Solar position cannot be treated as a point source.
A margin of 5◦ from specular reflection position was included to account for angular variations due to
sun disc solid angle (0.53◦), lake extent, and mostly due to wavy water surface. This margin seems
fairly conservative since any slope on the water facet causes a double deviation on a specular angle due
to reflection symmetry. For oceans, where the water is far wavier, the sun glint is of greater concern
and there is a well-established literature on its detection and correction [55,56]. For the work sequence,
the 10 h LT samples affected by sun glint were excluded from the analysis.
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Abstract: The climatological surface solar radiation (SSR; also called global radiation), which is
largely dependent on cloud conditions, is an important indicator of the solar energy production
potential. In the Baltic area, previous studies have indicated lower cloud amounts over seas than
over land, in particular during the summer. However, the existing literature on the SSR climate or
how it translates into solar energy potential has not paid much attention to how the SSR behaves
quantitatively in relation to the coastline. In this paper, we have studied the climatological land–sea
contrast of the SSR over the Baltic area. For this, we used two satellite climate data records, CLARA-A2
and SARAH-2, together with a coastline data base and ground-based pyranometer measurements
of the SSR. We analyzed the behaviour of the climatological mean SSR over the period 2003–2013
as a function of the distance to the coastline. The results show that off-shore locations on average
receive higher SSR than inland areas and that the land–sea contrast in the SSR is strongest during the
summer. Furthermore, the land–sea contrast in the summer time SSR exhibits similar behavior in
various parts of the Baltic. For CLARA-A2, which shows better agreement with the ground-based
measurements than SARAH-2, the annual SSR is 8% higher 20 km off the coastline than 20 km inland.
For summer, i.e., June–August, this difference is 10%. The observed land–sea contrast in the SSR
is further shown to correspond closely to the behavior of clouds. Here, convective clouds play an
important role as they tend to form over inland areas rather than over the seas during the summer
part of the year.
Keywords: surface solar radiation; global radiation; solar energy; satellite; Baltic area; coastline;
cloud; convection; climate
1. Introduction
Globally, clouds are more prevalent over seas than over land [1,2]. Over mid-to-high latitudes
in the Northern Hemisphere, however, surface-based synoptic weather reports show higher cloud
amount over land than over seas [3]. In Sweden, the land–sea contrast in cloud behavior was studied
already by Ångström in 1928 [4]. He analyzed measurements of bright sunshine duration across the
Swedish west coast and found that Vinga, a lighthouse in the outermost archipelago, had 11% more
sunshine than Kålltorp, which is located slightly east of the central parts of Gothenburg. The distance
between these two locations is ca 27 km. Ångström further referred to similar results on the Swedish
east coast reported by J. Westman. An early sunshine climatology over Finland, presented by Lunelund
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in 1941 [5], also indicates a land–sea contrast in the duration of bright sunshine, with relatively high
values along the coastline and in the archipelago.
More recently, the subject was studied by Karlsson [6], who created a satellite-based Scandinavian
cloud climatology using Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) measurements.
He found that the Baltic sea is less cloudy than the surrounding inland areas from April to September,
and that this land–sea contrast in the summer time cloudiness is most pronounced during the afternoon,
indicating a role of convective clouds forming over the inland areas, caused by solar heating of the
surface. In winter, on the other hand, Karlsson [6] found the cloudiness in Scandinavia to be generally
rather high, without any distinct geographical feature.
These general features of the cloud climate do, of course, have an effect on the surface
solar radiation (SSR; also called global radiation) and thereby also on the solar energy resource.
Thus, a land–sea contrast in the climatological SSR can be expected, with higher radiation over the sea
than over land. Indeed, Persson [7], who studied the solar radiation climate of Sweden, found that
the SSR in Visby (Gotland) was 12% higher than at a location of similar latitude, but located inland.
Apart from this, however, existing literature on the SSR climate (e.g., [8]) or how it translates into solar
energy potential over Europe (e.g., [9]) has not paid much attention to how the land–sea contrast in
the SSR behaves quantitatively. Therefore, from the perspective of solar resource assessment, it would
be important to have better information on the SSR climatology in coastal areas.
The aim of this paper is to quantify the land–sea contrast in the SSR climate over the Baltic
Sea and its surrounding areas. For this, we used two different satellite-retrieved SSR data sets from
EUMETSAT’s Climate Monitoring Satellite Application Facility (CM SAF), a coastline data base and
ground-based measurements of the SSR from the Swedish and Finnish networks.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Satellite SSR
In this study, we used the following satellite-based SSR data records:
1. CLARA-A2 (CM SAF cLoud, Albedo and surface RAdiation dataset from AVHRR data—Edition 2;
doi:10.5676/EUM_SAF_CM/CLARA_AVHRR/V002), a data record based on measurements by
the AVHRR sensor onboard a series of polar-orbiting satellites
2. SARAH-2 (Surface Radiation Data Set-Heliosat (SARAH)—Edition 2;
doi:10.5676/EUM_SAF_CM/SARAH/V002), a data record derived from satellite-observations of
the visible channels of the Meteosat Visible Infra-Red Imager (MVIRI) and the Spinning Enhanced
Visible and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI) instruments onboard the geostationary Meteosat satellites
Both data records cover more than 30 years, from the early 1980s up to 2015, and have been
produced by EUMETSAT’s CM SAF project. Note, however, that we here focus on the period 2003–2013
(see Section 2.5).
Riihelä et al. [10] found—using a previous version of these data records (i.e., SARAH-v001
and CLARA-A1)—that both CLARA and SARAH are capable of estimating the monthly mean SSR
with an accuracy better than 10 W/m2, when compared to ground-based measurements in Sweden
and Finland. Another finding of [10] is of particular interest for the present study: they showed,
that CLARA in general shows higher SSR values over the Baltic Sea than SARAH, and that CLARA is
in better agreement with the ground-based measurements at Utö in the Finnish archipelago.
The CLARA-A2 data record and underlying algorithms are discussed by Karlsson et al. [11]
and references therein. The update to version CLARA-A2 included major efforts to correct and
homogenize the original satellite radiances measured by the AVHRR instruments. As regards the
SSR record, the update substantially improved the spatial coverage. In CLARA-A2, SSR estimates are
unavailable only over snow-covered surfaces. Monthly and daily SSR values are available on a regular
0.25◦ × 0.25◦ global latitude-longitude grid.
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The SARAH-2 data record and its algorithms are comprehensively presented in EUMETSAT’s
Algorithm Theoretical Baseline Document [12]. The update to version SARAH-2 included
further improvements to the homogeneity of the data record, empirical correction of view-angle
dependency of the cloud albedo and adjustment of the water vapour column based on surface
elevation. The SARAH-2 products are available as monthly, daily, and 30 min values on a regular
0.05◦ × 0.05◦ latitude–longitude grid. Note, however, that SARAH-2 is based on geostationary satellite
measurements and therefore does not provide global coverage. The SARAH-2 SSR data, for example,
leaves large parts of central and northern Finland uncovered (see, e.g., Figure 3-3 in [12]).
In this study, we used monthly values of the SSR as provided by CLARA-A2 and SARAH-2.
In addition to the real-sky estimate of the SSR, both data sets also provide a clear-sky counterpart
representing the SSR under the same atmospheric conditions, but assuming cloudless skies.
2.2. Coastline Information
The Global Self-consistent Hierarchical High-resolution Geography (GSHHG) database [13,14]
contains coastline information constructed from hierarchically arranged closed polygons. The data
are available in five different resolutions ranging from crude to full. In this study, we used the low
resolution data, version 2.3.5 of GSHHG with some further modifications as explained in Section 2.4.
2.3. Ground-Based Pyranometer Measurements
Finally, we also used pyranometer measurements of the SSR (global radiation) of the Finnish and
Swedish networks as a reference to which the satellite-retreived results were compared. The stations,
listed in Table 1, are operated by the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute and the Finnish
Meteorological Institute. The same stations were included also in a previous study by Riihelä et al. [10],
where more details on the instruments used and measurement data can be found.
Table 1. Solar radiation measurement stations included in this study arranged according to their
distance to the coastline. Negative distances indicate locations off-shore.
Station Distance [km] Latitude [◦N] Longitude [◦E]
Visby −94 57.673 18.345
Utö −80 59.784 21.368
Svenska Högarna −41 59.442 19.502
Karlstad −2 59.359 13.427
Luleå 1 65.544 22.111
Göteborg 3 57.688 11.980
Helsinki-Kumpula 3 60.203 24.961
Stockholm 4 59.353 18.063
Umeå 5 63.811 20.240
Norrköping 7 58.582 16.148
Lund 10 55.714 13.212
Helsinki-Vantaa 11 60.327 24.957
Jokioinen 54 60.814 23.498
Växjö 84 56.927 14.731
Borlänge 98 50.488 15.430
2.4. Distance to the Coastline
In order to scrutinize the land–sea contrast in the climatological SSR, we analyzed the behaviour
of the climatological mean SSR as a function of the distance to the coastline. Figure 1 shows the region
included in our analysis and the calculated distance to the coastline (see below for information on how
the coastline is defined). The measurement stations in Finland and Sweden included in this study are
shown as black filled squares.
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Figure 1. Map of the Baltic region included in this study, bounded by the black line. The color scale
indicates the distance to the coastline of the CLARA satellite grid and the black filled squares represent
the ground-based measurement stations.
The distance between the center of the satellite grid box and the coastline was calculated for
both CLARA-A2 and SARAH-2 as well as for the ground-based measurement stations (see Figure 1
and Table 1). This was done using the haversine formula for the distance along a great circle on a
spherical surface. For this, we used a slightly modified version of the low resolution GSHHG database.
Our aim here was to obtain an appropriate level of detail in the coastline information, considering the
resolution of the satellite data records and the expected distance over which a coastline gradient in the
SSR climate can be seen. We wanted to avoid a too high level of detail, which may cause ambiguities
in the interpretation of the coastline, in particular, in highly heterogeneous regions.
Starting from the low resolution GSHHG data, we decreased the distance between adjacent points
by iteratively adding a point, positioned at the midpoint between the two neighboring points, until the
distance between adjacent points became less than 5 km. We also excluded some lakes and islands
from our analysis by including only polygons with an area larger than 0.8 square degrees and an area
to circumference ratio larger than 0.21 degrees.
The resulting coastline information for the Baltic region is indicated by the distance to the
coastline shown in Figure 1. It can be seen, for example, that the islands of Gotland and Själland are
here interpreted as sea, which is also the case for Åland as well as other islands of the Baltic. Because of
the discreteness of the coastline data used, the calculated distance to the coastline may have an error
up to 2.5 km, with additional uncertainty introduced by differences between the true coastline with all
its detail and the coastline as represented by our version of the GSHHG data.
2.5. Period of Analysis
Riihelä et al. [10] showed that the CLARA satellite SSR record shows better performance as
compared with ground-based measurements during the more recent period, when a higher number
of polar orbiting satellite overpasses are available for each day. Furthermore, Müller et al. [15]
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argued that only 10 recent years should be used when estimating the solar energy resource. For these
reasons, and since ground-based pyranometer measurements from the Finnish and Swedish networks
were readily available up to the year 2013 (based on [10]) , we have here chosen to focus on the
period 2003–2013.
3. Results
From the satellite cloud climatology of Karlsson [6], it appears that the strongest land–sea contrast
in clouds and solar radiation prevails during summer. While it can be noted that the months May–July
exhibit the highest solar radiation, and hence corresponds to ’summer’ in terms of the solar radiation
climate of this region (e.g., [16]), we here choose to use the standard definitions of seasons in our
analysis. This means that December–February (DJF) corresponds to winter, March–May (MAM) to
spring, June–August (JJA) to summer, and September–November (SON) to autumn.
Figure 2 shows the summer SSR (surface solar radiation) corresponding to five example transects
in various parts of the Baltic. The data here are from CLARA-A2 and the location of the transects have
been chosen to correspond to areas which are archipelago-free or at most exhibit a shallow archipelago.
Palanga (Lithuania) has the highest SSR of the locations shown, while Haparanda (Sweden) has the
lowest. Interestingly, all five transects exhibit a similar gradient in the SSR, decreasing from off-shore
locations toward inland. Note that the transect of Gdansk (Poland) is to some extent almost parallel
with the true coastline. This may have an influence on the behavior of the SSR close to the coast,
where the first satellite grid box off-shore (at around −5 km) exhibits a relatively low SSR value.
Figure 2. (left) Map showing the location of the transects for which (right) the climatological summer
(JJA) SSR according to CLARA-A2 is presented as a function of distance to the coastline. The light grey
error bars indicate the standard deviation of the annual summer values.
Figure 3 shows the seasonally averaged SSR for the Baltic region over the period 2003–2013 as a
function of distance to the coastline. The figure shows both the SSR based on the two satellite records
and as depicted by ground-based pyranometer measurements. Here, the data have been arranged
according to the distance to the coastline into the following bins: ±5 km, 5–15 km, 15–25 km, and so
on. The standard deviation of the satellite-based SSR shown in the figure is the median of the standard
deviation over the grid boxes at the distance of interest. Similarly, when more than one ground-based
measurement station is included in a specific distance bin, the standard deviation is presented as the
median of the standard deviation over the stations of interest.
Table 2 shows the average SSR 20 km out on the sea (SSR−20km), at the coastline (SSR0km),
and 20 km inland (SSR+20km) together with the difference in the SSR between the sea and the land
expressed as ΔSSR±20km = (SSR−20km − SSR+20km)/SSR0km × 100%.
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Figure 3. Climatological average (solid line) and standard deviation (colored shading) of the SSR for
each season as a function of distance to the coastline for CLARA-A2 (upper panel) and SARAH-2
(lower panel). Ground-based pyranometer measurements of the SSR are shown as black filled circles
with corresponding error bars denoting the standard deviation. See text for details.
Table 2. Comparison of the climatological SSR at 20 km out on the sea, at the coastline, and 20 km
inland according to CLARA-A2 and SARAH-2.
SSR−20km[kWh/m2] SSR0km SSR+20km ΔSSR±20km[%]
CLARA SARAH CLARA SARAH CLARA SARAH CLARA SARAH
DJF 43.3 38.5 42.4 39.8 41.2 40.6 4.8 −5.3
MAM 368.2 349.0 351.0 344.4 339.0 338.3 8.3 3.1
JJA 499.1 481.1 476.0 468.2 453.2 452.6 9.6 6.1
SON 137.5 134.2 134.6 133.5 129.9 131.9 5.6 1.7
YEAR 1042.0 997.0 998.3 980.1 957.8 957.9 8.4 4.0
Both satellite data records exhibit a land–sea contrast in the SSR, which is strongest during
the summer period (JJA). Furthermore, springtime (MAM) SSR is higher over the seas than over
land. In fact, a separate inspection of individual months reveals that the land–sea contrast in the
SSR is strongest for the months May–July, hence coinciding with the months showing the highest
climatological SSR. In autumn (SON), there is still a small distinguishable gradient in the SSR over the
coastline in the CLARA-A2 data record, while SARAH-2 shows a rather flat behavior. In winter (DJF),
SARAH-2 shows a slightly reversed gradient, with somewhat lower SSR over the sea than over land
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(see Table 2). We note, however, that winter time SSR from both SARAH-2 and CLARA-A2 suffer from
larger uncertanties due to low sun and possibly snow-covered surfaces.
From Figure 3, it can be further noted, that while both satellite data records show reasonable
agreement with the ground-based pyranometer measurements, the spring and summer time land–sea
contrast in the SSR is better depicted in CLARA-A2. Both CLARA-A2 and the ground-based SSR
measurements exhibit a somewhat stronger land–sea contrast than SARAH-2.
The Cloud Modification Factor (CMF), also referred to as the clear sky index, is a measure of
the attenuating effect of clouds on solar radiation [17]. It is generally defined as the ratio of the SSR
under all-sky conditions to that for otherwise the same conditions, but with a cloudless sky [18].
Both satellite data records enable the calculation of the CMF, since they provide, in addition to the
real-sky estimate of the SSR, a clear-sky counterpart representing the SSR under cloudless skies.
Figure 4 shows the monthly CMF of CLARA-A2 and SARAH-2, respectively. The CMF shows a
rather similar land–sea contrast as the climatological SSR, with values decreasing from off-shore
toward inland areas. Comparing Figure 4 with Figure 3 and Table 2 further reveals an approximate
quantitative agreement between the behavior of the CMF and the SSR, supporting the straightforward
hypothesis that most of the SSR gradient is caused by clouds. This conclusion is further corroborated
by the results of Karlsson [6], who studied the diurnal behavior of the cloudiness in the Baltic area.
He found a pronounced diurnal cycle over land during the summer (June–August), with maximum
cloudiness in the afternoon. As discussed in the introduction, this indicates that convective clouds
forming over the inland areas during the summer part of the year play an important role in the Baltic
cloud climate. Similar conclusions can further be drawn indirectly from thunderstorm and lightning
climatologies [19,20], showing significant land–sea contrast as well.
Figure 4. Climatological monthly Cloud Modification Factor (CMF) as a function of distance to the
coastline for CLARA-A2 (left panel) and SARAH-2 (right panel).
4. Discussion
In this paper, we have studied the climatological behavior of the surface solar radiation (SSR).
More specifically, we have used two satellite climate data records, CLARA-A2 and SARAH-2, together
with ground-based pyranometer measurements of the SSR to study the land–sea contrast in the
climatological SSR over the Baltic area. The results show that off-shore locations on average receive
higher SSR than inland areas, in particular during the summer half of the year. For CLARA-A2,
which shows better agreement with ground-based measurements, the annual SSR is 8% higher 20 km
off the coastline than 20 km inland. SARAH-2 exhibits a smaller difference of 4%. We also show that
the observed land–sea contrast in the SSR corresponds closely to the behavior of clouds.
The climatological SSR, a measure of the solar radiation received at a horizontal surface, is an
important indicator of the solar energy production potential. As regards photovoltaic (PV) electricity
production, however, also the temperature plays a role. The relative efficiency of PV cells typically
decreases by 0.5% for 1◦C increase in the cell temperature [21]. As temperatures of off-shore and
coastal locations are typically cooler than those observed inland during the summer period in the
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Baltic, these regions will gain an additional advantage through the temperature effect of PV cells.
Quantification of this temperature effect is, however, left for future work.
An interesting question that remains is why CLARA-A2 shows better agreement than SARAH-2
with pyranometer measurements of the SSR in terms of the land–sea contrast. Although further
studies are needed to understand the differences between CLARA-A2 and SARAH-2 in this
context, the differences are likely linked to satellite observing geometry and retrieval algorithms.
The comparably large viewing angles of the geostationary satellite, for example, require corrections to
account for overestimation of the cloud optical thickness, in particular under broken cloud conditions.
Such a correction has been applied in SARAH-2, however, a systematic underestimation of the SSR
due to viewing geometry cannot be ruled out. As clouds behave differently over sea than over
land (as shown in this paper), such an underestimation could have bearing on the results of the
present study.
Another factor which may be of relevance relates to assumptions regarding the cloud
transmissivity, which is one of the key parameters that determine the SSR. In the case of CLARA-A2,
the cloud transmissivity is derived using the reflected top-of-the-atmosphere shortwave flux estimated
from the satellite radiance measurements considering auxiliary information (e.g., surface albedo).
For SARAH-2, the effective cloud albedo is estimated from the contrast of the cloud reflectivity to
the clear-sky reflectivity, which might be larger over sea than over land (even for clouds of similar
properties). Furthermore, the estimation of the shortwave reflected flux and the assignment to the
cloud transmissivity in the CLARA-A2 algorithm depends also on the surface albedo and other local
parameters. For both algorithms used here, effects induced by land–sea contrasts cannot be ruled out.
The present study indicates that those effects that smoothen the land–sea contrast in SSR are smaller in
CLARA-A2 than in SARAH-2, at least for the region studied, located at comparably high latitudes.
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Abstract: Characterizing the atmosphere is one of the most complex studies one can undertake due
to the non-linearity and phenomenological variability. Clouds are also among the most variable
atmospheric constituents, changing their size and shape over a short period of time. There are several
sectors in which the study of cloudiness is of vital importance. In the renewable field, the increasing
development of solar technology and the emerging trend for constructing and operating solar
plants across the earth’s surface requires very precise control systems that provide optimal energy
production management. Similarly, airports are hubs where cloud coverage is required to provide
high-precision periodic observations that inform airport operators about the state of the atmosphere.
This work presents an autonomous cloud detection system, in real time, based on the digital image
processing of a low-cost sky camera. An algorithm was developed to identify the clouds in the whole
image using the relationships established between the channels of the RGB and Hue, Saturation,
Value (HSV) color spaces. The system’s overall success rate is approximately 94% for all types of sky
conditions; this is a novel development which makes it possible to identify clouds from a ground
perspective without the use of radiometric parameters.
Keywords: cloud detection; cloud coverage; sky camera; image processing; remote sensing;
CSP plants; solar energy; solar irradiance forecasting; total sky imagery
1. Introduction
With the expansion in solar plant development [1,2], comprehensive knowledge of the events that
might affect plant production quality is required. Solar technologies involving energy transformation
generally have inherent issues that must be overcome. Knowing when clouds will appear in the solar
field is essential information for solar plant operators [3]. With this knowledge, operators can perform
a range of actions to optimize solar plant operation.
At airports, a daily meteorological report is provided showing the state of the cloud cover; this
is usually carried out by a human observer with experience in cloud visualization. It is, therefore,
necessary to develop a real-time meteorological cloud detection system capable of repeatedly providing
concise information on the state of the atmosphere.
Clouds have been detected using a wide variety of tools, one of which is satellite imagery. A simple
classification method was developed based on the split-window technique. This system provided a
detection accuracy of 44%, with an underestimation error of 56%, correctly classifying the areas in
88% of cases [4]. Another work presented two machine-learning methods to determine cloud masking
using Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI) images that measured the reflectance
values obtained from the IR3.9 channel.
In general, the determination coefficient (r2) presented higher results than in 75% of the cases
analyzed with MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) and CLM (the Cloud Mask
product from EUMETSAT) images [5]. Furthermore, several authors have used Landsat 8 data to
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deal with the problem of detecting clouds in visible and multispectral imagery from high-resolution
satellite cameras [6]. Focusing on the importance of monitoring cloud cover over solar power plant
areas, satellites have been used for cloud estimation, thus making it possible to track clouds and
forecast their future position to predict when the sun will be blocked [7]. Other authors developed the
function of mask (Fmask) 4.0 algorithm to automatically detect cloud and cloud shadow in Landsats
4-8 and Sentinel-2 images, where normally the computational time needed to process a single Landsat
or Sentinel-2 image takes between 1.5 and 10 min (depending on the percentage of cloud cover and
the land surface characteristics) [8]. However, space satellites have certain drawbacks, such as spatial
and temporal resolution. Geostationary satellites provide images at a frequency of about 15 min and a
spatial resolution of several square kilometers. Polar satellites have a higher spatial resolution, in the
order of meters, but usually take only one image per day. Added to this, the process for performing
certain tasks with these images (matrix calculations) involves more time and may not be very efficient,
depending on how the obtained information is applied.
Sky cameras are a way of providing a view of the sky that complements the satellites, where clouds
can be identified more accurately and at a higher temporal resolution. In some works, dust episodes
have also been studied with this technology, as in the case of the Saharan dust intrusion over southern
Spain in 2017. This appeared as though it were an overcast image that consequently affected the Direct
Normal Irradiance (DNI) [9]. The study of aerosol optical properties is another important field that
uses sky cameras [10]. Some authors have created their own sky cameras for cloud cover assessment
without using conventional solar occulting devices [11]. Furthermore, to counteract the temporal
resolution limitations of satellite images, a digital camera was used for night-time cloud detection,
detailing the percentage of cloud cover at 5-min intervals over the Manila Observatory [12]. In addition,
sky cameras have been used to record cloud detection from solar radiation data [13] and then to predict
the solar resource over the short term using digital levels and maximum cross correlation [14,15]. Other
authors have compared cloud detection data using satellite imagery and sky cameras [16,17]; in [16],
the comparison was made in south-eastern Brazil over a period of approximately three months. Good
agreement was obtained for clear sky and overcast conditions, with detection probabilities of 92.8%
and 80.7%, respectively. For partially cloudy skies, the agreement was around 40%. In that article,
the authors cited problems with the sky camera, for example, very bright areas around the sun, which
were sometimes identified as clouds, leading to cloud cover overestimation. A similar observation was
cited in [18]. In [17] the observations took place in Germany and New Zealand, over time frames of 3
and 2 months, respectively. For a clear sky, the authors found detection probabilities of between 72
and 76%. They recommended that more automated ground-based instruments (in the form of cloud
cameras) should be installed as they cover larger areas of the sky than less automated ground-based
versions. These cameras could be an invaluable supplement to SYNOP observation as they cover the
same spectral wavelengths as the human eye. It is also common to use the R/B, R − B or (R − B)/(R
+ B) ratios to obtain better cloud characterization, where R is the red channel pixels and B the blue
channel pixels [19]. Nevertheless, these ratios lack precision when the image is processed, especially in
the solar area where problems with pixel brightness tend to overestimate the presence of clouds.
This work presents an automatic and autonomous cloud detection system using a low-cost
sky camera (Mobotix Q24). The system mainly uses digital image levels and the solar height angle
calculated at minute intervals. For each image, the system generates a processed image representing the
original image; this is accomplished by identifying the clouds in white and the sky in blue. In general,
the novelty of this approach lies in the high overall cloud detection accuracy in the sun area without
needing to use radiation data to detect the clouds; this is made possible by optimally defining the
parameters related to pixel brightness. In other works, only the RGB ratios are used.
The article is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the properties of the image acquisition
system. Section 3 gives a step-by-step description of the methodology used to identify clouds (this has
been divided into subsections due to its size). Section 4 presents the most important results, both
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visual and numerical, after comparing this system with another consolidated cloud detection system.
Finally, Section 5 sets out the main conclusions.
2. Sky Camera Acquisition and Optical Properties
This work used images from a hemispheric low-cost sky camera, (model Mobotix Q24), placed on
the rooftop of the Solar Energy Research Center (CIESOL) at the University of Almería, Spain (36.8◦N,
2.4◦W; at sea level). Figure 1 shows the camera installation on the CIESOL building.
Figure 1. Mobotix Q24 camera installed in the University of Almería.
The facility’s location has a Mediterranean climate with a high maritime aerosol presence.
The images produced are high resolution from a fully digital color CMOS (2048 × 1536 pixels).
One image is recorded every minute in JPEG format, the optimal time for identifying clouds in the sky.
The three distinct channels represent the red, green and blue levels. Each image pixel is made up of
8 bits, resulting in values of between 0 and 255.
For this work, images were selected from all possible sky types, spanning the earliest times of the
day to just before sunset, and at different times of the year. The period studied was from 2013 to 2019.
For this work, images were selected from all possible sky types, spanning the earliest times of the day
to the latest, just before sunset, and at different times of the year. The period studied was from 2013 to 2019.
3. Methodology
This section describes the particular tasks undertaken to find the different clouds that can appear in
a sky capture, defining the methodology and the steps involved to process an image. All developments
have been carried out in the MATLAB environment as it is the optimal platform for operating with
matrices in record time. Its efficiency is the main reason this software was used for the methodology. As
the starting point, a raw image is presented in Figure 2, where the sky is represented as a common image.
Figure 2. Sky image acquired from the low-cost sky camera on 19 October 2014 at 11:18 (Universal
Time Coordinated - UTC).
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Here, we see the circular representation of the sky appearing over a black background. The first
step is to determine the area of interest from the raw image by applying a white mask, thus obtaining
the image seen in Figure 3, where the sky is perfectly identified in the circular area.
Figure 3. Application of a white mask to the raw sky image on 19 October 2014 at 11:18 (UTC).
After applying this customized mask, the image is ready for use in the developed algorithm to
detect clouds. The MATLAB environment allows one to make changes in the image’s color space
so that specific properties can be studied. This is the case with HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value), NTSC
and yCbCr color spaces. The first, HSV, gives information about the gray color scale, where pixels
vary between 0 and 1. The second, NTSC, is really an RGB color space, where the first component,
luminance, represents grayscale information and the latter two components make up the chrominance
(color information). The last, yCbCr, is used to digitally encode the color information in the computing
systems: y represents the brightness of the color, Cb is the blue component relative to the green
component and Cr is the red component relative to the green component. Figure 4 shows the image
presented beforehand in the three color spaces.
Figure 4. Representation of different color spaces for the image acquired from the low-cost sky camera.
The different colors of the three images represent the main image characteristics. Focusing solely
on the inside of the circle, the blue color identifies the more saturated areas of the HSV image. These
areas are represented by red and yellow in the NTSC image, and by orange, rose and red in the
yCbCr image. Normally, in the NTSC and yCbCr color spaces, the pixel values acquire inflexible
static values in each color space channel whereas in the HSV color space, the pixels (represented by
the three bands/channels) provide values with better precision for the purpose of cloud detection.
Moreover, the clouds are not perfectly represented in the three color spaces so it is important to define
the most significant color space to work with. Given that the HSV color space represents cloudy pixels
better (including those clouds that are more difficult to classify), and more clearly, it has been used
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together with the RGB color space to identify clouds in the image processing procedure [13,14,20].
For the complete image processing procedure, the developed algorithm was structured into different
parts, as described in the following subsections. The different tables define specific criteria for image
processing. Basically, each table has been created for the purpose of each subsection and to set the
intensity levels of the channels, so as to precisely detect the zones (clouds or sky). To obtain a special
classification of the pixels in each zone, different labels are defined and attributed to the pixels, as
shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Criteria for labeling pixels in the whole sky cam image.
Pixel Label Color Assigned Pixel Condition
256 Green Initial saturated pixels
257 White Cloudy pixel in the solar area
258 White Cloudy pixel in general (excluding solar area)
259 Blue Cloudless pixel in general (excluding solar area)
260 Red Cloudless pixel in the solar area
261 Yellow Pixels around solar area with intermediate bright
To accomplish this, different images have been analyzed at different times of the day and at
different times of the year. Following this, a general initial state has been assumed to precisely adjust
the intensity values. Normally, the general state of each table starts by analyzing the R value and the
comparison with the G and B channels. If the intensities of these channels are enclosed in particular
values, the HSV channels are also analyzed. The uncertainty of each channel is the sensitivity of each
one, i.e., in the RGB color space, ±1, it is ±0.001 for the H channel, ±0.0001 for the S channel and ±1
for the V channel. Therefore, this algorithm has been gradually formed in parts so that in the end,
it remains connected and sequential, in the same order as it appears in the manuscript.
3.1. Recognition of the Solar Area: Classification of Pixels
The first step for detecting clouds in the whole sky image is to determine the solar area. Being able
to recognize this area is fundamental for establishing the sun’s position in the image. To track the angle
of solar altitude (α) at each minute, the Cartesian coordinates are obtained, with the south represented
by the bottom-center pixels and the east by the centeR − right pixels. Subsequently, the original image
(in JPG format), defined by the RGB color space, is also converted into the HSV color space. As seen
in the previous images, the sun appears as bright pixels, so one needs to consider the position of the
pixels to determine the bright solar pixels. To do this, after locating the sun pixel (according to the
solar altitude and azimuthal angles), a matrix is created to determine the distance of the other pixels
from it (Dis). This operation allows one to classify whether a bright pixel is a ‘solar pixel’ or not (based
on its position). As a general rule, when the value of the red, blue and green pixels is greater than 160,
the pixels are identified as being in the sun area. Figure 5 shows the general detection of the sun pixels.
Figure 5. Identification of sun pixels applying a green mask.
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The main step consists of applying a green mask to pixels that are placed in the sun area. After that,
the idea is to detect if these pixels are cloudless or overcast. Table 2 shows the rules for determining
cloudless pixels in the solar area. In general, the table collects the relationships between the pixel levels
(according to the corresponding channel) that satisfy the criteria for determining cloudless pixels in
the solar area. The parameters and thresholds have been defined based on the cases studied for the
proposed model.
Table 2. Criteria for selecting cloudless pixels in the solar area.
Red (R) Green (G) Blue (B) Hue (H) Saturation (S) Special Condition
[171,180] - - 0 0 R = G & G = B
[225,235] - R − 2 (0.166, 0.168) (0.0070, 0.0100) R = G
≥200 - R − 2 (0.166, 0.168) (0.0070, 0.0100) R = G
228 - R − 2 (0.166, 0.168) (0.008, 0.009) R = G
≥230 - - >0 - R = G & G = B
≥210 - - ≥0.416 ≤0.005 -
[173,218] - - [0.416, 0.418] (0.0112, 0.1130) Dis < 135
[173,178] ≥178 - (0.166, 0.168) (0.0110, 0.1120) Dis ≥ 135
[172,177] - - (0.166, 0.168) (0.0100, 0.1113] R = G
≥176 - R − 2 =0.167 - Dis < 135 & R = G
≥176 - R − 2 (0.166, 0.168) (0.0103, 0.0107) Dis < 135 & R = G
≥172 - - (0.416, 0.418) (0.0109, 0.0113) R = (G − 2) & R = (B − 1)
≥180 - - (0.166, 0.168) (0.0100, 0.0110) R = G & R = (B + 2)
≥172 - - (0.416, 0.418) (0.0105, 0.0107) R = (G − 2) & R = (B − 1)
[172,185] - - (0.166, 0.168) (0.0112, 0.0113) R = G & R = (B + 2)
[170,174] R + 2 R + 1 (0.416, 0.418) (0.0107, 0.0109) -
[190,194] R + 2 R + 1 (0.166, 0.168) (0.0112, 0.0113) R = G & R = (B + 2)
194 R + 2 R − 1 (0.277, 0.279) (0.0152, 0.154) -
≥225 ≥225 ≥225 0 0 α ≤ 14
≥200 ≥200 ≥200 [0.416, 0.418] ≥0.0080 α ≤ 14
After the different strategies have been carried out to determine the cloudless pixels in the sun
area, according to the pixel intensity in each image channel (Table 2), Figure 6 shows the general
detection of the cloudless pixels in the sun area (represented in red) after this filter has been applied.
Figure 6. Determination of cloudless pixels in the solar area of the sky cam image.
Subsequently, the algorithm looks for cloudy pixels in the same area to detect if any clouds are
present. Table 3 shows the condition for classifying the pixels in the solar area as cloudy.
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Table 3. Criteria for selecting cloudy pixels in the solar area.
Red (R) Green (G) Blue (B) Hue (H) Saturation (S) Special Condition
≥172 - - <0.168 ≥0.013 R = G
Only one sentence (criterion) is applied for detecting cloudy pixels in the solar area. In these
situations, when a cloud is identified by means of a pixel, the mask applied is also green. When the
solar area has been fully treated, the algorithm focuses on the rest of the image, starting with the solar
area periphery.
3.2. Detection of Bright Zones around the Solar Area
The pixels located around the solar area have an intermediate bright characteristic. In other
words, the pixels present values lower than the solar area pixels but higher than those in the rest of
the image. The size of this area varies according to the day and the atmospheric conditions at each
moment. Table 4 shows the adjusted criteria for determining these pixels.
Table 4. Criteria for detecting bright pixels around the solar area.
Red (R) Green (G) Blue (B) Hue (H) Saturation (S) Special Condition
>125 - - - - (B − R > 8) & (B − 4 > 4)
130 ≥140 ≥150 - ≥0.1900 Dis < 650
(130,140) ≥150 ≥159 - ≥0.1900 Dis < 650
[140,150) ≥160 ≥169 - ≥0.1900 Dis < 650
[150,165] ≥165 ≥175 - ≥0.1900 Dis < 650
>130 - - - - (Dis < 650) & (B − R > 30)
>130 =R - <0.1 ≥0.1000 (Dis < 650) & (R − G ≥ 8)
- >110 - - - (Dis < 650) & (G > R) & (G > B) & (G − R < 8)
>140 - - - - (Dis < 650) & (R − G ≤ 10) & (R − B ≥ 25)
( = 257) & ( = 260) ≥130 - [0.400, 0.580] ≤0.0800 (Dis < 650)
( = 257) & ( = 260) - - ≤0.090 ≤0.0900 (Dis < 650)
( = 257) & ( = 260) - - ≤0.090 ≤0.0900 (Dis < 650) & (G < R) & (R − G < 8) & (|G − B| < 3)
(≥100) & ( = 257) & ( = 260) - - - - (Dis < 650) & (G − R > 20) & (B − R > 35)
(≥100) & ( = 257) & ( = 260) - - - - (Dis < 650) & (G − R > 20) & (B − R > 35)
One of the most important tasks is to locate each pixel. The Dis variable almost always appears
because the pixel emplacement is very important in this process. Therefore, to distinguish previously
classified areas in subsequent processes, the yellow color is used to mark the new area (Figure 7).
Figure 7. Detection of the pixels with an intermediate value of bright around the solar area.
The new pixels classified as yellow do not represent a homogeneous area; they are dispersed across
the image but at a distance of less than 650 units from the central solar pixel. In this new preprocessing,
there are gaps between the yellow and green pixels that need to be classified beforehand. With the
solar and surrounding area processed, the algorithm looks for cloudy pixels in the rest of the image.
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3.3. Detection of Cloudy Pixels in the Rest of the Image
In general, clouds present several characteristics that allow us to identify the most common cloud
types (white or extremely dark clouds). Table 5 shows the general pattern for detecting the clouds in
the complete image by characterizing the digital levels of these common cloud types.
Table 5. Criteria for cloud detection excluding the solar area.
Red (R) Green (G) Blue (B) Hue (H) Saturation (S) Special Condition
B B - - - -
=[259,261] - - - >0.2500 (V = 256) & (R ≥ B)
=[259,261] - ≥100 - ≤0.1800 (V = 256) & (R/B ≤ 0.90)
=[259,261] - - ≤0.200 ≤0.2000 (V = 256)
=45 - ≥80 <0.600 ≥0.3500 -
If a cloudy pixel is detected, it is marked in white. There are many cases in which some pixels are
identified as cloudy although no clouds are present in the sky. This is caused by the similarity in the
range of channel values, whereby dark skies can be confused for dark clouds. However, this mistake
can be remedied during the algorithm’s following steps. An example is presented in Figure 8, where
certain pixels are classified as cloudy in color white.
Figure 8. Detection of cloudy pixels in the total area of the sky cam.
Only a few pixels are classified as cloudy near the sun area. The first picture for this day showed
no clouds appearing in the image, thus no cloudy pixels could be generated. Despite this, a few pixels
are interpreted as cloud. When solar area pixels and cloudy pixels are evaluated, the process continues
to detect the pixels as unclassified.
3.4. Detection of Cloudless Pixels in the Image Excluding the Solar Area
After the solar area has been classified, the rest of the image is analyzed to identify if a pixel
represents a cloud or not. Table 6 represents the set of sentences implemented to detect the cloud-free
pixels in the parts of the image that do not include the solar area.
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Table 6. Criteria for detecting cloudless pixels in the image excepting in the solar area.
Red (R) Green (G) Blue (B) Hue (H) Saturation (S) Special Condition
- - ≤83 ≥0.250 ≥0.3000 -
≥55 - ≤83 ≥0.580 ≥0.5700 -
≤52 - ≥100 ≥0.570 ≥0.5700 -
≤50 ≤60 ≥83 ≥0.610 - -
- - - ≥0.500 ≥0.4500 -
[50,60] [57,63] [66,75] [0.610, 0.650] [0.2000, 0.3000] -
≤70 - ≥75 ≤0.700 ≤0.3100 -
≥55 - - ≥0.600 - R/B ≤ 0.80
[50,68] - - - ≥0.4600 R/B ≤ 0.80
>G - - ≥0.660 - (R/B ≥ 0.94) & (G/B ≥ 0.88)
- - ≥90 ≥0.620 - -
- - ≥115 ≥0.550 ≥0.3000 -
- - - ≥0.800 - -
[65,72] [80,90] ≥108 - - -
[49,54] [60,69] [86,93] - - -
G - - - - B > G
≥100 ≥110 ≥130 - - -
- B >70 - - R < B
[70,75] - [84,89] - - G − R < 4
- - [90,100] - - (G − R ε [6,7]) & (G − R ε [9,12]))
- - - - - (|R − B| ≤ 3) & (G>B) & (R/G ε [0.90, 0.92])
[80,85] [82,90] [88,94] - - (G − R ≤ 3) & (B − R ≤ 7)
[59,64] [69,75] - - - (G − R ≥ 6) & (B − R ≥ 12)
One can see that the Dis variable was not used even though we have presented the criteria to
identify the pixels outside the solar area have been presented. This is because, for cloudy pixels,
the digital pixel levels never appear in the range levels shown in the table. For this reason, it was not
necessary to include the aforementioned variable in the sentences used (Figure 9).
Figure 9. A representation of the sky cam image processing where the sun area and a part of the sky
have been processed.
In the image, the sun area and the surrounding area are processed, along with a small part of the
remaining image. Therefore, at this point in the algorithm, it is still possible that a large part of the
image has not been processed. Consequently, a further step is needed to conclude the algorithm and
classify all the pixels.
3.5. Determination of Non-Classified Pixels
The final steps for classifying the pixels in a complete image establish a statistical criterion based
on the pixels that have already been classified. Knowing the number of pixels for each color, we
determine those pixels that do not have a label. There are different strategies for establishing the
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classification criteria of these, as yet unclassified pixels. Table 7 shows the steps to determine whether
the pixels should be classified as cloudless; if not, they will be classified as cloudy.
Table 7. Criteria for the determination of cloudless pixels for non-labeled pixels.
Main Condition Other Conditions
α < 5 (SkyPixels > 1,000,000) & (RedPixels ≥ 7000)
α ≥ 5 CloudPixels ≤ 25,000
α ≥ 5 (CloudPixels > 25,000) & (GreenPixels ≤ 1.6 RedPixels)
α ≥ 5 (CloudPixels > 25,000) & (RedPixels ≥ 0.7 (GreenPixels + YellowPixles))
α ≥ 5 (CloudPixels > 25,000) & (NonClass ≥ 1,100,000 & (RedPixels ≥ 2 GreenPixels) & (SkyPixels > CloudPixels))
α ≥ 5 (CloudPixels > 25,000) & (NonClass ≥ 800,000 & (SkyPixels ≥ 400,000) & (CloudPixels ≤ 140,000))
α ≥ 5 (CloudPixels > 25,000) & (NonClass ≥ 600,000 & (SkyPixels ≥ 700,000) & (CloudPixels ≤ 120,000))
In the table, different expressions appear. SkyPixels are pixels that have been classified as
cloudless, whereas CloudPixels are those that have been labeled as cloudy. Red, green and yellow
pixels have been obtained in the previous processes and NonClass is used to refer to the pixels that
remain unclassified. For these operations, the MATLAB environment allows one to perform matrix
operations in an efficient way. This part of the algorithm results in a matrix where all the pixels have
been labeled, as shown in Figure 10.
Figure 10. Graphical representation of the identification of the pixels in the sky cam image.
As one can see, all the pixels have been assigned a color: blue, yellow, red or green. Now, the aim
is to finish the classification process according to a common criterion.
3.6. Final Step in the Sky Cam Image Classification
To finish the sky cam image processing, a final step is needed in which the differently colored
pixels are converted so one can determine whether they are cloudless or cloudy. This process has been
developed from experience gathered working with a great number of images and scenarios. Table 8
shows the specific criterion for assigning the final pixel classification.
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Table 8. Criteria for the last classification of pixels in the sky cam image processing.
Label Classification Conditions Final Classification
Green (Dis ≥ 700) Cloud
Yellow (Dis ≥ 700) Cloud
Green/Yellow (α ≥ 5) & (RedPixels ≥ 0.5 GreenPixels) & (GreenPixels > 25,000) Cloudless
Green/Yellow (α ≥ 5) & (RedPixels ≥ 0.3 GreenPixels) & (SkyPixels ≥ 1,000,000) Cloudless
Green/Yellow (α ≥ 5) & (RedPixels ≥ 0.3 GreenPixels) & (RedPixels ≤ 15,000) Cloud
Green/Yellow (α ≥ 5) & (RedPixels ≥ 0.3 GreenPixels) & (CloudPixels ≥ 500,000) & (RedPixels ≤ 0.5 GreenPixels) Cloud
Green/Yellow (α ≥ 5) & (RedPixels ≥ 0.3 GreenPixels) & (CloudPixels ≥ 500,000) & (GreenPixels ≤ 25,000) Cloud
Green/Yellow (α ≥ 5) & (RedPixels ≥ 0.3 GreenPixels) & (CloudPixels ≥ 500,000) & (RedPixels ε [15,000,30,000]) Cloud
Green/Yellow (α ≥ 5) & (RedPixels ≥ 0.5 GreenPixels) & (GreenPixels > 25,000) Cloudless
Green/Yellow (α ≥ 5) & (RedPixels ≥ 0.3 GreenPixels) & (SkyPixels ≥ 1,000,000) Cloudless
Green/Yellow (α ≥ 5) & (SkyPixels ≥ 1,000,000) & (RedPixels ≤ 15,000) Cloud
Green/Yellow (α ≥ 5) & (SkyPixels ≥ 1,000,000) & (CloudPixels ≥ 500,000) & (RedPixels ≤ 0.5 GreenPixels) Cloud
Green/Yellow (α ≥ 5) & (SkyPixels ≥ 1,000,000) & (CloudPixels ≥ 500,000) & (GreenPixels ≤ 25,000) Cloud
Green/Yellow (α ≥ 5) & (SkyPixels ≥ 1,000,000) & (CloudPixels ≥ 500,000) & (RedPixels ε [15,000,30,000]) Cloud
Green/Yellow (α < 5) & (RedPixels ≥ 7000) Cloudless
Green/Yellow (α < 5) & (RedPixels ≥ 3 GreenPixels) Cloudless
Green/Yellow (α < 5) & (RedPixels ≥ 10,000) & (SkyPixels ≥ 1,000,000) Cloudless
Green/Yellow OtheR − case Cloud
Red (Dis ≥ 700) Cloud
Red - Cloudless
Following the assignations in the table, the final image can be generated, the result of which is
shown in Figure 11.
Figure 11. Result of the sky cam image processing.
The criteria presented in the above tables have been carefully defined, thus changes in the
correlations represent alterations in the final processed image. Each criterion has an associated
sensitivity according to the number of pixels involved (the pixels that fulfill the determined criteria).
Therefore, the sensitivity associated with each criterion affects the pixels that fulfill the condition and,
consequently, the final processed image. An error in one of the criteria presented in the tables would
mean a cloud detection error, and therefore the image would not have been processed in a valid way
and would be identified as wrong.
4. Results
In this section, we present the results of the cloud detection algorithm. To analyze the behavior
of the software developed under different sky conditions, this section presents several pictures
from various sky scenarios. A total of 850 images were taken from 2013 to 2019 at different times
(from sunrise to sunset). The images were processed with the analytical objective of obtaining an
accurate identification of clear sky and clouds. Therefore, this section is divided into subsections.
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4.1. Sky Images Processed under all Sky Conditions
To analyze the quality of the developed model, several images have been processed and studied.
In general, the processed image should show the most important clouds appearing in the original
image (when visually inspected). The important clouds are those that can be identified clearly (not only
by a few pixels). To view several examples, the following figures represent the image processing
procedures carried out for the algorithm that was presented in the previous section. Figure 12 shows
two examples chosen randomly, in which a clear and cloudless sky appear.
Figure 12. Result of the Sky Cam Image Processing Under Cloudless Sky Conditions.
In the case of cloudless skies, the sun can vary its form and size depending on the solar altitude
angle. The algorithm contemplates this angle to identify clouds based on the variability in pixel
intensity according to the sun position. Specifically, the sun is the key intensity point of the pixel
value and the solar position determines a pathway for performing the cloud recognition. Despite this,
for the two cloudless days represented in the image, the sky is free of clouds, as represented by images
with the letter H. As one can observe, for each original image (marked with the letter A), a sequence
of images appears showing the steps the algorithm takes to finally obtain the image (by identifying
the sky and cloudy pixels). In these cases, no cloud was detected and, therefore, the final images are
completely blue.
When the sky is not completely free of clouds, it can be either partially or completely covered.
In the first case, varying portions of the sky and cloud may appear when observing a sky camera image.
Therefore, it is important to determine the boundaries between the cloud and the sky as effectively as
possible. Figure 13 shows two different partially cloudy situations.
Figure 13. Result of the sky cam image processing under partially cloudy sky conditions.
Two scenes have been represented for cloud identification, each differing in various ways. In the
first sequence of images (the top line), one can appreciate how most of the clouds are around the solar
area. In images B and C, the algorithm recognizes the large green and yellow areas. Subsequently,
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clouds are detected in the adjoining areas (image E) before finally classifying those green and yellow
pixels as a cloud. In the other image sequence (the bottom line), the area detected in green turns red
where the sun appears. This is because the algorithm’s established criteria have not been met for
identifying the pixels as a cloud; therefore, they are marked in red. Following this, the clouds are
optimally detected in image E and the blue sky is detected in image F. Finally, the image is resolved,
classifying the pixels in red, green and yellow as cloudless. It is curious how the clouds have generated
significant brightness in the solar area, mistakenly classifying the solar area pixels as clouds.
Figure 14 shows two cases in which virtually the entire image is covered by clouds.
Figure 14. Result of the sky cam image processing under overcast sky conditions.
The top sequence of images shows a day when there was a lot of cloudiness and only small
portions of sky. As the algorithm is executed, it is interesting to see how no red zone is detected
(attributing the solar area as cloudless) because the clouds in this case have a profile that is perfectly
identified by the set of sentences presented in the previous tables. Here, the breaking clouds have
been correctly classified in image F. To conclude, image H shows the result of the process with the
identification and classification of all the processed pixels being virtually identical to the original image.
The bottom image sequence shows another day when there were more clouds in the image, and again
one can observe that no red pixels have appeared. By following the steps described in the previous
sections, the image processing very precisely determines the areas of blue sky and clouds (image H).
4.2. Statistical Results and Comparison with TSI-880
To make a statistical evaluation of the developed model’s efficacy, we used a model that is already
established and published [13,21]. This model works with images from a sky camera (installed on the
CIESOL building) that has a rotational shadow band (the TSI-880 model) providing a hemispheric
view of the sky (fish-eye vision). In short, the TSI-880 camera model is based on a sky classification that
uses direct, diffuse and global radiation data. The sky is classified as clear, covered or partially covered.
For each sky type, digital image processing is performed, and an image is obtained with the cloud
identification. Figure 15 shows an example of a partially cloudy day at a time shortly after sunrise.
Looking at the TSI-880 camera image, it is significant how the pixel intensities are very different
from those represented by the Mobotix camera. The blue sky generally appears lighter because of the
camera’s optics. For this reason, it is not possible to extrapolate the development of the TSI-880 camera
to that of the Mobotix Q24 camera.
Taking this model as a reference, a total of 845 images were taken between the months of
August and December 2013 (by that time, the images from both cameras were available). To make
the comparison, a routine was established whereby an image was taken approximately once an
hour (whenever possible) and the images from both cameras were processed. In total, 419 images
corresponded to clear skies, 202 to partially covered skies and 224 to overcast skies. A probability
function was used to determine the model’s success rate in percentage values. It was considered a
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success if the processed image represented the original image; that is to say, it differentiated the areas
of clear sky and clouds correctly. Equation (1) shows the probability function (PF):
PF(%) = 100 · Successes
Total cases
, (1)
In Equation (1), two variables are defined: Successes and Total cases. The first is based on
obtaining a processed image with practically perfect cloud identification. Almost perfect means that
the processed image adequately represents what appears in the original image (either with the TSI-880
camera or with the Mobotix camera). Therefore, a hit will be a final processed image that is like the
original. The total number of cases will be the total number of images analyzed. The evaluation is
done visually since there is no tool capable of detecting the difference between a raw and a processed
image (that is why a cloud detection algorithm is so valuable). In this sense, the reference is always the
original image, and any processed image should resemble the original.
Figure 15. Image from TSI-880 on 31st March 2012, 7:15 UTC, where (A) is the original and (B) is the
processed image.
Figure 16 shows the image processing efficacy once the function was defined by comparing the
Mobotix Q24 camera to the TSI-880 camera in terms of the sky classification.
Figure 16. Graphic success representation of image processing for the cloud detection by using different
sky cams and algorithms, according to sky conditions.
The results have been divided into three basic groups: one representing the probabilistic results
for clear skies, another for partially covered skies and the third for covered skies. In each group, a
bar represents the success rate in (%). As one can observe, all the presented results are above 80%.
The best results were obtained for clear skies, where the two cameras had the same success rate, 98.8%.
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For partially covered skies, the Q24 camera provided better results than the TSI-880, with a success
rate of 90.6% (the TSI-880 success rate was 87.1%). In the case of overcast skies, the Mobotix camera
again had a higher success rate, at 87.1%, while the TSI-880 camera had a value of 84.4%. In general,
one can say that the cameras had a very similar success rate despite the slight differences found on
days with clouds. Figure 17 shows a comparative graph of the overall hits in cloud detection.
Figure 17. Graphic success representation of image processing for the cloud detection by using different
sky cams and algorithms, for all cases.
As can be seen in the graph, the two cameras had very similar values overall; the cloud detection
image processing for the Mobotix camera had a success rate of 93.7% while the TSI-880 camera had a
value of 92.3%.
In addition, it should be noted that the TSI-880 camera requires a high level of maintenance to
ensure the optimal quality of the images taken; this is due to its special design, in which the glass is
a rotating dome that must be cleaned periodically, taking care not to scratch it. Moreover, the glass
is rotated by a motor that needs to be checked regularly to ensure proper operation. In contrast,
the MobotixQ24 camera is similar in dimension to a surveillance camera, with only a small glass panel
protecting the lens; this means that its maintenance requirements are significantly less. For this work,
one can state that it was not necessary to clean the glass for several months. The device produced sharp,
appropriate images allowing the algorithm to correctly identify the clouds present. Consequently,
this article demonstrates that a new algorithm has been developed which is capable of offering the
same performance as the TSI-880 camera, without the need for radiation measurements to perform the
digital image processing and requiring only minimal maintenance to acquire quality images for the
cloud detection process.
5. Conclusions
This work presents a model for detecting the cloudiness present in real time images. It uses a
low-cost Mobotix Q24 sky camera which only requires the digital image levels.
To detect clouds in the camera images, different areas of the image are differentiated. First, pixels
are tagged in the solar area and the surrounding areas, assigning them with a red, green or yellow
color. Subsequently, the algorithm detects cloudy pixels in the rest of the image and then clear sky
pixels. Finally, the tagged pixels (such as cloud or sky) are classified, obtaining a final image that
resembles the original.
The cloud detection system developed has been compared to a published and referenced system
that is also based on digital image levels but uses a TSI-880 camera. In general, the results are very
similar for both models. Under all sky conditions, the system developed with the Mobotix Q24 camera
presented a higher success rate (93%) than the TSI-880 camera (which was around 92%). Under clear
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sky conditions, the processing from both cameras gave the same result (a 98% success rate). Under
partially covered skies, the Mobotix camera performed better with a success rate higher than 90%
(the TSI-880 success rate was 87%). Under overcast skies, the Mobotix camera had a success rate of
87% while the TSI camera’s success rate was 3% less.
One of the main advantages of the new system is that there is no need for direct, diffuse and
global radiation data to perform the image processing (as is the case of the TSI-880); this greatly
reduces costs as it makes cloud detection possible using sky cameras. Another major advantage is the
minimal maintenance required to clean the camera, meaning the system is almost autonomous and
can automatically obtain high quality images in which the clouds can be defined optimally.
With this method, a new system is presented which combines the digital channels from a very
low-cost sky camera. It can be installed in the control panel of any solar plant or airport. The system
represents a new development in predicting cloud cover and solar radiation over the short term.
Moreover, this new development makes it possible to extrapolate the algorithm to other cameras.
This task is probably not easy or direct since each camera has its own optics, which makes it more
difficult to adapt a custom-made algorithm. However, a novel idea has appeared to adapt this new
system to other cameras (with very slight modifications), to see if it is possible to obtain hits in the
same range as for the Mobotix camera. The modifications will be necessary because each lens has its
own properties in terms of saturation levels and exposure, etc. Saturation is an important factor due
to the correlation between the final image and the exposure time of the camera capture. Therefore,
the saturation can be adapted to simulate the Mobotix camera, depending on the camera’s technology.
Perhaps, it will be possible to determine a correlation between the intensity of the pixel channels for
different technologies.
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Abstract: Nowadays, it is of great interest to know and forecast the solar energy resource that will
be constantly available in order to optimize its use. The generation of electrical energy using CSP
(concentrated solar power) plants is mostly affected by atmospheric changes. Therefore, forecasting
solar irradiance is essential for planning a plant’s operation. Solar irradiance/atmospheric (clouds)
interaction studies using satellite and sky images can help to prepare plant operators for solar surface
irradiance fluctuations. In this work, we present three methodologies that allow us to estimate direct
normal irradiance (DNI). The study was carried out at the Solar Irradiance Observatory (SIO) at
the Geophysics Institute (UNAM) in Mexico City using corresponding images obtained with a sky
camera and starting from a clear sky model. The multiple linear regression and polynomial regression
models as well as the neural networks model designed in the present study, were structured to work
under all sky conditions (cloudy, partly cloudy and cloudless), obtaining estimation results with 82%
certainty for all sky types.
Keywords: cloud detection; digitized image processing; artificial neural networks; solar irradiance
estimation; solar irradiance forecasting; solar energy; sky camera; remote sensing; CSP plants
1. Introduction
One of the main factors supporting the continued consumption of energy from renewable
sources, such as solar energy, is their potential to substitute approximately 4% of the electricity
currently generated from burning fossil fuels. Given their high energy consumption, the world’s largest
economies are aiming to sustainably develop their own power generation processes by implementing
new technologies and methodologies. Using rigorous analytical models, research studies in this area
have evaluated the future costs, benefits and disadvantages for electricity generation; they have also
analyzed how solar energy generation will evolve [1–3]. According to the latest Global Data report,
the solar energy capacity is estimated to increase significantly from about 600 gigawatt (GW) in 2019 to
about 1600 GW in 2030 following significant additional capacity coming from China, India, Germany,
the US and Japan [4].
Over recent years, a wide body of research has been carried out to optimize the solar energy
resource using new technologies and taking advantage of regions where there is a high concentration
of surface solar irradiance. The beam irradiance has been predicted for cloudless, partially cloudy
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and overcast skies over the short-term (from 1 to 180 min) using a sky camera, where the average
nRMSE values obtained were 24.36%, 20.9% and 19.17%, respectively [5]. G. Reikard calculated the
solar irradiance over time horizons of 60, 30, 15, and 5 min, implementing Autoregressive Integrated
Moving Average (ARIMA) with errors between 20% and 90% [6]. Solar irradiance forecasting applied
to photovoltaic energy production was implemented using the Smart Persistence algorithm in Machine
Learning techniques, achieving an nRMSE of 25% on the best panels over short horizons, and 33%
over a 6 h horizon [7].
An analysis of energy forecasting in solar-tower plants combining a short-term solar irradiation
forecasting scheme with a solar-tower plant model, the System Advisor Model (SAM), was used to
simulate the behavior of the Gemasolar and Crescent Dunes plants. The findings showed that the best
results appeared for the 90-min horizon, where the annual forecasting energy yield for Gemasolar was
97.34 GWh year while for Crescent Dunes it was 392.57 GWh year [8]. Similarly, cloud abundance
forecasting has been studied for timescales of between (1–180 min), resulting in short-term forecasting
(of less than one hour) and medium-term forecasting (up to 3 h), which was proven to have an 80%
success rate—indeed, it was so successful that an application (portal) tool was developed that helps to
increase power plant production [9,10].
Recent studies have presented a method for the probabilistic forecasting of solar irradiance based
on the joint Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of irradiance predicted using the Numerical
Weather Prediction (NWP) and the irradiance observed; these are based on models of meteorological
processes such as atmospheric dynamics, cloud formation and radiative transfer processes [11]. H. Yang
and B. Kurtz estimated direct solar irradiance over the short and medium term for different sky
conditions using MSG satellite images, obtaining an nRMSE of 21% and an r value above 0.79 for
direct irradiance over a period of 0–3 h [12]. Studies performed at U.C. San Diego forecasted solar
irradiance based on cloud detection using a sky image system which evaluated cloud performance
over thirty-one consecutive winter days, maintaining nRMSE errors of 20% [13].
By developing a clear sky model, it might be possible to know the initial solar energy
conditions in the operation area of a power generation plant. Using the parameters included in
such a model, the theoretical solar irradiance could be calculated in real time by means of models that
methodologically apply numerical algorithms that could be related to clear sky images [14].
Machine-learning-based methodologies, such as genetic algorithms (GA) and neural networks,
have been proposed and applied to solar irradiance modeling [15]. Using various indices to
compute solar irradiance such as sky camera images, IR data, pyranometer data, pyrheliometers,
NOOA/AVHRR data and clarity indexes (amongst others), important research studies have focused
their attention on estimating solar irradiance using multiple linear regression models, polynomial
regression models and models that use artificial neural networks [16,17]. Another approach utilizes
the artificial neural networks method along with the backpropagation algorithm to forecast solar
irradiance; the simulation results have shown that mean absolute percentage errors in the four example
days of the forecasting are less than 6% [18].
Solar irradiance has a very high degree of variability, owing to many environmental factors,
including cloud cover, relative humidity, and air temperature [19]. Solar irradiance variability due
to clouds has become one of the main concerns for the electricity grid as the energy market has
steadily expanded over recent years [20]. Consequently, the ability to predict the presence of
clouds and interpret their relevant characteristics is essential for predicting solar energy variations,
and thus mitigate the effects of production fluctuations in concentrated solar energy systems [20].
Solar irradiance attenuation is caused mainly by the presence of gases in the atmosphere, aerosols,
clouds and dust particles, amongst others things. In physical terms, it is due to the reflection, absorption
and scattering that the radiation suffers along its path, linking surface measurements directly to the
volume, shape, thickness, and types of clouds. Most solar thermal power plants now employ a thermal
storage medium in order to stabilize the sudden variations between the electricity load and the
alternating solar energy, thus improving system operability and stability [21–23]. Therefore, the ability
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to characterize cloudiness is paramount. In this context, the technical use of sky cameras has been
expanding as a tool to forecast solar irradiance. There are records of its use at the University of
California Merced’s solar observatory station (2012), at CIESOL, University of Almeria, Spain (2013),
at the University of California, San Diego (2014), at UNAM in Mexico (2015) and at the University
of Singapore (2019), amongst others. Using this technology with models that convert the digitized
information into irradiance indices, it is possible to estimate the direct solar irradiance for different
sky conditions, as they occur, by modeling a camera calibration system (a process where an image’s
pixel intensity is related to the amount of solar radiation present at that moment) [5,24,25]. In addition,
remote sensing techniques (satellite images and sky cameras) have been combined with radiometric
data for sky classification processing [26].
Solar companies recognize that cost remains the main drawback of Concentrated Solar Power
(CSP) systems. Consequently, important projects such as CSPIMP (Concentrated Solar Power efficiency
IMProvement) have managed to make CSP plants more competitive [27]. R.Chauvin and J. Nou,
forecasted the cloud cover for different sky conditions over 5–30 min with a spatial resolution of
(1 km2) using sky images and algorithm development [27,28]. F. Batlles and J. Montesinos established
that detecting and classifying clouds as well as determining their trajectory are essential factors in
forecasting cloud cover [29]. Likewise, they demonstrated that infrared channels are essential for cloud
height assignment and the visible channel is necessary for cloud opacity determination; however, this
was solely applied to short-term cloud forecasting using multispectral satellite imagery [29,30]. It is
clear that a wide range of different technologies and systems have been used to estimate the solar
resource; nonetheless, most publications focus on solar resource assessment and not on estimating the
attenuation factor.
In this paper, three models were applied to estimate the direct normal irradiance for Mexico City
based on determining the attenuation percentage caused by clouds under different sky conditions.
To perform the study, a total sky camera was used (TSI-880 model) from which the digitized




The data and images used in this work were obtained from the Solar Irradiance Observatory
(SIO) at the Geophysics Institute of the National Autonomous University of Mexico (latitude: 19.32,
longitude: −99.17, elevation: 2280 m above sea level). The observatory serves as the Regional Center
for the Measurement of Solar Irradiance, part of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO).
Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI) observations were taken over the period from 2016 to 2017 using
a CHP1 Kipp&Zonen pyrheliometer. Regarding the pyrheliometer’s operation, Kipp&Zonen state
that a maximum uncertainty of 2% is expected for hourly totals and 1% for daily totals. These data
pass from the instrument’s sensor to the Kipp&Zonen CR3000 data logger. The solar height (α) and
azimuth angle were recorded (in degrees) every minute.
A total sky camera with a rotational shadow band (a TSI 880 model) providing a hemispheric
view of the sky was used to obtain minute-by-minute images from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. throughout
2016 and 2017. The device has a 352 × 288-pixel image resolution, represented by 24 bits. The camera’s
digitized image is composed of RGB channels [red, green, blue], HSV [hue, saturation, brightness]
and E [gray scale]. We call these the digitized channels. The RGB values range from [0–255] while the
HSVE values range from [0–1].
To work with solar irradiance models, it is necessary to include additional parameters.
We included local monthly values of the Linke turbidity index obtained from the SODA web page [31],
supported by Meteotest, Switzerland. The data processing and image analysis were carried out using
MATLAB® mathematical software.
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2.2. Determination of the Attenuation Percentage
In the present study, an approach was carried out that uses sky camera images to estimate solar
irradiance for all sky types. This model allows us to determine the amount of lost solar irradiance
caused by the cloudiness factor.
To have reference elements for the attenuation percentage of the lost solar irradiance, we start
from a clear sky model, where it is possible to calculate 100% of the direct solar irradiance received at
each study moment. To estimate the solar irradiance attenuation, we started with the European Solar
Radiation Atlas (ESRA) clear sky model, which requires the Linke turbidity index to determine the
theoretical local solar irradiance of a clear sky [32,33]. With ESRA, we obtained the maximum DNI
clear-sky value corresponding to the date and time for 400 different images.
The sample of 400 images was selected from an image database recorded from February 2016 to
January 2017. We chose 400 images taken under different sky types (cloudy, partly cloudy and clear),
covering all the seasons of the year. The selected images were taken from sunrise to sunset every hour,
guaranteeing different solar zenith elevations and different sky conditions. The camera was correctly
maintained to provide good image definition and clarity thus reducing the risk of working with pixels
that were not typical of the sky or cloud type when digitally analyzing the images. All the images were
selected when the solar elevation was greater than 10 degrees. The images were classified into the
following sky types—233 belonging to partially cloudy skies, 68 to cloudy skies and 99 to clear skies.
The attenuation percentage recorded by the pyrheliometer sensor was calculated considering the
value of the direct solar irradiance corresponding to the date and the solar altitude at which the images
were taken. For any given sky camera image, the maximum DNI value was calculated from the ESRA
model and the DNI value obtained from the pyrheliometer was multiplied by the sine of the solar
height. Subsequently, we obtained the percentage of attenuation caused by the different cloud types
traversing the solar disk at the time the image was taken. According to the pyrheliometer specifications,
the attenuation percentage data obtained had an uncertainty of 2% because we considered the recorded
DNI data on an hourly basis. Nonetheless, there were clear days where the maximum DNI value
obtained by the ESRA model could not be reached. In this way, a small percentage of attenuation is
recorded that is important for solar energy capture.
2.3. Digitized Data That Represent the Percentage of Attenuation
A new database was created that included the percentage of DNI attenuation generated by the
different sky conditions and the respective cloud-type classification that caused it. Then, we calibrated
the DNI measured on the surface with the pixel values of the clouds near the solar disk. These values
better represent (at the pixel level) the solar irradiance attenuation caused by the cloud at that moment.
With this procedure, we hope to find patterns between the pixel values, the sky type and the estimated
DNI value measured [34]. This method offers better image calibration at the pixel level with respect
to the DNI attenuation than do other methods. Indeed, other methods study such a large image area
around the solar disk that different sky conditions can be present at the same time.
2.4. Extraction of the Image’s Digitized Data
In situations where the sun position is not known (due to the presence of clouds), an algorithm
was developed that allows us to know the sun position as Cartesian coordinates, which are those
that govern the interpretation of the image’s spatial position [35]. The solar position algorithm was
presented by Reda and Andreas (2013) to obtain the sun’s geographical location [36].
Therefore, the sun’s position can be ascertained on any day of the year regardless of the sky
conditions. In the 400 images we analyzed, different areas were plotted where we observed the same
pixel intensity – this was done to identify the pixel value corresponding to each sky type, which would
attenuate the DNI 1 to 3 minutes later. The method applied to define these uniform areas was visual
using an algorithm elaborated. We checked the uniformity of the areas by extracting the values of
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all the pixels for each selected area. In this way we could ensure that the pixels had the same values.
For conditions with different pixel values, the area was considered non-uniform and a new area was
redrawn. We selected areas near the sun’s position to avoid those areas where sunlight might provide
information that was not specific to the sky type. This is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Selecting areas from the three different images representing each sky condition. The pixels in
each area have the same intensity.
During the area selection process, the digitized channel values attributed to each area were
extracted. Using an algorithm developed for the purpose, the pixel intensity averages were obtained
for the areas, and for each channel [R G B H S V E]. Since the average values of the areas are related
to solar height, we added an external geographic variable [A(α)] to our value sets, which describes
the selected areas. We will call the set of values for [R G B H S V E A] digitized data (DD). With this
method, it is possible to obtain the digitized data causing the attenuation recorded on the surface.
The temporal space between the selected area and the subsequent position of the sun fluctuates
between 1 and 2 min.
2.5. Combination of Digitized Data
The digitized channel values for blue sky during the day are not the same in the morning as they
are in the afternoon. The path that the sunlight takes through the atmosphere to the measurement
point changes, giving different shades of color in the sky owing to the light dispersion caused by the
presence of atmospheric particles. The blue wavelength is mainly scattered in the atmosphere while
the raindrops that make up the clouds do not disperse the sunlight wavelengths, hence making them
appear white to gray depending on their density (Rayleigh scattering). Accordingly, we used other
variables to identify or contrast the cloud or sky pixels, such as dividing the digitized data (e.g., R/B)
or multiplying certain digitized data by the sin of the solar height (e.g., V sin (α)), among others.
Essentially, we performed these division and multiplication operations on the DDs because this is
a widely used mechanism in digital image analysis. In our case, each channel is not equally relevant
for characterizing the clouds; therefore, it was necessary to manipulate the channels in this way to
distinguish the cloud pixels from the sky pixels. These results were then used as the new input variables
for the models. In this way, adequate patterns were acquired to determine the DNI attenuation caused
by cloud presence.
2.6. Estimation of the DNI Attenuation Factor Using Multiple Linear Regression
An initial model for measuring the surface DNI attenuation factor starts with the digitized
image data, developed using the multiple linear regression method. This model is similar to simple
linear regression, the difference being that we need to consider more than one explanatory variable
(x1, x2, ..., xn). The multiple linear regression model, using the least squares criterion in matrix
form, finds the coefficients (β1, β2, ..., βk) that best represent the dependent variable (y) via the
independent variables.
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Considering that the regression function that relates both variables is linear, the model to be
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where yest is the estimated direct solar irradiance in percentage of attenuation plus an error term
between the independent and dependent variables.
To solve the proposed model, an algorithm was developed that uses the tools offered by the
software employed to resolve the multiple linear regression. The independent input variables chosen
for the model were DD.
Once the 8 independent variables were defined, we will call register to each area selected with their
respective [R G B H S V E A] value. In total, 400 registers were selected. To do this, 300 registers were
chosen randomly, generating a matrix (M1) with 2,400 data points in total (300 registers multiplied by
8 variables) for training the programmed multiple linear regression model. The algorithm allows us to
obtain the regression coefficients (βi) necessary to integrate the regression function. We used digitized
image analysis to combine the DD set, to obtain the maximum correlation coefficient (Equation (2))
for the direct solar radiation measured on the surface in percentage attenuation terms (ymea) and the





where σyestymea is the covariance between the estimated and measured input databases, σyest is the
standard deviation of yest and σymea is the standard deviation from ymea.
When we observed combination types where the correlation coefficient tended to decrease, we did
not continue with those combination structures. Once the best combination was found from the DD
providing the best DNI estimation, the multiple linear regression function was validated with the
remaining 100 registers (M2, with 800 data points in total—100 registers multiplied by 8 variables),
where the same combination of the variables remained in the data validation set.
2.7. Estimation of the DNI Attenuation Factor Using polynomial Regression
Polynomial regression is another model used to estimate the DNI attenuation factor through
the sky camera. Similarly, by means of the least squares criterion, it returns the coefficients (p) for
a polynomial of degree (n) which is better adapted to the data behavior trend; the length of p is n + 1.
Unlike the multiple linear model, when applying the polynomial model, one or two independent
variables are required to generate the regression function that fits a nonlinear relationship between the
value with independent variable exponents (xn) versus the dependent variable or explanatory variable
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Following graphical observation, the value dispersion between the estimated attenuation factors
was calculated using the clear sky model, and the polynomial behavior was observed. By performing
mathematical operations combining digitized channels and solar height to obtain a single independent
variable, we selected the one that had the highest correlation coefficient in terms of its linear relationship.
Once the independent input variable was defined, we created an algorithm that provided the
polynomial coefficients that best represented the dependent variable. To train the model, we worked
with 300 registers at random, that is, 1200 data points in total according to the combination found.
Once the polynomial function was defined, we validated it by making the same channel combination
for the 100 registers (400 data points) missing from the database. The polynomial regression using
two independent input variables to generate the polynomial function z = f (x, y) (x and y being the
independent variables) presented a maximum correlation coefficient of r = 0.5 therefore we decided to
continue with the polynomial regression of one independent variable.
2.8. Estimation of the DNI Attenuation Factor Using Neural Networks
We also implemented the neural networks method to estimate direct solar irradiance (yest). For this,
the Neural Net Fitting function was utilized, a function included in the interactive applications (APPS)
contained in the MATLAB tools. An artificial neural network perceptron of interconnected multilayers
was used, as shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Artificial neural network scheme.
The input data used for executing the neural networks were the same independent variables (xj)
as in the previous models. Each data entry in the neuron is multiplied by validating its corresponding
weight or significance (wij). All the weighted inputs are summed, and a neuron activation function is
activated, such that it generates neuronal learning; when passing to the last neuronal layer, the output
data are obtained - in our case, the (yest) results. A representation of the artificial neural networks
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The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was used to train the neurons since it has a faster MSE
convergence speed, facilitating the computation time [37,38]. To maintain the same proportion as in
the previous models, we used 300 registers to train the neural network; 50 registers were occupied for
validation and 50 for testing (400 registers in total). Multiple combinations were performed between
the dependent variables to find the digitized data combination that returned the r and nRMSE with
the best results.
Once the best input values were found to explain the dependent variable, the neural network
was trained by modifying the number of hidden layers such that the r and RMSE results had the best
relationship between the estimated and the measured solar irradiance.
3. Results
The results from the proposed models are presented to estimate the attenuation factor of the direct
solar irradiance at the pixel level by means of images. To develop the models, we worked with 400
images chosen from a file containing a year’s worth of images captured every minute from February
2016 to January 2017 with their respective DNI surface measurements.
To quantify the models’ validity, the statistical estimation analysis was obtained for the three
cases: RMSE—the root mean square error (5), in which the results are shown as a value between 0 and
1 (0 being 0 attenuation and 1 being 100% attenuation), and where N is the total number of estimations;
nRMSE—the normalized mean square error (6), measured in percent (%); MBE—the mean deviation
(7), with the same unit as the RMSE; and nMBE—given by (8), expressed in (%) and the dimensionless



























3.1. Multiple Linear Regression Model
Table 1 displays the digitized data (DD) combinations of M1, carried out randomly, that had
the highest r value from which the best combination was chosen; this was based on the behavior of
the digitized channels in performing the linear regression training with 2400 data points, and then
validating the model for M2 with the remaining 800 data points.
In Table 1, we observe how the DD combination that allows a high correlation between the
measured and estimated data dominates the image’s red component. Once the best digitized data
(DD) combination was selected and used as the model’s independent input values, we proceeded to
validate Equation (9) on the M2 matrix.
yest = β1 + β2(DD)1 + β3(DD)2 + ...βn(DD)n−1. (9)
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Table 2 shows the coefficients obtained when developing the multiple linear regression during
the model training and when applied to the same DD combinations performed in M1.
Table 1. Combinations of digitized data for training the multiple linear model.
Num M1. Combination of Digitized Data (DD) RMSE nRMSE MBE nMBE r
1 R/E R/B R/V G/R R/G E/B G/B E/R R 0.207 33.761 3.6 × 10−15 5.9 × 10−13 0.782
2 R/E R/B R/V G/R R/G E/B G/B R 0.207 33.779 −4.0 × 10−15 −7.0 × 10−13 0.781
3 R/E G/B E/B S/H(sin(α)) R/V R/A(sin(α)) 0.209 34.085 −5.0 × 10−17 −9.0 × 10−15 0.777
4 R/E R/B R/V G/R R/G E/B G/B 0.209 34.188 −8.0 × 10−15 −1.0 × 10−12 0.776
5 R/E G/B E/B S/H(sin(α)) R/V A/H(sin(α)) 0.209 34.155 9.0 × 10−16 1.0 × 10−13 0.776
6 E/R B/V H 0.214 34.908 −2.0 × 10−15 −3.0 × 10−13 0.764
7 R/E R/B R/V 0.214 34.955 7.0 × 10−16 1.0 × 10−13 0.763
8 R/E G/B V(sin(α)) 0.215 35.059 7.0 × 10−16 1.0 × 10−13 0.762
9 R/E G/H(sin(α)) B/R S/H(sin(α)) V(sin(α)) 0.215 35.111 −8.0 × 10−16 −1.0 × 10−13 0.761
10 R/E 0.217 35.443 2.9 × 10−15 4.8 × 10−13 0.756
Table 2. Validation of the model and the multiple linear regression coefficients.
Num Coefficients (β1,β2,...,βn) RMSE nRMSE MBE nMBE r
1 −11.98, 3.95, 2.53, 0.0008, −11.79, −0.18, −4.58, 5.82, −0.002, 17.04 0.243 42.36 −0.054 −9.46 0.677
2 20.57, −21.04, 14.45, 0.0006, −5.07, 2.29, −11.48, 1.18, −0.002 0.243 42.37 −0.055 −9.61 0.678
3 −4.97, 2.91, −6.27, 11.81, −0.08, −0.01, −0.05 0.243 42.34 −0.059 −10.29 0.681
4 25.47, −34.22, 17.60, −0.002, −5.84, 11.54, −25.35, 11.89 0.244 42.47 −0.060 −10.57 0.681
5 −5.10, 3.66, −6.12, 11.98, −0.05, -0.015, 0.0002 0.244 42.58 −0.053 −9.22 0.673
6 6.50, −3.68, −0.01, 0.44 0.251 43.72 −0.057 −9.95 0.650
7 −4.13, 5.91, −0.007 0.254 44.26 −0.060 −10.58 0.645
8 −4.51, 4.79, 0.38, −0.12 0.253 44.17 −0.059 −10.35 0.643
9 -2.35, 3.77, −0.0001, −0.743, 0.0028, −0.087 0.251 43.67 −0.053 −9.23 0.647
10 −4.31, 4.92 0.249 43.47 −0.064 −11.24 0.662
Within the model validation, we noticed that the highest correlation between ymea and yest was
not necessarily presented in the same combination as that which gave the highest training value
(r = 0.782). Considering the same combination as in the test data, there is a value of r = 0.677
with an nRMSE = 42.36%, while for combination No. 3, a value of r = 0.681 was obtained with
an nRMSE = 42.34% and an overestimated value of nMBE = 10.29% (negative), indicating it was
a slightly greater correlation than that selected in the training.
The training (M1) and test (M2) graphs (Figure 3) display the behavior of the multiple linear
regression model on a linear trend; both graphs have a high concentration of points in larger
attenuations, but far from the linear trend.
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Figure 3. Dispersion between the measured data and the estimated direct normal irradiance (DNI) (%)
on a linear trend. (a) Training of the multiple linear regression model (M1). (b) Test of the multiple
linear regression model (M2).
3.2. Polynomial Regression Model
As discussed previously, it is essential to introduce an input variable to develop the polynomial
regression. The input variable was selected after creating combinations between the DDs. After 50
tests between the DD combinations, we noticed that the r value tendencies did not present better
results. For this reason, in Table 3, there are only 4 combinations shown - these were chosen because
they had the highest r value.
Table 3. Combination of the digitized data as the input variable for the polynomial regression.
Num M1. Combination of Digitized Data (DD) RMSE nRMSE MBE nMBE r
1 (R/G/B) × E 0.2133 34.77 −6.54 × 10−16 −1.07 × 10−13 0.766
2 R/E 0.2174 35.44 2.99 × 10−15 4.80 × 10−13 0.756
3 R/B 0.2191 35.71 −6.00 × 10−13 −1.00 × 10−15 0.602
4 R/G 0.2466 40.21 −1.00 × 10−15 −2.00 × 10−13 0.669
Once the input variable was defined as a DD combination, by means of an algorithm developed,
the characteristic polynomial function (Equation (10)) was obtained that best defined the percentage of
attenuation suffered by the solar irradiance, as measured on the surface.
yest = p1(DD)n + p2(DD)n−1 + ... + pn + pn+1. (10)
Considering the x-axis as the percentage of measured DNI attenuation and the y-axis as the
percentage of estimated DNI attenuation, we used a polynomial adjustment created in MATLAB
to compute the polynomial which best described our scatter plot for its highest value at r = 0.766;
the grade was n = 9, which is plotted in the same graph (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Dispersion between the measured and the estimated DNI data (%) with polynomial adjustment.
For this reason, the polynomial regression for the M1 matrix was developed, applying
a polynomial of degree 9 (Figure 5) and, using a developed algorithm, the polynomial coefficients (p)
were obtained. Figure 6 shows the model validation applied to the M2 matrix.
Figure 5. Adjustment of polynomial grade 9 for the M1 training data.
Figure 6. Validation of the polynomial regression model for M2.
Predictably, both polynomial adjustment plots present a similar trend but with a slight precision
with respect to the scattering of the points. Table 4 shows the polynomial coefficients obtained from
the M1 training and the statistical results when validating the model with the M2 matrix.
Table 4. Validation of the model and the polynomial regression coefficients
Num Polynomial Coefficients (p1, p2, ..., pn+1 ∗ 1.0e + 08) RMSE nRMSE MBE nMBE r
1 −0.0487,0.3984,−1.4433,3.0394,−4.00993,3.6721,−2.1846,0.8323,−0.1842,0.0181 0.2457 42.77 −0.0611 −10.633 0.6756
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Regarding the input variables in the polynomial model, the ratios between the RGB channels
multiplied by the gray scale data (E) predominated; this did not depend on the solar height
recorded in each image. Analyzing Table 4, we note that, with the polynomial model, a relationship
coefficient between the ymea and the yest of r = 0.6756 was obtained with an nRMSE = 42.77% and
an overestimated value of the nMBE = 10.633% (in negative), showing a very similar fit to that of the
multivariable linear regression model.
3.3. Neural Networks Model
Starting from the complete DD set, the number of variables was reduced, obtaining different
combinations among the DDs to identify which contributed less to the DNI estimation. Using Matlab
APPS to develop the model by means of artificial neural networks, we acquired the following statistical
results (Table 5), where the term AD refers to all the data, TRA refers to the training data, VAL refers
to the validation data and TST refers to the test data.
Table 5. Combination of the digitized data as input parameters for the neural networks model.
Combination of Digitized Data (DD) R(AD) R(TRA) R(VAL) R(TST) RMSE(TRA) RMSE(VAL) RMSE(TST)
R G B H S V E A 0.771 0.776 0.816 0.636 0.207 0.194 0.254
R G H S V E A 0.779 0.782 0.793 0.743 0.205 0.198 0.228
R G B S V E A 0.774 0.797 0.715 0.787 0.194 0.245 0.211
R G B H V E A 0.771 0.783 0.735 0.750 0.207 0.222 0.197
R G B H S E A 0.782 0.808 0.714 0.713 0.197 0.231 0.207
R G B H S V A 0.767 0.768 0.746 0.803 0.207 0.232 0.190
R G B H S V E 0.774 0.776 0.815 0.694 0.207 0.199 0.236
R B H S E A 0.773 0.809 0.692 0.725 0.190 0.246 0.251
R G H S E A 0.779 0.823 0.579 0.793 0.191 0.262 0.186
R G B S E A 0.756 0.785 0.731 0.616 0.204 0.230 0.268
R G B H E A 0.780 0.795 0.701 0.811 0.199 0.235 0.195
R G B H S A 0.770 0.814 0.624 0.706 0.193 0.246 0.249
R G B H S E 0.779 0.775 0.801 0.769 0.209 0.198 0.203
R H S V E A 0.779 0.782 0.789 0.736 0.209 0.191 0.211
R B S V E A 0.764 0.776 0.727 0.781 0.210 0.220 0.218
R B H V E A 0.714 0.714 0.747 0.651 0.233 0.222 0.255
R B H S E A 0.761 0.766 0.715 0.818 0.209 0.236 0.204
R B H S V A 0.768 0.761 0.778 0.810 0.215 0.205 0.191
R B H S V E 0.765 0.785 0.736 0.681 0.204 0.226 0.236
G B H S V E A 0.774 0.774 0.758 0.811 0.206 0.221 0.196
G H S V E A 0.751 0.760 0.755 0.667 0.220 0.207 0.229
G B S V E A 0.758 0.763 0.757 0.721 0.211 0.223 0.232
G B H V E A 0.770 0.768 0.806 0.677 0.207 0.211 0.227
G B H S E A 0.715 0.786 0.559 0.624 0.205 0.280 0.285
B H S V E A 0.765 0.760 0.796 0.720 0.209 0.218 0.224
B S V E A 0.743 0.730 0.759 0.852 0.224 0.233 0.176
B H V E A 0.754 0.790 0.657 0.687 0.205 0.235 0.253
B H S E A 0.732 0.776 0.616 0.491 0.218 0.242 0.233
B H S V A 0.769 0.751 0.808 0.790 0.210 0.213 0.207
B H S V E 0.765 0.770 0.750 0.765 0.204 0.237 0.212
Considering Table 5, we see that different DD combinations are presented, which are input
information parameters required by the neural network for the training. It operates by finding patterns
of interest between the DD and the percentage of attenuation values for the measured DNI (ymea)
allowing the neural network to learn.
The model results were obtained by training the network, which occupied 10 neurons in
a perceptron of two layers, (1. The hidden learning layer and 2. The output layer). After one
hundred input parameter combinations were introduced into the network, the combination [R G B
H S E A] was selected with the highest r value to make computational runs with a greater number
of neurons – this was done to achieve better network learning and thus, generate the computational
model that obtained the estimated DNI attenuation percentage with the best approximation to the
surface measurement. Table 6 shows that the final computational model for estimating the DNI
attenuation percentage using artificial neural networks was defined for a network model containing 60
neurons in the hidden learning layer.
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Table 6. Results of the neuronal network training varying the number of neurons.
Combination (DD) Neurons R(AD) R(TRA) R(VAL) R(TST) RMSE(TRA) RMSE(VAL) RMSE(TST)
R G B H S E A 10 0.782 0.808 0.714 0.713 0.197 0.231 0.207
R G B H S E A 20 0.773 0.798 0.705 0.719 0.201 0.228 0.233
R G B H S E A 30 0.775 0.786 0.701 0.713 0.877 0.198 0.248
R G B H S E A 40 0.780 0.781 0.777 0.768 0.206 0.203 0.219
R G B H S E A 50 0.772 0.805 0.721 0.597 0.198 0.220 0.271
R G B H S E A 60 0.818 0.875 0.657 0.804 0.159 0.267 0.204
R G B H S E A 70 0.795 0.830 0.696 0.722 0.185 0.231 0.227
R G B H S E A 80 0.733 0.746 0.648 0.796 0.226 0.246 0.229
R G B H S E A 90 0.782 0.820 0.620 0.864 0.190 0.264 0.173
R G B H S E A 100 0.793 0.836 0.580 0.829 0.184 0.249 0.212
Functionally, the model was chosen because, as seen in Figure 7, its training evaluation represented
the highest training and test data values, with a validation of r = 0.657, a RMSE = 0.267 and a test
value of r = 0.804, with a RMSE = 0.204 together with the training regression r = 0.875, with an
RMSE = 0.159 and the analysis of r for all data r = 0.818 (of approx. 0.82). The points dispersion in
the neural networks model shows a better fit to the linear trend proposed in the graphs. Consequently,
we determined that the neural networks model offered better results than the multivariable linear
regression model and the polynomial model.
Figure 7. Validation of the neural networks model. (a) AD (all data) (b) TRA (training data) (c) VAL
(validation data) and (d) TST (test data).
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3.4. Functioning of the Models
As we can see in Figures 3, 5 and 6 the models better estimate DNI attenuation for partly cloudy
and totally cloudy skies. With respect to the linear and exponential trend lines, we see that the
correlation between the attenuation of the measured DNI and the estimated DNI is greater in the
range of values between 0.6 to 1 (considering 1 as 100% attenuation). Obtaining attenuations above 0.6,
we performed digitized analysis of the images where the percentage of cloudiness was very dense or
we analyzed images where low clouds were present, usually nimbostratus or cumulonimbus-types in
different seasons and at different times of the year. Values below 0.6 indicated that we were assessing
images where high clouds, clear skies or low-density clouds were present, analogous to different
seasons and times of the year. These types of cloud, usually altostratus or cumulus clouds which were
not very dense, attenuate the DNI lesser degrees.
Regarding Figure 7, which corresponds to the neural networks model, we see that the training
graph exhibits a more uniform correlation between the attenuation of the measured and estimated
DNI for all sky conditions in all the range of values, from clear skies (0% attenuation) to cloudy skies
(1 ; i.e., 100% attenuation). In terms of validation and testing, we understand that the model functions
better (as with the 2 previous models) for partly cloudy and cloudy skies.
4. Discussion
We have determined that, of the three methods considered and applied to estimate the percentage
of DNI attenuation under all sky conditions, the neural networks model provided the best results
in terms of the correlation coefficient obtained, achieving a calibration system for the digitized data
and the DNI attenuation. To improve the model’s efficiency, more parameters need to be integrated
to help explain the dependent variable, such as adding cloud classification. Similarly, it is important
to experiment by adding more layers within the neural network so that learning by patterns of
interest becomes more and more accurate, thus obtaining output data comparable to what is measured
or known.
For all three methods, the estimates might be better if thousands of images were processed, thus
minimizing and compensating for errors. Another important point is that we should consider the
presence of different cloud layers. Viewing the cloud cover from a terrestrial viewpoint, each cloud
has a particular value in the digitized channels. The cloud is seen with particular digitized data
and, therefore, it has an attenuation coefficient. However, it is possible to have the same (or similar)
digitized data for a cloud but with a different attenuation coefficient because there are further cloud
layers above the low cloud, hidden from the sky camera. Such situations can occur and, consequently,
they increase the error in the models.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented three models for estimating the DNI attenuation percentage under
all sky conditions. Images were taken using a sky camera with a rotational shadow band (model TSI
880). This is the first study carried out for Mexico City that estimates direct solar irradiance based on
determining the attenuation resulting from the percentage of cloudiness that is present.
Estimation by means of the multiple linear regression model offers an r reliability of approximately
0.70 while it can compute an error of 42%; however, it also achieves an approximation of r = 0.78,
decreasing the normalized error to 33%. The best combination was modeled to obtain the final function
of the linear model. The red component, used as the input parameter, turned out to be the most
predominant for the model, showing that the cloudiness contrast can be detected more easily on this
channel than on the other channels. The final model function consisted of 10 summed terms, of which
9 multiply the respective combination between the (DD) by the coefficients extracted from the multiple
linear regression.
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With regard to the polynomial model, the best model representation obtained was a polynomial
function of degree n = 9, achieving a certainty of r = 0.76 with a normalized error of 35%. The most
important combined digitized data for generating a single independent input variable are the RGB
channels and the pixel values in grayscale. Similarly, for the multiple linear regression, the final
function consisted of 10 summed terms, where 9 of them respectively multiply the coefficients of the
polynomial by the value of (DD) raised to a certain exponential degree.
The model built using neural networks achieved a better approximation of the data for the direct
solar irradiance attenuation percentage. Through neural networks, it is possible to have data reliability
of r = 0.82 in a layer of 60 neurons. The best DD combination forms part of the information data for the
neuronal model learning. Unlike the two previous cases, the DD combinations are integrated directly.
The input data are entered separately and mostly occupy the defined digitized data, excluding the V
channel, which represents the brightness in the image. The final model turns out to be an execution
code which determines the weights Wij and assigns them to the digitized data with respect to the
already known ymea data.
It was possible to develop a first DNI estimation system using sky images applicable in real
time for Mexico City. From these sky cam images, we developed a tool that can be applied to any
measurement system, complementing the solar irradiance information that reaches the Earth’s surface.
Our work serves as a preliminary study that helps anticipate drops in solar irradiance. Consequently,
if this system is installed in a solar plant, the operator can predict how much irradiance might be lost
as a result of passing clouds. This system may also contribute to the classification of clouds depending
on the level of attenuated irradiance and in determining the percentage of local cloudiness in the sky
on a particular day. The study complements a previous work that predicted solar irradiance over
the short or medium term in the hope of determining the vector movement of clouds. Accordingly,
the present article aims to be a reference for predicting DNI in the CSP environment.
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Abstract: Smart islands have focused on renewable energy sources, such as solar and wind, to achieve
energy self-sufficiency. Because solar photovoltaic (PV) power has the advantage of less noise and
easier installation than wind power, it is more flexible in selecting a location for installation. A PV
power system can be operated more efficiently by predicting the amount of global solar radiation for
solar power generation. Thus far, most studies have addressed day-ahead probabilistic forecasting
to predict global solar radiation. However, day-ahead probabilistic forecasting has limitations in
responding quickly to sudden changes in the external environment. Although multistep-ahead (MSA)
forecasting can be used for this purpose, traditional machine learning models are unsuitable because
of the substantial training time. In this paper, we propose an accurate MSA global solar radiation
forecasting model based on the light gradient boosting machine (LightGBM), which can handle
the training-time problem and provide higher prediction performance compared to other boosting
methods. To demonstrate the validity of the proposed model, we conducted a global solar radiation
prediction for two regions on Jeju Island, the largest island in South Korea. The experiment results
demonstrated that the proposed model can achieve better predictive performance than the tree-based
ensemble and deep learning methods.
Keywords: smart island; solar energy; solar radiation forecasting; light gradient boosting machine;
multistep-ahead prediction; feature importance
1. Introduction
Due to the serious problems caused by the use of fossil fuels, much attention has been focused on
renewable energy sources (RESs) and smart grid technology to reduce greenhouse gas emissions [1,2].
Smart grid technology incorporates information and communication technology into the existing
power grid using diverse smart sensors [3]. Smart grid technology can optimize the energy supply
and demand by exchanging power production and consumption information between consumers and
suppliers [4]. In particular, many countries, including smart islands, are replacing fossil fuels with
RESs for energy self-sufficiency and carbon-free energy generation [5–7]. Two representative RESs are
wind and global solar radiation. Although wind power has a smaller installation area and better power
production than solar power, it suffers from higher maintenance costs and more noise. For example,
due to various support policies of the Korean government related to renewable energies and smart grid
technologies [8], the demand for photovoltaics (PV) is rapidly increasing in South Korea [9]. PV are
best known as a method of generating electric power using solar cells to convert energy from the sun
into a flow of electrons using the PV effect. Moreover, PV power system is based on an ecofriendly and
infinite resource, and is cheaper to build than other power generation systems [10].
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Various meteorological factors influence the PV system, and global solar radiation is the most
crucial factor in the PV system [11,12]. Therefore, accurate global solar radiation forecasting is essential
for the optimal operation of PV systems [13]. Recently, artificial neural network (ANN)-based global
solar radiation forecasting models, such as the shallow neural network (SNN), deep neural network
(DNN), and long short-term memory (LSTM) network, have been constructed to handle the nonlinearity
and fluctuation of global solar radiation [14–20]. In addition, many studies have been conducted to
predict global solar radiation accurately based on an ensemble learning technique that combines several
weak models. For instance, in [21], the authors constructed two global solar radiation forecasting
models based on the ANN and random forest (RF) methods. Then, they demonstrated that RF, which is
an ensemble learning technique, exhibited better prediction performance than the ANN. In [22],
the authors proposed four global solar radiation forecasting models based on the bagging and boosting
techniques and analyzed the excellence and feature importance of the ensemble learning techniques.
Because global solar radiation is affected by diverse factors, such as season, time, and weather
variables, predicting global solar radiation is challenging in the time domain [13]. The ensemble
learning technique can avoid the overfitting problem and perform a more accurate prediction than the
single model [23]. In this paper, we propose a novel forecasting model for multistep-ahead (MSA)
global solar radiation predictions based on the light gradient boosting machine (LightGBM), which is a
tree-based ensemble learning technique. The LightGBM can perform learning and prediction very
quickly, which reduces the time needed for MSA prediction and performs more accurate predictions.
Our forecasting model uses the meteorological information provided by the Korea Meteorological
Administration (KMA) for global solar radiation prediction. In addition, to handle the uncertainty of
PV scheduling, our MSA forecasting scheme makes hourly solar forecasts from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. for 24 h
from the current time. Usually, the farther the prediction point is from the learning point, the higher
the probability that various changes will occur during the trend and pattern of the meteorological
conditions and global solar radiation. To address this issue, we used time-series cross-validation
(TSCV). We conducted rigorous experiments to compare the performance of LightGBM, various
tree-based ensembles, and deep learning methods. Finally, we used the feature importance of the
proposed model to provide interpretable forecasting results.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
1. We proposed an MSA forecasting scheme for the efficient PV system operation.
2. We proposed an interpretable forecasting model based on feature importance analysis.
3. We increased the accuracy of global solar radiation forecasting using TSCV.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the overall process for constructing a
LightGBM-based forecasting model for MSA global solar radiation forecasting. In Section 3, we analyze
the experimental results and describe the interpretable forecasting results of our proposed model.
Lastly, we discuss in Section 4 the conclusions and some future research directions.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data Collection and Preprocessing
In this paper, we used the date/time, meteorological data, and historical global solar radiation
data provided by the KMA as input variables to construct a global solar radiation forecasting model.
We considered two regions located on Jeju Island. Jeju is the largest island in South Korea and is
implementing various measures to change into a smart island. For instance, it is enforcing diverse
energy policies that encourage a shift from conventional fossil fuels to RESs. The two regions that
we selected for validating prediction performance are Ildo-1 dong (latitude: 33.51411 and longitude:
126.52969) and Gosan-ri (latitude: 33.29382 and longitude: 126.16283). The data collection period
is from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. for a total of eight years from 2011 to 2018, and the collected data include
temperature, humidity, wind speed, and global solar radiation. The meteorological observation data
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provided by the KMA include extra data, such as soil temperature, total cloud volume, ground-surface
temperature, and sunshine amount. However, because the sky condition (also known as weather
observation), temperature, humidity, and wind speed are provided by KMA’s short-term weather
forecasts, as shown in Figure 1, we only considered these factors [24].
Figure 1. Short-term weather forecast by the Korea Meteorological Administration.
In the meteorological data we collected, about 0.1% of the total data for each category were
missing, and the missing values were indicated as −1. Because the temperature, humidity, wind
speed, and global solar radiation have continuous data characteristics, missing values can be estimated
using linear interpolation. The sky condition data were presented as categorical values from 1 to 4,
and missing values were approximated using logistic regression for similarity with the adjacent data.
For the date, to reflect the periodicity, one-dimensional data were augmented with continuous
data in two-dimensional space using Equations (1) and (2) [25]. In the equations, end-of-month (EoM)
indicates the last day of the month. The equations converted each Julian date into a value from 1 to
365. For instance, the Julian date of January 1 is converted to 1, and December 31 is converted to 365.
In the case of leap years, 366 was used instead of 365 in the equations. Figure 2 illustrates an example
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Figure 2. Example of date data preprocessing.
The cloud amount is provided by the KMA. Of the two popular methods for representing cloud
amount, which are meteorology 1/8 and climatology 1/10, the KMA uses the second method. Hence,
the cloud amount is represented by eleven scales (i.e., from 0 for a clear sky to 10 for an overcast sky).
The sky condition data have four interval scales [26,27]: 1 for clear (0 ≤ cloud amount ≤ 2), 2 for partly
cloudy (3 ≤ cloud amount ≤ 5), 3 for mostly cloudy (6 ≤ cloud amount ≤ 8), and 4 for cloudy (9 ≤ cloud
amount ≤ 10). Because we represent the sky condition data using one-hot encoding, a value of 1 is
placed in the binary variable for a specific sky condition, and 0 is used for the other sky conditions.
Time data were also represented by interval scales. Global solar radiation is highest during the day
from 12 to 2 p.m. To assess these variables more effectively, we used one-hot encoding to represent
time intervals.
In addition, to reflect the recent trends in global solar radiation, we used the sky condition,
temperature, humidity, wind speed, and global solar radiation of the day before the forecast point
as input variables. We considered 30 input variables to construct our prediction model, as shown in
Table 1. As our goal is to perform MSA (all time points for the next 24 h) forecasting, we needed all the
input variables for 11 prediction time points. Therefore, we used 330 input variables (i.e., 30 input
variables × 11 prediction time points) with 32,143 tuples for the MSA forecasting model construction,
as shown in Figure 3.
 
⋯⋯
Figure 3. Input variable configuration for multistep-ahead (MSA) global solar radiation forecasting.
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Table 1. List of input variables (IV) for the proposed model.
IV # Input Variable (Feature) IV # Input Variable (Feature)
IV01 DateX (numeric) IV16 Mostly cloudy (binary)
IV02 DateY (numeric) IV17 Cloudy (binary)
IV03 8 a.m. (binary) IV18 Temperature (numeric)
IV04 9 a.m. (binary) IV19 Humidity (numeric)
IV05 10 a.m. (binary) IV20 Wind speed (numeric)
IV06 11 a.m. (binary) IV21 DateX 1 day before (numeric)
IV07 12 p.m. (binary) IV22 DateY 1 day before (numeric)
IV08 1 p.m. (binary) IV23 Clear 1 day before (binary)
IV09 2 p.m. (binary) IV24 Partly cloudy 1 day before (binary)
IV10 3 p.m. (binary) IV25 Mostly cloudy 1 day before (binary)
IV11 4 p.m. (binary) IV26 Cloudy 1 day before (binary)
IV12 5 p.m. (binary) IV27 Temperature 1 day before (numeric)
IV13 6 p.m. (binary) IV28 Humidity 1 day before (numeric)
IV14 Clear (binary) IV29 Wind speed 1 day before (numeric)
IV15 Partly cloudy (binary) IV30 Global solar radiation 1 day before (numeric)
2.2. Forecasting Model Construction
The purpose of our model is to predict global solar radiation for the next 11 time points from the
current time. To construct a global solar radiation forecasting model, we used LightGBM, a gradient
boosting machine (GBM)-based model. The LightGBM model [28] is based on a gradient boosting
decision tree (GBDT) applying gradient-based one-side sampling and exclusive feature bundling
technologies. Unlike the conventional GBM tree splitting method, a leafwise method is used to create
complex models to achieve higher accuracy; hence, it is useful for time-series forecasting. Because
of the GBDT and leafwise method, LightGBM has the advantages of reduced memory usage and
faster training speed. The LightGBM contains various hyperparameters to be tuned. Among them,
the learning rate, number of iterations, and number of leaves are closely related to the prediction
accuracy. In addition, overfitting can be prevented by adjusting the colsample by tree and subsample
hyperparameters. Moreover, LightGBM also can use different algorithms for its learning iterations.
In this paper, we constructed two LightGBM models using two boosting types: GBDT and dropouts
meet multiple additive regression trees (DART) [29] for comparison. Both models perform predictions
on multiple outputs using the MultiOutputRegressor module in scikit-learn (v. 0.22.1).
In general, to evaluate a forecasting method, we first divide a dataset into training and test sets.
Then, we construct the forecasting model using the training set. Finally, we evaluate the performance
of the forecasting model using the test set. A greater time interval between training and forecasting
lowers the prediction performance [30]. To solve this problem, we applied TSCV, which is popularly
used when data exhibit time-series characteristics and are focused on a single forecast of the dataset [6].
The TSCV uses all data before the prediction point as a training set and predicts the next forecasting
point by setting it as a test set, iteratively.
However, if TSCV is performed at every point, it requires a considerable amount of time to train
and forecast. To reduce this overhead, we conducted monthly TSCV, as shown in Figure 4. In addition,
for interpretable global solar radiation forecasting, we analyzed the variable importance changes for
the 30 input variables by obtaining the feature importance using LightGBM.
2.3. Baseline Models
To demonstrate the performance of our model, we constructed various forecasting models based
on the tree-based ensemble and deep learning methods.
In the case of tree-based ensemble learning methods, because they combine several weak models
effectively, they usually exhibit better prediction performance than a single model. In the experiment,
we considered RF, GBM, and extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) ensemble methods to construct
MSA global solar radiation forecasting models. The RF method trains each tree independently by
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using a randomly selected sample of the data. As the RF method tends to reduce the correlation
between trees, it provides a robust model for out-of-sample forecasting [31]. In addition, the GBM
is a forward-learning ensemble method that obtains predictive results using gradually improved
estimations [32]. The adjusted model is built by applying the residuals of the previous model, and this
procedure is repeated N times to build a robust model. We constructed two GBM models by considering
the quantile regression and Huber loss functions, respectively. The XGBoost method is an algorithm
that can prevent overfitting by reducing the tree correlation using the shrinkage method [33]. Moreover,
it can perform parallel processing by applying the column subsampling method. The XGBoost method
constructs a weak model and evaluates the consistency using the training set. After that, the method
constructs an adjusted prediction model with the explanatory variable for the gradient in the direction
in which consistency increases using the gradient descent method. This procedure is repeated N
times to build a robust model [34]. We constructed two XGBoost models by applying two boosting
types (i.e., GBDT and DART). To predict multiple outputs, we constructed an RF model using the
MultivariateRandomForest [35] package in R (v. 3.5.1) and the GBM and XGBoost models using the
MultiOutputRegressor module in scikit-learn (v. 0.22.1) [36].
ℎℎ +1ℎ +2ℎ +3ℎ +4ℎ +5ℎ +6ℎ +7
Figure 4. Example of monthly time-series cross-validation.
For deep learning-based MSA global solar radiation forecasting models, we considered the SNN,
DNN, LSTM network, and attention-based LSTM (ATT-LSTM) network. These models require a
sufficient amount of training data for accurate predictive performance, and the models can overfit the
data if the training data are insufficient [37]. A typical ANN consists of an input layer, one or more hidden
layers, and an output layer, and each layer consists of one or more hidden nodes [38,39]. The ANNs
have various hyperparameters that affect prediction performance [38]. These hyperparameters include
the number of hidden layers, number of hidden nodes, an activation function, and so on. In addition,
the SNN has one hidden layer, and the DNN has two or more hidden layers [39]. The LSTM
network [40] is a model that can solve the long-term dependency problem of the existing recurrent
neural network. The LSTM network is useful for training sequence data in the time-series forecasting
method. Nevertheless, although the length of the input variable is long, the forecasting accuracy of
the sequence-to-sequence model suffers due to focusing on all input variables. To solve this problem,
an attention mechanism [41] has been developed in the field of machine translation. The attention
mechanism comprises an encoder that builds a vector from the input variable and a decoder that
outputs a dependent variable using the vector output by the encoder as input. The decoder part
performs the model training focused on data representing high similarity by indicating the similarity
with the encoder as a value; hence, it can exhibit accurate forecasting performance. Applying the
attention mechanism to the LSTM described above focuses the model on specific vectors so that it
obtains more accurate forecasting results [42].
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In our previous work [7], we constructed several deep learning models for MSA global solar
radiation forecasting in the same experimental environment. We used the dropout method to control
the weight of the hidden layers to prevent overfitting. To do this, we found optimal hyperparameter
values for each deep learning model, as indicated in Table 2.
Table 2. Selected optimal hyperparameters for each deep learning model.
Models Selected Hyperparameters
SNN
Number of hidden layers: 1
Number of hidden nodes: 14
Activation function: sigmoid
Loss function: mean squared error
Optimizer: Adam
DNN
Number of hidden layers: 7
Activation function: ReLU, SELU [43]
Remaining hyperparameters are the same as those for the SNN model
LSTM network
Sequence length: 11
Number of hidden layers: 2
Activation function: ReLU, SELU [43]





ATT-LSTM network Number of attention layers: 1Remaining hyperparameters are the same as those for the LSTM network model
Notes: SNN: shallow neural network; DNN: deep neural network; LSTM: long short-term memory; ATT-LSTM:
attention-based LSTM; ReLU: rectified linear unit; SELU: scaled exponential linear unit.
3. Results and Discussion
In the experiments, we used two global solar radiation datasets collected from two regions from
2011 to 2018. The two regions are Ildo-1 and Gosan-ri on Jeju island. We divided each dataset into two
parts at a ratio of 75:25: a training set (in-sample) spanning 2011 to 2016, and a test set (out-of-sample)
spanning 2017 to 2018. Table 3 lists various statistical analysis for the datasets by considering the
training and test sets. The statistical analysis was performed by using Excel’s Descriptive Statistics
data analysis tool. Figure 5 represents the boxplots of the global solar radiation data for each region.
Figure 5. Boxplots by region (MJ/m2).
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Table 3. Statistical analysis of global solar radiation data by region (MJ/m2).
Statistics
Ildo-1 Gosan-ri
Training Set Test Set Training Set Test Set
Mean 1.188 1.258 1.179 1.044
Standard error 0.006 0.011 0.006 0.009
Median 0.910 1.010 0.910 0.840
Mode 0 0 0 0
Standard deviation 0.995 1.000 0.989 0.842
Sample variance 0.990 1.000 0.979 0.710
Kurtosis −0.756 −0.869 −0.400 −0.419
Skewness 0.659 0.568 0.764 0.713
Range 3.750 3.720 4.130 3.550
Minimum 0 0 0 0
Maximum 3.750 3.720 4.130 3.550
Sum 28,656.9 10,097.9 28,422.8 8383.9
Count 24,112 8030 24,112 8030
For continuous data, such as humidity, wind speed, temperature, and historical global solar
radiation, we performed standardization using Equation (3). In the equation, xi and x denote the input
variable and original data, respectively. In addition, μ and σ denote the average of the original data





To evaluate the prediction performance of the models, we used four metrics: mean biased error
(MBE), mean absolute error (MAE), root mean square error (RMSE), and normalized root mean square
error (NRMSE), as shown in Equations (4)–(7). Here, At and Ft represent the actual and forecasted

























We implemented an RF-based forecasting model using R (v. 3.5.1) and all other forecasting models
using Python (v. 3.6). We found optimal values for the hyperparameters of the tree-based ensemble
learning models via GridSearchCV in scikit-learn (v. 0.22.1), as displayed in Table 4. Because the two
regions are close together, we obtained the same hyperparameter values for the two regions.
Tables 5–13 and Figures 6–13 demonstrate that our model could achieve lower RMSE and MAE
values than all other forecasting models that we considered, except the XGBoost model. In addition,
tree-based ensemble models exhibited better performance than deep learning-based models. Moreover,
the TSCV scheme demonstrated better prediction performance than the holdout scheme, as presented in
Table 13. The XGBoost and LightGBM methods exhibited a similar prediction performance. However,
regarding the aspect of the training and testing time, LightGBM took 220 s, whereas XGBoost took
3798 s. That is, LightGBM is 17 times faster than XGBoost. Hence, LightGBM has a clear advantage in
terms of accuracy and time. In the forecasting results of LightGBM, we observed that the MAE and
RMSE values were lowest at the first time point, and as the distance increased, these values increased.
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Table 4. Selected hyperparameters for each ensemble learning model. Selected values are bold.
Models Package or Module Selected Hyperparameters





Learning rate: 0.01, 0.05, 0.1
Number of iterations: 100, 250, 500
Maximum depth of the tree: 5, 10
Huber loss
Learning rate: 0.01, 0.05, 0.1
Number of iterations: 100, 250, 500





Learning rate: 0.01, 0.05, 0.1
Number of iterations: 250, 500, 1000
Maximum depth of the tree: 6, 8, 10
Subsample: 0.5, 0.75, 1.0
Colsample by tree: 0.5, 0.75, 1.0
Colsample by level: 0.5, 0.75, 1.0
Colsample by node: 0.5, 0.75, 1.0
DART
Learning rate: 0.01, 0.05, 0.1
Number of iterations: 250, 500, 1000
Maximum depth of the tree: 6, 8, 10
Subsample: 0.5, 0.75, 1.0
Colsample by tree: 0.5, 0.75, 1.0
Colsample by level: 0.5, 0.75, 1.0





Learning rate: 0.01, 0.05, 0.1
Number of iterations: 1000, 1500
Number of leaves: 64
Subsample: 0.5
Colsample by tree: 1.0
DART (our model)
Learning rate: 0.01, 0.05, 0.1
Number of iterations: 1000, 1500
Number of leaves: 64
Subsample: 0.5
Colsample by tree: 1.0
Notes: GBM: gradient boosting machine; XGBoost: extreme gradient boosting; LightGBM: light GBM; GBDT:
gradient boosting decision tree; DART: dropouts meet multiple additive regression trees.
Table 5. Mean bias error (MBE) distribution for each model for Ildo-1 (MJ/m2).
Models
Points
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
SNN (Dropout O) −0.05 −0.04 −0.03 −0.03 −0.03 −0.05 −0.06 −0.07 −0.07 −0.06 −0.04
SNN (Dropout X) −0.04 −0.01 −0.04 −0.05 −0.05 −0.05 −0.04 −0.04 −0.04 −0.04 −0.04
DNN-ReLU (Dropout O) −0.04 0 −0.06 −0.07 −0.08 −0.09 −0.10 −0.12 −0.13 −0.13 −0.14
DNN-ReLU (Dropout X) −0.06 −0.06 −0.07 −0.07 −0.08 −0.08 −0.08 −0.08 −0.08 −0.07 −0.06
DNN-SELU (Dropout O) 0.05 0.08 0.02 −0.03 −0.04 −0.05 −0.03 0 −0.03 −0.02 −0.02
DNN-SELU (Dropout X) −0.06 −0.06 −0.09 −0.10 −0.10 −0.10 −0.10 −0.10 −0.10 −0.10 −0.11
LSTM-ReLU (Dropout O) −0.10 0.05 −0.02 −0.06 −0.06 −0.05 −0.04 −0.02 −0.02 −0.02 −0.23
LSTM-ReLU (Dropout X) −0.19 −0.01 −0.02 −0.06 −0.10 −0.12 −0.12 −0.11 −0.10 −0.09 −0.08
LSTM-SELU (Dropout O) −0.09 −0.02 −0.06 −0.07 −0.06 −0.04 −0.03 −0.03 −0.02 −0.03 −0.03
LSTM-SELU (Dropout X) −0.10 −0.03 −0.06 −0.09 −0.10 −0.09 −0.09 −0.09 −0.09 −0.09 −0.09
ATT−LSTM-RELU (Dropout O) −0.16 −0.14 −0.09 −0.07 −0.07 −0.01 0.02 0.03 0.01 −0.05 −0.09
ATT−LSTM-RELU (Dropout X) −0.14 −0.11 −0.11 −0.06 0 0.09 0.07 0.09 0.12 0.01 −0.02
ATT−LSTM-SELU (Dropout O) −0.04 0.02 −0.06 0.01 0.04 −0.06 −0.10 0 0.03 −0.02 −0.03
ATT−LSTM-SELU (Dropout X) 0.13 0.13 0.08 −0.05 −0.11 −0.18 −0.25 −0.18 −0.29 −0.30 −0.20
RF (TSCV) −0.03 −0.04 −0.05 −0.06 −0.07 −0.07 −0.07 −0.07 −0.07 −0.06 −0.06
RF (Holdout) −0.04 −0.05 −0.07 −0.08 −0.09 −0.09 −0.09 −0.09 −0.08 −0.08 −0.08
GBM-Huber (TSCV) −0.02 −0.03 −0.04 −0.05 −0.05 −0.05 −0.05 −0.04 −0.04 −0.04 −0.03
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
GBM-Huber (Holdout) −0.03 −0.04 −0.05 −0.07 −0.07 −0.07 −0.07 −0.06 −0.06 −0.05 −0.04
GBM-Quantile (TSCV) 0.24 0.32 0.35 0.38 0.39 0.41 0.42 0.43 0.45 0.45 0.46
GBM-Quantile (Holdout) 0.24 0.31 0.34 0.36 0.38 0.39 0.40 0.42 0.44 0.45 0.46
XGBoost-GDBT (TSCV) −0.02 −0.03 −0.05 −0.05 −0.05 −0.05 −0.05 −0.05 −0.05 −0.04 −0.04
XGBoost-GDBT (Holdout) −0.03 −0.05 −0.06 −0.07 −0.08 −0.07 −0.07 −0.07 −0.07 −0.06 −0.06
XGBoost-DART (TSCV) −0.02 −0.03 −0.04 −0.05 −0.05 −0.05 −0.05 −0.05 −0.05 −0.04 −0.04
XGBoost-DART (Holdout) −0.03 −0.05 −0.06 −0.07 −0.08 −0.07 −0.07 −0.07 −0.06 −0.06 −0.06
LightGBM-GDBT (TSCV) −0.02 −0.03 −0.04 −0.04 −0.05 −0.05 −0.05 −0.05 −0.04 −0.05 −0.05
LightGBM-GDBT (Holdout) −0.03 −0.05 −0.06 −0.07 −0.07 −0.08 −0.08 −0.07 −0.07 −0.08 −0.07
LightGBM-DART (TSCV) −0.03 −0.04 −0.05 −0.06 −0.06 −0.06 −0.06 −0.05 −0.05 −0.05 −0.05
LightGBM-DART (Holdout) −0.04 −0.06 −0.07 −0.08 −0.08 −0.08 −0.08 −0.07 −0.07 −0.07 −0.06
Table 6. Mean absolute error (MAE) distribution for each model for Ildo-1. A cooler color indicates a
lower MAE value, whereas a warmer color indicates a higher MAE value (MJ/m2).
Models
Points
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
SNN (Dropout O) 0.445 0.406 0.394 0.390 0.386 0.385 0.385 0.386 0.385 0.385 0.385
SNN (Dropout X) 0.413 0.390 0.393 0.392 0.390 0.388 0.387 0.387 0.388 0.391 0.395
DNN-ReLU (Dropout O) 0.419 0.384 0.389 0.386 0.382 0.379 0.380 0.382 0.385 0.388 0.391
DNN-ReLU (Dropout X) 0.445 0.401 0.398 0.387 0.384 0.385 0.383 0.381 0.381 0.381 0.381
DNN-SELU (Dropout O) 0.349 0.327 0.343 0.354 0.363 0.368 0.375 0.382 0.395 0.395 0.405
DNN-SELU (Dropout X) 0.408 0.383 0.380 0.378 0.376 0.374 0.373 0.373 0.374 0.376 0.378
LSTM-ReLU (Dropout O) 0.365 0.388 0.409 0.412 0.420 0.427 0.436 0.436 0.446 0.458 0.460
LSTM-ReLU (Dropout X) 0.380 0.399 0.417 0.426 0.431 0.442 0.456 0.467 0.468 0.470 0.470
LSTM-SELU (Dropout O) 0.318 0.332 0.350 0.360 0.372 0.377 0.371 0.373 0.378 0.379 0.370
LSTM-SELU (Dropout X) 0.357 0.379 0.400 0.412 0.413 0.438 0.446 0.467 0.488 0.501 0.517
ATT-LSTM-RELU (Dropout O) 0.291 0.324 0.329 0.340 0.347 0.348 0.357 0.363 0.368 0.382 0.394
ATT-LSTM-RELU (Dropout X) 0.272 0.299 0.324 0.332 0.339 0.351 0.349 0.360 0.375 0.378 0.392
ATT-LSTM-SELU (Dropout O) 0.238 0.291 0.311 0.330 0.333 0.346 0.368 0.348 0.358 0.371 0.381
ATT-LSTM-SELU (Dropout X) 0.261 0.301 0.307 0.319 0.343 0.376 0.414 0.386 0.439 0.452 0.415
RF (TSCV) 0.215 0.272 0.306 0.330 0.347 0.363 0.375 0.388 0.401 0.414 0.428
RF (Holdout) 0.223 0.280 0.315 0.340 0.358 0.371 0.383 0.396 0.409 0.423 0.435
GBM-Huber (TSCV) 0.186 0.251 0.292 0.318 0.337 0.351 0.359 0.368 0.374 0.382 0.385
GBM-Huber (Holdout) 0.189 0.257 0.300 0.330 0.350 0.359 0.370 0.377 0.383 0.392 0.394
GBM-Quantile (TSCV) 0.288 0.376 0.418 0.445 0.462 0.476 0.484 0.498 0.511 0.518 0.525
GBM-Quantile (Holdout) 0.287 0.375 0.413 0.445 0.461 0.470 0.482 0.497 0.510 0.524 0.530
XGBoost-GDBT (TSCV) 0.194 0.257 0.296 0.324 0.339 0.348 0.356 0.366 0.375 0.384 0.390
XGBoost-GDBT (Holdout) 0.197 0.263 0.305 0.333 0.349 0.358 0.367 0.374 0.383 0.390 0.396
XGBoost-DART (TSCV) 0.184 0.249 0.289 0.317 0.333 0.346 0.353 0.362 0.369 0.377 0.382
XGBoost-DART (Holdout) 0.188 0.255 0.298 0.328 0.346 0.357 0.364 0.372 0.379 0.386 0.393
LightGBM-GDBT (TSCV) 0.189 0.253 0.292 0.319 0.334 0.348 0.355 0.363 0.371 0.377 0.381
LightGBM-GDBT (Holdout) 0.193 0.261 0.305 0.331 0.346 0.359 0.368 0.373 0.382 0.391 0.394
LightGBM-DART (TSCV) 0.189 0.252 0.290 0.318 0.333 0.344 0.350 0.358 0.365 0.374 0.380
LightGBM-DART (Holdout) 0.193 0.257 0.300 0.328 0.344 0.355 0.359 0.369 0.377 0.384 0.389
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Table 7. Root mean square error (RMSE) distribution for each model for Ildo-1. A cooler color indicates
a lower RMSE value, whereas a warmer color indicates a higher RMSE value (MJ/m2).
Models
Points
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
SNN (Dropout O) 0.588 0.546 0.537 0.534 0.528 0.526 0.524 0.525 0.524 0.525 0.528
SNN (Dropout X) 0.545 0.532 0.534 0.533 0.529 0.526 0.524 0.524 0.526 0.529 0.534
DNN-ReLU (Dropout O) 0.545 0.528 0.529 0.525 0.519 0.514 0.513 0.515 0.519 0.523 0.527
DNN-ReLU (Dropout X) 0.598 0.548 0.545 0.525 0.520 0.518 0.515 0.514 0.513 0.514 0.515
DNN-SELU (Dropout O) 0.392 0.441 0.465 0.479 0.487 0.499 0.506 0.508 0.522 0.519 0.532
DNN-SELU (Dropout X) 0.541 0.526 0.523 0.512 0.515 0.511 0.509 0.509 0.510 0.511 0.514
LSTM-ReLU (Dropout O) 0.544 0.547 0.545 0.541 0.540 0.540 0.547 0.551 0.559 0.570 0.636
LSTM-ReLU (Dropout X) 0.545 0.550 0.543 0.544 0.500 0.543 0.550 0.551 0.558 0.567 0.637
LSTM-SELU (Dropout O) 0.408 0.448 0.462 0.473 0.484 0.494 0.506 0.516 0.517 0.518 0.519
LSTM-SELU (Dropout X) 0.431 0.467 0.481 0.492 0.506 0.507 0.521 0.531 0.551 0.551 0.558
ATT-LSTM-RELU (Dropout O) 0.381 0.430 0.446 0.464 0.478 0.481 0.491 0.499 0.505 0.515 0.528
ATT-LSTM-RELU (Dropout X) 0.383 0.428 0.458 0.466 0.475 0.496 0.498 0.512 0.529 0.530 0.543
ATT-LSTM-SELU (Dropout O) 0.329 0.395 0.431 0.455 0.464 0.479 0.502 0.493 0.508 0.519 0.528
ATT-LSTM-SELU (Dropout X) 0.357 0.415 0.431 0.450 0.475 0.509 0.557 0.538 0.586 0.598 0.561
RF (TSCV) 0.302 0.378 0.421 0.450 0.471 0.490 0.504 0.516 0.528 0.540 0.554
RF (Holdout) 0.308 0.386 0.431 0.462 0.484 0.502 0.515 0.527 0.538 0.550 0.564
GBM-Huber (TSCV) 0.285 0.369 0.417 0.451 0.472 0.490 0.498 0.507 0.513 0.518 0.520
GBM-Huber (Holdout) 0.288 0.376 0.427 0.465 0.490 0.501 0.514 0.521 0.526 0.530 0.533
GBM-Quantile (TSCV) 0.412 0.527 0.594 0.638 0.663 0.682 0.695 0.714 0.732 0.739 0.749
GBM-Quantile (Holdout) 0.409 0.523 0.584 0.637 0.660 0.671 0.689 0.706 0.727 0.739 0.751
XGBoost-GDBT (TSCV) 0.289 0.371 0.417 0.452 0.471 0.484 0.494 0.504 0.511 0.517 0.521
XGBoost-GDBT (Holdout) 0.290 0.376 0.427 0.466 0.485 0.498 0.508 0.514 0.520 0.523 0.528
XGBoost-DART (TSCV) 0.280 0.363 0.410 0.444 0.466 0.481 0.491 0.499 0.504 0.509 0.514
XGBoost-DART (Holdout) 0.283 0.369 0.421 0.460 0.483 0.498 0.508 0.513 0.519 0.522 0.527
LightGBM-GDBT (TSCV) 0.285 0.368 0.415 0.449 0.469 0.488 0.496 0.507 0.512 0.515 0.520
LightGBM-GDBT (Holdout) 0.289 0.377 0.431 0.466 0.485 0.504 0.514 0.519 0.526 0.532 0.537
LightGBM-DART (TSCV) 0.284 0.366 0.411 0.444 0.464 0.479 0.487 0.496 0.502 0.508 0.514
LightGBM-DART (Holdout) 0.288 0.370 0.421 0.459 0.482 0.494 0.502 0.511 0.518 0.523 0.525
Figure 6. Average mean bias error for each model of Ildo-1 (MJ/m2).
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Table 8. Normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) distribution for each model for Ildo-1. A cooler
color indicates a lower NRMSE value, whereas a warmer color indicates a higher NRMSE value (%).
Models
Points
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
SNN (Dropout O) 46.6 43.3 42.6 42.4 41.9 41.7 41.6 41.6 41.5 41.6 41.8
SNN (Dropout X) 42.9 41.7 41.4 41.1 40.8 40.5 40.3 40.3 40.4 40.5 40.7
DNN-ReLU (Dropout O) 43.6 41.9 42.0 41.6 41.1 40.8 40.7 40.9 41.1 41.4 41.8
DNN-ReLU (Dropout X) 47.4 43.5 42.4 41.7 41.2 41.0 40.8 40.7 40.7 40.7 40.8
DNN-SELU (Dropout O) 31.2 35.0 36.9 38.0 38.7 39.7 40.2 40.4 41.5 41.3 42.2
DNN-SELU (Dropout X) 43.2 42.2 42.4 42.2 42.0 41.7 41.5 41.5 41.7 41.9 42.4
LSTM-ReLU (Dropout O) 48.2 43.5 42.4 42.1 41.8 41.4 41.1 40.9 40.8 41.0 41.2
LSTM-ReLU (Dropout X) 55.9 48.7 47.2 46.5 46.1 45.9 45.5 45.8 45.3 45.4 45.6
LSTM-SELU (Dropout O) 46.7 43.1 42.3 41.6 41.2 40.9 40.8 40.9 41.1 41.3 41.5
LSTM-SELU (Dropout X) 50.5 45.0 44.3 44.0 43.9 43.7 43.1 43.3 43.5 43.7 43.9
ATT-LSTM-RELU (Dropout O) 30.2 34.2 35.4 36.9 37.9 38.2 39.0 39.6 40.1 40.9 41.9
ATT-LSTM-RELU (Dropout X) 30.4 34.0 36.3 37.0 37.7 39.4 39.5 40.7 42.0 42.1 43.1
ATT-LSTM-SELU (Dropout O) 26.1 31.4 34.2 36.1 36.8 38.0 39.8 39.1 40.3 41.2 42.0
ATT-LSTM-SELU (Dropout X) 28.3 32.9 34.2 35.8 37.7 40.4 44.2 42.7 46.6 47.6 44.5
RF (TSCV) 24.0 30.0 33.4 35.7 37.4 38.9 40.1 41.0 42.0 43.0 44.1
RF (Holdout) 24.5 30.7 34.3 36.7 38.5 39.9 41.0 41.9 42.8 43.8 44.8
GBM-Huber (TSCV) 22.6 29.3 33.1 35.8 37.5 38.9 39.6 40.3 40.8 41.2 41.4
GBM-Huber (Holdout) 22.8 29.9 33.9 36.9 39.0 39.8 40.9 41.4 41.8 42.1 42.3
GBM-Quantile (TSCV) 32.7 41.9 47.2 50.7 52.7 54.2 55.2 56.7 58.2 58.8 59.5
GBM-Quantile (Holdout) 32.5 41.6 46.4 50.6 52.4 53.4 54.8 56.2 57.8 58.8 59.7
XGBoost-GDBT (TSCV) 22.9 29.4 33.1 35.9 37.4 38.5 39.3 40.1 40.6 41.1 41.4
XGBoost-GDBT (Holdout) 23.1 29.9 33.9 37.0 38.5 39.6 40.3 40.8 41.4 41.6 42.0
XGBoost-DART (TSCV) 22.3 28.9 32.6 35.3 37.0 38.2 39.0 39.7 40.1 40.5 40.8
XGBoost-DART (Holdout) 22.5 29.3 33.5 36.5 38.4 39.6 40.4 40.8 41.3 41.5 41.9
LightGBM-GDBT (TSCV) 22.7 29.3 33.0 35.7 37.2 38.8 39.5 40.3 40.7 40.9 41.4
LightGBM-GDBT (Holdout) 23.0 29.9 34.2 37.0 38.5 40.0 40.9 41.2 41.8 42.3 42.7
LightGBM-DART (TSCV) 22.5 29.1 32.7 35.3 36.9 38.1 38.7 39.4 39.9 40.4 40.9
LightGBM-DART (Holdout) 22.9 29.4 33.5 36.5 38.3 39.3 39.9 40.6 41.1 41.6 41.8
Figure 7. Average mean absolute error for each model of Ildo-1 (MJ/m2).
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Table 9. Mean bias error (MBE) distribution for each model of Gosan-ri (MJ/m2).
Models
Points
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
SNN (Dropout O) −0.04 −0.01 −0.02 −0.02 −0.02 −0.02 −0.02 −0.02 −0.02 −0.02 −0.02
SNN (Dropout X) 0.01 0.01 −0.01 −0.02 −0.02 −0.02 −0.01 0 0 0.01 0.02
DNN-ReLU (Dropout O) −0.01 0 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03
DNN-ReLU (Dropout X) 0.04 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
DNN-SELU (Dropout O) 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.06 −0.01 −0.01
DNN-SELU (Dropout X) −0.02 0.02 0.01 −0.02 −0.03 −0.04 −0.04 −0.04 −0.05 −0.05 −0.05
LSTM-ReLU (Dropout O) −0.13 0.08 0.08 0.05 0.02 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 0.01 0.03 0.04
LSTM-ReLU (Dropout X) −0.16 0.02 0.03 0 −0.03 −0.05 −0.05 −0.05 −0.40 −0.03 −0.02
LSTM-SELU (Dropout O) 0 0.03 0 −0.02 −0.04 −0.04 −0.04 −0.04 −0.04 −0.04 −0.04
LSTM-SELU (Dropout X) −0.05 0.04 0.02 0 −0.02 −0.03 −0.03 −0.03 −0.02 −0.02 −0.02
ATT-LSTM-RELU (Dropout O) 0.02 −0.07 −0.01 0.03 0.04 0.13 0.16 0.10 −0.02 0.06 0
ATT-LSTM-RELU (Dropout X) −0.05 −0.09 −0.08 −0.16 −0.24 −0.20 −0.25 −0.15 −0.24 −0.28 −0.25
ATT-LSTM-SELU (Dropout O) 0.05 0.05 0.01 −0.02 −0.01 0.01 −0.08 −0.11 −0.14 −0.06 −0.02
ATT-LSTM-SELU (Dropout X) −0.04 −0.06 −0.01 −0.02 −0.04 −0.02 −0.02 0 −0.01 0.03 −0.01
RF (TSCV) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02
RF (Holdout) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03
GBM-Huber (TSCV) −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0
GBM-Huber (Holdout) −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 0 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
GBM-Quantile (TSCV) 0.37 0.46 0.53 0.58 0.60 0.62 0.63 0.65 0.66 0.67 0.68
GBM-Quantile (Holdout) 0.26 0.32 0.36 0.39 0.42 0.41 0.43 0.44 0.45 0.47 0.46
XGBoost-GDBT (TSCV) −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 0 −0.01 0 0
XGBoost-GDBT (Holdout) −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 0 0 0 0 0
XGBoost-DART (TSCV) 0 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
XGBoost-DART (Holdout) 0 −0.01 0 0 0 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
LightGBM-GDBT (TSCV) −0.01 −0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
LightGBM-GDBT (Holdout) 0 −0.01 0 0 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
LightGBM-DART (TSCV) −0.01 −0.02 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 0 −0.01 0 0
LightGBM-DART (Holdout) −0.01 −0.02 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 0 0.01 0 0 0 0
 
Figure 8. Average root mean square error for each model of Ildo-1 (MJ/m2).
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Table 10. Mean absolute error (MAE) distribution for each model of Gosan-ri. A cooler color indicates
a lower MAE value, whereas a warmer color indicates a higher MAE value (MJ/m2).
Models
Points
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
SNN (Dropout O) 0.426 0.399 0.391 0.387 0.381 0.377 0.373 0.374 0.375 0.374 0.373
SNN (Dropout X) 0.388 0.375 0.374 0.370 0.364 0.360 0.358 0.357 0.357 0.356 0.355
DNN-ReLU (Dropout O) 0.409 0.381 0.377 0.373 0.370 0.369 0.367 0.367 0.369 0.367 0.374
DNN-ReLU (Dropout X) 0.421 0.399 0.387 0.394 0.384 0.379 0.371 0.388 0.401 0.399 0.389
DNN-SELU (Dropout O) 0.278 0.306 0.325 0.343 0.355 0.365 0.367 0.379 0.388 0.387 0.397
DNN-SELU (Dropout X) 0.409 0.381 0.380 0.375 0.370 0.367 0.364 0.363 0.365 0.367 0.367
LSTM-ReLU (Dropout O) 0.345 0.358 0.359 0.362 0.370 0.377 0.386 0.376 0.376 0.378 0.380
LSTM-ReLU (Dropout X) 0.377 0.399 0.401 0.408 0.415 0.420 0.422 0.421 0.421 0.421 0.420
LSTM-SELU (Dropout O) 0.298 0.312 0.320 0.340 0.352 0.367 0.371 0.383 0.388 0.389 0.390
LSTM-SELU (Dropout X) 0.340 0.351 0.352 0.357 0.360 0.361 0.369 0.372 0.371 0.371 0.371
ATT-LSTM-RELU (Dropout O) 0.221 0.265 0.289 0.317 0.332 0.365 0.377 0.365 0.366 0.371 0.373
ATT-LSTM-RELU (Dropout X) 0.240 0.295 0.311 0.346 0.385 0.383 0.409 0.384 0.416 0.445 0.442
ATT-LSTM-SELU (Dropout O) 0.219 0.262 0.289 0.316 0.327 0.340 0.354 0.363 0.376 0.378 0.383
ATT-LSTM-SELU (Dropout X) 0.231 0.273 0.297 0.310 0.327 0.338 0.347 0.359 0.367 0.376 0.380
RF (TSCV) 0.176 0.227 0.256 0.277 0.293 0.307 0.319 0.331 0.343 0.353 0.363
RF (Holdout) 0.180 0.230 0.260 0.280 0.297 0.310 0.324 0.335 0.346 0.356 0.364
GBM-Huber (TSCV) 0.164 0.224 0.259 0.284 0.302 0.314 0.323 0.330 0.340 0.347 0.352
GBM-Huber (Holdout) 0.165 0.226 0.264 0.290 0.306 0.316 0.324 0.334 0.340 0.350 0.355
GBM-Quantile (TSCV) 0.289 0.359 0.410 0.453 0.468 0.481 0.492 0.505 0.510 0.522 0.530
GBM-Quantile (Holdout) 0.297 0.367 0.418 0.457 0.484 0.483 0.504 0.511 0.523 0.541 0.534
XGBoost-GDBT (TSCV) 0.168 0.222 0.254 0.280 0.295 0.306 0.314 0.324 0.334 0.341 0.346
XGBoost-GDBT (Holdout) 0.170 0.224 0.258 0.285 0.299 0.308 0.316 0.325 0.334 0.343 0.349
XGBoost-DART (TSCV) 0.159 0.216 0.249 0.275 0.291 0.302 0.312 0.321 0.329 0.339 0.345
XGBoost-DART (Holdout) 0.161 0.220 0.255 0.281 0.296 0.307 0.316 0.325 0.333 0.341 0.348
LightGBM-GDBT (TSCV) 0.167 0.225 0.259 0.283 0.300 0.312 0.320 0.331 0.336 0.343 0.353
LightGBM-GDBT (Holdout) 0.169 0.228 0.265 0.290 0.305 0.316 0.325 0.336 0.343 0.348 0.355
LightGBM-DART (TSCV) 0.163 0.218 0.252 0.276 0.293 0.304 0.314 0.322 0.332 0.341 0.347
LightGBM-DART (Holdout) 0.165 0.222 0.259 0.283 0.297 0.311 0.318 0.328 0.336 0.344 0.352
 
Figure 9. Average normalized root mean square error for each model of Ildo-1 (%).
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Table 11. Root mean square error (RMSE) distribution for each model for Gosan-ri. A cooler color
indicates a lower RMSE value, whereas a warmer color indicates a higher RMSE value (MJ/m2).
Models
Points
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
SNN (Dropout O) 0.559 0.533 0.528 0.531 0.530 0.527 0.525 0.526 0.523 0.522 0.521
SNN (Dropout X) 0.518 0.518 0.520 0.517 0.512 0.506 0.502 0.501 0.499 0.497 0.497
DNN-ReLU (Dropout O) 0.522 0.519 0.519 0.512 0.506 0.500 0.496 0.495 0.495 0.496 0.497
DNN-ReLU (Dropout X) 0.552 0.522 0.523 0.522 0.520 0.520 0.521 0.521 0.521 0.522 0.526
DNN-SELU (Dropout O) 0.366 0.407 0.431 0.452 0.469 0.484 0.490 0.503 0.516 0.514 0.524
DNN-SELU (Dropout X) 0.532 0.519 0.521 0.517 0.514 0.511 0.509 0.509 0.510 0.511 0.511
LSTM-ReLU (Dropout O) 0.400 0.420 0.437 0.442 0.451 0.462 0.473 0.488 0.501 0.511 0.511
LSTM-ReLU (Dropout X) 0.455 0.462 0.477 0.484 0.491 0.500 0.511 0.531 0.547 0.567 0.580
LSTM-SELU (Dropout O) 0.375 0.380 0.410 0.444 0.467 0.486 0.492 0.510 0.526 0.533 0.538
LSTM-SELU (Dropout X) 0.406 0.417 0.451 0.471 0.490 0.496 0.500 0.508 0.522 0.547 0.555
ATT-LSTM-RELU (Dropout O) 0.306 0.370 0.403 0.435 0.454 0.485 0.497 0.495 0.508 0.515 0.517
ATT-LSTM-RELU (Dropout X) 0.338 0.416 0.445 0.490 0.541 0.539 0.569 0.527 0.566 0.586 0.581
ATT-LSTM-SELU (Dropout O) 0.297 0.360 0.401 0.436 0.452 0.473 0.500 0.515 0.529 0.524 0.526
ATT-LSTM-SELU (Dropout X) 0.322 0.380 0.415 0.432 0.456 0.470 0.485 0.499 0.511 0.522 0.524
RF (TSCV) 0.257 0.322 0.359 0.387 0.409 0.426 0.441 0.457 0.470 0.481 0.490
RF (Holdout) 0.260 0.326 0.364 0.391 0.413 0.431 0.449 0.464 0.475 0.485 0.494
GBM-Huber (TSCV) 0.251 0.324 0.368 0.400 0.425 0.442 0.457 0.466 0.477 0.486 0.491
GBM-Huber (Holdout) 0.252 0.327 0.373 0.408 0.430 0.446 0.457 0.471 0.479 0.489 0.491
GBM-Quantile (TSCV) 0.388 0.480 0.549 0.601 0.625 0.644 0.659 0.682 0.687 0.704 0.711
GBM-Quantile (Holdout) 0.397 0.488 0.556 0.607 0.641 0.648 0.673 0.685 0.706 0.723 0.720
XGBoost-GDBT (TSCV) 0.252 0.320 0.362 0.396 0.416 0.430 0.445 0.458 0.469 0.496 0.480
XGBoost-GDBT (Holdout) 0.253 0.321 0.367 0.403 0.423 0.435 0.448 0.461 0.472 0.480 0.483
XGBoost-DART (TSCV) 0.244 0.314 0.357 0.391 0.414 0.428 0.443 0.457 0.465 0.474 0.480
XGBoost-DART (Holdout) 0.246 0.318 0.364 0.399 0.419 0.434 0.448 0.462 0.472 0.479 0.484
LightGBM-GDBT (TSCV) 0.251 0.323 0.367 0.399 0.422 0.440 0.454 0.468 0.474 0.482 0.493
LightGBM-GDBT (Holdout) 0.254 0.328 0.375 0.408 0.429 0.448 0.461 0.477 0.486 0.489 0.495
LightGBM-DART (TSCV) 0.247 0.318 0.360 0.391 0.414 0.431 0.445 0.458 0.470 0.477 0.482
LightGBM-DART (Holdout) 0.249 0.322 0.367 0.400 0.420 0.438 0.452 0.465 0.475 0.484 0.490
Figure 10. Average mean bias error for each model for Gosan-ri (MJ/m2).
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Table 12. Normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) distribution for each model for Gosan-ri.




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
SNN (Dropout O) 53.4 51.0 50.5 50.7 50.7 50.4 50.2 50.3 49.9 49.9 49.8
SNN (Dropout X) 49.5 49.5 49.7 49.4 48.9 48.4 48.0 47.8 47.7 47.5 47.4
DNN-ReLU (Dropout O) 52.7 49.9 50.0 49.9 49.7 49.7 49.8 49.7 49.7 49.8 50.2
DNN-ReLU (Dropout X) 49.9 49.7 49.6 48.9 48.3 47.8 47.4 47.3 47.3 47.3 47.4
DNN-SELU (Dropout O) 35.1 39.0 41.3 43.2 44.9 46.3 46.9 48.2 49.4 49.2 50.2
DNN-SELU (Dropout X) 50.8 49.6 49.7 49.3 49.1 48.9 48.6 48.6 48.7 48.8 48.7
LSTM-ReLU (Dropout O) 56.6 50.6 50.6 49.7 48.9 48.7 48.4 48.3 48.1 48.1 48.0
LSTM-ReLU (Dropout X) 60.6 53.7 54.0 53.1 52.4 52.4 52.2 52.5 51.8 52.0 52.0
LSTM-SELU (Dropout O) 49.7 49.1 48.9 49.0 49.2 49.4 49.6 49.8 49.8 49.7 49.6
LSTM-SELU (Dropout X) 54.4 51.3 51.6 51.5 51.2 51.4 51.4 51.5 51.1 51.0 51.2
ATT-LSTM-RELU (Dropout O) 29.3 35.4 38.6 41.6 43.5 46.4 47.6 47.4 48.6 49.3 49.5
ATT-LSTM-RELU (Dropout X) 26.9 33.1 35.3 38.9 43.0 42.8 45.2 41.9 45.0 46.6 46.2
ATT-LSTM-SELU (Dropout O) 28.5 34.5 38.4 41.7 43.3 45.3 47.8 49.3 50.7 50.1 50.3
ATT-LSTM-SELU (Dropout X) 30.8 36.4 39.8 41.3 43.6 45.0 46.4 47.7 48.8 50.0 50.1
RF (TSCV) 24.6 30.8 34.4 37.1 39.1 40.8 42.3 43.8 45.0 46.1 47.0
RF (Holdout) 24.9 31.2 34.8 37.4 39.6 41.3 43.0 44.4 45.5 46.5 47.3
GBM-Huber (TSCV) 24.0 31.0 35.2 38.3 40.7 42.3 43.7 44.6 45.7 46.5 47.0
GBM-Huber (Holdout) 24.1 31.3 35.8 39.0 41.2 42.7 43.7 45.1 45.8 46.9 47.1
GBM-Quantile (TSCV) 37.2 46.0 52.6 57.6 59.9 61.7 63.1 65.3 65.8 67.5 68.2
GBM-Quantile (Holdout) 38.1 46.7 53.2 58.1 61.4 62.0 64.4 65.6 67.6 69.2 68.9
XGBoost-GDBT (TSCV) 24.1 30.6 34.6 37.9 39.9 41.2 42.6 43.9 44.9 45.6 46.0
XGBoost-GDBT (Holdout) 24.2 30.8 35.1 38.6 40.5 41.7 42.9 44.2 45.2 45.9 46.3
XGBoost-DART (TSCV) 23.4 30.1 34.2 37.5 39.6 41.0 42.4 43.7 44.6 45.4 46.0
XGBoost-DART (Holdout) 23.6 30.4 34.8 38.2 40.1 41.6 42.9 44.2 45.2 45.8 46.4
LightGBM-GDBT (TSCV) 24.1 31.0 35.2 38.2 40.4 42.2 43.5 44.8 45.4 46.2 47.2
LightGBM-GDBT (Holdout) 24.3 31.4 35.9 39.1 41.1 42.9 44.1 45.6 46.6 46.8 47.4
LightGBM-DART (TSCV) 23.6 30.4 34.5 37.4 39.6 41.2 42.6 43.8 45.0 45.7 46.1
LightGBM-DART (Holdout) 23.8 30.9 35.2 38.3 40.2 42.0 43.3 44.5 45.5 46.3 46.9
Figure 11. Average mean absolute error for each model for Gosan-ri (MJ/m2).
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Table 13. Average mean bias error, mean absolute error, root mean square error, and normalized root
mean square error comparison according to the forecasting models.
Models
Ildo-1 Gosan-ri
MBE MAE RMSE NRMSE MBE MAE RMSE NRMSE
SNN (Dropout O) −0.048 0.394 0.535 42.4 −0.021 0.530 0.385 50.6
SNN (Dropout X) −0.040 0.392 0.531 41.0 −0.002 0.508 0.365 48.5
DNN-ReLU (Dropout O) −0.087 0.388 0.523 41.5 0.017 0.505 0.375 50.1
DNN-ReLU (Dropout X) −0.072 0.392 0.530 41.9 0.040 0.525 0.392 48.3
DNN-SELU (Dropout O) −0.006 0.369 0.486 38.6 0.042 0.469 0.354 44.9
DNN-SELU (Dropout X) −0.093 0.379 0.516 42.1 −0.029 0.515 0.373 49.2
LSTM-ReLU (Dropout O) −0.052 0.423 0.556 42.2 0.015 0.463 0.370 49.6
LSTM-ReLU (Dropout X) −0.091 0.439 0.553 47.1 −0.068 0.510 0.411 53.3
LSTM-SELU (Dropout O) −0.044 0.362 0.486 41.9 −0.024 0.469 0.355 49.4
LSTM-SELU (Dropout X) −0.084 0.438 0.509 44.4 −0.015 0.488 0.361 51.6
ATT-LSTM-RELU (Dropout O) −0.056 0.349 0.474 37.7 0.040 0.453 0.331 43.4
ATT-LSTM-RELU (Dropout X) −0.005 0.343 0.483 38.4 −0.180 0.509 0.369 40.4
ATT-LSTM-SELU (Dropout O) −0.019 0.334 0.464 36.8 −0.028 0.456 0.328 43.6
ATT-LSTM-SELU (Dropout X) −0.111 0.365 0.498 39.5 −0.019 0.456 0.328 43.6
RF (TSCV) −0.059 0.349 0.469 37.2 0.005 0.409 0.295 39.2
RF (Holdout) −0.076 0.358 0.479 38.1 0.008 0.414 0.298 39.6
GBM-Huber (TSCV) −0.040 0.328 0.458 36.4 −0.002 0.417 0.294 39.9
GBM-Huber (Holdout) −0.055 0.336 0.470 37.3 0.001 0.420 0.297 40.2
GBM-Quantile (TSCV) 0.391 0.455 0.650 51.6 0.586 0.612 0.456 58.6
GBM-Quantile (Holdout) 0.381 0.454 0.645 51.3 0.402 0.622 0.465 59.6
XGBoost-GDBT (TSCV) −0.044 0.330 0.457 36.3 −0.007 0.411 0.289 39.2
XGBoost-GDBT (Holdout) −0.063 0.338 0.467 37.1 −0.005 0.413 0.292 39.6
XGBoost-DART (TSCV) −0.043 0.324 0.451 35.9 0.000 0.406 0.285 38.9
XGBoost-DART (Holdout) −0.062 0.333 0.464 36.9 0.004 0.411 0.289 39.4
LightGBM-GDBT (TSCV) −0.043 0.326 0.457 36.3 −0.001 0.416 0.294 39.8
LightGBM-GDBT (Holdout) −0.066 0.337 0.471 37.4 0.005 0.423 0.298 40.5
LightGBM-DART (TSCV) −0.051 0.323 0.450 35.8 −0.009 0.408 0.287 39.1
LightGBM-DART (Holdout) −0.069 0.332 0.463 36.8 −0.004 0.415 0.292 39.7
Notes: MBE: mean bias error; MAE: mean absolute error; RMSE: root mean square error; NRMSE: normalized RMSE.
Figure 12. Average root mean square error for each model for Gosan-ri (MJ/m2).
Feature importance is a measure of variable importance when data have obtained a subset of
all features. Feature importance can be determined from logistic regression or tree-based models.
We determined the feature importance of our model, LightGBM-DART (TSCV), at each test point
(one month) according to the TSCV cycle. Figures 14 and 15 present a heat map graph that reveals
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the feature importance of the input variables mentioned in Table 2 for both regions. The variable
importance values are exhibited in the range of 0 to 1 using minimum–maximum normalization
to help readers understand. From the table, we confirmed that the day number of the year (DateX
and Datey) consistently exhibited high feature importance, and the temperature, humidity, and wind
speed, among the meteorological information, presented high feature importance. In particular,
the importance of humidity increased over time.
Figure 13. Average normalized root mean square error for each model for Gosan-ri (%).
 
Figure 14. Result of feature importance via time-series cross-validation using the input variables in
Table 2 for Ildo-1. A cooler color indicates a lower feature importance value, whereas a warmer color
indicates a higher feature importance value.
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Figure 15. Result of feature importance via time-series cross-validation using the input variables in
Table 2 for Gosan-ri. A cooler color indicates a lower feature importance value, whereas a warmer color
indicates a higher feature importance value.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed an MSA global solar radiation forecasting method based on LightGBM.
To do this, we first configured 330 input variables considering the time and weather information
provided by KMA to forecast the global solar radiation at multiple time points over the next 24 h.
Then, we constructed a LightGBM-based forecasting model with DART boosting. To evaluate the
performance of our model, we implemented diverse ensemble-based models and deep learning-based
models and compared their performance using global solar radiation data from Jeju Island. From the
comparison, we confirmed that our model exhibited better forecasting performance than other methods.
We plan to conduct a forecasting model using only historical global solar radiation data in the future to
provide accurate global solar radiation forecasting in regions where meteorological information is not
provided. We will also conduct smart grid scheduling based on photovoltaic forecasting.
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Abstract: Extracting accurate values for involved unknown parameters of solar photovoltaic (PV)
models is very important for modeling PV systems. In recent years, the use of metaheuristic algorithms
for this problem tends to be more popular and vibrant due to their efficacy in solving highly nonlinear
multimodal optimization problems. The whale optimization algorithm (WOA) is a relatively new
and competitive metaheuristic algorithm. In this paper, an improved variant of WOA referred to as
MCSWOA, is proposed to the parameter extraction of PV models. In MCSWOA, three improved
components are integrated together: (i) Two modified search strategies named WOA/rand/1 and
WOA/current-to-best/1 inspired by differential evolution are designed to balance the exploration and
exploitation; (ii) a crossover operator based on the above modified search strategies is introduced to
meet the search-oriented requirements of different dimensions; and (iii) a selection operator instead
of the “generate-and-go” operator used in the original WOA is employed to prevent the population
quality getting worse and thus to guarantee the consistency of evolutionary direction. The proposed
MCSWOA is applied to five PV types. Both single diode and double diode models are used to model
these five PV types. The good performance of MCSWOA is verified by various algorithms.
Keywords: metaheuristic; parameter extraction; solar photovoltaic; whale optimization algorithm
1. Introduction
Solar energy is an inexhaustible and carbon emission-free energy source to promote sustainable
development. Solar photovoltaic (PV) is becoming the preferred choice for meeting the rapidly growing
power demands globally [1,2]. It is a clean energy according to the principle of sustainability. Take
China as an example, according to the latest data from the National Energy Administration, PV added
5.20GW capacity, which was more than that of wind (added 4.78GW) in the first quarter of 2019 [3].
In addition, by the end of the first quarter of 2019, the total installed PV capacity had reached 180GW,
accounting for 24.3% of renewable energy, only 0.09GW below that of wind, and the gap is narrowing.
Along with the increasing installed capacity of PV, its impact on the connected power system is growing,
and thereby, analyzing PV systems’ dynamic conversion behavior is quite important and necessary.
Thereinto, accurate modeling of the PV system’s basic device, i.e., the PV cell or module, is the premise
and crux. The most widely used modeling tool is the single diode (SDM) and double diode (DDM)
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equivalent circuit models [4]. The SDM and DDM have five and seven unknown model parameters,
respectively, and extracting accurate values for these parameters is just the purpose of this study.
Many methods have been proposed to solve the parameter extraction problem of PV models.
They can be categorized into analytical methods and optimization methods approximately. Analytical
methods mainly use some special data points such as short-circuit point, open-circuit point,
and maximum power point of the current-voltage (I–V) characteristic curve under standard test
conditions (STC) to formulate a few mathematical equations for the unknown model parameters. They
have the features of simplicity, rapidity, and convenience. Their extraction accuracy is directly subject
to the selected special data points provided by the manufacturers. In this context, the incorrectly
specified values for these data points will degrade the extraction accuracy considerably due to the
extraction strategy of “taking a part for the whole” [5,6]. In addition, those employed special data
points are factory measured under the STC, while the PV degradation makes the model parameters
change over time [7], which further influences the extraction accuracy of the “taking a part for the
whole” methods.
Different from the analytical methods, the optimization methods abandon the heavy dependence
on several special data points and use a number of actual measured data points to extract the
unknown model parameters. First, an optimization objective function is constructed to reflect the
difference between the measured data and the calculated data based on the idea of curve fitting.
Then, solution optimization methods, including deterministic methods and metaheuristic methods,
are designed to minimize the objective function and thereby to obtain the values for the unknown
model parameters. These solution methods can overcome the shortcomings of the analytical methods
thanks to “taking all actual measured data” rather than “taking a part of factory measured data”
for the whole. The deterministic methods such as the Newton method, Newton–Raphson method
and Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm are gradient-based methods. They are likely to get stuck in
local optima especially for complicated multimodal problems such as the one considered in this
work. Additionally, simplification and linearization are frequently performed to ease the optimization
procedure. Consequently, they may result in poor approximate and unreliable solutions [8].
Metaheuristic methods, alternatively, do not use the gradient information and make no
simplification or linearization to the optimization procedure. Therefore, they can hedge the problems
of deterministic methods and have attracted growing attention recently. Many metaheuristic
methods concluding particle swarm optimization (PSO) [9–11], differential evolution (DE) [12],
teaching-learning-based optimization (TLBO) [13,14], supply-demand-based optimization (SDO) [15],
symbiotic organisms search algorithm (SOS) [16], JAYA algorithm [17], artificial bee colony
(ABC) [18], imperialist competitive algorithm [19], flower pollination algorithm (FPA) [20], hybrid
algorithms [21–24], etc., have been applied to the parameter extraction problem of PV models.
The whale optimization algorithm (WOA) [25] is a new and versatile metaheuristic method
inspired by the special spiral bubble-net hunting behavior of humpback whales. It performs effectively,
competitively, and has been applied to various engineering optimization problems, including the
parameter extraction problem of PV models. For example, Oliva et al. [26] utilized the chaotic maps to
improve the performance of WOA and then applied the modified WOA to the concerned problem here.
Abd Elaziz and Oliva [27] employed the opposition-based learning to enhance the exploration of WOA
and applied the resultant WOA variant to both benchmark optimization functions and the problem
considered here. Xiong et al. [28] developed two improved search strategies to balance WOA’s local
exploitation and global exploration, and then applied the improved WOA to different PV models.
In reference [29], Xiong et al. used DE to enhance the exploration of WOA and then employed the
hybrid algorithm to both benchmark optimization functions and different PV models.
From our previous works [28,29], we know that the original WOA performs well in local
exploitation but badly in global exploration, which easily leads to premature convergence. They also
reveal that the use of both improved search strategies and DE can enhance the performance of WOA
significantly. Having noticed this, in this paper, we propose two modified search strategies named
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WOA/rand/1 and WOA/current-to-best/1 inspired by DE. The former uses one random weighted
difference vector to perturb a randomly selected individual and thus to improve the exploration;
while the latter simultaneously adopts one current-to-best weighted difference vector and one random
weighted difference vector to perturb the current individual and thereby to maintain the exploitation.
In addition, in the original WOA, the values of all dimensions of each offspring completely come
from a vector generated by one search strategy, which cannot meet the exploration and exploitation
performance requirements of different dimensions. In this case, a crossover operator based on
the modified search strategies is designed. It adopts two different search strategies to generate
each offspring simultaneously, which can further promote the balance between exploration and
exploitation. Moreover, the original WOA preserves the generated vector regardless of its quality. This
“generate-and-go” strategy may result in retrogression or oscillation in evolutionary process. To prevent
this phenomenon from occurring, a selection operator instead of the “generate-and-go” operator is
implemented to guarantee the consistency of evolutionary direction. The resultant improved variant
of WOA, referred to as MCSWOA, is applied to five PV types modeled by both SDM and DDM.
The main contributions of this paper are the following:
(1) An improved variant of WOA, i.e., MCSWOA, is presented to parameter extraction of PV models.
In MCSWOA, three improved components, including two modified search strategies, a crossover
operator, and a selection operator are developed and integrated well to enhance its performance.
(2) MCSWOA is applied to five PV types, including RTC France cell, Photowatt-PWP201 module,
STM6-40/36 module, STP6-120/36 module, and Sharp ND-R250A5 module. Both SDM and DDM
are used to model these five PV types.
(3) The good performance of MCSWOA in extracting accurate parameters of PV models is fully
verified through comparison with other 31 algorithms in terms of the parameter accuracy,
convergence speed, robustness, and statistics.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the mathematical formulation of the
parameter extraction problem is described. Section 3 introduces the original WOA. Section 4 gives the
proposed MCSWOA. Section 5 presents the experimental results and comparisons. The discussions
are provided in Section 6. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 7.
2. Problem Formulation
2.1. Single Diode Model (SDM)
The equivalent circuit of SDM is presented in Figure 1.
 
Figure 1. Equivalent circuit of a single diode model (SDM).
The output current IL can be achieved according to the Kirchhoff’s current law:
IL = Iph − Id − Ish (1)
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where Iph, Ish and Id are the photogenerated current, shunt resistor current, and diode current,
respectively. Id and Ish are calculated as follows [4,6]:









where Isd is the saturation current, VL is the output voltage, Rs and Rsh are the series and shunt
resistances, respectively, n is the diode ideal factor, k is the Boltzmann constant (1.3806503 × 10−23 J/K),
q is the electron charge (1.60217646 × 10−19 C), and T is the cell temperature (K).
The output current IL can be obtained by substituting Equations (2) and (4) into (1):




From Equation (5), it can be seen that the SDM has 5 unknown parameters (i.e.,
Iph, Isd, Rs, Rsh, and n) that need to be extracted.
2.2. Double Diode Model (DDM)
When considering the effect of the recombination current loss in the depletion region, we can get
the equivalent circuit of DDM, as shown in Figure 2. It performs well in some applications [4].
Figure 2. Equivalent circuit of a double diode model (DDM).
The output current IL is calculated as follows:
IL = Iph − Id1 − Id2 − Ish
= Iph − Isd1·[exp(VL+Rs·ILn1Vt ) − 1]




where Isd1 and Isd2 are diode currents, n1 and n2 are diode ideal factors. The DDM has 7 unknown
parameters (i.e., Iph, Isd1, Isd2, Rs, Rsh, n1 and n2) that need to be extracted.
2.3. PV Module Model
For a PV module with Ns ×Np solar cells in series and/or in parallel, its output current IL can be
formulated as follows:
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For the DDM based PV module:
IL = Np









One way to extract the unknown parameters of PV models is to construct an objective function to
reflect the difference between the measured data and the calculated data. Commonly, the root mean
square error (RMSE) between the measured current IL,measured and the calculated current IL,calculated as
shown in Equation (9) is recommended [6,8,9,30,31].









where N is the number of measured data, x is the vector of unknown parameters.
3. Whale Optimization Algorithm
WOA [25] is an effective metaheuristic inspired by the special spiral bubble-net hunting behavior
of humpback whales. In WOA, the position of each whale (i.e., population individual) is represented




i,2, . . . , x
t
i,D], where i = 1, 2, . . . , ps, t = 1, 2, . . . , tmax, ps is the population size, tmax is the
maximum number of iterations, and D is the dimension of one individual. WOA contains the following
three parts:
(1) Encircling prey
WOA defines the position of a current best humpback whale as the target prey, and other whales
encircle the prey using the following formulation:
xt+1i = x
t
g −A·|C·xtg − xti | (10)
where xtg is the best position found so far. A and C are coefficient parameters and calculated for each
individual using the following method:
A = 2·a·r− a (11)
C = 2·r (12)
where a linearly decreases from 2 to 0 with the increasing of iterations. r is a random real number in
(0,1).
(2) Bubble-net attacking method




g −A·|C·xtg − xti | if p < 0.5 (13)
xt+1i = x
t
g + exp(bl)· cos(2πl)·|xtg − xti | if p ≥ 0.5 (14)
where b is a constant for defining the shape of the logarithmic spiral, l and p are random real numbers
in (0,1).
(3) Searching for prey
Before finding the prey, humpback whales swim around and select a random whale to search for
prey. This behavior is formulated as follows and continues if |A| ≥ 1.
xt+1i = x
t
r −A·|C·xtr − xti | (15)
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where r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ps} is different from i.
4. The Proposed MCSWOA
4.1. Modified Search Strategies
It is well-known that balancing exploration and exploitation is very important for a metaheuristic
algorithm. For the original WOA, it emphasizes the exploitation excessively and thus easily suffers
from premature convergence [28]. In order to solve this issue, one active method is to modify its
search strategy.
Differential evolution (DE) [32] has proved its efficiency in solving different real-world problems.
The efficiency of DE comes largely from its versatile mutation strategies. The following are 2 popular
mutation strategies widely used in the literature:
DE/rand/1 : vti = x
t
r1 + F·(xtr2 − xtr3) (16)
DE/current− to− best/1 : vti = xti + F·(xtg − xti) + F·(xtr1 − xtr2) (17)
where r1, r2 and r3 are random distinct integers selected from
{
1, 2, · · · , ps} and are also different from
i, the parameter F is the scaling factor. The former, i.e., DE/rand/1 strategy, usually presents good
exploration while the latter, i.e., DE/current-to-best/1 strategy exhibits good exploitation.
Inspired by the mutation strategies of DE, in this paper, two modified search strategies are
proposed to generate new donor individuals as follows:
WOA/rand/1 : vti = x
t
r1 −A·|xtr2 − xtr3| (18)
WOA/current− to− best/1 : vti = xti −A·|xtg − xti | −A·|xtr1 − xtr2| (19)
The above-modified search strategies are employed to replace Equations (15) and (13), respectively.
4.2. Modified Search Strategies Assisted Crossover Operator
In the original WOA, the random parameter p is generated for each individual, indicating that all
dimensions would perform the same search strategy. For example, on the premise of |A| ≥ 1, if p < 0.5,
then the current individual would perform Equation (15). According to Equation (15), WOA updates the
current individual around a random individual xtr, which is beneficial for the exploration but harmful to
the exploitation. In fact, different dimensions of an individual have different performance requirements
for exploration and exploitation. For one dimension, it is wise to perform the exploration-oriented
search strategy if the population diversity associated with this dimension is high; otherwise, it is wise
to perform the exploitation-oriented search strategy. In order to meet the performance requirements of
different dimensions, a crossover operator based on the abovementioned modified search strategies is
proposed and shown in Figure 3. In the crossover operator, for each dimension of each individual,
the random parameter p is regenerated, and thereby the target dimension of the donor individual has
the same chance of deriving from 2 search strategies, which is able to promote the balance between the
exploration and exploitation. This crossover operator can be formulated as follows:
vti,d =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ xtr1,d −A·|xtr2,d − xtr3,d| if p < 0.5xtg,d + exp(bl)· cos(2πl)·|xtg,d − xti,d| if p ≥ 0.5 if |A| ≥ 1⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ xti,d −A·|xtg,d − xti,d| −A·|xtr1,d − xtr2,d| if p < 0.5xtg,d + exp(bl)· cos(2πl)·|xtg,d − xti,d| if p ≥ 0.5 if |A| < 1
(20)
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Figure 3. Modified search strategies assisted crossover operator sketch.
4.3. Selection Operator
In the original WOA, the target individual is directly replaced by the newly generated vector
regardless of its quality. This “generate-and-go” operator is not very effective because the newly
generated vector may be worse than the target individual. In order to guarantee the consistency of
evolutionary direction, a selection operator is employed to determine whether the target individual or
the donor individual survives to the next iteration. This selection operator is formulated as follows:
xt+1i =
{
vti if f (v
t
i) ≤ f (xti)
xti if f (v
t




Hence, the prerequisite of using the donor individual to replace the target individual is that
the donor individual achieves an equal or better fitness value; otherwise, the donor individual is
abandoned, and the target individual is retained and passed on to the next iteration. Consequently,
the population either gains quality improvement or maintains the current quality level, but never
gets worse.
4.4. The Main Procedure of MCSWOA
By combining the abovementioned 3 improved components into WOA, the MCSWOA is developed
and presented in Algorithm 1. Compared with the original WOA, it can be seen that: (1) MCSWOA
needs only a small extra computational cost in comparing the fitness values of current individuals
with those of donor individuals. (2) The structure of MCSWOA also remains very simple, and no
new parameter that needed to be adjusted is introduced. (3) The use of the selection operator makes
MCSWOA an elitist method that is able to preserve best individuals in the population.
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Algorithm 1: The main procedure of MCSWOA
1: Generate a random initial population
2: Evaluate the fitness for each individual
3: Select the best individual x0best and set it as x
0
g
4: Initialize the iteration counter t = 1
5: While the stopping condition is not satisfied do
6: for i = 1 to ps do
7: Update a, A, and l
8: for d = 1 to D do
9: Update p
10: if p < 0.5 then







12: if |A| ≥ 1 then
13: vti,d = x
t
r1,d −A·|xtr2,d − xtr3,d|
14: else
15: vti,d = x
t
i,d −A·|xtg,d − xti,d| −A·|xtr1,d − xtr2,d|
16: end if
17: else
18: vt+1i,d = x
t




22: Evaluate the fitness for each donor individual
23: for i = 1 to ps do
24: if f (vti) ≤ f (xti) then









30: Select the best individual xtbest of the updated population
31: if f (xtbest) ≤ f (xtg) then
32: xt+1g = xtbest
33: else
34: xt+1g = xtg
35: end if




In this work, the proposed MCSWOA was applied to five PV types, including RTC France cell,
Photowatt-PWP201 module, STM6-40/36 module, STP6-120/36 module, and Sharp ND-R250A5 module.
Both the SDM and DDM were adopted to model them, and thus we could get 10 test cases. The detailed
information about these 10 test cases is tabulated in Table 1. The search ranges of involved parameters
are presented in Table 2. They are kept the same as those used in [6,9,10].
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1/2 RTC France cell 1 × 1 1000 33 SDM/DDM
3/4 Photowatt-PWP201 module 36 × 1 1000 45 SDM/DDM
5/6 STM6-40/36 module 36 × 1 NA 51 SDM/DDM
7/8 STP6-120/36 module 36 × 1 NA 55 SDM/DDM
9/10 Sharp ND-R250A5 module 60 × 1 1040 59 SDM/DDM
NA denotes the value is not available in the literature.











LB UB LB UB LB UB LB UB LB UB
Iph (A) 0 1 0 2 0 2 0 8 0 10
Isd (μA) 0 1 0 50 0 50 0 50 0 10
Rs (Ω) 0 0.5 0 2 0 0.36 0 0.36 0 2
Rsh (Ω) 0 100 0 2000 0 1000 0 1500 0 5000
n, n1, n2 1 2 1 50 1 60 1 50 1 50
5.2. Experimental Settings
In this work, the maximum number of fitness evaluations (Max_FEs) setting as 50,000 [15,17,24,33]
was employed as the stopping condition. All involved algorithms used the same population size with
the value ps = 50 [14,24]. With regard to other parameters associated with the compared algorithms,
the same values in their original literature were used for a fair comparison. In addition, 50 independent
runs for each algorithm on each test case were performed in MATLAB 2017a.
5.3. Experimental Results
5.3.1. Comparison of MCSWOA with WOA
In this subsection, the proposed MCSWOA was compared with the original WOA to demonstrate
its effectiveness. The experimental results tabulated in Table 3 contain the minimum (Min), maximum
(Max), mean, and standard deviation (Std Dev) values of the RMSE values over 50 independent
runs. The best results on each case are highlighted in boldface. It can be seen that MCSWOA was
significantly better than WOA in all terms of RMSE values in all cases, indicating that the proposed
modified components could improve the performance of WOA considerably.
The extracted values corresponding to the minimum RMSE given by MCSWOA for the involved
unknown parameters are presented in Table 4. By using these extracted parameters, the output current
could be easily calculated and given in Tables 5–9, respectively. Two error metrics, i.e., individual
absolute error (IAE) and the sum of individual absolute error (SIAE) were used to evaluate the fitting
results between the calculated current and the measured current. Tables 5–9 only provide the detailed
calculated current of MCSWOA due to the space limitation, while for WOA only the SIAE values
were listed. It is obvious that MCSWOA achieved smaller SIAE values than WOA on all cases.
Namely, the calculated current obtained by MCSWOA fitted the measured current better than that
of WOA, meaning that the parameters extracted by MCSWOA were more accurate. In addition,
it can be observed that the DDM obtained slightly smaller SIAE values on the RTC France solar cell
and Photowatt-PWP201 module, while the SDM yielded somewhat better results on the STM6-40/36,
STP6-120/36 and Sharp ND-R250A5 modules. However, the differences were very small, which could
be confirmed by some representative reconstructed I-V and P-V characteristic curves illustrated in
Figure 4. Figure 4 also shows that the calculated data given by MCSWOA with both SDM and DDM
were highly in agreement with the measured data throughout the entire voltage range.
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Table 3. Experimental results of the whale optimization algorithm (WOA) and MCSWOA.
Case Algorithm Min Max Mean Std. Dev.
1 WOA 1.0395 × 10−3 1.1528 × 10−2 3.3118 × 10−3 2.5700 × 10−3
MCSWOA 9.8602 × 10−4 9.8603 × 10−4 9.8602 × 10−4 4.8373 × 10−10
2 WOA 1.0381 × 10−3 1.3797 × 10−2 3.6217 × 10−3 2.7791 × 10−3
MCSWOA 9.8250 × 10−4 1.1903 × 10−3 1.0078 × 10−3 3.7264 × 10−5
3 WOA 2.4991 × 10−3 4.9837 × 10−2 9.6733 × 10−3 1.1794 × 10−2
MCSWOA 2.4251 × 10−3 2.4270 × 10−3 2.4252 × 10−3 3.2927 × 10−7
4 WOA 2.4270 × 10−3 7.5526 × 10−2 2.4505 × 10−2 2.2337 × 10−2
MCSWOA 2.4251 × 10−3 2.4881 × 10−3 2.4377 × 10−3 1.3424 × 10−5
5 WOA 2.9904 × 10−3 3.1090 × 10−1 2.8343 × 10−2 6.0554 × 10−2
MCSWOA 1.7298 × 10−3 1.7364 × 10−3 1.7311 × 10−3 1.0774 × 10−6
6 WOA 3.3265 × 10−3 4.8619 × 10−2 1.2171 × 10−2 8.5449 × 10−3
MCSWOA 1.7061 × 10−3 1.7358 × 10−3 1.7296 × 10−3 5.4724 × 10−6
7 WOA 1.6759 × 10−2 1.4164 1.3390 × 10−1 3.3374 × 10−1
MCSWOA 1.6601 × 10−2 1.6741 × 10−2 1.6632 × 10−2 2.6486 × 10−5
8 WOA 1.7345 × 10−2 5.6762 × 10−2 3.8581 × 10−2 1.1413 × 10−2
MCSWOA 1.6601 × 10−2 1.6732 × 10−2 1.6640 × 10−2 2.8956 × 10−5
9 WOA 1.1206 × 10−2 2.1439 1.9117 × 10−1 5.2271 × 10−1
MCSWOA 1.1183 × 10−2 1.1244 × 10−2 1.1187 × 10−2 9.1358 × 10−6
10 WOA 1.1233 × 10−2 5.1709 × 10−2 3.4638 × 10−2 1.2972 × 10−2
MCSWOA 1.1183 × 10−2 1.1220 × 10−2 1.1190 × 10−2 8.4623 × 10−6
 
Figure 4. Comparison between the measured and calculated data achieved by MCSWOA. (a) RTC
France cell; (b) STM6-40/36 module; (c) STP6-120/36 module; (d) Sharp ND-R250A5 module.
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Table 4. Extracted value for involved parameters by MCSWOA.
Case Iph (A) Isd1 (μA) Rs (Ω) Rsh (Ω) n1 Isd2 (μA) n2 RMSE
1 0.7608 0.3230 0.0364 53.7185 1.4812 — — 9.8602 × 10−4
2 0.7608 0.2206 0.0368 53.6255 1.4490 0.7974 2.0000 9.8250 × 10−4
3 1.0305 3.4822 1.2013 981.9585 48.6428 — — 2.4251 × 10−3
4 1.0305 0.3648 1.2017 976.2658 48.6426 3.1036 48.6377 2.4251 × 10−3
5 1.6639 1.7390 0.0043 15.9294 1.5203 — — 1.7298 × 10−3
6 1.6639 0.6103 0.0054 16.9519 1.4224 11.7629 2.1992 1.7061 × 10−3
7 7.4727 2.3300 0.0046 21.9831 1.2599 — — 1.6601 × 10−2
8 7.4722 2.3466 0.0046 22.9095 1.2605 4.8598 49.5302 1.6601 × 10−2
9 9.1431 1.1142 0.0098 5000 1.2150 — — 1.1183 × 10−2
10 9.1431 1.1142 0.0098 5000 1.2150 5.3615 ×10−9 45.2483 1.1183 × 10−2




SDM (Case 1) DDM (Case 2)
IL Calculated (A) IAE (A) IL Calculated (A) IAE (A)
1 −0.2057 0.7640 0.76408765 0.00008765 0.76397504 0.00002496
2 −0.1291 0.7620 0.76266264 0.00066264 0.76259878 0.00059878
3 −0.0588 0.7605 0.76135473 0.00085473 0.76133540 0.00083540
4 0.0057 0.7605 0.76015424 0.00034576 0.76017516 0.00032484
5 0.0646 0.7600 0.75905594 0.00094406 0.75911205 0.00088795
6 0.1185 0.7590 0.75804334 0.00095666 0.75812819 0.00087181
7 0.1678 0.7570 0.75709159 0.00009159 0.75719567 0.00019567
8 0.2132 0.7570 0.75614207 0.00085793 0.75625201 0.00074799
9 0.2545 0.7555 0.75508732 0.00041268 0.75518481 0.00031519
10 0.2924 0.7540 0.75366447 0.00033553 0.75372792 0.00027208
11 0.3269 0.7505 0.75138806 0.00088806 0.75139769 0.00089769
12 0.3585 0.7465 0.74734834 0.00084834 0.74729341 0.00079341
13 0.3873 0.7385 0.74009688 0.00159688 0.73998455 0.00148455
14 0.4137 0.7280 0.72739678 0.00060322 0.72725566 0.00074434
15 0.4373 0.7065 0.70695328 0.00045328 0.70682698 0.00032698
16 0.4590 0.6755 0.67529492 0.00020508 0.67522445 0.00027555
17 0.4784 0.6320 0.63088433 0.00111567 0.63088651 0.00111349
18 0.4960 0.5730 0.57208208 0.00091792 0.57214313 0.00085687
19 0.5119 0.4990 0.49949167 0.00049167 0.49957540 0.00057540
20 0.5265 0.4130 0.41349364 0.00049364 0.41356073 0.00056073
21 0.5398 0.3165 0.31721950 0.00071950 0.31724418 0.00074418
22 0.5521 0.2120 0.21210317 0.00010317 0.21208087 0.00008087
23 0.5633 0.1035 0.10272136 0.00077864 0.10266905 0.00083095
24 0.5736 −0.0100 −0.00924878 0.00075122 −0.00929990 0.00070010
25 0.5833 −0.1230 −0.12438136 0.00138136 −0.12439111 0.00139111
26 0.5900 −0.2100 −0.20919308 0.00080692 −0.20914456 0.00085544
SIAE of MCSWOA 0.01770381 0.01730633
SIAE of WOA 0.01928659 0.01876701
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Table 6. Calculated results of MCSWOA for the Photowatt-PWP201 module.
Item VL (V) IL Measured (A)
SDM (Case 3) DDM (Case 4)
IL Calculated (A) IAE (A) IL Calculated (A) IAE (A)
1 0.1248 1.0315 1.02912301 0.00237699 1.02914976 0.00235024
2 1.8093 1.0300 1.02738443 0.00261557 1.02740128 0.00259872
3 3.3511 1.0260 1.02574218 0.00025782 1.02575007 0.00024993
4 4.7622 1.0220 1.02410400 0.00210400 1.02410397 0.00210397
5 6.0538 1.0180 1.02228339 0.00428339 1.02227663 0.00427663
6 7.2364 1.0155 1.01991736 0.00441736 1.01990537 0.00440537
7 8.3189 1.0140 1.01635076 0.00235076 1.01633550 0.00233550
8 9.3097 1.0100 1.01049137 0.00049137 1.01047529 0.00047529
9 10.2163 1.0035 1.00067872 0.00282128 1.00066456 0.00283544
10 11.0449 0.9880 0.98465339 0.00334661 0.98464377 0.00335623
11 11.8018 0.9630 0.95969770 0.00330230 0.95969440 0.00330560
12 12.4929 0.9255 0.92304878 0.00245122 0.92305206 0.00244794
13 13.1231 0.8725 0.87258820 0.00008820 0.87259659 0.00009659
14 13.6983 0.8075 0.80731017 0.00018983 0.80732090 0.00017910
15 14.2221 0.7265 0.72795786 0.00145786 0.72796791 0.00146791
16 14.6995 0.6345 0.63646667 0.00196667 0.63647370 0.00197370
17 15.1346 0.5345 0.53569608 0.00119608 0.53569897 0.00119897
18 15.5311 0.4275 0.42881624 0.00131624 0.42881506 0.00131506
19 15.8929 0.3185 0.31866863 0.00016863 0.31866436 0.00016436
20 16.2229 0.2085 0.20785708 0.00064292 0.20785117 0.00064883
21 16.5241 0.1010 0.09835419 0.00264581 0.09834825 0.00265175
22 16.7987 −0.0080 −0.00816923 0.00016923 −0.00817364 0.00017364
23 17.0499 −0.1110 −0.11096847 0.00003153 −0.11096996 0.00003004
24 17.2793 −0.2090 −0.20911761 0.00011761 −0.20911505 0.00011505
25 17.4885 −0.3030 −0.30202234 0.00097766 −0.30201487 0.00098513
SIAE of MCSWOA 0.04178694 0.04174098
SIAE of WOA 0.04521107 0.04308364




SDM (Case 5) DDM (Case 6)
IL Calculated (A) IAE (A) IL Calculated (A) IAE (A)
1 0.0000 1.6630 1.66345754 0.00045754 1.66335653 0.00035653
2 0.1180 1.6630 1.66325166 0.00025166 1.66316242 0.00016242
3 2.2370 1.6610 1.65955087 0.00144913 1.65966539 0.00133461
4 5.4340 1.6530 1.65391451 0.00091451 1.65427645 0.00127645
5 7.2600 1.6500 1.65056604 0.00056604 1.65099325 0.00099325
6 9.6800 1.6450 1.64543105 0.00043105 1.64576715 0.00076715
7 11.5900 1.6400 1.63923502 0.00076498 1.63929611 0.00070389
8 12.6000 1.6360 1.63371634 0.00228366 1.63357235 0.00242765
9 13.3700 1.6290 1.62728896 0.00171104 1.62699263 0.00200737
10 14.0900 1.6190 1.61831553 0.00068447 1.61791078 0.00108922
11 14.8800 1.5970 1.60306755 0.00606755 1.60262830 0.00562830
12 15.5900 1.5810 1.58158496 0.00058496 1.58123166 0.00023166
13 16.4000 1.5420 1.54232802 0.00032802 1.54223011 0.00023011
14 16.7100 1.5240 1.52122491 0.00277509 1.52126131 0.00273869
15 16.9800 1.5000 1.49920537 0.00079463 1.49936328 0.00063672
16 17.1300 1.4850 1.48527079 0.00027079 1.48549479 0.00049479
17 17.3200 1.4650 1.46564287 0.00064287 1.46594489 0.00094489
18 17.9100 1.3880 1.38759918 0.00040082 1.38804424 0.00004424
19 19.0800 1.1180 1.11837322 0.00037322 1.11798671 0.00001329
20 21.0200 0.0000 −0.00002144 0.00002144 0.00002509 0.00002509
SIAE of MCSWOA 0.02177346 0.02210631
SIAE of WOA 0.04187370 0.04245192
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SDM (Case 7) DDM (Case 8)
IL Calculated (A) IAE (A) IL Calculated (A) IAE (A)
1 19.2100 0.0000 0.00117621 0.00117621 0.00114264 0.00114264
2 17.6500 3.8300 3.83225520 0.00225520 3.83236037 0.00236037
3 17.4100 4.2900 4.27391075 0.01608925 4.27398800 0.01601200
4 17.2500 4.5600 4.54627802 0.01372198 4.54633438 0.01366562
5 17.1000 4.7900 4.78582746 0.00417254 4.78586359 0.00413641
6 16.9000 5.0700 5.08193661 0.01193661 5.08194603 0.01194603
7 16.7600 5.2700 5.27377339 0.00377339 5.27376501 0.00376501
8 16.3400 5.7500 5.77683588 0.02683588 5.77678272 0.02678272
9 16.0800 6.0000 6.03752035 0.03752035 6.03744819 0.03744819
10 15.7100 6.3600 6.34875976 0.01124024 6.34867349 0.01132651
11 15.3900 6.5800 6.56796191 0.01203809 6.56787501 0.01212499
12 14.9300 6.8300 6.81488832 0.01511168 6.81481542 0.01518458
13 14.5800 6.9700 6.95847149 0.01152851 6.95841712 0.01158288
14 14.1700 7.1000 7.08815167 0.01184833 7.08812304 0.01187696
15 13.5900 7.2300 7.21776382 0.01223618 7.21777158 0.01222842
16 13.1600 7.2900 7.28412533 0.00587467 7.28415609 0.00584391
17 12.7400 7.3400 7.33147260 0.00852740 7.33152077 0.00847923
18 12.3600 7.3700 7.36325038 0.00674962 7.36330957 0.00669043
19 11.8100 7.3800 7.39585537 0.01585537 7.39592269 0.01592269
20 11.1700 7.4100 7.42024640 0.01024640 7.42031281 0.01031281
21 10.3200 7.4400 7.43907657 0.00092343 7.43912820 0.00087180
22 9.7400 7.4200 7.44670325 0.02670325 7.44673825 0.02673825
23 9.0600 7.4500 7.45253188 0.00253188 7.45254265 0.00254265
24 0.0000 7.4800 7.47109229 0.00890771 7.47066044 0.00933956
SIAE of MCSWOA 0.27780418 0.27832466
SIAE of WOA 0.28272891 0.28498596




SDM (Case 9) DDM (Case 10)
IL Calculated (A) IAE (A) IL Calculated (A) IAE (A)
1 0.0000 9.1500 9.14302743 0.00697257 9.14302768 0.00697232
2 7.7100 9.1400 9.14242378 0.00242378 9.14242403 0.00242403
3 10.9800 9.1200 9.14016661 0.02016661 9.14016685 0.02016685
4 14.5500 9.1100 9.12733899 0.01733899 9.12733920 0.01733920
5 16.3600 9.1000 9.10594093 0.00594093 9.10594110 0.00594110
6 18.0000 9.0700 9.06266719 0.00733281 9.06266730 0.00733270
7 19.1500 9.0200 9.00583091 0.01416909 9.00583095 0.01416905
8 20.0400 8.9500 8.93692097 0.01307903 8.93692095 0.01307905
9 20.8700 8.8600 8.84418281 0.01581719 8.84418274 0.01581726
10 21.6700 8.7300 8.71970414 0.01029586 8.71970401 0.01029599
11 22.3600 8.5800 8.57706890 0.00293110 8.57706873 0.00293127
12 23.0200 8.4000 8.40362835 0.00362835 8.40362815 0.00362815
13 23.6200 8.2000 8.20979996 0.00979996 8.20979975 0.00979975
14 24.1500 8.0000 8.00692218 0.00692218 8.00692197 0.00692197
15 24.6100 7.8000 7.80514823 0.00514823 7.80514802 0.00514802
16 25.0200 7.6000 7.60439716 0.00439716 7.60439697 0.00439697
17 25.3900 7.4000 7.40597697 0.00597697 7.40597679 0.00597679
18 25.7500 7.2000 7.19709834 0.00290166 7.19709818 0.00290182
19 26.3800 6.8000 6.79421478 0.00578522 6.79421466 0.00578534
20 26.9400 6.4000 6.39703240 0.00296760 6.39703233 0.00296767
21 27.4600 6.0000 5.99656297 0.00343703 5.99656293 0.00343707
22 27.9400 5.6000 5.60112090 0.00112090 5.60112090 0.00112090
23 28.4000 5.2000 5.20016085 0.00016085 5.20016088 0.00016088
24 28.8400 4.8000 4.79761966 0.00238034 4.79761971 0.00238029
25 29.2500 4.4000 4.40675456 0.00675456 4.40675462 0.00675462
26 29.6600 4.0000 4.00156633 0.00156633 4.00156640 0.00156640
27 30.0500 3.6000 3.60362789 0.00362789 3.60362796 0.00362796
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SDM (Case 9) DDM (Case 10)
IL Calculated (A) IAE (A) IL Calculated (A) IAE (A)
28 30.4400 3.2000 3.19420724 0.00579276 3.19420732 0.00579268
29 30.8100 2.8000 2.79578571 0.00421429 2.79578579 0.00421421
30 31.1700 2.4000 2.39932544 0.00067456 2.39932550 0.00067450
31 31.5200 2.0000 2.00601421 0.00601421 2.00601426 0.00601426
32 31.8800 1.6000 1.59382496 0.00617504 1.59382498 0.00617502
33 32.2200 1.2000 1.19780705 0.00219295 1.19780706 0.00219294
34 32.5500 0.8000 0.80751916 0.00751916 0.80751914 0.00751914
35 32.8900 0.4000 0.39962407 0.00037593 0.39962402 0.00037598
36 33.2200 0.0000 −0.00159760 0.00159760 −0.00159769 0.00159769
SIAE of MCSWOA 0.21759970 0.21759985
SIAE of WOA 0.24899579 0.26906430
5.3.2. The Benefit of MCSWOA Components
It can be seen from Section 4 that the proposed MCSWOA has three improved components, i.e.,
modified search strategies, crossover operator, and selection operator. In this subsection, the influence
of these three components on MCSWOA was assessed. Six variants of MCSWOA were considered here:
(1) WOAwM: The original WOA with modified search strategies; (2) WOAwC: The original WOA with
crossover operator; (3) WOAwS: The original WOA with selection operator; (4) MCSWOAwoM: The
proposed MCSWOA without modified search strategies; (5) MCSWOAwoC: The proposed MCSWOA
without crossover operator; and (6) MCSWOAwoS: The proposed MCSWOA without selection operator.
The mean and standard deviation values of the RMSE values over 50 independent runs are
summarized in Table 10. The Wilcoxon’s rank sum test was employed to compare the significance
between MCSWOA and other algorithms. It is clear that MCSWOA performed significantly better than
all of the other algorithms on all cases. Comparing WOAwM, WOAwC, and WOAwS with the original
WOA, they won on 7, 10 and 5 cases while lost on 3, 0, and 5 cases, respectively. Additionally, comparison
with WOAwM, WOAwC, and WOAwS, MCSWOAwoM beat them on all cases; MCSWOAwoC was
better on 9, 4, and 9 cases, respectively; and MCSWOAwoS outperformed WOAwM and WOAwS
on all cases, while just lost on cases 9 and 10 when compared with WOAwC. The comparison result
indicated that the crossover operator contributed the most to MCSWOA, followed by the selection
operator and modified search strategies. Besides, the absence of any improved component would
deteriorate the performance of MCSWOA.
5.3.3. Comparison with Advanced WOA Variants
In this subsection, some advanced WOA variants were employed to verify the proposed
MCSWOA. These advanced WOA variants included CWOA [34], IWOA [28], Lion_Whale [35],
LWOA [36], MWOA [37], OBWOA [27], PSO_WOA [38], RWOA [39], SAWOA [40], WOA−CM [41],
and WOABHC [42]. The experimental results are summarized in Table 11. It can be seen that MCSWOA
was consistently significantly better than all of the other 11 algorithms on all cases, according to the
statistical result of Wilcoxon’s rank sum test. In addition, the standard deviation values of RMSE
achieved by MCSWOA were also the smallest, meaning that the proposed algorithm was the most
robust one among these 12 advanced WOA variants. Furthermore, the Friedman test result presented in
Figure 5 manifests that MCSWOA yielded the first ranking, followed by IWOA, WOA−CM, Lion_Whale,
MWOA, WOABHC, RWOA, LWOA, SAWOA, PSO_WOA, OBWOA, and CWOA. Some representative
convergence curves given in Figure 6 indicate that MCSWOA had the fastest convergence speed overall,
while other algorithms converged relatively slowly and had the possibility of being plunged into local
optima. IWOA was slightly faster than MCSWOA at the initial stage on Case 2, but it was overtaken
and surpassed quickly by MCSWOA.
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Figure 5. Friedman test result of MCSWOA with advanced WOA variants.
 
Figure 6. Convergence curves of MCSWOA with advanced WOA variants. (a) Case 2; (b) Case 4; (c)
Case 7; (d) Case 9.
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5.3.4. Comparison with Advanced Non−WOA Variants
The performance of MCSWOA was further verified by some advanced non−WOA variants.
Thirteen algorithms consisting of BLPSO [43], CLPSO [44], CSO [45], DBBO [46], DE/BBO [47],
GOTLBO [14], IJAYA [17], LETLBO [48], MABC [49], ODE [50], SATLBO [15], SLPSO [51],
and TLABC [24] were employed for comparison in this subsection. The result of Wilcoxon’s rank sum
test tabulated in Table 12 shows that MCSWOA performed very competitively and outperformed
all of the other 13 algorithms on 9 cases except Case 4, on which MCSWOA was surpassed by ODE
and DBBO, and tied by TLABC. Considering the standard deviation values, the comparison result
was similar to that of the mean values of RMSE, which validated the good robustness of MCSWOA.
Similarly, the Friedman test result given in Figure 7 shows that MCSWOA won the first ranking again,
followed by TLABC, IJAYA, SATLBO, LETLBO, GOTLBO, ODE, DE/BBO, DBBO, CLPSO, MABC,
BLPSO, SLPSO, and CSO. In addition, the convergence curves in Figure 8 reveal again that MCSWOA
obtained a competitively fast convergence speed throughout the whole evolutionary process although
it was temporarily surpassed by ODE at the early stage.
Figure 7. Friedman test result of MCSWOA with advanced non−WOA variants.
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Figure 8. Convergence curves of MCSWOA with advanced non−WOA variants. (a) Case 1; (b) Case 5;
(c) Case 8; (d) Case 9.
6. Discussions
In this work, we present modified search strategies, crossover operator, and selection operator to
enhance the performance of MCSWOA. In the modified search strategies, WOA/rand/1 strategy focuses
on the exploration, while WOA/current−to−best/1 strategy emphasizes the exploitation. They can
cooperate well to achieve a good ratio between exploration and exploitation. In the crossover operator,
each dimension of each donor individual has the same chance of deriving from two search strategies,
which can further promote the balance between exploration and exploitation. In the selection operator,
only comparative or better individuals can survive to the next iteration, which makes the population
either gain quality improvement or maintain the current quality level, but never get worse. Experiments
have been conducted on five PV types modeled by both SDM and DDM. From the experimental results
and comparisons, we can summarize that:
(1) MCSWOA obtains better results on most of the cases except Case 4, which can be explained by
the no free lunch theorem [52]. According to the theorem, there is no “one size fits all” method
that always wins all cases.
(2) The convergence curves show that MCSWOA converges the fastest overall throughout the whole
evolutionary process, which indicates that it achieves an excellent balance between exploration
and exploitation.
(3) The crossover operator contributes the most to MCSWOA, followed by the selection operator and
modified search strategies. Nevertheless, each component is indispensable, and missing anyone
will deteriorate the performance MCSWOA significantly.
(4) Comparing the results of SDM and DDM, it concludes that not every equivalent circuit model is
suitable for every PV type. Notwithstanding, the differences are very small. In addition, the DDM
is harder to optimize under the same stopping condition (i.e., the same value of Max_FEs) because
it has seven unknown parameters whereas the SDM has only five.
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7. Conclusions
An improved WOA variant referred to as MCSWOA by integrating modified search strategies,
crossover operator, and selection operators is proposed to extract accurate values for involved unknown
parameters of PV models. Five PV types modeled by both SDM and DDM are employed to validate the
performance of MCSWOA. The experimental results compared with various algorithms (original WOA,
6 MCSWOA variants, 11 WOA advanced variants, and 13 non−WOA advanced variants) demonstrate
that MCSWOA is better or highly competitive in terms of the solution quality, convergence performance,
and statistical analysis, indicating that it can achieve more accurate and reliable parameters of PV
models. Therefore, MCSWOA is a promising candidate for parameter extraction of PV models.
In this work, the proposed MCSWOA is verified at one given operating condition for a PV type,
and its performance still has room to improve. In future work, on the one hand, adaptive learning
and local search strategies will be used to further enhance its performance and, on the other hand,
other PV types operating at different irradiances and temperatures will be employed to verify the
enhanced performance.
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Abstract: This article highlights the industry experience of the development and practical
implementation of a short-term photovoltaic forecasting system based on machine learning methods
for a real industry-scale photovoltaic power plant implemented in a Russian power system using
remote data acquisition. One of the goals of the study is to improve photovoltaic power plants
generation forecasting accuracy based on open-source meteorological data, which is provided in
regular weather forecasts. In order to improve the robustness of the system in terms of the forecasting
accuracy, we apply newly derived feature introduction, a factor obtained as a result of feature
engineering procedure, characterizing the relationship between photovoltaic power plant energy
production and solar irradiation on a horizontal surface, thus taking into account the impacts of
atmospheric and electrical nature. The article scrutinizes the application of different machine learning
algorithms, including Random Forest regressor, Gradient Boosting Regressor, Linear Regression
and Decision Trees regression, to the remotely obtained data. As a result of the application of the
aforementioned approaches together with hyperparameters, tuning and pipelining of the algorithms,
the optimal structure, parameters and the application sphere of different regressors were identified
for various testing samples. The mathematical model developed within the framework of the study
gave us the opportunity to provide robust photovoltaic energy forecasting results with mean accuracy
over 92% for mostly-sunny sample days and over 83% for mostly cloudy days with different types
of precipitation.
Keywords: feature engineering; forecasting; graphical user interface software; machine learning;
photovoltaic power plant
1. Introduction
Modern regional electric power systems (EPS) are characterized by an increasing share of
renewable energy sources (RES). In most of the developed countries, state-supporting mechanisms are
implemented for RES development, including fixed tariffs that determine the price per kilowatt/hour,
mark-ups, green certificates and other mechanisms. In Russia, the competitive tendering mechanism
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for the supply contract for the wholesale market has become most widespread, in which the owners of
power generation facilities operating on the basis of RES receive a monthly guaranteed payment for
capacity. By an order of the Government of the Russian Federation, target indicators of the installed
capacity of such generation in the total structure of generating capacities were determined to be
5,871 MW until 2024. At the beginning of 2018, its installed capacity excluding hydroelectric power
plants in the UES of Russia amounted to 1.59 GW and in the world, 941.0 GW, and the assessment of the
technically affordable energy potential of RES in Russia from various sources is estimated to be from
5–25 billion tons of oil equivalent per year, that is, an estimated 55% of the annual energy consumption.
The task of RES power generation implementation is directly related to the task of electric energy
generation forecasting, since the lack of renewable energy sources’ reliable forecasts entails the need
to constantly maintain a full reserve of active power in the power system [1] (in the amount of
available capacity of RES), which actually means the need for an extra regulation response from thermal
generation and its operation in uneconomical modes and/or regulation of the power grid congestion,
which in turn causes the problem of switched on power generation excess capacities not only at the
regional level, but also on a national scale. The problems of energy production forecasting at power
generation facilities using various types of RES are associated with the problem of the stochastic nature
of their operation modes. Such a task is multifactorial with a large number of poorly formalized and
linguistic data, since it is based on meteorological and climatological data, the generalized nature of
which also has a strong influence on the result of energy production forecasting [2].
The need to predict the RES generation is fixed at the state level, according to order No. 91 dated
11 February, 2019 “On approval of requirements for energy consumption forecasting and the formation
of electric energy and active power balances for a calendar year and particular periods within a year”,
“ . . . The volume of electric energy production in the forecasted energy balance of the power system
should be determined for wind and solar power plants - on the basis of monthly data on the average
long-term value of electrical energy production by these power plants for the last three years, and in
the absence of these data (including the power plants under construction), in accordance with the
proposals of the owners on the formation of a consolidated forecasted balance . . . ”. At the same time,
in the dispatch centers in Russia, the task of photovoltaic power plant (PVPP) generation forecasting
has not been fully addressed yet. Currently, in the short-term planning of power system operation
modes in order to compensate for the stochastic decrease in power output by RES-based generation
facilities [3], the volume of EPS active power reserves is increased by the total capacity declared by the
owners of RES-based power generation facilities.
In order to increase the efficiency of power system operation modes’ short-term planning, in terms
of power system constraints monitoring and allocating active power reserves, it is necessary to create
tools for PVPP generation forecasting for short-term (one day ahead) forecasting. PVPP owners are
also interested in developing forecasting tools. Under existing conditions, this will allow not only
solving the problems of selecting the composition of the switched-on power generation equipment,
but also ensuring effective planning of the main power generation equipment maintenance.
The above emphasizes the relevance of the study and the need to harmonize the process of
introducing PVPPs into the power systems, and also reveals a number of fundamentally new problems
and tasks requiring the development of new approaches to their solution from the point of view of
information-analytical and mathematical principles of raw data processing and analysis [4], especially in
the case of using open-source weather data, extracted from weather prediction models of the local
hydrological and meteorological data providers.
Except for the poor formalization and linguistic representation of open-source weather data,
the problem of weather forecasting is greatly associated with the total coverage of the area by
measurements of meteorological stations and posts [5]. Evidently, sparsely populated areas have an
insufficient number of available weather data acquisition points, which makes the open-source weather
forecasts less reliable, making the problem of RES-based power generation forecasting more challenging.
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In [6], a review of various approaches to electrical energy generation forecasting as well as
an analysis of the influence of the forecasting accuracy on the power system control efficiency are
described. In [7], a detailed review of existing approaches to solar power plants’ electrical energy
output forecasting is provided.
On the one hand, due to the chaotic nature of weather variations, traditional forecasting methods
may not provide the required level of forecasting accuracy. Moreover, the initial dataset may be
subjected to various distortions caused by the peculiar features of such power plants’ operation modes.
For example, in [8], the influence of dust on solar panels’ efficiency is analyzed, and in [9], the effect of
snow deposits.
In addition, uneven distortions in the collected data may be caused by partial shadowing of solar
panels, as shown in [10]. On the other hand, today a large number of different sensors are available,
including satellite data. An example of the application of open satellite data to predict the available
power of a solar power plant is given in [11].
The use of new types of data allows us to improve traditional forecasting approaches. For example,
in [12], the application of the analog ensemble method for the prediction of the solar power plant
energy output was described, and in [13], its modification was analyzed for open-source meteorological
data. The application of numerical weather prediction (NWP) algorithms for the evaluation of the
magnitude of solar irradiation is described in [14]. The implementation of the network of weather
monitoring systems allows one to increase the accuracy of such forecasting, an example of which is
presented in [15].
The collection of retrospective data and the development of machine learning methods allow us
to identify new hidden relationships between parameters and increase the accuracy of electrical energy
generation forecasting. M. Abuella and B. Chowdhury [16] describe the use of multiple linear regression
for predicting the solar power plant electrical energy output based on advanced meteorological data.
The use of linear regression for solving a similar problem is also described in [17]. Along with linear
regression, traditional methods of working with time sequences can be used [18].
The rapid development of machine-learning technologies opens up new possibilities for the
improvement of forecasting technologies. A new extreme machine learning algorithm proposed in [19]
was successfully applied to solve the problem described in [20].
Along with machine-learning technologies, various algorithms for identifying model parameters
are used. With the help of such models, the forecast of generated electrical energy is further carried
out. In [21], a comparison of various sky models from the point of view of solar irradiation forecasting
is provided. In [22,23], various models of solar panels were investigated from the point of electrical
energy production.
Despite the great relevance and interest in solar energy forecasting, proved by a large number of
regular publications, today, there are a few software packages that provide this functionality. One of the
most popular tools for modeling and analyzing the operation of solar panels is the HOMER software
package, a system for modeling combined PV systems that allows one to determine the optimal power
system configuration.
In scientific literature, you can find many examples of the application of this software package for
solving specific applied problems, for example, to optimize the joint operation of a PV plant with a
biofuel installation [24]. You can also find examples of HOMER application to analyze the operation of
solar power plants located in different geographical positions, for example, in Georgia [25], the island
of Saint Martin [26], Indonesia [27], and India [28]. A detailed analysis of existing software systems
and their capabilities is given in [29].
Unfortunately, most of these software systems are not applicable to Russian conditions mostly
due to the lack of available meters throughout the territory of the country. More importantly,
nowadays Russia is actively in the process of implementing new solar power plants, and the main
problem is the availability of initial and retrospective data for developing a forecasting model.
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In this regard, there is a need to develop a specialized software package adapted to Russian realities
and allowing forecasting of solar irradiation at the installation site of solar panels with subsequent
day-ahead forecasting of electrical energy production.
In the presented study, the authors provided a possible solution to the problem of solar power plants
generation forecasting, based on the generalized open-source weather data, lacking the necessary
features, characterizing specific meteorological events and conditions. A forecast is obtained by
implementing a multi-stage procedure of machine learning algorithms applied to get the forecast,
which is sufficiently reliable for power system control and short-term operational planning.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. The second part considers solar power generation
specific features in terms of the technological and exogenous factors, which influence the solar power
generation forecast. The third part addresses the detailed problem formulation and initial multi-source
dataset characteristics, containing solar geometry calculated values, power plant measurements and
open-source weather data.
The authors compared multiple machine-learning algorithms and provided the algorithms’
hyperparameters optimization to find the best composition of the algorithms and their parameters
for sunny and cloudy days. Finally, a step-by-step procedure was introduced for better cloudy days
forecasting, and the practical implementation results were discussed.
2. Solar Power Forecasting Peculiar Features
PVPP is a complicated technical system, containing electrical equipment of direct (DC)
and alternating current (AC) with its own automated control systems, relay protection systems,
switchgear equipment, etc. Powerful PV plants with an installed capacity above 1 MW typically work
in conjunction with interconnected bulk power systems, providing electrical energy in-feed in peak
and half-peak hours.
Being a part of the bulk power system incurs technical and operational rules and constraints,
which are imposed by the adjacent power system and are to be strictly followed. From a technical
point of view, power network topology, power system frequency and voltage level play a crucial
role in PV plant electrical energy output. This means that the operation mode of the PV power plant
is influenced not just by external meteorological factors, but by external and internal technological
conditions, driven by the power system operation mode and the PV power plant itself.
2.1. PV Power Plant Internal Technological Factors
2.1.1. Photovoltaic Panel: Specific Features
The main PVPP element is a photovoltaic (PV) panel. The generated output of the PV panel
is determined by various factors, including the power plant configuration, solar irradiation and
ambient temperature.
2.1.2. Electrical Circuits of PV Power Plant
There are various topologies for connecting solar panels, and the specific power plant configuration
is typically determined at the design stage. Generally, the string configuration is most often used,
where several panels are sequentially connected into a string with a voltage of 12–240 V DC. Each string
has a DC/DC with MPPT trackers. Several strings are connected in parallel to a DC/AC inverter
providing pulse width modulation (PWM) with power output to the AC side [30].
Among the factors that influence PV generation, there are hardly-formalized heterogeneous
parameters, which are given in Table 1.
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Table 1. Sources of uncertainty at the level of PV power plant.
Parameter Range
Rated voltage of PV panels (2–48 V) 0.80–1.05
Converter and HV power transformer losses 0.88–0.98
Different characteristics (different producers) of PV panels 0.98–0.99
PV Panel mismatch with declared passport specifications 0.97–0.995
Diode leakage currents 0.99–0.997
Losses in DC/AC cable lines 0.96–0.98
Degradation of PV panels (1%/year) 0.70–1.00
2.2. PV Power Plant External Factors
2.2.1. Solar Irradiation
The key stage in PV plant energy output forecasting is to determine the main energy characteristic,
namely, solar irradiance, which depends on many stochastic factors. The total energy flux density of
solar irradiation at the surface of the earth incident on the tilted surface of the solar panel is the sum of
direct, diffused and reflected irradiation. Each of these components is a difficult-to-predict parameter,
depending on both atmospheric and climatic phenomena [31].
2.2.2. External Factors: Meteorological Data
The initial dataset for PV plant energy output forecasting is composed of different data sources:
1. PV plant technical data, including power output history
2. Meteorological actual data retrospective
3. Meteorological forecasting data retrospective
4. Irradiance retrospective data acquired from PV plant
As long as the data is collected from multiple sources and some features are typically not
available for weather forecasts, data uncertainty may occur. For example, cloudiness in weather
forecasts is typically provided in percentage [%]. Figure 1 provides a typical case of 2 days (16.10.2017
and 17.10.2017), illustrating a possible variation of the solar irradiation based on practically similar
cloudiness data. In Figure 1, the red line corresponds to the cloudiness, while the blue bar chart
illustrates solar irradiation for 2 sequential days, measured by the pyranometer.
Figure 1. Actual solar irradiance variation in similar cloudiness conditions.
Another important point is the quality of meteorological data. Up-to-date NWP models are
based on actual meteorological data, provided by weather stations, spread all over the territory that is
being considered. That means that the greater the redundancy of the meteorological measurements,
the greater the accuracy of the weather forecast. The formulated principle imposes a computational
challenge for under-populated territories with poorly developed weather stations [32].
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2.3. Forecasting Problem Specification and Goals of the Study
As it was discussed, the problems with solar power plant energy output forecasting deals are:
(1) PV plant is an integrated technological system, composed of non-linear electric circuit components,
industrial automation and control systems, operating the functional state of AC and DC
electrical installations
(2) The availability of the primary energy source is highly stochastic. Different prediction time
horizons correspond to different prediction models as well as different initial data that can be
used to improve the prediction accuracy
(3) The PV power plant forecasting problem deals with multi-source heterogeneous data.
Power output measurements are typically considered together with local weather station
measurements, which are extracted from data storage facilities of the automated control system
of the PV power plant
So, while pursuing the goal of PV energy forecasting accuracy improvement, the following tasks
have been solved:
• Investigation and justification of various mathematical approaches for day-ahead energy
forecasting problems;
• Development of the PV energy forecasting software tool, dealing with heterogeneous multi-source
data, acquired from local measurement systems and open-source weather data;
• Commitment to PV output forecasting accuracy of not less than 80%, which corresponds to the
standard 20% admissible deviation from power system operation plan [33]
3. Problem Statement and Available Data
The development of RES in the world’s energy systems is one of the main factors that raises
requirements for the collection and analysis of their data, in particular, introducing special additional
requirements for sensors and collection and data read-out systems [34,35].
Earth-observing systems have progressed over the past decades in terms of image quality and
image frequency [36]. Every satellite and drone system has its own limitations, namely, the number
of satellites, weather and daylight for optical systems; vegetation for SAR systems; etc., but despite
the limitations, this progress has led the remote sensing industry to this data volume, and the stated
repetitive images frequency could provide a full daily scope of the earth surfaces using high-resolution
images [37]. Nowadays, data from optical, infrared, radio, and microwave remote-sensing devices
have revolutionized the meteorology and climatology, as they provide potentially global coverage
and therefore improve access to areas that have a limited number of weather stations (areas with rare
data) or not covered by routine observations at all. The remote sensing data supports traditional
observations and is widely used in NWP, enhancing and improving weather forecasting, etc. [38],
and the remote sensing science has become an essential and versatile tool for natural resource managers
and researchers in government agencies, environmental institutions and industry [39].
Despite the great potential of modern methods and tools for remote sensing, unfortunately, the costs
of their application are not justified in all production industries. Today, RES generation facilities are
in most cases private facilities, which are financed from the owners’ funds. Not every owner of RES
generation is financially able to use satellite earth observation systems to make forecasts.
In this case, generation owners carry out generation forecasting based on open meteorological
data, which often, due to data quality, leads to errors and, as a consequence, problems with the
generating facility participation in the energy market. Such data have the following disadvantages:
• open meteorological data delivered by the meteorological provider for the current day are averaged
actual data received from a meteorological station and/or a meteorological desk away from the
solar power plant, which leads to an error in determining the solar insulation flux density forecast.
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• the use of current measurements obtained from meteorological sensors installed on the PVPP to
reduce errors in the forecasting task is impossible without the complex statistical algorithms and
the numerical models for forecasting weather conditions, which in turn represent a “substitution”
of functions and services delivered by the meteorological provider;
• the data composition delivered by the meteorological provider is limited by the parameters of
air temperature, wind speed and direction, and cloudiness quantitative and/or qualitative
characteristics; even in the case of a numerical model for forecasting weather conditions,
the data from the local meteorological station will not be enough for correction, since the cloud
characteristics auto-monitoring function at local meteorological desks is usually not implemented.
All of the above problems form the goal of this study: increasing the PVPP generation forecasting
accuracy based on open meteorological data.
In the current study, the PV forecasting problem refers to day-ahead active power forecasting
(electrical energy) generated by a particular real grid-scale PV power plant based on the retrospective
data [40].
3.1. Problem Formulation
Assuming the following initial dataset:
, , ,a ,a ,b ,b
, ,a ,a ,b ,b
l , l , l ,a l ,a l ,b l ,b l
x x x x x x y... ... ...
x x x x x x y... ... ...
S
... ... ... ... ... ... ...... ... ...






where yj is the predicted parameter; xij is a feature, corresponding to the parameter; l is the number of
observations in the sample; and b is the number of features. All the data is aligned in time.
The goal is to build a mathematical model that will determine the value of the new parameters yj
according to the corresponding features xij with a given threshold accuracy. In other words, the task is
to build a model f , which, having received the input x, would predict the answer y.
3.2. Initial Data Sample Description
In the given problem formulation, the initial dataset includes 16 features, stored in a single
database for the period from September 26, 2017 to February 5, 2019. The data was acquired from a
real operating PV power plant, located in the south of the Russian Federation. Among the features,
we used calculated parameters, measured data, as well as the open-source weather data, acquired from
weather providers:
Time, date: 29.09.2017–05.02.2019
Coordinates: Latitude 46.398642, Longitude 48.515582
Calculated parameters:
• solar declination angle, [deg.], range [−23.45, 23.45];
• sunrise time, [hour], range [4.97, 8.58];
• sunset time, [hour], range [16.87, 20.61];
• solar zenith angle cosine, range [0, 0.92];
• solar altitude angle, [deg.], range [0, 66.03];
• solar constant, 1367 [Wh/m2];
• solar irradiation at the top of the atmosphere, [Wh/m2], range [0, 1213.47];
Measured data:
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• PV power plant hourly actual generation, [kWh], range [0, 12 919.2];
• solar irradiation, [Wh/m2], range [0, 982.70]
External source data (NWP data from open-source weather provider):
• cloudiness, [p.u.], range [0, 1], step 0.125;
• ambient temperature, [◦C], range [−17, 42];
• humidity, [%], range [7, 100];
• wind speed, [m/s], range [0, 15]
The complete dataset contained 11 892 pcs. of samples. The pre-processing stage of the forecasting
algorithm presupposed removal of the night-hours samples in order to make the PV power generation
dataset more stationary. After night-hour removal, the total amount of the samples was obtained to be
equal to 6038 pcs. As far as the data was not sufficient for a 2-year period, it was finally decided to
take into account the complete year data from 26 September 2017 to 21 October as a training set and a
period from 22 October 2018 to 5 February 2019 as a testing set. Initial consideration of a complete year
helped the model to understand the variations of the weather conditions of separate months. In further
calculations, this trained model was used for hyperparameters tuning of machine learning algorithms,
addressed in the present article.
Solar radiation at the PVPPs is typically measured by the horizontally mounted pyranometers.
For the certification of pyranometers, the ISO 9060 standard is used. High-precision instruments were
used at the PV plant under consideration, corresponding to the ISO spectrally flat class A. The technical
specifications are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Remote-sensing device technical specifications.
Technical Specifications Pyranometer
ISO 9060:1990 class Spectrally flat class A
Response time (95%) <5 s
Zero offsets <7 W/m2
thermal radiation (200 W/m2) <2 W/m2
Non-stability (change/year) <0.5%
Non-linearity (100 to 1000 W/m2) <0.2%
Directional response (up to 80◦ with 1000 W/m2 beam) <10 W/m2
Temperature response < 1% (−20 ◦C to + 50 ◦C)
Tilt response (0◦ to 90◦ at 1000 W/m2) <1%
Sensitivity 7 to 14 V−6/W/m2
Accuracy of bubble level <0.1◦
Spectral range (50%) 285 to 2800 m−9
Maximum operational irradiance 4000 W/m2
All the data were stored in a database with 1 h time resolution, conditioned by the external
weather data time resolution constraints. The influencing parameters of the PV output forecasting
problem are obtained using the correlation heat map, which is provided in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The correlation matrix of the parameters/features.
As one can see from Figure 2, solar zenith angle and solar altitude angle are the major parameters
after solar irradiance in the prediction of the PV energy output. It is known from practice that cloudiness
is also one of the important parameters.
4. Mathematical Models Description
For the given problem formulation, the following mathematical models were used and tested:
random forest regressor; gradient boosting regressor; decision trees regressor; and linear regression.
4.1. Random Forest
Random forest is an algorithm that provides fittings of many decision trees for different
sub-samples of the initial dataset at the stage of training and can be generally described by the
following procedure [41]:
For each n = 1, . . . , N (N-the number of tree in the forest):
• generate a sub-sample Xn using bootstrap procedure
• build a decision tree bn for Xn subsample







where N is a number of decision trees; bi(x) is a decision tree.
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4.2. Gradient Boosting
For the given study, Gradient boosting is implemented via the Adaptive Boosting Algorithm





where hm(x) is a basic function, a decision tree, typically treated as a weak learner of the algorithm.
In the course of the algorithm, each added tree is aimed at minimizing the loss function L,
generated at the previous step, Fm−1. Gradient boosting solves the minimization problem by using the
negative gradient of the loss function:




where γm is a step length, which is calculated in the course of the line search procedure.
In order to increase the accuracy of the regression problem solution, hyperparameter tuning was
applied to the initial model. As a result, the hyperparameters with the most influence were estimated to
be equal to: Learning rat = 0.01; Min_samples_leaf = 2; Max_feature = ‘auto’; Max_depth = 35; Alpha = 0.9;
Min_samples_split = 25; n_estimators = 2000; and subsample = 0.7.
The optimal value of max_depth was experimentally found to be 35. If max_depth value is increased,
overfitting of the model takes place; when data noise is taken into account, this results in degradation
of the performance of the model. The optimal value of the learning rate was stated to be 0.01. A value
below 0.01 also causes an overfitting effect and leads to dramatic degradation of forecasting accuracy.
4.3. Decision Trees
The Decision Tree approach is implemented via an optimized version of the CART algorithm,
which is implemented by the following procedure [41]:
• partitioning of the sample space according to the training and label vectors xi ∈ Rn (i = 1, . . . , I)
and y ∈ Rl, respectively;
Let the data in node m of the decision tree be referred to as Q. For each potential data split
θ = ( j, tm) consisting of a feature j and the marginal value tm, partition the data into Qle f t(θ) and
Qright(θ) subsets:
Qle f t(θ) = (x, y)
∣∣∣xj ≤ tm, Qright(θ) = Q\Qle f t(θ) (5)
The impurity at node m of the Decision Tree is estimated based on the impurity function, and the
decision tree parameters are selected in accordance with impurity minimization criteria.
Within the scope of the regression problem, determination of locations for future splits is carried














∣∣∣yi − ym∣∣∣ (6)
where Xm is the training data in node m of the Decision Tree.
Decision Tree model hyperparameters optimization lead to the following results: Max_depth = 16;
Min_samples_split = 16; Min_samples_leaf = 15; Max_features = ‘auto’; Random_state = ‘16’.
Model parameters were experimentally verified for the given training sample. Max_depth was
optimized to increase model fitting, but not to overfit the data sample.
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4.4. Linear Regression
The Linear regression model is considered as a basic simple regressor in order to correspond to
the algorithm complexity with its computational efficiency. The linear model under consideration is
described by the following equation [41]:
Y = β0 + β1X1 + . . .+ βkXk + ε (7)
where β1...k are regression coefficients, and ε is regression error.
The linear regression model is based on the ordinary least squares model (‘OLS’). Linear regression
models trained along with Polynomial Featuring demonstrated better performance, so this model is
also taken into consideration.
The obtained results are moderately fitted when the power is “2”. When the power is “3”, the data
set is overfitted.
4.5. Quality Metrics of the Models
The algorithm we used to test the accuracy of the prediction model is r2_score; it is also known as
the coefficient of determination. The r2_score (i.e. coefficient of determination) is the subtraction of the
residual sum of squares of the predicted and actual values divided with the total sum of squares.






(yi − y)2 (8)
where yi is the actual value of the PV power plant output, kWh; and ỹi is the predicted value of PV
power plant output, kWh.
Summary and results of the application of the proposed algorithms to a particular sample day
forecasting with and without hyperparameter tuning and pipelining are provided in Figures 3–6
and Tables 3–6.
A particular sample day, depicted in Figures 3–6, corresponds to early October, representing the
median between summer and winter solstice in terms of the sunrise and sunset time. The forecasting
procedure for stable weather days scores above 90% for all the tested algorithms, which corresponds to
the state-of-the-art practice.
fact
with tuning / without tuning
with tuning / without tuning
Figure 3. One-day forecasting example with Random Forest regressor.
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fact
with pipelining / without pipelining
Figure 4. One-day forecasting example with Linear Regression.
fact
forecast with tuning / without tuning
Figure 5. One-day forecasting example with Gradient Boosting regressor.
 
fact
forecast with tuning / without tuning
Figure 6. One-day forecasting example with Decision Tree regressor.
Table 3. Sample day-1 analysis: Random Forest.
Parameter Default Parameters Tuned Parameters
Score, % 88.60–98.00 82.00–99.00
CPU Time, ms 529 450
Wall time, ms 540 451.8
Max.time consumed, ms 80 555
One-day score, % 98.10 99.00
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Table 4. Sample day-1 analysis: linear regression.
Parameter Without Pipelining With Pipelining
Score, % 55.00–58.00 94.20–94.50
CPU Time, ms 11 162
Wall time, ms 10.2 107
Max.time consumed, ms 13.8 180
One-day score, % 58.40 97.70
Table 5. Sample day-1 analysis: gradient boosting.
Parameter Default parameters Tuned parameters
Score, % 93.25–93.37 99.20–99.50
CPU Time, ms 561 50 600
Wall time, ms 576 51 800
Max.time consumed, ms 600 55 000
One-day score, % 99.20 99.40
Table 6. Sample day-1 analysis: decision trees.
Parameter Default parameters Tuned parameters
Score, % 88.60–90.00 91.45
CPU Time, ms 69.2 50.0
Wall time, ms 71.0 51.8
Max.time consumed, ms 80.0 55.0
One-day score, % 96.60 98.50
5. Prediction for Bad Weather Conditions
It is known that the weakest points of PV energy output forecasting are bad weather days
predictions. The bad weather data is caused as a result of uneven cloud cover, moisture or also the
snow and rain that degrade the solar panels’ efficiency. For a given location, all these issues take
place from September to December. The box plot diagrams of the prediction accuracy are provided in
Figure 7. The accuracy of the forecasting for the given months typically equals to 60–70%, which does
not meet the requirements and needs to be addressed.
Figure 7. Accuracy box plots for proposed machine-learning models (1-year period).
The problem of extremely uncertain weather conditions is considered on the basis of a winter day
with sporadic clouds.
For the scenario, provided in Figure 8, the cloudiness and, correspondingly, PV power plant
energy output along with solar irradiation are completely uncertain. The clouds are scattered all over
the region of PV power plant geographical location. The sudden and unique movements of the clouds
are conditioned by the high wind speeds (more than 17 m/s), which produce transient variations of PV
power plant electrical energy production and result in noisy data occurrence.
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fact
Figure 8. PV power plant energy output plotted versus weather conditions.
In order to make the machine able to predict “bad weather” days, the following points are to be
taken into account:
1. In order to predict the PV energy output in sudden cloud motion conditions, the machine learning
algorithm is required to be trained along with the noisy data.
2. The noisy data is generally considered when the machine is trained with overfitted data,
which leads to the consideration of the smallest variations in the cloudiness.
For the first time, the proposed models were tested without hyper parameters tuning in order
to check whether the models work with the same efficiency even when subjected to the different
situations and uncertain conditions.
The prediction gives a clear perspective of how uncertain a data set could be and how many
calculation efforts the machine has to involve to predict the PV power plant energy output values.
As a result, the Linear Regressor along with Decision Trees regressor did not produce an adequate solution
of the PV energy output prediction problem due to high uncertainty and noise in the dataset.
Gradient Boosting Regressor along with Random Forest regressor without hyper parameters tuning
resulted in the average score of 20%, which cannot be considered as a viable result for power system
operation modes planning. After hyper parameters tuning, the machine is taking a lot of time
(i.e. 50 seconds) to fit the noisy data with a learning rate of “0.0089” and a decision tree depth of “35”.
After running a series of calculation experiments with “bad weather” days, one can conclude that
in order to eliminate data uncertainty and model overfitting, the model requires a different feature
(or structure) except hyper parameters tuning for “bad” weather conditions.
6. Bad Weather Days Predictor
After scrutinizing the prediction results, we have concluded that uncertainty mostly comes from
data values, which have very low PV energy output compared to other peak data points. Coming back
to feature correlation analysis, we assumed that uncertain data values can be predicted by firstly
predicting the solar irradiance, which is also proportional to the PV plant power output.
By predicting the horizontal solar irradiance, the following sources of uncertainty are eliminated:
• solar irradiance diffusion and reflection;
• electrical circuits of the PV power plant; and
• the state of solar panels (shadow, degradation, etc.).
So, the bad weather days prediction methodology takes the following steps:
1. Predict the factor using a regressor model (K).
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2. Predict the solar irradiation using a regressor model (I).
3. Obtain the cloudiness variance for the period (V):
a. If (V > 1), take (V ×K)
b. If (3× 10−3 < V < 5× 10−3), take (0.5×K)
c. If (5× 10−3 < V < 5× 10−2), take (0.01×K)
d. If (5× 10−2 < V < 0.1), take ((V × 100 + 0.3) ×K)
e. If (0.1 < V < 0.5) or (V > 1.5) or (3× 10−3 < V < 0), (K).
4. After checking and obtaining the factor, multiply the factor with the predicted solar irradiation
PSI. The multiplied value is the solar power generation predicted value:
PSG = [PSI] × [Resuling Factor on Variance] (9)
The flowchart of the presented algorithms is given in Figure 9.
Figure 9. Flow-chart of the K-factor algorithm.
The next important feature of the algorithm is using separate training sets based on month
separation. Pre-processing the training set with different month selection is carried out separately for
“Jan to Sept” dataset and “Oct to Dec" dataset.
From January to September, heavy snowfall is not likely to occur for a given geographical location,
which gives the opportunity to assume the reduction of noisy values in the data set. From October to
December, snowfall and foggy conditions are present in the given region of the given data, resulting in
noisy data occurrence. Thus, the model is trained separately with noisy conditions and non-noisy
ones, resulting in improvement of the confusion matrix. The total r2_score of the proposed algorithm is
estimated to be around 80%.
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From October to December, snowfall and foggy conditions are present in the given region of the
given data, resulting in the occurrence of noisy data. Therefore, the model is trained separately with
noisy conditions and non-noisy ones, resulting in an improvement of the confusion matrix. The total
r2_score of the proposed algorithm is estimated to be around 80%. Normal weather days can be
predicted with higher accuracy and without requiring the factor-based algorithm. The authors used
Linear Regression with Polynomial Featuring for good weather days forecasting. After making a large
number of observations of different results, we analyzed that the Gradient Boosting Regressor without
hyperparameter tuning outperforms all other models. The algorithms used in the K-factor model,
depending on the weather conditions, are listed in Table 7.
Table 7. PV energy output prediction algorithms.
Period Weather Factor Usage Model
Jan–Sept Good Not required LR + Polynomial Featuring
Jan–Sept Bad Required GBR + Hyper parameter tuning
Oct–Dec Good Required GBR + Hyper parameter tuning
Oct–Dec Bad Required GBR + Hyper parameter tuning
The short-term PVPP forecasting system developed within the framework of the study was
implemented by LLC “Prosoft systems”, an industrial automation and metering systems producer, as a
program unit of “Energosphera” software package, providing smart metering systems management [42].
The satellite snapshot of the PVPP under consideration is given in Figure 10. At the moment,
the forecasting system is being piloted at a real PV power generation facility, located in Astrahan city
in the Russian Federation.
 
Figure 10. PV power plant satellite snapshot (Google Maps®).
Meteorological data is acquired in a 1-h time resolution from the external weather provider
and includes cloud coverage, ambient air temperature, humidity, wind direction, and wind speed.
Examples of day-ahead forecasts, generated by “Short-term Forecast of Solar Power Station Generation”
program unit, which uses the developed approach, are presented in Figure 11 for the following types
of weather conditions: clear, cloudy, and overcast, respectively.
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Figure 11. Energosphera: Photovoltaic power plant output forecasting.
The mean forecasting error reduced to the installed capacity of the PVPP for the time period
starting from 1 October, 2017 to 31 December, 2017 was estimated to be 4.6%, which is comparable
with the forecasts of global practice.
7. Conclusions
The PV power plant forecasting problem deals with multi-source heterogeneous data as far as the
initial dataset is composed of the measurements, which are acquired from PV power plant metering
systems, and external source weather forecasting data.
The problem was addressed by applying four different mathematical models: Random Forest
regressor, Gradient Boosting Regressor, Linear Regression, and Decision Trees regression. Based on
computational experiments with hyper parameters optimization and pipelining of the algorithms,
the optimal structure and settings of the PV plant energy output forecasting system were identified
together with the application restrictions for each of the algorithms.
During computational experiments, it was found that parameters tuning allows improvement of
the algorithm performance for all non-ensemble algorithms: for linear regression from 55% to 94%,
and for decision trees from 88 to 91%, while the accuracy of ensemble algorithms, such as gradient
boosting on decision trees and random forest, did not change significantly.
Within the scope of the study, it was proven that the application of the universal model,
applied either for good or bad weather days, may result in significant degradation of the short-term
forecasting accuracy, hence, in order to improve the predictive properties of the system, several models
are to be developed for various weather conditions. Moreover, it was found that good weather days
when the meteorological data is assumed to be noise-free are accurately predicted by using any of the
presented mathematical models with an accuracy rate of 90% and higher.
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Due to the lack of features in the dataset, bad weather days are characterized by high uncertainty,
which may decrease the predicting properties of the system.
To overcome the bad weather forecasting issue, the structure of the algorithm was improved by
introducing a novel two-stage forecasting procedure and extracting a new feature from the raw dataset
by applying feature engineering approaches. The proposed procedure is composed of the stage of
solar irradiation forecasting, followed by the stage of generation factor prediction, which describes the
relationship between solar irradiance and PV power plant hourly energy output. A resulting factor
scaled down to the variance of the cloudiness provides a significant improvement of forecasting system
robustness and prediction accuracy.
The newly introduced algorithm together with proper training sets formulation, resulted in mean
83% forecasting accuracy for bad weather days instead of 20% for Gradient Boosting Regressor and
Random Forest regressor without hyper parameters tuning, demonstrating dramatic improvement
of the model performance without model overfitting. Summarizing the performance of K-factor
algorithm in comparison with the machine learning algorithms addressed in this paper, after taking
the mean of five cross-validations with 6038 samples, the K-factor algorithm improves the performance
of the addressed machine learning approaches in the following way:
• 92% accuracy of K-factor model instead of 78% accuracy of Random Forest regressor:
• 85% accuracy of K-factor model instead of 83% accuracy of Linear regressor:
• 89% accuracy of K-factor model instead of 73% accuracy of Gradient Boosting regressor;
• 81% accuracy of K-factor model instead of 56% accuracy of Decision Trees regressor.
The results obtained for K-factor model meet the requirements of the transmission and distribution
power system operators in terms of 20% admissible deviations of the power system operation plan.
Based on the exhaustive calculations, it was decided to use Linear regression for good weather
days forecasting and a factor-based prediction model using Gradient Boosting Regressor for bad
weather days in order to sustain robustness and eliminate overfitting.
The presented system of short-term PV energy output forecasting is universal and can be
used at any existing PV generation facilities as a part of the Energosfera 8.0 software package
(LLC, Prosoft-Systems LLC). Currently, Prosoft-Systems together with the research team of Ural Federal
University is developing a system, providing online correction of the short-term forecasts, based on
the current measurements of solar irradiation and cloud motion. It is expected that the system will
allow the owners of solar power plants to participate in intra-day trading procedures at the wholesale
electricity and capacity market.
With the development of generating capacities based on RES, the uncertainty degree in planning
the power system operating modes increases significantly. Today, reliable tools are required to predict
the generation of power plants using, in particular, solar energy obtained by remote sensing [43].
For short time periods from 1 to 6 h, the generation forecast can be significantly improved by using the
current data obtained by direct (proximate) observation (remote sensing) methods. When combining
numerical weather forecasting systems with real-time data, forecast deviations caused by inaccuracies
in numerical weather forecasting models can be corrected several hours ahead.
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Abstract: A 27-year-long calibrated multi-mission scatterometer data set is used to determine the global
basin-scale and near-coastal wind resource. In addition to mean and percentile values, the analysis
also determines the global values of both 50- and 100-year return period wind speeds. The analysis
clearly shows the seasonal variability of wind speeds and the differing response of the two hemispheres.
The maximum wind speeds in each hemisphere are comparable but there is a much larger seasonal cycle
in the northern hemisphere. As a result, the southern hemisphere has a more consistent year-round wind
climate. Hence, coastal regions of southern Africa, southern Australia, New Zealand and southern South
America appear particularly suited to coastal and offshore wind energy projects. The extreme value
analysis shows that the highest extreme wind speeds occur in the North Atlantic Ocean with extreme
wind regions concentrated along the western boundaries of the North Atlantic and North Pacific Oceans
and the Indian Ocean sector of the Southern Ocean. The signature of tropical cyclones is clearly observed
in each of the well-known tropical cyclone basins.
Keywords: wind speed; extreme value analysis; scatterometer
1. Introduction
The determination of the global offshore wind energy resource and the design and operation
of coastal and offshore wind energy projects require long-term measurements of wind conditions.
There are a variety of systems which can be used to provide such information, including: in situ
anemometer data, remote sensing applications, and numerical modelling. Anemometer records
obviously provide a direct measurement at the location of interest, but they are limited to specific
areas and long-term records are seldom available at locations of interest. Satellite systems such as
altimeters, radiometers and scatterometers have the advantage that they provide global coverage and
the data record for each of these systems is now approximately 30 years. Numerical models have
clearly advanced in terms of their accuracy and resolution, but they still require validation against
actual measurements.
A number of previous studies have used an altimeter, radiometer and scatterometer measurements
to assess global climatology of wind speed and wave height [1–4]. These studies have generally used
relatively short satellite records (decade) for these studies. The advent of long-term databases of
multiple-mission satellite data for altimeter [4–6], radiometer [7] and scatterometer [8] provides the
opportunity to examine both the climatology and extreme value global distribution of wind speed.
Each of these satellite systems has similar error statistics [9], however, the sampling pattern of altimeters
and the degradation of radiometer measurements in heavy rain mean that scatterometers are the
preferred instrument for the measurement of global-scale wind speed.
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The present paper uses a long-term consistently calibrated and validated archive of scatterometer
data compiled over a 27-year period [8] to investigate global wind climatology and extreme value (1 in
50- and 100-year) wind speed estimates. In addition, the data are processed to obtain the distribution
of wind speeds along coastlines, thus making it directly applicable as a resource for the offshore wind
energy industry.
The arrangement of the paper is as follows. Following this introduction, Section 2 provides an
overview of scatterometer measurement of wind speed, the datasets and the methods used to estimate
climatologic values and extremes values. Section 3 describes both the ocean-scale basin and coastline
analyses of the data. This is followed by a discussion of the results in Section 4 and conclusions in
Section 5.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Scatterometer Wind Speed Measurement
Scatterometers (like altimeters) are “active” sensors in that they transmit a microwave radar
signal to the water surface and monitor the received energy. In contrast, radiometers are “passive”
sensors in that they monitor radiation emanating naturally from the water surface. The transmitted
energy is reflected from the water surface as a result of Bragg scattering [10]. Bragg scattering is
constructive interferences between the transmitted wave and the surface water waves. Water waves
with a wavelength λw = λ/(2 cosθ) satisfy the Bragg resonance conditions, where λ is the microwave
scatterometer wavelength and θ is the incident angle of the scatterometer energy on the water surface.
Scatterometers typically operate in either the C-band (5.255 GHz) or the Ku-band (13.4 GHz), for which
the microwave wavelengths are 5 and 2 cm, respectively. Hence, the wavelengths of the Bragg
scattering water waves, λ are of order centimetres. These short centimetre-scale waves respond almost
instantaneously to the local wind and hence the Bragg scattering provides a means of indirectly sensing
the wind speed.
The radar cross-section, σ0 is defined as the ratio of the received power at the satellite antenna
to the transmitted power. The radar cross-section, σ0, can be related to the neutral stability wind
speed, measured at an elevation of 10 m, U10 and the wind direction, φ through a Geophysical Model
Function (GMF), σ0 = GMF(U10,θ,φ,ρ,λ), where ρ is the radar polarization [11–14]. There are two
unknowns in this relationship, the wind speed, U10 and wind direction, φ. In addition, it is necessary
to resolve the 180-degree wind direction ambiguity. Hence, a minimum of three measurements of the
radar cross-section is required at each location. Multiple measurements (often more than three) are
obtained by having an antenna configuration which can image the same location at different angles.
There is a wide range of both fan and pencil beam scatterometer antenna designs which achieve these
requirements, whilst measuring over a broad swath [8].
As noted above, U10 is the wind velocity at a reference height of 10 m for a neutral stability
boundary layer. That is, a marine boundary layer for which the air and water temperatures are equal.
In such a case, the boundary layer follows a logarithmic form [15–17]. If the water temperature is greater
than the air temperature, then there is cold air overlaying warm air and hence density differences result
in a vertical circulation. In this case, the boundary layer is described as unstable and there is a more
uniform distribution of wind speed with height than represented by the logarithmic form. Conversely,
if the water temperature is less than the air temperature, there is warm air overlaying cold air and
the boundary layer is described as stable. In this case, the velocity profile varies more rapidly with
height than described by the logarithmic profile [7]. Such stability effects have an influence on wind
speed measurements and predictions over the ocean, irrespective of the data source. For instance,
estimations of wind speeds at a reference height (usually 10 m) are impacted irrespective of whether
they come from models, anemometers or remote sensing systems.
In the case of remote sensing measurements, including scatterometers, as described above,
short-wavelength waves are being used as a proxy for wind speed. These short waves respond to the
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wind speed at a height comparable to their wavelengths, which are very short [7]. The calibration
process used for such instruments [8] relates the radar backscatter σ0 to anemometer data at a reference
height of 10 m. As these data very commonly come from buoy mounted instruments at heights less
than 10 m, they are corrected to a height of 10 m using the assumption of a neutrally stable logarithmic
boundary layer. As such neutral conditions occur rarely over the world’s oceans [7], this process
introduces some error. As the calibrations are, however, carried out across many different buoys and
over many years, a broad range of conditions is encountered. Hence, it is commonly assumed that
such stability effects are averaged out in the calibration. Because of its long duration and number
of buoys far from land, the NDBC buoy network [18] around the United States coastline is typically
used for such calibrations. As shown by Young and Donelan [7], in the context of altimeter and
radiometer, when such calibrations are applied to other geographic locations, with larger stability
effects, they can result in a bias in the data. Although such detailed comparisons have not been
undertaken for scatterometer, as the frequency of operation is similar to the altimeter, the impacts
should be comparable. The stability impact of the altimeter is a function of air–water temperature
difference and wind speed [7]. For a temperature difference of 2 ◦C and a wind speed of 5 ms−1,
the error is approximately 10%. This percentage error increases as the wind speed decreases and the
temperature difference increases.
Noting that the mechanism used by scatterometers, and other remote sensing systems, to measure
wind speed relies on the use of short-scale waves on the water surface as a proxy for the wind speed,
such systems only measure wind speeds over the oceans (not land).
2.2. Scatterometer Database
Ribal and Young [8] have compiled a long-term database of duration 27-years (1992 to 2019) of
scatterometer data. The data includes the satellite missions ERS-1, ERS-2, QUIKSCAT, METOP-A,
OCEANSAT-2, METOP-B and RAPIDSCAT. Each scatterometer was independently calibrated against
NDBC buoy data [18] and validated against other scatterometers in orbit at the same time at cross-over
locations. In addition, as the performance of buoy anemometers is questionable at high wind speeds
due to ocean wave sheltering [19–23], Ribal and Young [8] calibrated the scatterometers for wind
speeds above 25 ms−1 using platform data.
Scatterometers are typically placed in near-polar sun-synchronous orbits (with the exception of
RAPIDSCAT). The instrument measures over a swath varying in width between 1000 and 1500 km
and with a spatial resolution of 25 km in both along-track and cross-track directions. As a result, a
single scatterometer will image almost the full surface of the earth (between latitudes of ±80◦) twice
per day. As shown in Figure 1, for much of the period of the available data, there were multiple
scatterometers in orbit. As a result, each location around the globe is imaged multiple times per day.
As such, there are generally sufficient observations to form accurate monthly statistics for mean and
percentile wind speed [7] as well as defining the tail of the probability distribution function for extreme
value analysis [24].
Figure 1. Scatterometers in the Ribal and Young [8] database and the duration of each mission.
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The Ribal and Young [8] calibrations of the scatterometer systems used large co-location datasets
(typically greater than 50,000 for each scatterometer) with buoy data. These calibrations produced typical
error statistics between the scatterometer and buoy of the root mean square error, RMSE ≈ 1.0 ms−1
and |Bias| ≈ 0.1 ms−1. In a triple co-location study involving scatterometer, altimeter, radiometer and
buoys [9], scatterometers were shown to have error standard deviations of approximately 0.5 ms−1.
Interestingly, this was actually smaller than buoy mounted anemometers, 0.8 ms−1. These error
statistics are consistent with a range of other similar studies [25–30]. As a result of the consistent error
statistics for scatterometers, they have largely become the reference for large-scale model validation of
wind speeds over the oceans [31].
2.3. Climatology
In order to form stable monthly statistics, the data were binned into 2◦ × 2◦ bins and the monthly
mean (U10) and the monthly 10th (U10(10)), 70th (U10(70)), 90th (U10(90)) and 99th (U10(99)) percentiles
determined for each bin [1,2,7], where U10 is the scatterometer calibrated wind speed at an elevation of
10 m.
2.4. Extreme Value Estimates
The aim of extreme value analysis (EVA) is to fit a theoretical probability distribution function (pdf)
to a set of observations of events [32,33]. For the process to be valid, the data must satisfy two conditions.
They must be independent and identically distributed (IID). As the focus of EVA is the distribution of
the extreme tail of the distribution rather than the body of the pdf, independence can be interpreted
as ensuring there are not multiple observations from the same storm. Unlike anemometer/buoy
data, satellite data does not provide a time series at a fixed location where the passage of individual
storms can be tracked. Hence, the requirement of independence is usually satisfied by ensuring a
minimum time interval between observations. A value of 48 h has commonly been used [24,34–36]
and is adopted here. The requirement that the data are identically distributed means that they should
all be drawn from the same parent distribution. This requirement would not typically be satisfied
where, for example, there are two or more independent meteorological systems which can generate
extreme winds (e.g., tropical cyclones and trade winds). In such cases, the data should be partitioned,
and the pdf of each partition determined separately [37]. The present dataset provides no mechanism
to partition such data on a global scale. As a result, the present results may be limited in regions such
as those where tropical cyclones dominate. Note such locations may also be impacted by the validity
of the scatterometer data at high winds (see Section 4).
The application of EVA is typically aimed at determining the extreme wind speed associated with a
defined probability of exceedance, Pr or the return period Tr = 1/Pr. As the length of the recorded time
series of observations is very commonly shorter than the desired return period, EVA typically involves
the fitting of a defined analytical pdf to the pdf of the observed extreme values and then extrapolating
to the required probability level. Following Coles [33], there are two approaches which are commonly
used to define the extreme value dataset and fit an appropriate analytical form: block maxima/annual
maxima (AM) [33] and peaks over threshold (PoT) [34,38–41]. It can be shown [33,42] that for the
AM method, in which the highest value in each year is selected, the resulting extreme value pdf will
follow a generalized extreme value distribution. As only one value in each year is selected, the method
ensures that the data are independent. The significant limitation of the method, however, is that, as only
one value per year is selected, the pdf is typically constructed from only a limited number of data
points (in the present case, 27 for the scatterometer data record). This results in considerable statistical
sampling variability due to the small sample size. The PoT approach overcomes this limitation by
selecting the peak value above a defined threshold, also ensuring there are no values separated by less
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than 48 h, as noted above. In such a case, it can be shown that the data will follow a generalized Pareto








where F(x) is the pdf and x is the variable under consideration (wind speed, U10). In Equation (1),
A defines the threshold value, B is a scale parameter and k is a shape parameter. It is common to
select a high percentile for the threshold, in this case, the 90th percentile [24,34,36,41,43–45]. With the
theoretical pdf defined in this manner, it can be fitted to the observed data determining the best-fit
parameters B and k. The desired return period, in this case, the 100-year value is then defined as:
Pr(x < x100) = 1−Ny/(100NPoT) (2)
where NPoT is the number of data points in the PoT analysis and Ny is the number of years spanned by
the analysis.
As for the calculation of the climatology above, the data were binned into a 2◦ × 2◦ grid and
both 50- and 100-year return period values of wind speed (U5010, U
100
10 ) determined for each grid square.
In order to validate the EVA described above, scatterometer values of U10010 were compared with deep
water NDBC [18] buoy calculations using the same PoT analysis described above. The differences
between buoy and scatterometer were quantified in terms of the relative error:
Δr =
[
U10010 (Scat.) −U10010 (Buoy)
]
/U10010 (Buoy) (3)
These values were then averaged across all buoys to obtain a mean error, r. Table 1 shows a
comparison across the NDBC buoys. The scatterometer values of extreme wind speed are in reasonable
agreement with the buoy data with a mean error of 15.2%. This value is quite similar to the results
obtained by Takbash et al. [24] using altimeter derived wind speed data. It is interesting that the values
of the scatterometer U10010 are consistently higher than the buoy data. This may be because extreme
values calculated over a 2◦ × 2◦ region are not the same as a time series from a point location. That is,
over the spatial region more storm peaks occur than at a point. This difference is considered further in
Section 4.
Table 1. Comparison of values of 100-year return period wind speed calculated using a PoT analysis
for both scatterometer and NDBC deep-water buoys.






46001 56.23, 212.05 24.9 29.9
46002 42.61, 229.46 24.4 26.9
46003 51.33, 204.15 26.1 30.5
46005 46.14, 228.93 25.3 29.1
46006 40.78, 222.60 27.2 31.0
51005 24.42, 197.90 18.9 26.0
44004 38.48, 289.57 27.3 34.1
41002 31.76, 285.16 25.9 34.0
42001 25.90, 270.33 28.1 28.0
42002 26.09, 266.24 26.3 29.0
Error, r - - 15.2%
2.5. Coastal Wind Speeds
As noted above, both the climatological and extreme values wind speeds were evaluated globally
on a 2◦ × 2◦ grid. As our aim is to obtain representative values for coastlines, these values need to
be associated with coastal segments. In order to do this, we have adopted the Dynamic Interactive
Vulnerability Assessment database (DIVA) [46,47]. DIVA is a database for the assessment of coastal
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vulnerability at the global scale. The database, as such, is not used in this analysis, rather, we have
adopted the 9866 DIVA coastal locations as appropriate points to define the near-coastal wind
climate. Using a Geographical Information System (GIS) model, representative wind speed values
(climatological and extreme) at each DIVA point were associated with the closest 2◦ grid point [47,48].
To ensure scatterometer microwave radar returns are not corrupted by the proximity to land, all data
closer than 25 km from land were excluded from the analysis. As such, the coastal values reported are
characteristic of the open ocean conditions offshore from the coast.
3. Results
3.1. Ocean Basin Analysis
Figures 2 and 3 show the mean monthly (U10) and monthly 99th percentile (U10(99)) wind
speeds, respectively, colour contoured globally. The major climatological features previously reported
from model and altimeter wind speed climatology [1,7] are apparent. The zonal variation of wind
speeds is clear with the strongest wind speeds evident at high latitudes in winter in both hemispheres.
The magnitudes of the mean winter wind speeds (Figure 2, January, July) at high latitudes (∼12 ms−1)
in both hemispheres are comparable. The strongest mean winds are concentrated in the North Atlantic
(Figure 2, January) and the Indian Ocean basin of the Southern Ocean (Figure 2, July). The summer
comparison between the hemispheres at high latitudes are quite different from the North Atlantic
decreasing significantly to ∼8.5 ms−1, whilst the Southern Ocean decreases to only ∼10.5 ms−1. That is,
the Northern hemisphere has a much larger seasonal variation whilst the Southern Ocean experiences
strong mean winds year-round. The North Atlantic experiences slightly stronger mean wind speeds
than the North Pacific in both summer and winter.
The other striking feature of the distribution of ocean basin-scale wind speeds are the strong
trade wind belts in the mid-latitudes of both hemispheres, which exist across all major ocean basins
(Figure 2). Compared to higher latitudes, the trade wind belts are persistent for most of the year at
mean wind speeds of ∼8 ms−1. There are also a number of local features such as the strong localized
mean wind speeds associated with the Somali jet in the Arabian Sea in June, July, August (Figure 2),
associated with the onset of the Monsoon. Clear wind shadows are also seen east of New Zealand and
South America (April to November Figure 2), where the strong westerly winds are blocked by the high
mountain ranges.
The 99th percentile wind speeds, (U10(99)) shown in Figure 3 indicate similar seasonal variations
as the means. However, the trade winds are no longer apparent at these more extreme percentiles.
That is, the trade winds are persistent year-round without being extreme. There is also a large
triangularly shaped region at low latitudes in the southeastern Pacific where U10(99) is noticeably low,
∼10 ms−1. The Somali jet which was prominent for U10 from June to August is no longer apparent for
U10(99), indicating it is associated with consistent moderate winds but not extremes.
At these higher percentiles, the maximum wind speeds again occur in the respective winters of
both hemispheres at high latitudes (Figure 3, January, July). Again, the southern hemisphere has a
much smaller seasonal variation (extreme wind all year) than the northern hemisphere. Whereas the
mean values were a maximum in the North Atlantic, the U10(99) maximum values are comparable
across the North Atlantic, North Pacific and the Indian Ocean sector of the Southern Ocean (∼22 ms−1)
(Figure 3, January, July).
Figures showing the distributions for the other percentiles are shown in the Supplementary
Material (SM) (U10(10)—Figure S1, U10(70)—Figure S2, U10(90)—Figure S3). The higher percentile
cases are very similar to U10(99) (Figure 3). However, the spatial distributions of U10(10) (Figure S1)
indicates that at this lower percentile the trade winds are now much more dominant. For significant,
periods of the year the trade wind belts show the strongest winds globally at this lower percentile.
This clearly demonstrates the differing structures of the wind speed pdfs in the trade winds compared
to higher latitudes.
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Figure 2. Mean global monthly wind speed at a reference elevation of 10 m (U10) from scatterometer
data, U10. The data were gridded at 2◦ resolution.
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Figure 3. The 99th percentile global monthly wind speed at a reference elevation of 10 m (U10) from
scatterometer data, U10(99). The data were gridded at 2◦ resolution.
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The global distribution of the 100-year return period wind speed U10010 is shown in Figure 4.
The corresponding results for the 50-year return period are shown in the Supplementary Material
(Figure S7). Figure 4 clearly shows greater statistical variability compared to the percentile plots above.
This level of variability is consistent with previous studies of satellite extreme value estimates of wind
speed and wave height [24,34,41] and is associated with the relatively large confidence limits resulting
from the fitting of the GPD distribution Equation (1) to the data and extrapolating to the required
probability of exceedance (Equation (2)) [24,43]. Both the magnitude and spatial distribution of U10010
are similar to that presented using a similar PoT analysis for altimeter data by Takbash et al. [24]. It is
believed that this is the first time that scatterometer data has been processed to obtain such global
extreme value estimates. The results have some similarities to the 99th percentile values (Figure 3),
noting that the present results are effectivel for an even higher percentile. The maximum values are
again generally associated with the higher latitudes of both hemispheres, with the maximum values
occurring in the North Atlantic, followed by the North Pacific and the Southern Oceans. In both the
North Atlantic and North Pacific, however, these regions of maximum values are displaced to the
western side of the respective oceanic basins. This mirrors the tracks taken by storms in each of these
basins. Atlantic hurricanes typically track across the Atlantic and either propagate into the Gulf of
Mexico or turn north and follow the East Coast of the United States as they decay and often become
higher latitude extra-tropical cyclones. The approximately triangular region in the eastern equatorial
south Pacific previously noted for U10(99) (Figure 3) is again present for U10010 (Figure 4).
Figure 4. The 100-year return period wind speed, U10010 obtained with a PoT analysis and a GPD
distribution. Data gridded at 2◦ resolution.
There are a number of regional maxima, all associated with tropical cyclone activity in Figure 4,
which were not seen in the lower percentile estimates in Figure 3. These include the area between the
Philippines and Japan in the South China Sea, associated with the highest density of tropical cyclone
occurrence globally (typhoons) [24]. The signature of North American hurricanes is also seen east of
Mexico and in the Gulf of Mexico. Further tropical cyclone related maxima are also present northwest
of Australia, the Bay of Bengal and Madagascar.
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An area of lower values of U10010 is located in the Indian Ocean west of Australia. This is an
area where there is an unusually low density of tropical cyclone tracks [24]. There is also a region
of large values of U10010 off the southeast coast of Australia. It is believed that this is associated
with the occurrence of so-called “East Coast lows” in this region which results in intense storm
conditions [49]. The enhanced spatial resolution of the scatterometer compared to altimeter means
that these localized regions of extreme wind speeds are visible in the present EVA but have not been
resolved in previous studies.
One area of note is the region of high winds identified in the Gulf of Guinea (West Africa).
It is believed that these values are spurious and associated with a poor fit to the extreme value pdf
(see Section 4).
3.2. Coastal Wind Climate
The coastal distributions of the mean month wind speed, U10, and 99th percentile monthly wind
speed, U10(99) are shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. Again, the 10th, 70th and 90th percentile
values are shown in the SM (U10(10)—Figure S4, U10(70)—Figure S5, U10(90)—Figure S6). The largest
values of mean month wind speed (U10 > 10 ms−1) occur in the northern hemisphere winter along
the East and West Coasts of Canada, the northeast coast of the United States, northern Europe and
the coast of northern China and the Pacific coast of Russia. These results are consistent with the
global distributions shown in Figure 2. With the exception of the southern tip of South America,
southern hemisphere land masses are at lower latitudes than these regions in the northern Hemisphere,
and hence experience lower mean monthly wind speeds than in the northern hemisphere.
Figure 5. Mean monthly wind speed, at a reference elevation of 10 m (U10), U10 at near-coastal locations
defined by the DIVA dataset.
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Figure 6. The 99th percentile monthly wind speed at a reference elevation of 10 m (U10), U10(99) at
near-coastal locations defined by the DIVA dataset.
As there is a much smaller seasonal variability in the southern hemisphere (Figure 2), however,
the coastlines of southern Africa, southern Australia, New Zealand and southern South America
experience values of U10 between 7 and 8 ms−1 year-round. In contrast, the northern hemisphere
locations mentioned above vary between less than 6 ms−1 in summer and greater than 10 ms−1 in
winter. Hence, the southern hemisphere provides a potentially more consistent wind climate for
offshore wind energy generation.
The trade wind belts which were so prominent in the global distributions (Figure 2) do not have a
significant impact on mean monthly near-coastal wind speeds. Rather, there is a low latitude/high
latitude distribution. In contrast to the higher latitudes, described above, lower latitudes (∼ ±20◦) have
values of U10 < 6 ms−1, year-round.
The 99th percentile wind speeds, U10(99) (Figure 6) show a very similar spatial distribution as for
U10. The high latitude northern hemisphere regions (Canada, northeast US, northern Europe, China,
Pacific coast of Russia) show U10(99) varying between 10 and 20 ms−1 (summer to winter). In contrast,
the high latitude southern hemisphere regions (southern Africa, southern Australia, New Zealand,
southern South America) vary (summer to winter) between 14 to 17 ms−1 for U10(99). The low latitude
regions (∼ ±20◦) have values less than 10 ms−1, year-round.
The 100-year return period near-coastal values, U10010 (Figure 7) show regions in excess 32 ms
−1
along the east coast of the United States, around Greenland, the Gulf of Mexico, the Bay of Bengal and
South Africa. These same areas are also clear in the spatial distributions of Figure 4. Although Figure 4
shows very high values of U10010 in the South China Sea, the values near the coast in this region are
lower, ranging from 24 to 28 ms−1. As also seen in Figure 4, there is a relatively large percentage of the
oceanic basins with values of U10010 between 20 to 28 ms
−1. In Figure 7, these areas occur down the
east coast of the United States, the southern parts of South America, northern Europe, most of Asia,
and most of Australia.
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Figure 7. The 100-year return period wind speed, U10010 at near-coastal locations obtained with a PoT
analysis and a GPD distribution.
4. Discussion
The scatterometer data used in this study were selected for a number of reasons. Firstly, our desire
is for a global assessment of the near-coastal wind resource, limiting consideration to either satellite or
model data sources. Global wind models are now of high quality and certainly offer a valuable data
resource. However, models are still limited by our understanding of the underlying physics and our
ability to represent sub-grid scale influences. For this reason, we have opted for a satellite data source.
Indeed, the present dataset represents a useful validation source for future model studies. Of the three
potential global satellite data sources: altimeter, radiometer, scatterometer, all have some limitations.
Altimeters measure only along a narrow beam at the satellite nadir. This means that, although the altimeter
provides global coverage, the spatial resolution is limited, with altimeter tracks typically being separated
by hundreds of kilometres [2,24,41]. Radiometers measure over a broad swath, eliminating the sampling
constraint of altimeters. However, radiometer measurements are seriously degraded during rain events.
As heavy rain events are often associated with strong winds, this constraint results in a “fair weather”
bias for radiometer data. This limitation has been shown to make such data unusable for EVA [24].
In contrast, scatterometer data address both of these constraints, measuring over a broad swath and
providing acceptable data in most rain events. Note, scatterometer data is degraded in heavy rain but not
to the same magnitude as the radiometer. In addition, in triple collocation studies, it has been shown that
the random errors in all three instruments are comparable and similar to buoys [9].
As noted above, global wind models have become common analysis and design tools and
long-duration global reanalyses, such as ERA-Interim [50] and ERA5 [51] are commonly available.
In order to assess the present composite scatterometer database against such reanalysis data,
a comparison was made with the ERA5 dataset. ERA5 wind data is available at 0.25◦ resolution.
These data were regretted to 2◦ resolution to make a comparison with the present scatterometer data.
Rather than undertaking comparisons for every month as in Figure 2, both ERA5 and scatterometer
data were averaged across the time period 1992 to 2019 and all months, to form annual average
distributions of the 10 m elevation wind speed, U10. Figure 8a,b shows the global distributions of
these annual average values for scatterometer and ERA5, respectively. The spatial distributions of
the major elements of the wind climatology are very similar between the two products. The strong
zonal winds of the Southern Ocean, the strong winds of the North Atlantic and North Pacific and
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the distinct trade wind belts are all reproduced in both datasets. Figure 8c shows the difference
between these results (U10(Scatt.)−U10(ERA5)). A total of 75% of locations have an absolute difference
less than 0.5 ms−1. The major differences occur in the equatorial regions, the central South Pacific,
the southern Indian Ocean, the eastern North Pacific and the East Coast of the United States where
differences as high as 1 ms−1 occur. Similar differences have been noted by Rivas and Stoffelen [31]
when validating ERA-Interim and ERA5 against the ASCAT scatterometer. In this case, the differences
were assumed to be limitations in the models’ ability to represent the impacts of ocean currents.
However, Quilfen et al. [52] noted similar differences between buoy and ERS scatterometer data in
the equatorial Pacific, indicating the issue may be regional scatterometer bias. As noted earlier, it has
been shown that for the altimeter and radiometer, atmospheric boundary layer stability can result in
regional variations in wind speed measurements [7].
To investigate the potential impact of atmospheric stability, the air–water temperature difference
(ΔT = Ta − Tw) is shown in Figure 8d. The values of Ta and Tw were obtained from the ERA-Interim
archive. There is a remarkable degree of similarity between the wind speed difference (Figure 8c)
and ΔT (Figure 8d). Many of the major ocean currents are clearly seen in this figure, including the
Kuroshio current (Japan), the Gulf stream (East coast N. America) and the East Australian current.
The warm waters across the equatorial regions are also clear. The high level of similarity between
Figure 8c,d suggests that stability effects are important in describing the wind speed differences [7].
However, it is not possible to determine whether the scatterometer or ERA5 reanalysis is in error. It is
likely that both datasets are impacted by these regional influences. Figure 8 provides a clear indication
of the potential variability of boundary layer shape as a result of such global variations in air–water
temperature differences. As pointed out by Young and Donelan [7], the vast majority of the world’s
oceans experience unstable atmospheric conditions for most of the year.
There are also other limitations of the present data which are important to consider. Although
scatterometer passes generally have a spatial resolution of 25 km, the present data have been binned at
2◦ resolution to form stable statistics (monthly means and percentiles and extreme value estimates).
This is consistent with a range of previous studies [1,2,7,24,34,41]. In the present application, however,
it means that the near-coastal values are representative of wind speeds, of order, 100 km offshore.
Therefore, the results do not account for local influences which may change wind speeds closer to
shore. Also, this resolution will not resolve local orographic effects.
The present analysis uses a multi-mission scatterometer database which has been extensively
calibrated and validated against buoy and platform anemometer measurements. These calibrations
are, however, limited to wind speeds up to 25 ms−1. At higher wind speeds, the radar return for
scatterometers begins to saturate, limiting accuracy and the validity of the calibration used [53–55].
As a result, there is reduced confidence in tropical cyclone regions and particularly, the EVA analysis
for these locations. Despite this, the present results (Figure 4) yield EVA estimates in tropical cyclone
regions which are consistent with design practice for such areas [56]. In addition, the present EVA
results also show a range of local responses to tropical cyclones not previously apparent in either the
lower resolution altimeter studies [24] or model estimates of such extremes [43].
Extreme value analyses such as that undertaken here are sensitive to the detailed shape of the
measured pdf. In the present case, a GPD has been used to fit the observed data (Equation (1)). This
functional form has three free parameters giving maximum flexibility in the fit. However, this can
sometimes give rise to unrealistic fits to the data. For instance, the shape parameter k can be either
negative, resulting in a distribution with an upper bound, or positive resulting in an unbounded
distribution. An example of such a poor fit to the data occurs in the Gulf of Guinea, where the GPD
results in unrealistically large values of 100-year return period wind speeds, U10010 . An alternative
is to use a two-parameter exponential distribution in place of the GPD. However, the exponential
distribution yields significantly higher values of U10010 which, unlike the GPD, are not in agreement
with buoy data (Table 1).
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Figure 8. Comparison of mean annual wind speed at a reference height of 10 m. (a) Scatterometer wind
speed, (b) ERA5 wind speed, (c) difference between scatterometer and ERA5 U10(Scatt.) −U10(ERA5) ,
(d) air–water temperature difference, ΔT = Ta − Tw.
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The present EVA for the scatterometer data is consistent with buoy data (Table 1). However, the mean
error across all locations is approximately 15%. In addition, at all but one location, the scatterometer yields
larger extreme values. This result is very similar to that of Takbash et al. [24] for altimeter data. This suggests
that the 2◦ × 2◦ binning used for these satellite datasets results in different extreme value statistics to a
point buoy location. This is not surprising and suggests that more extreme events are identified by pooling
the data over the spatial domain.
The climatologies in Figures 2 and 3 represent averages over the period 1992 to 2019. Multiple
studies have shown that over this period global mean wind speeds have changed as a result of
multi-decadal oscillations and possibly anthropogenic global climate change. In a range of studies
using both remote sensing and reanalysis data [57–59], it has been shown that the largest increases
have occurred in the Southern Ocean. Over the period from 1985 to 2018 the average rate of wind
speed increase in the Southern Ocean is approximately 2 cm−1 yr−1.
5. Conclusions
The present analysis uses a calibrated scatterometer multi-mission database of 27-years duration
to examine the global near-coastal wind resource. The data were processed to determine the global
climatology of monthly mean and percentile values and to present these both on an ocean-basin scale
basis and around global coastlines. In addition, an extreme value analysis was undertaken to determine
100-year return period wind speeds across oceanic basins and at near-coastal sites.
The results clearly show the seasonal variations of wind speed across the globe. Of particular
note is the different seasonal impacts in the different hemispheres. Both hemispheres have a maximum
mean and percentile wind speeds in their respective winters at high latitudes. However, the northern
hemisphere has a much larger variation between summer and winter than the southern hemisphere.
In their respective winters, the maximum values of mean and percentile conditions are comparable for
both hemispheres. However, northern hemisphere summers are relatively calm, whereas the southern
hemisphere (and particularly the Southern Ocean) is relatively windy year-round. This means that a
range of southern hemisphere locations seem particularly suitable for wind energy generation, with a
consistent wind climate year-round.
The 100-year return period wind speeds have some similarities to the upper percentile climate
analysis. However, in the northern hemisphere, the maximum values are now displaced to the western
boundaries of both the North Atlantic and North Pacific Oceans. This mirrors the locations of the
major storm tracks in these regions. Although the analysis is limited by the accuracy of wind speed
measurements from scatterometers above 30 ms−1, the extreme value analysis clearly shows the
regional impacts of all the major tropical cyclone basins.
The results presented in the paper and the data which it has been based upon have been archived
for open use (see Data Availability below), providing a resource for the assessment of potential wind
energy projects at locations around the world.
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Abstract: A wind measurement campaign using a single scanning light detection and ranging (LiDAR)
device was conducted at the Hazaki Oceanographical Research Station (HORS) on the Hazaki coast of
Japan to evaluate the performance of the device for coastal wind measurements. The scanning LiDAR
was deployed on the landward end of the HORS pier. We compared the wind speed and direction
data recorded by the scanning LiDAR to the observations obtained from a vertical profiling LiDAR
installed at the opposite end of the pier, 400 m from the scanning LiDAR. The best practice for offshore
wind measurements using a single scanning LiDAR was evaluated by comparing results from a total
of nine experiments using several different scanning settings. A two-parameter velocity volume
processing (VVP) method was employed to retrieve the horizontal wind speed and direction from the
radial wind speed. Our experiment showed that, at the current offshore site with a negligibly small
vertical wind speed component, the accuracy of the scanning LiDAR wind speeds and directions
was sensitive to the azimuth angle setting, but not to the elevation angle setting. In addition to
the validations for the 10-minute mean wind speeds and directions, the application of LiDARs for
the measurement of the turbulence intensity (TI) was also discussed by comparing the results with
observations obtained from a sonic anemometer, mounted at the seaward end of the HORS pier, 400 m
from the scanning LiDAR. The standard deviation obtained from the scanning LiDAR measurement
showed a greater fluctuation than that obtained from the sonic anemometer measurement. However,
the difference between the scanning LiDAR and sonic measurements appeared to be within an
acceptable range for the wind turbine design. We discuss the variations in data availability and
accuracy based on an analysis of the carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) distribution and the goodness of fit
for curve fitting via the VVP method.
Keywords: coastal wind measurements; scanning LiDAR; plan position indicator; velocity volume
processing; Hazaki Oceanographical Research Station
1. Introduction
The global offshore wind energy market has been continuously growing with 4.5 GW of new wind
turbines installed in the year of 2018, bringing the total cumulative installations to 23 GW [1]. Although
offshore wind energy, which currently represents a global share of four percent of the total cumulative
wind power generation, is significantly smaller compared to the onshore wind market, offshore
wind has huge potential and is poised to grow with a stable addition from Europe and significant
contributions from the emerging markets of Asia. According to the Global Wind Energy Council
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(GWEC), the annual offshore installations is expected to exceed 6 GW in the near future [1]. For instance,
the interest in offshore wind installations in Japan was stimulated by the recently announced maritime
renewable energy policy of the Japanese government [2]. However, offshore wind energy poses several
challenges right from the early phase of development. One of the foremost challenges faced by the
developer is the accurate and economic means of wind resource assessment at the prospective offshore
wind farm sites. Unlike onshore sites, where a meteorological mast (met mast) can be constructed
with relative ease, building offshore met masts for the same purpose can involve serious technical and
financial challenges. As an alternative to met masts, wind resource assessment using light detection
and ranging (LiDAR) has received significant interest in the wind energy community [3–7]. The current
work aims to investigate the performance of a scanning Doppler LiDAR for wind resource assessment
in the nearshore region, which is considered promising for the development of fixed-bottom offshore
wind farms.
In several emerging markets, including Japan, most offshore wind farms are likely to be constructed
just a few kilometers off the coast, because the water depth increases rapidly further offshore and the
development becomes more costly. Therefore, accurate characterization of the coastal wind is crucial.
In this regard, Shimada et al. [7] conducted measurements using two profiling LiDARs at the landward
and seaward ends near the coast and found that the wind speeds could increase by up to 120% at a
distance of 2 km off the coast. They also showed that the differences between the onshore and offshore
winds were less pronounced at higher altitudes. In the follow-up study, they performed mesoscale
simulations assimilating profiling LiDAR observations from the coast to reduce the uncertainty in
nearshore wind resource predictions [8].
Contrary to the vertical profiling LiDARs, scanning Doppler LiDARs can accommodate
measurement ranges from 3 to 10 km [9]. Therefore, they offer the potential for assessing offshore wind
from the coast, thus obviating the need for offshore met masts or floating LiDARs [10–12]. To date,
scanning LiDARs have been used for the measurements of wind fields and, most importantly, turbulence
in single or multi-LiDAR modes [13–16]. Scanning LiDARs have also been used in the measurements
of flow fields around a wind turbine or to evaluate wind turbine power performance [17,18]. However,
these studies and other similar works in the literature mainly conducted short-term measurement
campaigns, while actual wind resource assessment requires long-term wind statistics, e.g., mean wind
speeds over a period of a few months to one year.
Several projects on the application of scanning LiDARs for wind resource assessment are introduced
here [19–22]. Cameron et al. [19] reported validation results using a dual scanning LiDAR system in
Dublin Bay. Two scanning LiDARs used in the study were at distances of 15.9 and 8.8 km from the
validation target. Courtney et al. [20] and Simon and Courtney [22] conducted validation campaigns at
a test site at the Danish Technical University, testing several scanning patterns from a point 1.5 km from
the target met mast. The results indicate that a scanning configuration with an azimuth width of 45◦
and a scan rate of 3◦/s showed the best performance. Coutts et al. [21] also showed validation results
with a distance of approximately 1.8 km at a German test site. Some of the reports have shown good
agreement with observations obtained from met masts. However, details of the validation methods
employed, such as the horizontal wind retrieving algorithm used in the analysis, have not been made
available. Thus, the usefulness of a scanning LiDAR for wind resource assessment over coastal waters
has remained ambiguous.
In the current study, we conducted an offshore wind measurement campaign with a single
scanning Doppler LiDAR installed at a coast in central Japan. The horizontal wind speeds and wind
directions were retrieved from the LiDAR-measured radial wind speeds using the velocity volume
processing method. One of the objectives of this study was to investigate the effect of the scan
parameters, such as the azimuth range and elevation angle on the quality of measured wind speeds.
Furthermore, the effects of the wind direction and data availability on the accuracy of the retrieved
wind speeds is also analyzed. The ability of a scanning LiDAR to measure the turbulence intensity (TI)
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was also investigated. To that end, scanning LiDAR measurements were compared against the data
from a profiling LiDAR and a sonic anemometer at the site.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the measurement site and devices.
The measurement cases and velocity retrieval techniques are also presented in this section. In
Sections 3 and 4, we present our results and related discussions. The main conclusions of this work are
summarized in Section 5.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental Setup
The measurement campaign was conducted from January to September 2019 at the Hazaki
Oceanographic Research Station (HORS) [23]. The HORS is located at the coastline of the Pacific Ocean
in Ibaraki prefecture, Japan. This region has a rectilinear coastline running from 150◦ to 330◦ and is
surrounded by flat terrain with mixed vegetation. Figure 1 shows the instruments used in the study
and the positions on the HORS pier where they were placed. The pier is 427 m long and at a height of
7 m above sea level (ASL). As 1.5 MW wind turbines with a hub height of 64.5 m and a rotor diameter of
62 m align along the coast, the winds on the pier at a wind direction of approximately 207◦ are directly
influenced by the wind turbine wake. Detailed wind conditions on the HORS research platform can be
found in Shimada et al. (2018) [7].
 
Figure 1. Experimental setup.
Table 1 summarizes the list of the measurement devices used in this study. The scanning LiDAR
(Windcube 100s, hereafter referred to as the 100s) was deployed on the roof of a 3.5-m-high observational
facility located at the landward end of the HORS pier. The dimensions of the scanning LiDAR were
approximately 0.8 m × 1.0 m × 1.2 m and it weighed 235 kg. This LiDAR had a measurement range
from 50 to 3000 m, with a horizontal resolution, which can be set between 25 and 100 m. Further
specifications of the 100s are available on the manufacturer’s website [9]. For validation of the wind
speeds and directions obtained from the 100s, the offshore measurements from a sonic anemometer
(hereafter referred to as SA) and a vertical profiling LiDAR (Windcube V1, hereafter referred to as V1)
installed at the seaside end of the pier were used. The measurements from the V1 were mainly used
for the validation of the 10-minute mean wind speeds, while those from the sonic anemometer (SA)
were used to assess the accuracy of the turbulence intensity (TI) measurements.
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Table 1. List of the instruments used in the study.






Landward end 10.5 m Radial wind speeds(1 Hz)
Vertical profiling LiDAR
(Windcube V1 (V1)) Seaward end 7 m
Horizontal and vertical wind




(Young Model 81000) Seaward end 10 m
Horizontal and vertical wind
speeds, virtual temperature
(4 Hz)
2.2. Leveling Calibration of the Scannig LiDAR
It is best to have the scanning LiDAR installed in a perfectly level position, as a tilted device
results in differences between the target and the actual measurement points. In particular, a tilt angle
in the vertical direction can significantly affect the accuracy of wind speed measurements taken with a
scanning LiDAR due to the strong vertical wind shear that exists within the surface layer. The impact
of a tilt angle increases linearly with the distance from the device. For instance, a device deployed with
a tilt angle of 1◦ leads to vertical height errors of 17.5 and 35 m, respectively, at the ranges of 1000 and
2000 m. This will consequently introduce extra uncertainty into the wind speed measurements.
Field measurement environments differ from laboratory environments, and it appears difficult to
deploy a scanning LiDAR with a tilt angle error of less than 0.1◦ (the impact of which can be assumed
to be negligibly small), even using extremely precise digital levels. Therefore, a calibration method
referred to as hard target calibration (HTC) [19] was used for the leveling calibration. In HTC, the tilt
angle is generally estimated by analyzing the carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) values, which are used for
checking the quality of measurements. Generally, the CNR values peak near the device, then decrease
as the distance increases. Moreover, it is also known that scanning LiDARs record dramatically higher
CNR values when the laser is reflected by obstacles such as a meteorological tower or light house.
By using characteristics of the CNR recorded by scanning LiDARs when striking an obstacle, the
pitch and roll angles of the device, which are the tilt angles in the x and y directions, respectively, can
be estimated from the difference between the actual location of the obstacle and the position detected
by the CNR distribution of the scanning LiDAR. After calculating the pitch and roll angles, they are
added to the original LiDAR-registered azimuth and elevation angles as an offset. This approach,
using the reflection from obstacles, is applicable with fewer constraints over land, but is difficult to
apply to offshore wind measurements due to the difficulty of finding suitable targets offshore.
Therefore, in the current study, another characteristic of the CNR distribution of the LiDAR was
used to estimate the pitch and roll angles misalignment. At the time of installation, we noticed that the
CNR appeared to rapidly decline when the laser beam hit the sea surface. Figure 2 shows a snapshot
of the CNR distribution obtained from the 100s with an azimuth width of 45◦ and for an elevation
angle of 0◦. The Japanese Local Standard Time (LST), which is +9 hours from UTC, is used in this
study. The high CNR values at the x and y positions of 0 and 400 m were due to the reflection from the
observational hut on the pier. Much lower CNR values are observed in the upper right region of the
figure. As an elevation angle of 0◦ was set in this case and no obstacle was present, this must be the
result of the laser beam hitting the water surface in this region. From this CNR distribution, we were
able to estimate the pitch and roll error using planar fitting, as the horizontal and vertical positions of
the LiDAR device are the given information. The equation of the planar fitting is given by
z = x tanθx + y tanθy + z0 (1)
where z0 is the deployment height of the 100s (= 11.5 m ASL), and θx and θy are the pitch and roll
angles. For the LiDAR installation in the current study, a pitch angle of −0.092◦ and a roll angle of
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−0.217◦ were obtained by applying this method. In Figure 2, the contour of the measurement heights,
taking into account the pitch and roll angles derived from the planar equation, is overlaid. The pitch
and roll angles estimated here were used when calculating the height at each measurement point from
the azimuth and elevation angles in the wind speed retrieval process. In contrast to the HTC approach,
we call this approach soft target calibration (STC).
 
Figure 2. Snapshot of the carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) distribution obtained from the 100s with an
azimuth width of 45◦ and an elevation angle of 0◦ for the period 2019-05-11 09:05:33 to 09:05:47 LST.
2.3. Scanning Mode and the Velocity Volume Processing (VVP) Method
2.3.1. Scanning Mode
Four scanning modes were available for the 100s: the plan position indicator (PPI) mode, range
height indicator (RHI) mode; Doppler beam swinging (DBS) mode, and fixed mode. The choice of
scanning mode depends on the purpose of the measurements. The RHI mode and the fixed mode are
frequently used for wind turbine wake measurements [15,16] and virtual met tower measurements [24],
respectively. The current study uses the PPI mode, as it is compatible with the VVP method [25–27] for
retrieving horizontal wind speeds and directions from the LiDAR-measured radial wind speeds.
In the PPI mode, the scanning LiDAR measures the radial wind speeds by sweeping the scanning
head over a range of azimuth angles while the elevation angle is fixed. In this study, a scanning range
of up to 3000 m, with a radial resolution of 50 m and a data accumulation time of 1 s, were employed as
the scan settings. The data accumulation time is the integration interval used to derive each radial wind
speed. As the azimuth and elevation angle settings, such as the scanning width and scan rate, would
be the primary factors affecting the accuracy of the wind speed measurements, the PPI measurements
were carried out using different azimuth and elevation angles in this study.
Table 2 lists the experimental duration and scan settings for each experimental case. The reference
sensor (V1 or SA) used for each validation is shown in the Uref column. The evaluation height for each
case is also described in the table. The impacts of the azimuth angle settings were investigated in the
experiments for Cases 1 through 5. In Cases 1 to 4, the accuracies of the wind speeds at a height of
47 m were compared for four different azimuth widths. In Case 5, the settings were identical to those
in Case 4 except for the scan rate, which was reduced to 1◦ (from 3◦) so that the number of data at the
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given radial position increased. This allowed us to investigate the effect of the number of input data on
the quality of wind speed computed using the VVP method. In Case 6 and Case 7, the impact of the
elevation angle on the measurement accuracy was investigated by comparing the results for different
elevation angles. Case 8 had identical settings to those of Case 2, but ran for a longer period, to assess
the impact of the wind direction. In addition to the validation of the 10-minute mean wind speeds
and wind directions, the accuracy of the TI values was also examined by comparing them against the
measurements obtained from the SA in Case 9.
Table 2. The experimental period and scanning settings for each case. The Japanese Local Standard
















1 2019-02-20 2019-02-25 119.6 60 3 5.07 V1 47
2 2019-01-22 2019-01-26 97.5 45 3 5.07 V1 47
3 2019-01-26 2019-01-30 96.1 30 3 5.07 V1 47
4 2019-01-30 2019-02-04 112.5 15 3 5.07 V1 47
5 2019-02-13 2019-02-20 169.3 15 1 5.07 V1 47
6 2019-04-19 2019-04-23 100.2 45 3 14.11 V1 107
7 2019-02-04 2019-02-08 102.5 45 3 26.05 V1 207
8 2019-06-25 2019-09-22 2150.6 45 3 5.07 V1 47
9 2019-04-23 2019-06-25 1512.2 45 3 0.00 SA 7
ϕrange: azimuth angle range; ω: scan rate; θ: elevation angle; Uref: reference sensor for the validation; Height:
validation height.
2.3.2. Velocity Volume Processing (VVP)
Figure 3 illustrates the schematic of the measurement positions and heights for Case 1. The small
red square and the diagonal line passing through indicate the 100s and the coastline, respectively. The
heading angle of the 100s and the along- and across-wind direction sectors are shown in the pie chart
in the upper left corner. The radial wind speeds were measured along the line of the colored dots, with
the measurement line moving to the next position at an interval of 1 s. For this case (i.e., Case 1), it
takes roughly 20 s to complete a cycle; the device then repeats the operation. A set of radial wind
speeds for an arc at the same radial distance was used to compute the horizontal wind speeds and
directions in the process of wind vector retrieval using the VVP method.
 
Figure 3. Measurement of horizontal and vertical positions of the radial wind speed for Case 1. The red
square indicates the location of the 100s. The pie chart shows the definition of the along and across wind
direction sectors.
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As noted earlier, the radial wind speeds obtained from the 100s were converted to horizontal
wind speeds using the VVP method, which is discussed next. The radial wind speed can be expressed
as the projection of the actual velocity vector along the radial direction, i.e.,
Vr = u cosθ sinϕ+ v cosθ cosϕ+ w cosθ, (2)
where Vr is the radial wind speed, u, v, and w are the horizontal and vertical wind speed components,
θ is the elevation angle, and ϕ is the azimuth angle. In the original VVP, the wind speed is assumed
to vary linearly about the analysis point, thus resulting in derivative terms of each wind speed
component along all three spatial directions [26,27]. Therefore, in total, there will be 12 parameters on
the right-hand side of Equation (2). As it is unnecessary to have the full set of these parameters for
wind resource assessment considered in this study, we used an assumption to simplify the equation,
following previous studies [25]. If we assume that the wind field is homogeneous in time and space
for one scan cycle, and that the vertical component w is negligibly small compared to the horizontal
wind speed components, Equation (2) can be written as
Vr = u cosθ sinϕ+ v cosθ cosϕ. (3)
As Vr, θ, and ϕ are obtained from the 100s, u and v can be simply computed using the
linear-least-squares method. The equation used in the least square method can be expressed as the






(Vr′ − (u sinϕ+ v cosϕ))2, (4)
where N is the number of scans during a sweep and Vr’ = Vr/cosθ. The condition for the minimization






















We tested other more sophisticated numerical approaches for solving Equation (3), such as a
non-linear fitting method; however, the results are not significantly different for the above discussed
approach. This can be attributed to the simplicity of the equation.
Before retrieving the horizontal wind speeds and directions using the VVP method, some
pre-processing of the raw radial wind speed data was necessary. The raw measurements recorded
by the V1 included not only instantaneous radial wind speeds but also a confidence index indicating
the reliability of the various measurements diagnosed by the hardware. To screen out unreliable data,
observations without a confidence flag were excluded from the analysis. As a pre-processing step for
the curve fitting, a linear interpolation in the vertical direction was applied to the radial wind speed to
adjust for the measurement height difference between the reference sensor (V1 or SA) and the 100s.
The pitch and roll angle offsets described in Section 2.2 were also taken into account during this vertical
interpolation procedure.
Following this vertical interpolation, we applied noise reduction to the measured radial wind
speed. The measurement uncertainty of the scanning LiDARs was higher than that of the vertical
profiling LiDARs. According to the device specifications, the 100s has a measurement uncertainty of
0.5 m/s for radial wind speed, while most vertical profiling LiDARs have an uncertainty of less than
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0.2 m/s for horizontal wind speed. To reduce the noise in the raw data, a first-order low-pass filter with
a recursive expression was applied. This is given by
Vrk = αVrk−1 + (1− α)Vrk, (7)
where Vrk−1 indicates the filtered radial wind speed at the previous time step and α (= 0.3) is a
smoothing factor. This process is useful for eliminating spikes in the data time-series.
In the analysis code, the values of u and v were calculated by solving Equation (6) using the radial
wind speeds for a sweep, i.e., one cycle in the PPI scan. Thus, the temporal resolution of the wind
speed obtained from the 100s depended on the azimuth width and scan rate. For example, the wind
speeds and directions for Case 1 (ϕrange = 60◦, ω = 3◦/s) had a temporal resolution of approximately
20 s. From the instantaneous wind speeds and directions with an interval of 20 s, we calculated the
10-minute means and standard deviations. These were then compared to the reference observations
from V1 or SA. As the data availability of the LiDARs depends on the atmospheric conditions, if the
availability during the 10-minute interval was less than 80%, the measurements were excluded from
the validation.
3. Results
3.1. Wind Condition during the Experimental Campaign
Before presenting the VVP-processed results, we briefly describe the wind characteristics of the
measurement site. Figure 4 shows the time series of wind speeds and wind directions at a height of
107 m ASL obtained from V1 during the current measurement period (22 January to 23 September 2019).
The data availability for V1 during this period was 91%. Figure 5 presents the distribution of these
wind speeds and wind directions in the form of occurrence frequencies and a wind rose. Figure 5a















where U indicates the horizontal wind speed, k is the shape parameter and A is the scale parameter.
For the current site, k = 2.09 and A = 7.9. Furthermore, a mean wind speed of 7.0 m/s was observed.
A north-easterly wind was dominant during the experimental period, though a south-westerly wind
was also significant. A typhoon approached HORS on 8 to 9 September 2019, when strong winds with
more than a 35 m/s 10-minute mean were observed.
As described in Shimada et al. (2018) [7], at the HORS site, winds coming from 335◦ to 145◦ were
categorized as sea winds (from sea to land sectors), while those from 155◦ to 325◦ were categorized
as land winds (from land to sea sectors). Notably, land winds coming from between 175◦ and 230◦
were influenced by the neighboring wind turbines situated on the coastline. As a homogeneous wind
field was assumed in the VVP method, the winds blowing from the wake sector may reduce the
measurement accuracies, relative to the other sectors. Consequently, observations with a wind direction
that was directly disturbed by the wake of the wind turbines were excluded from the validation.
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Figure 4. Time series of (a) wind speeds and (b) wind directions obtained from V1 at a height of





Figure 5. Distributions of (a) the wind speeds and (b) wind directions at a height of 107 m ASL for the
period from January to September 2019 at HORS.
3.2. Validation of 10-Minute Mean Wind Speeds and Wind Directions
3.2.1. Sensitivity to the Azimuth Angle Settings
Following the validation approaches recommended in previous studies [10,28,29], the accuracy of
the offshore wind measurements using a single scanning LiDAR and the VVP method was quantitatively
evaluated. The observations recorded during low wind conditions, when the V1 wind speeds were less
than 2 m/s, were excluded from the analysis. Finally, as the measurements of V1 for wind directions
around 207◦ were directly influenced by the wind turbines situated on the coast, the observations with
a wind direction range of 207◦ ± 10◦ were also excluded from the analysis.
Figure 6 shows the scatter plots comparing wind speeds from the V1 (UV1) and 100s (U100s) for
Cases 1–5. In order to quantitatively compare the accuracies between experiment cases, the deviations
of the V1 and 100s wind speeds (εU = U100s −UV1) were first calculated. The mean deviation and the
standard deviation of the deviation were then computed. Table 3 presents the number of samples (N),
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the mean wind speeds of the V1 (UV1) and 100s (U100s), the mean deviation (εU), and the standard
deviation of the deviation (σ(εU)). In addition, the coefficient of the regression line (y = mx) and the
determination coefficient (R2) are also presented. For the mean deviation and the standard deviation,
the relative values, which are normalized by the mean wind speeds of V1, are also given. In terms of the
regression line, according to a previous study [10], one-parameter fitting was used for the validations
of wind speed, while two-parameter fitting was used for the validations of wind direction.
 
 
(a) Case 1 
 
(b) Case 2 
 
(c) Case 3 
 
 
(d) Case 4 
 
 
(e) Case 5 
 
Figure 6. Scatter plots of the V1 and 100s wind speeds for (a) Case 1, (b) Case 2, (c) Case 3, (d) Case 4,
and (e) Case 5.














1 V1 644 7.83 7.85 0.03, 0.3% 0.21, 2.6% 1.001 0.997
2 V1 436 7.04 7.11 0.07, 1.0% 0.31, 4.5% 1.002 0.994
3 V1 424 6.44 6.67 0.24, 3.7% 0.40, 6.2% 1.032 0.983
4 V1 411 5.40 5.88 0.48, 8.9% 0.60, 11.1% 1.072 0.951
5 V1 754 5.54 5.81 0.27, 4.9% 0.43, 7.8% 1.039 0.967
6 V1 602 6.20 6.23 0.03, 0.5% 0.17, 2.7% 1.004 0.998
7 V1 531 8.19 8.20 0.01, 0.1% 0.23, 2.8% 1.001 0.995
8 V1 8039 5.92 5.97 0.04, 0.7% 0.24, 4.0% 1.006 0.992
9 SA 3557 5.08 4.90 −0.17, −3.4% 0.55, 10.8% 0.959 0.963
The comparisons between the experiments with different azimuth ranges (Cases 1 to 4) show that
the accuracy of the VVP-based wind speed retrieval was significantly affected by the azimuth angle
range. The results for Case 1 and Case 2, which had azimuth angle ranges of 60◦ and 45◦, were found
to have good agreement with the V1 wind speeds. On the other hand, the measurement accuracy
decreased as the azimuth range narrowed, as shown in the figures for Case 3 and Case 4. In Case 5,
the settings are identical to those in Case 4 except for the scan rate. The slower scan rate in Case 5
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was used to increase the number of radial wind speeds data in the curve fitting. It was found that the
results for Case 5 were relatively improved compared to Case 4, but the points for this case were still
more scattered than those for Case 1 and Case 2.
Figure 7 shows the wind direction plots. Here, DV1 and D100s indicate the mean wind directions
for V1 and 100s, respectively. The statistics for the mean wind direction for all of the experiments are
described in Table 4. In calculating the error metrics for wind direction εD, σ(εD), y = mx + b, and
R2), the direction difference εD was limited to values between −180◦ and +180◦ to cancel the effect of
periodicity between 0◦ and 360◦. Similar to the results obtained for wind speeds, the wind direction
accuracy of the 100s depended strongly on the azimuth range. When the azimuth ranges were less
than 45◦, the wind direction accuracy of the 100s decreased. A comparison between Case 4 (ω = 3◦/s)
and Case 5 (ω = 1◦/s ) showed that decreasing the scan rate so that more radial wind speed data can be
used for curve fitting did not improve the wind direction accuracy of the 100s.
(a) Case 1 (b) Case 2 (c) Case 3 
 
(d) Case 4 
 
(e) Case 5 
 
Figure 7. Scatter plots of the V1 and 100s wind directions for (a) Case 1, (b) Case 2, (c) Case 3, (d) Case
4, and (e) Case 5.












y =mx + b R2
(-)m b
1 V1 644 128.8 130.0 −0.5 2.5 0.998 −0.263 1.000
2 V1 436 266.0 268.1 −0.4 2.8 1.006 −1.900 0.999
3 V1 424 271.2 270.2 −0.2 5.4 1.004 −1.372 0.995
4 V1 411 250.0 245.6 −0.9 8.3 0.994 0.676 0.988
5 V1 754 207.4 205.0 −2.0 7.8 0.998 −1.495 0.996
6 V1 540 84.6 83.4 −0.5 2.0 0.999 −0.354 0.999
7 V1 505 185.7 186.8 −0.3 2.5 1.000 −0.178 1.000
8 V1 8039 114.9 114.0 −0.7 3.7 0.997 −0.329 0.998
9 SA 3557 158.7 157.8 1.4 12.1 0.995 2.254 0.984
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Figures 6 and 7 indicate that a wider azimuth angle produced better results for scanning LiDARs
with the VVP method. The question arises as to how large of an azimuth angle is reasonable for wind
resource assessment. In terms of LiDAR accuracy, previous studies [19,29] established acceptance
criteria based on the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standard 61400-12-1 [28], which
included a technical note for remote sensing devices used for the power performance testing of wind
turbines. Strictly speaking, the details of the criteria presented in the literature differ slightly. However,
it is commonly accepted that for both wind speed and wind direction accuracy, the slope of the
regression line should be between 0.98 and 1.02 and the determination coefficient should at least be
greater than 0.98. Case 1 and Case 2 satisfy these acceptance criteria. The indication is that an azimuth
width of more than 45◦ would be preferable for offshore wind measurements using the 100s and the
VVP method.
3.2.2. Sensitivity to Elevation Angle Setting
Figures 8 and 9 show the scatter plots of the V1 and 100s wind speeds and directions for Case 6
(θ = 14.11◦) and Case 7 (θ = 26.05◦). The evaluation heights for Case 6 and Case 7 are 107 and 207 m
ASL, respectively. The azimuth angle settings in these cases were identical to Case 2, i.e., ϕrange = 45◦.
The two-parameter fitting VVP, which ignores the vertical wind speed component (cf. Equation (6))
included in the original equation, was used for the analysis. Thus, if the vertical component of wind
speeds was not negligibly small compared to the horizontal components, the accuracy of the wind
speeds and directions should decrease as the elevation angle increases. However, these figures show
that the accuracy of the 100s wind speeds and directions aloft did not deteriorate as the elevation angle
increased. In fact, the accuracies for Case 6 and Case 7 increased in comparison to Case 2. This may be
associated with the tendency of the wind to become more homogeneous at higher altitudes.
 
(a) Case 6 
 
(b) Case 7 
Figure 8. Scatter plots between the V1 and the 100s wind speeds for (a) Case 6 and (b) Case 7.
 
(a) Case 6 
 
(b) Case 7 
Figure 9. Scatter plots of the V1 and 100s wind directions for (a) Case 6 and (b) Case 7.
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Figure 10 shows the time series of the horizontal and vertical wind speed components observed
by V1 at a height of 107 m ASL for the period from 5 to 8 February 2019. The w component of velocity
was not directly observed by V1, as it is calculated from a transformation conversion of the line-of-sight
wind speed using the DBS method. From Figure 10, it appears that the magnitude of w is mostly less
than 10% of the horizontal wind speed. Thus, these results indicate that neglecting the vertical wind
speed component in the two-parameter fitting VVP is quite acceptable for measuring offshore winds,
which have a small vertical wind speed component. Therefore, we concluded that the elevation angle
setting between 5◦ and 26◦ did not produce any significant difference in the measurement accuracy for





Figure 10. Time series of (a) horizontal wind speeds and (b) vertical wind speeds, obtained from V1 at
a height of 107 m ASL for the period from 5 to 8 February 2019.
3.2.3. Impact of Wind Direction on Wind Speed Accuracy
Previous studies [19] indicated that the accuracy of wind speeds obtained from a single scanning
LiDAR were significantly affected by the wind direction. The accuracy of the wind speeds with an
across-wind direction, defined as perpendicular to the LiDAR heading angle ±45◦, might be lower than
those with an along-wind direction, defined as parallel to the LiDAR heading angle ±45◦(cf. Figure 3
for the definitions). In order to investigate the impact of wind direction on the accuracy of the retrieved
horizontal wind speeds, an experiment with the same setting as Case 2 but covering a longer period of
time (62 days) was conducted and is defined as Case 8 in Table 2.
Scatter plots of the V1 and 100s wind speeds and wind directions for Case 8 are shown in Figure 11.
The 100s wind speeds have a mean deviation of 0.04 m/s (0.7%), a standard deviation of deviation
of 0.24 m/s (4.0%), and a determination coefficient of 0.992; the 100s wind directions have a mean
deviation of −0.7◦, a standard deviation of deviation of 3.8◦, and a determination coefficient of 0.998.
To identify the impact of wind direction, Figure 12 shows two scatter plots for wind speed—one for
along direction cases (as defined above) and one for across direction cases, based on the wind direction
obtained from V1. As shown here, the results for the along-wind direction exhibit slightly better results
in the standard deviation of the deviation, but no significant differences were observed between the
two cases.
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Figure 11. Scatter plots of (a) wind speeds and (b) wind directions for V1 and 100s for Case 8
(all directions).
 
(a) Along-wind direction 
 
(b) Across-wind direction 
Figure 12. Scatter plots of (a) wind speeds with an along-wind direction (parallel to the LiDAR heading
angle ±45◦) and (b) an across-wind direction (perpendicular to the LiDAR heading angle ±45◦).
To investigate the influence of the wind direction in greater detail, the ratios of the V1 wind speeds
and the 100s wind speeds were plotted as a function of the V1 wind direction at a height of 47 m
(Figure 13). The bin-averaged values with a 5◦ bin width and the associated 1 standard deviation
bounds were also plotted. The along and across direction classifications were indicated by the dark
solid and dashed horizontal lines. The blue and red arrows, respectively, indicate wind blowing
from the sea to the land and wind blowing from the land to the sea. As can be seen here, most of
the bin-averaged values were plotted for directions between 335◦ and 145◦, with the winds coming
from the sea sectors, had a ratio close to 1.0. On the other hand, the bin-averaged ratios for directions
between 155◦ and 325◦, with the winds coming from the land sectors, were more widely scattered. The
ratios between 175◦ and 230◦ were greatly scattered due to the influence from the nearby wind turbines.
Thus, the accuracy of the wind speed measurements appears to be less sensitive to whether the wind is
an along or across wind compared to whether the wind is an onshore or offshore wind. This result
indicates how important a homogeneous wind field is to the accurate observation of horizontal wind
speeds and directions using a scanning LiDAR with the VVP method.
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Figure 13. Ratio of 100s to V1 wind speeds for Case 8, as a function of the wind direction obtained
from V1 at a height of 47 m ASL.
3.3. Data Availability and Accuracy Indicators
Overall, the wind measurements using the 100s and the VVP method agreed with the V1 values in
the current study. Our validation results suggest that using offshore wind measurements via a single
scanning LiDAR would be a promising way to assess the nearshore wind conditions. However, the
comparisons above were made with references located only 400 m from the scanning LiDAR position.
In reality, the wind turbines would be situated a few kilometers off the coast even for nearshore wind
farms. Accordingly, the data availability further offshore and the indicators for assessing the data
quality were investigated by analyzing the CNR value and the goodness of fit obtained from the curve
fitting in the VVP method.
3.3.1. CNR Variation on the Measurement Range
As shown in previous studies [30], the CNR can serve as a good indicator for evaluating the
reliability of LiDAR-generated measurement data. Generally, the fraction of the unreliable contaminated
data increased as the CNR value decreased. Before estimating the variation in data availability and
accuracy associated with the measurement range, the relationship between the CNR value and the
accuracy of the 100s wind speed were investigated. Here, the relative absolute errors (RAEs) for the





Figure 14 shows a plot of the RAEs for the 100s as a function of the CNR values for Case 8. The
red circles and error bars indicate the bin-averaged and the standard deviation values, respectively. As
expected, the CNR values were obviously correlated with the RAEs. The accuracy of the 100s tended
to gradually decline, as the CNR took on values below −23 dB. The accuracy worsened significantly
when the CNR value fell below −30 dB.
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Figure 14. Scatter plot of relative absolute errors (RAE) as a function of the sweep averaged CNR for
Case 8. The red circles and error bars indicate the bin-averaged values and the standard deviations,
respectively, at a bin width of 1 dB for each CNR range.
Figure 15 shows the frequency distribution of the CNR values for measurement ranges from 500
to 3000 m as determined from the Case 8 data collected over a three-month period. As shown, the peak
frequency in the CNR distribution at a 500 m range occurred around −15 dB. As the distance increased,
the peak frequency shifted toward lower CNR values. The CNR distribution for the 3000 m distance
had one peak around −25 dB and the other smaller peak around −33 dB. While it is preferable to set a
higher CNR threshold to increase the quality of data used for actual assessment, a higher CNR threshold
will reduce the data availability, especially further away from the LiDAR position. For example, if
a CNR value of −30 dB is used as the data reliability threshold, 33% of the raw measurements at a
distance of 3000 m should be excluded from the analysis. The greatest number of usable observations
are available at the 500 m distance.
Figure 16 shows the data availability for various CNR thresholds as a function of the distance from
the 100s for Case 8. As illustrated in the figure, the CNR threshold of −30 dB was set, and we can expect
data availability of 85%, 80%, and 70% at distances of 2000, 2500, and 3000 m, respectively. According to
the report from the Carbon Trust on the acceptance criteria for floating LiDAR technologies [10], a data
availability of 85% is required in order to qualify as an acceptable method to tradition measurement
with met masts. Given this requirement, a distance of 2000 m would appear to be the maximum
effective range for the application of offshore wind measurements using the current scanning LiDAR.
The CNR variation along the measurement range is likely influenced by factors including the specific
device, height, and atmospheric conditions.
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Figure 15. Occurrence frequency of the CNR values at distances of (a) 500 m, (b) 1000 m, (c) 2000 m
and (d) 3000 m from the LiDAR position. Analyzed for Case 8.
 
Figure 16. Data availability for various CNR thresholds (−32, −30, −28, −26, −24, and −22 dB) as a
function of the distance from 100s for Case 8.
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3.3.2. Goodness of Fit for the Curve Fitting
As well as the CNR value, the quality of the curve fitting is an indicator for investigating the
accuracy of the retrieved velocities with the VVP method. For this examination, we analyzed the
goodness of fit for the curve fitting performed for the VVP method. Figure 17 shows the instantaneous
value of the radial wind speed and fitted curve for two illustrative cases. In one, the determination
coefficient was relatively high (0.992), while in another it was relatively low (0.285). Cases in which
the determination coefficient is close to 1.0 are compatible with the assumption used in the VVP
method—that the wind field is homogeneous in time and space—whereas cases in which the coefficient





Figure 17. Instantaneous radial wind speeds as a function of azimuth angles and the corresponding
fits for the cases of (a) high and (b) low determination coefficients.
Similar to the analysis of the relationship between the CNR values and the accuracy of the
wind speed measurement (cf. Figure 14), the relationship between the RAE and the coefficient of
determination (R2) for Case 8 was investigated and the results are presented in Figure 18. The red
circles with error bars in Figure 18 indicate the bin-averaged values and their standard deviation. As
can be seen here, the RAE values increase rapidly when the value of R2 falls below 0.2. This result
indicates that if the quality of the curve fitting decreases, the accuracy of the measurements also
decreases. In other words, the determination coefficient derived from the curve-fitting process serves
as an indicator for estimating the quality of the horizontal wind speed measurements using a single
scanning LiDAR with the VVP method.
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Figure 18. Distribution of the RAE as a function of the 10-minute mean R2 from the VVP method.
Results are presented for Case 8.
4. Discussion
For assessing offshore wind conditions, in addition to the mean wind speeds and wind directions,
the accuracy of the turbulence intensity (TI) measurements using a scanning LiDAR is also crucial. This
parameter is tightly associated with wind turbine design. We discussed the applicability of a single
scanning LiDAR for TI measurements by comparing the observations from the 100s with those from
the SA at a height of 10 m ASL. Figure 19 shows the time series of the 10-minute mean and standard
deviation of wind speed values from the SA and 100s for the period of one week from 1 to 7 May
2019. This corresponds to Case 9 in Table 2. As the SA measurements were strongly influenced by the
presence of the neighboring observational hut, observations with wind directions between 49◦ and 89◦
were excluded from the analysis.
The match between the time series of the mean wind speeds recorded by the 100s and the time
series of the mean wind speeds recorded by the SA was not quite as good as it was for the 100s–V1
comparisons. In comparing the mean 100s wind speeds to the mean SA wind speeds, we found that
the 100s wind speeds compared to the SA wind speeds had a mean deviation of −0.17 m/s (−3.4%) and
a standard deviation of 0.55 m/s (10.8%), and the linear regression equation was y = 0.959x, with a
determination coefficient of 0.963. The comparatively poor match may be due to the non-homogeneous
nature of the wind field near the surface.
Figure 19 indicates that measuring the standard deviations of wind speeds with scanning LiDARs
was more challenging than measuring the 10-minute mean wind speeds. We found that, for a time
scale of 2 h, the standard deviation of the 100s values followed a trend similar to that of the standard
deviations obtained from the SA. However, large differences were observed for the shorter time scales.
The sonic anemometer used in this study had a 0.25-second temporal interval (= 4 Hz), while the 100s
required approximately 15 s (= 0.067 Hz) to measure horizontal wind speeds and directions with the
VVP method. As a result, the 100s collected only 40 samples in a 10-minute duration, while the SA
collected 2400 samples during the same time. This difference may explain why the 100s time series
of standard deviation values shows greater fluctuations than that the SA time series, as well as the
difference in the measurement volumes between the 100s and SA.
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Figure 19. Time series of the wind speeds of (a) 10-minute mean and (b) standard deviation, obtained
from the SA and 100s for the period from 1 to 7 May 2019 (Case 9).
The accuracy of the standard deviations obtained from the 100s was worse than that of the mean
wind speeds. However, the instantaneous values of the standard deviation of wind speeds are not
directly used for wind turbine design. In practice, TI, which is the 10-minute standard deviation of
wind speed, normalized by the mean wind speed, is first calculated. The 90% quantile values of TI
with a bin width of 1 or 2 m/s are then plotted as a function of the mean wind speed to evaluate the
turbulence condition. Figure 20a shows the relationships between the 10-minute mean wind speed
and TI of the SA and 100s for Case 9. The dark lines indicate the IEC standards [30] for classifying
wind turbines based on site-specific turbulence conditions. The number of samples for each bin is
shown in Figure 20b.
The TI values produced by the 100s were slightly larger than those by the SA for mean wind
speeds in the range of 5–8 m/s; for a mean wind speed of 9–11 m/s, the 100s values were lower.
We found that the difference between the SA and 100s values was comparable to or less than the
difference between the IEC categories for most ranges. Given that the comparisons here were with an
SA installed near the surface, the accuracy of the standard deviation measurements for the 100s at the
height of a wind turbine hub might well improve, as might the accuracy of the mean wind speeds
and directions. Consequently, the turbulence intensity obtained from the 100s with the VVP method
would appear to have potential as an alternative to in situ wind measurements using meteorological
masts. However, this is just a speculation based on the data from two months. The accuracy of the
TI measurements from a single scanning LiDAR would be impacted by the scanning configurations.
Thus, further investigations are necessary to reach any conclusions regarding the accuracy of scanning
LiDAR-measured turbulence intensity at the hub height level of utility scale wind turbines.
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Figure 20. (a) 90% quantiles of turbulence intensity (TI) from SA and 100s, as a function of the 10-minute
mean wind speed, and (b) the number of samples for each wind speed range for Case 9.
5. Conclusions
This study investigated the accuracy of offshore wind speed measurements using a single scanning
LiDAR and a two-parameter curve-fitting VVP method. The accuracies of the 10-minute mean wind
speeds and directions at heights of 47, 107, and 207 m ASL, that were obtained from a scanning LiDAR
positioned at the water’s edge, were quantitatively examined by comparing the scanning LiDAR values
to observations from a vertical profiling LiDAR. The accuracy of the LiDAR-generated turbulence
intensity value, which is a parameter used in wind turbine design, was also investigated by comparing
the scanning LiDAR values with the observations from an SA mounted on the pier. A methodology for
estimating the pitch and roll angles of the instrument after deployment was also described. The results
obtained from the experiments can be summarized as follows:
In Case 1, the 100s mean wind speeds were found to have a mean deviation of 0.03 m/s (0.3% of
the mean value), a standard deviation of deviation of 0.21 m/s (2.6%), and a determination coefficient
of 0.997. The 100s wind direction values were found to have a mean deviation of −0.5◦, a standard
deviation of deviation of 2.5◦, and a determination coefficient of 1.000. These values satisfied the
criteria used in vertical and floating LiDAR verification by the IEC. We also investigated the influences
of the azimuth width on the wind speed and direction accuracy. As a result, the accuracy of the 100s
was found to decline with decreases in the azimuth width (Cases 2–4). In Case 5, an attempt was made
to improve the accuracy by decreasing the scan rate for a smaller azimuth range. However, we found
that this did not increase the accuracy. An azimuth width of more than 45◦ was preferred for use with
the VVP method.
During a three-month long validation (Case 8), the impact of the wind direction on the accuracy
of the wind speed retrievals was investigated. Previous studies indicated that the accuracy for winds
in the across-wind sectors (winds perpendicular to the LiDAR heading angle) was worse than that
for winds in the along-wind sectors (winds parallel to the LiDAR heading angle). However, we
found no clear differences in wind speed accuracy between the sectors. The measurement accuracy
differences between the land- and sea-sector winds were also examined. We found that the wind speed
measurements for the sea sector showed distinctly better results. The poorer results for the land sector
may be due to the non-homogeneous wind field induced by the land surface.
We also investigated the impact of the elevation angle. The results from the relevant cases (Case 6
and Case 7) showed that the wind speed obtained from the 100s was insensitive to the elevation angle
setting. This may be due to the vertical wind speed being negligibly small compared to the horizontal
wind speed in coastal areas. We also found that the accuracy of the wind speed and direction increased
as the height increased. The wind speed at the height of 107 m ASL had a mean bias of 0.03 m/s
(0.5%) and a determination coefficient of 0.998, while the (less accurate) wind speeds measured near
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the surface showed a mean deviation of −0.18 m/s (−3.5%) and a determination coefficient of 0.963
against the SA observations. The wind field near the surface is likely to be much more disturbed by
surface factors, which can result in large variations in the wind conditions in time and space. Our
results suggest that the more homogeneous wind field near the hub height of a wind turbine would be
compatible with the homogeneity assumption in the VVP method.
In addition, the data availability and indicators for the data quality were investigated by analyzing
the CNR value and the determination coefficients calculated in the curve-fitting process of the VVP
method. We first confirmed that the CNR value was closely associated with the accuracy of the
measurements by making comparisons with the vertical profiling LiDAR observations. The additional
analysis for Case 8 showed that we can expect a data availability level of 85%, 80%, and 70% at distances
of 2000, 2500, and 3000 m, respectively, if we employ a CNR value of −30 dB as the threshold for the
data reliability index. We also confirmed that the determination coefficient was connected with the
measurement accuracy. The determination coefficient obtained via the curve fitting process in the VVP
method was an additional indicator for assessing the data quality.
Finally, we also examined the measurement accuracy of TI by comparing the scanning LiDAR-based
measurements with the SA measurements near the surface in Case 9. We found that the differences
between the standard deviations of the SA and 100s wind speeds were much larger than the differences
between the 10-minute mean wind speeds and directions. Due to the coarse temporal resolution and
large measurement volume of the 100s, the 10-minute standard deviations from the 100s were expected
to be more scattered than those from the SA. In addition, the 90% quantiles of the standard deviations
for the SA and 100s measurements were compared. As a result, the difference in the TI was less than
the difference between the IEC standard categories. Thus, we found that using a single scanning
LiDAR for offshore wind measurements had potential not only for wind resource assessment but also
for assessing the site-specific conditions considered in wind turbine design.
Overall, the offshore wind measurements using a single scanning LiDAR with the VVP method
showed good performance when compared to the reference observations obtained at a distance of
400 m from the scanning LiDAR. An attempt to evaluate the data availability further offshore showed
that this measurement method would be equally as accurate within a range from 2000 to 2500 m.
Accordingly, we argue that using a single scanning LiDAR with the VVP offers a promising and
cheaper alternative to in situ observations using offshore meteorological masts and floating LiDAR
technologies. For future research, we plan to conduct measurement campaigns with an offshore met
mast and a vertical profiling LiDAR located 2 to 3 km away from the two scanning LiDARs installed
on the coast to compare the performance with dual LiDAR measurements.
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Abbreviations
100s Windcube 100s
ASL Above Sea Level
CNR Carrier-to-Noise Ratio
DBS Doppler Beam Swinging
HORS Hazaki Oceanographic Research Station
HTC Hard Target Calibration
IEC International Electrotechnical Commission
LiDAR Light Detection and Ranging
METI Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry
PPI Plan Position Indicator
RAE Relative Absolute Error
RHI Range Height Indicator
SA Sonic Anemometer
STC Soft Target Calibration
TI Turbulence Intensity
V1 Windcube V1
VVP Velocity Volute Processing
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Abstract: Geothermal energy is becoming essential to deal with the catastrophic effect of climate
change. Although the totality of the Earth’s crust allows the exploitation of shallow geothermal
resources, it is important to identify those areas with higher thermal possibilities. In this sense,
geophysical prospecting plays a vital role in the recognition and estimation of potential geothermal
resources. This research evaluates the geothermal conditions of a certain area located in the center
of Spain. The evaluation is mainly based on geological and geophysical studies and, in particular,
the Time Domain Electromagnetic Method and the Electrical Resistivity Tomography. Once we
analyzed the geology and the historical thermal evidence near the study area, our geophysical results
were used to define the geothermal possibilities from a double perspective. In relation to anomalous
heat gradient, the identification of a fault and the contact with impermeable granitic materials at the
depth of 180 m denotes a potential location for the extraction of groundwater. Regarding the common
ground-source heat-pump uses, the analysis has allowed the determination of the most appropriate
area for the location of the geothermal well field. Finally, the importance of accurately defining the
position of the drillings was confirmed by using software GES-CAL.
Keywords: geothermal energy; geophysical prospecting; time domain electromagnetic method;
electrical resistivity tomography; potential well field location; GES-CAL software
1. Introduction
The fight against climate change and its catastrophic effects is one of the main challenges that
currently enrolls the whole world. Efforts are therefore focused on the exploration of renewable and
clean energy sources that contribute to the gradual transition and reduction of fossil energies. Within
the broad group of environmentally friendly resources, geothermal energy constitutes a versatile and
excellent solution for electricity generation and other direct uses. The origin of the Earth’s thermal
energy is linked to the internal structure of the planet and the physical processes occurring there.
The existence of this heat has been proved through the rocks’ temperature, which increases with
depth (gradient commonly averages 3 ◦C/100 m of depth). However, gradients above the average
can be found in areas with particular geological conditions. Armstead [1] divided the Earth’s crust
into non-thermal and thermal areas, considering that the last ones are characterized by temperature
gradients greater than 40 ◦C/km depth. Focusing on very low-enthalpy geothermal resources, they
can be practically found at any point of the crust, thanks to the constant ground temperature from
depths of 8–10 m. In these systems, heat can be extracted for heating and cooling applications, using
geothermal heat pumps. From a certain depth, the ground can store the heat even seasonally, so that
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ground temperature is almost constant throughout the year. Within the common exploitation of these
resources, some areas, with specific geological and stratigraphic conditions, are especially appropriate
for the implementation of these geothermal systems.
The identification of potential geothermal areas is, nowadays, a challenging and costly task.
The principal geological parameters of a geothermal reservoir to be defined are the tectonic structures
(faults), permeability, lithology, temperature, and stress field. The most accurate way of determining
the above factors is by in situ measurements in a borehole [2], which are frequently discarded because of
technical and/or economic reasons. In this way, it is required the implementation of alternative solutions
that allow an estimation of the geothermal potential. Fortunately, some of the mentioned parameters
can be estimated from the surface, mainly by the application of geophysical methods. These techniques
represent a primary tool for investigating the surface and are applicable to a wide range of issues.
The principal application of geophysics is in prospecting for natural resources, but it is also used
in geological surveying, in engineering, or archaeological-site investigations. Since these methods
allow interpreting the ground stratigraphic and structural details at scales from tens to thousands of
meters, they constitute a useful tool in hydrogeological and geothermal prospecting [3,4]. There are
numerous methods within the term geophysics: Seismic, magnetic, gravimetric, thermal, or electric
and electromagnetic techniques are some of the major geophysical methods used for geothermal
exploration. Each one of these procedures presents a series of assets and limitations that must be
analyzed before their selection [5,6].
Numerous studies have addressed the geothermal prospecting from the application of geophysics [7].
The most widespread methods are the seismic, the electric, and the magnetic ones [8–15], but many
others can be found in the current literature. As an example of the large geophysical implementation
with geothermal purposes, the following published research is worth highlighting. Abubakar et al. [16]
used improved remote sensing techniques to identify hydrothermal alterations in the Yankari Park
(Nigeria). Arzate et al. [17] deduced the geothermal field model of Los Humeros (Mexico) from the
use of magneto-telluric soundings. Along these lines, Long et al. [18] and Volpi et al. [19] applied
similar methods to thermally define a certain area of Oregon and Italy, respectively. Hermans et al. [20]
analyzed the shallow geothermal possibilities of a sandy aquifer by using electric resistivity tomography.
As can be deduced from the above, geophysics has been deeply implemented in the geothermal
context. However, most of the existing works are mainly focused on analyzing anomalous geothermal
possibilities, without defining the final and real uses that a certain area may have as ground-source
heat-pump system. This reason, together with the fact that there is an alarming lack of geothermal
systems in the area considered here, has contributed to the development of this work. Thus, this
research is not exclusively focused on studying the anomalous geothermal resources; it also addresses
the importance of using geophysics, although low-enthalpy uses are expected.
This research firstly aims to determine the lithological composition of the ground materials by
using two different geophysical prospecting techniques. From this information, the possible ground
water geothermal use is evaluated, to finally define the most suitable area (within a certain perimeter)
for exploration of future geothermal applications. Considering the particular characteristics of the
area under study, these applications are limited to low-enthalpy geothermal uses (trough heat-pump
systems), but the possibility of finding a promising thermal anomaly in the form of a hot spring
could also be analyzable. Within the large number of geophysical techniques, this work includes
the Time Domain Electromagnetic Method (TDEM) and the Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT).
Beyond the analysis of anomalous geothermal activity, results of this work are also used to determine
the exact location of the well field as part of a ground-source heat-pump system. Furthermore, a specific
geothermal software is used to highlight the importance of an accurate well-field design. The following
subsections accordingly describe the geological composition of the study area, the fundamentals of the
geophysical methods implemented in the work, and the results obtained from them. Finally, discussion
and conclusion sections establish the possible geothermal applications in the mentioned area.
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2. Materials and Methods
The principal objective of this section was to determine the characteristics of the study area,
both from a geological and a thermal point of view. After this preliminary analysis, the geophysical
methods implemented in this work are thoroughly described.
2.1. Characterization of the Area under Study
The area evaluated in this work is located in the province of Segovia, at the center of Spain.
As shown in Figure 1, it is geologically constituted by mainly tertiary age materials in the Duero Basin.
The most significant lithological units are described below.
 
Figure 1. Geological composition of the area under study [21].
2.1.1. Tertiary
It is predominantly characterized by an alternation of clays, silts, sand, and sandstones. Sands are
mineralogical constituted by quartz, feldspars, and micas, but also by igneous and metamorphic
fragments (shales and granites). Sands are organized as sedimentary sections of lenticular and tabular
geometry of variable thicknesses, with great variability in the vertical and horizontal layout. Clays and
silts are included in the sand levels, behaving as isolation, to a greater or lesser degree, depending on
the location.
Since it is a continental basin, in which the river sedimentation plays an important role, sands are
arranged in lenticular layers with poor level of lateral continuity. Sections are distinguished by the
frequency of the sandy layers and their permeability, but mainly by the permeability of the global matrix.
Lenticular layers of sands and gravels encompassed in a semipermeable matrix behave as a large,
heterogeneous, and anisotropic aquifer (confined or semi-confined, according to the different areas).
2.1.2. Calcareous Mesozoic
After the Tertiary, the area considered here is constituted by an alternation of dolomites,
limestones, marls, and sandstones. Only the dolomitic and limestone–dolomitic sections of the Upper
Cretaceous create aquifers of certain importance. The remaining areas are principally constituted by
low-permeability materials.
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2.1.3. Paleozoic
Gneisses and granites, considered as impermeable, are expected in those low deep areas with
high levels of erosion and fragmentation.
Once we analyzed the prevailing geology, it was also required to evaluate the evidence of existing
thermal waters in the area of study. The Geological and Mining Institute of Spain [22] allows consulting
the Spanish mineral and thermal waters, areas with proven evidence of thermal water, bottling plants,
or officially declared waters. In Figure 2, it is possible to observe the different mineral and thermal
waters close to the area under study.
 
Figure 2. Thermal and mineral waters in Segovia, the Spanish province where the research is focused [22].
As can be graphically seen in Figure 2, there are several historical evidences near the studied area
but also declared water. More information about these waters is presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Description of the water evidences close to the study area.
Classification Description
18-Historical evidence
180 m deep spring water drilling
Lithology: clays, sands, and gravels




Water temperature: 20.8 ◦C




Water temperature: 11.7 ◦C
22-Historical evidence Unavailable additional information
23-Historical evidence Unavailable additional information
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From all of these data, it is especially remarkable the declared water number 3, in which an
anomalous thermal gradient (of above 20 ◦C) was found. The proximity of these evidences to the
studied area and the geological similarity among them mean an important starting point to justify the
geophysical prospecting tests performed at later stages.
2.2. Geophysical Prospecting
Before addressing how the field tests were carried out in the area considered here, it is important
to briefly describe the fundamentals of the geophysical methods selected in this work.
2.2.1. TDEM
At the beginning of the 1980s, the Time Domain Electromagnetic Method emerged as a very
relevant innovation in the geophysical field. The subsequent application of this method in numerous
works has allowed us to accumulate a remarkable experience in different hydrological and mining
research, underground environmental pollution, archaeology, or in the location of structures and
complex subsurface anomalies [23–25]. As this is a widespread method already presented in a large
number of published research studies, only a brief description is provided below.
TDEM is a geophysical exploration technique used to measure the electrical resistivity or conductivity
of the subsoil. The common array consists of a transmitter unit connected to a loop that receives and
sends the signal to a receiver unit. By injecting a constant current into the transmitter loop, a stable
primary magnetic field is generated in the ground. When this current is instantly stopped (also stopping
the existing magnetic field), an electromagnetic induction of electrical currents is produced in the
subsoil because of the Faraday’s Law. These currents pass through closed paths in the ground and
migrate in depth and laterally, while their intensity decreases with time, also generating a decreasing
transient secondary magnetic field on the surface. This secondary field induces a time-varying voltage
at the receiver. The way in which the voltage drops contains the information about the ground
resistivity, since the magnitude and distribution of the induced currents depend on this property. In this
context, short-time voltages provide information about the shallow resistivity, while the long-time
voltages are linked to deeper resistivities. The principal phases explained above are synthesized
in Figure 3.
 
Figure 3. Time diagram in which the measurements are made by the receiver.
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The advantage of TDEM regarding other electrical and electromagnetic methods is its low
sensitivity to the separation between transmitter (T) and receiver (R). In this way, TDEM is the only
electrical method that can be applied with a separation T/R lower than the depth of the structure that
pretends to be found. This fact allows for the improvement of the lateral resolution of the method.
However, longer distances are required for deeper prospecting to deal with noise effects [26].
In any case, the depth of prospecting in TDEM is determined, not by the T/R separation, but by
the time, since the transmitter stops emitting at the associated magnetic moment. For greater depths,
it is therefore necessary to collect the signal at later stages. It is obvious that, with short times, currents
are concentrated in the superficial layers. The first electromotive force (EMF) measurements will be
consequently more sensitive to the resistivity of the upper layers. As time passes, the current intensity
reaches greater depths, and the measured EMF is more influenced by these depths. Furthermore,
the current density decreases in the upper layers so that the electrical resistivity of these layers has low
influence on the EMF measured over long periods of time. This fact contributes to eliminate the effect
of near-surface resistivity variations, commonly the reason of losing quality in the final data obtained
by other electrical prospecting methods.
In relation to the TDEM data processing, EMF, measured as a function of time, is converted
into apparent resistivity. This resistivity is then introduced in an inversion tool which calculates the
stratification of apparent conductivities by using the Spiker algorithm (adjusting in the best possible
way to the curve of observed apparent resistivities). Specifications of the TDEM device can be found at
Appendix A, Figure A1.
2.2.2. ERT
Two-dimensional electrical resistivity tomography is a technique widely used for the characterization
of the subsoil with multiple purposes and applications. In general, its aim is the location of subsurface
complex structures and anomalies (both geological and anthropic) [27–30].
ERT consists of measuring the apparent resistivity of the ground by using a tetra-electrode
device with a constant separation “a” among electrodes. Distances between the couples of electrodes
(transmitter–receiver) are then varied by multiples of a value “n”. The basis of this method is injecting
a constant current in the ground through the transmitter electrodes and measuring the potential
difference between the receiver ones. The final result is an apparent resistivity section for several levels
in depth “n”. Data are subsequently processed by inversion mathematical algorithms. The inversion
results in real depths and resistivities image that must be verified with the geological information,
existing drillings, or geochemical or hydrological data. Through the results interpretation, a final
diagnosis is obtained.
With the purpose of finally converting the distribution of the ground real resistivity into a
geological structure, it is necessary to know and consider the typical resistivities for the different
subsoil materials and the geology in the area of study [31–33].
Data processing of this research was performed in the inversion software RES2DINV. This tool is
based on the least square’s inversion technique with smoothing restriction, using Equation (1) [34–36].
(JT J + uF)d = JT g (1)
F = fx fxT + fz fzT (2)
where fx = horizontal flattening filter; fz = vertical flattening filter; J = partial derivates matrix; JT = J
transposed matrix; u = softening factor; d = disturbance model vector; and g = discrepancy vector.
The 2D model implemented in this software divides the ground into a certain number of rectangular
blocks. The objective is to determine the real resistivity of the rectangular blocks that would produce a
pseudo-section of apparent resistivities as the ones measured in the field. Depending on the device
used, the thickness of the first layer of blocks is variable (0.5 times the space among electrodes for
Wenner and Schlumberger devices, 0.9 for the Pole–Pole, 0.3 for the Dipole–Dipole, or 0.6 for the
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Pole–Dipole). For the next deeper layer, the thickness will be increased in 10% to 25%. Layers’ depths
can also be defined by the user. Specifications of the ERT device can be found at Appendix A, Figure A2.
2.3. Field Work
Regarding TDEM prospecting, ten tests were carried out in the perimeter of the area under study.
All TDEMs were performed with a loop of 200 × 200 m and implemented the coincident loop mode.
The UTM coordinates of each TDEM is included in Table 2. Coordinates were obtained by using a
GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) with an accuracy of ±1 cm in planimetry. The reference
system is the European Terrestrial Reference System 1989 (ETRS 89). The use of this system allows a
perfect geo-location of the tests.












For each TDEM, at least one register was made, using a staking of 1000 repetitions of the measurement
for each channel. In each of the mentioned registers, 73 channels were measured. However, for the size of
the loop, from channels 35 to 40, measurements were affected by the background noise, higher than the
signal to be measured. First channels were also affected by the slope, so that first and last channels
were discarded in the corresponding data processing. Figure 4 shows the TDEM equipment during the
tests in the area under study.
 
Figure 4. TDEM equipment in the area under study.
Relative to the implementation of ERT, 725 m was measured in a profile distributed in the area
under study. Pole–Dipole and Schlumberger devices were used in this prospecting. Pole–Dipole was
selected considering the great depth of penetration (around 250 m in this case) and the high resolution.
The separation among electrodes was of 25 m. The beginning and ending (in UTM coordinates) of the
ERT profile are shown in Table 3. These coordinates were obtained with the previously mentioned
GNSS system.
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Table 3. UTM coordinates (time zone 30T) of each TDEM made in the area considered in this research.
Profile 1 X Y
Starting point 446,708 4,564,016
Ending point 447,334 4,564,353
In Figure 5, it is possible to observe the location of the TDEM and ERT prospecting in the area
considered in this research.
 
Figure 5. Location of the geophysical tests (TDEM and ERT) performed in the area under study.
3. Results
Results derived from the 2D interpretation of the electromagnetic tests (TDEM) are shown in
Figures 6–8. Sections of iso-resistivities curves reflect the spatial variation (2D) of the apparent resistivity
in each TDEM profile. This variation is mainly due to lithological alterations corresponding to different
levels of ground materials. However, it is also possible to find sections with different resistivities in the
same lithological formation because of other external factors.
Figure 6. Two-dimensional interpretation of electromagnetic prospecting, TDEM-profile 1.
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Figure 7. Two-dimensional interpretation of electromagnetic prospecting, TDEM-profile 2.
 
Figure 8. Two-dimensional interpretation of electromagnetic prospecting, TDEM-profile 3.
Field results from ERT prospecting were processed with the aim of building 2D geo-electric
sections (sections of resistivities and depths) for the different profiles. The variations of resistivities
derive from lithological changes in the lateral direction and in depth. The ERT section of this work is
represented in Figure 9.
Figure 9. Two-dimensional resistivity section from the ERT profile in the area under study.
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In Figures 6–9, above, the different geo-electric unities and the materials associated are represented.
Geophysical data (resistivities) are converted into lithological information based on a series of correlation
criteria that consider previous studies in the area (geology) and previous fieldwork in similar geological
scenarios. The analysis of the geophysical prospecting brings to light the existence of three main unities:
Tertiary (clays, silts, sands, and sandstones), Mesozoic (dolomites, limestones, sands, and sandstones),
and Paleozoic (gneisses and granites). Results also evince the presence of a fault associated to the
Duratón River.
The determination of each of the geological formations is mainly based on knowing the geology
in the area (already described in Section 2.1) and the standard values of the resistivity/conductivity
typically associated to each material. In this way, standard resistivity or conductivity values (obtained
from different official databases) are the basis to connect each layer (with a specific resistivity) with a
geological formation. However, beyond this information, the experience of the geophysicist is essential
to accurately define materials of the ground. This technician is finally the key factor to achieve a
reliable interpretation of the subsoil.
4. Discussion
The area under study is located in the Duero Basin, one of the stables areas of the Earth’s crust
characterized by normal geothermal gradient (3 ◦C/100 m). In this way, the geothermal possibilities
are focused on the existence, at the appropriate depth, of permeable materials capable of containing
and allowing the movement of fluids to extract the heat from the rock. Based on previous studies from
the Geological and Mining Institute of Spain (IGME), the temperatures of the aquifers in the detrital
Tertiary of the Duero Basin (area of this research) in the depth of 0–200 m vary in the range of 12–20 ◦C.
4.1. Anomalous Geothermal Possibilities
As mentioned above, the possibility of achieving an especial use of geothermal resources (beyond
the normal use as ground-source heat-pump systems) in the area of study is limited to the existence
of particular geological formations. The geophysical tests performed here reveal that, around the
depth of 180 m, it is possible to find the contact with the impermeable granitic materials from the
Paleozoic. In order to estimate the temperature in the aforementioned level, it is convenient to consider
the average annual temperature in the area under study. This information can be found in Figure A3,
from Appendix B. As Figure A3 shows, the temperature in the area of this research is around 11.7 ◦C for
the period considered. From this value, and considering the normal geothermal gradient, the temperate
at the depth of 180 m would be of about 17.1 ◦C. This temperature could be higher, since the contact is
constituted by granitic materials (characterized by high thermal conductivities) that could provide a
higher amount of heat to the groundwater.
From the depth of 180 m, it would be interesting (from the geothermal point of view) to perform a
drilling in the location of the fault represented in Figures 6 and 9. In this position, it could be possible
to find meteorized permeable granitic materials accumulating groundwaters. Additionally, it might be
the case that deeper water flows reach the fault with higher temperatures. It should also be remembered
the documented natural spring (Table 1) in the vicinity of the study area with temperatures of above
20 ◦C and placed in similar lithology. In the case that geological formations in depth are permeable
or fractured, and if there is groundwater circulation, this water is capable of capturing the heat from
the rocks and reaching the surface through crevices or faults. Once in the surface, it could lead to the
generation of thermal waters or geysers (depending on the geothermal gradient, the groundwater
temperature). In this sense, the existence of a fault in the area under study is not in itself an indication
of anomalous geothermal activity, but if this was the case, the fault constitutes the way of using the
geothermal resource in the surface.
Based on the results obtained throughout this research, Figure 10, below, shows the location of the
area recommended for the collection of groundwater, with high possibilities of reaching an anomalous
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thermal gradient. Figure 10 also includes the exact position of the drilling to carry out the exploitation
of the geothermal resource.
 
Figure 10. Location of the specific area and drilling recommended for the collection of groundwater.
UTM coordinates of the recommended drilling (previously indicated in Figure 10) are included
in Table 4.
Table 4. UTM coordinates (time zone 30T) of the drilling suggested for the exploitation of possible
geothermal resources.
UTM Coordinates X Y
Recommended drilling 446,872 4,564,070
In the end, the existence of geothermal anomalies is judged in this work by three main factors:
the existent thermal evidence in the nearby areas, the results of the geophysical prospecting, and the
estimation of the geothermal gradient in the area under study. The subsoil materials (known from
the geophysics results) are a preliminary indication of the possible geothermal activity. However,
this information cannot be used as final evidence. In this way, the existing thermal waters with thermal
gradient above the mean value and the estimation of the geothermal gradient in the specific area of
study are also useful and necessary to make a global evaluation. It must also be mentioned that the
presence of granite formations does not guarantee the existence of geothermal anomalies. Despite this
fact, the existence of these materials is favorable for finding geothermal activity.
4.2. Ground-Source Heat-Pump Uses
Low-enthalpy geothermal energy can be used at any point of the Earth’s crust by the use of heat
pumps as ground-source or groundwater heat-pump systems. However, the geological conditions of
an area highly influence the global geothermal design and, hence, the final investment of the system.
The site under study is constituted by materials with high thermal conductivities located a few
meters from the surface, especially in the south and northwest areas. These geological formations
(limestones, dolomites, granites, etc.) make this place an ideal location for the implementation of
ground-source heat-pump systems for heating and cooling purposes.
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With the aim of highlighting the importance of the ground characterization to define the specific
drilling area, the software GES-CAL [37], designed for the calculation of low-enthalpy geothermal
systems, was used in this work. Thus, this tool is useful to compare the differences, in technical and
economic terms, between a system placed in the most appropriate area (according to the geophysical
results) and in an aleatory one.
Derived from the abovementioned information, Table 5 includes the results of GES-CAL software
in the design of three ground-source heat-pump systems in the area under study. Case 1 is planned
to be placed in the most favorable conditions in which the granite and gneiss formations are found
from the depth 50 m (profile 3 of Figure 8). Case 2 is, in turn, located in the most extended area
where the Paleozoic begins at the depth of 100 m. Finally, Case 3 considers the most unfavorable
situation in which the consolidated formations are found from the depth of around 180 m (Figure 6).
When performing the analysis of each assumption with GES-CAL, identical initial conditions are
introduced in the software, except for the ground thermal conductivity. In function of the stratigraphic
column prevailing in each case, an average value of the ground thermal conductivity was obtained by
considering the length of each layer of material and its thermal conductivity from the surface to the
depth of 150 m (common depth of the wells in shallow geothermal systems).
Table 5. Drilling length and initial investment required in the geothermal system of each case, according







Case 1 2.178 136 22,993.38
Case 2 1.920 152 25,019.23
Case 3 1.286 218 29,729.28
* Associated to a vertical double-U heat-exchanger design.
It is important to mention that the average of the ground thermal conductivity of each case
(included in Table 5) was obtained from the officially accepted thermal conductivity values for each
material, according to the “Technical Building Code” (CTE) [38].
As can be noted from the results of Table 5, the selection of an appropriate location of the
geothermal well field involves significant reductions of the global drilling length required in the system.
Additionally, the economic module of GES-CAL allows for the comparison of the initial investment
associated to each assumption. Observing Table 5 again, we see Case 1 requires an investment of
around 23% lower than the one required by Case 3.
Beyond the economic side, it is also important to consider the technical factors that could
compromise the performance of the geothermal installation. In this sense, the drilling method selected
in the geothermal well field is completely influenced by the geological formations constituting the
underground. Reverse circulation methods (associated to loosen materials) are frequently avoided in
geothermal systems due to the difficulties of holding the materials during the drilling process without
casing. In relation to the cases analyzed in this research, the stratigraphic column of Cases 2 and 3
is mainly constituted by non-consolidated materials (especially in Case 3, in which all the column is
made up of this kind of material). This fact would oblige us to use the reverse-circulation technique
when carrying out the geothermal wells of these cases, complicating the global process, but also raising
the price of the initial investment. Regarding Case 1, the presence of consolidated materials at a more
superficial level allows the implementation of rotary percussive drilling techniques. These methods
are ideal for the geothermal drilling, because casing is not needed, and the general cost is lower than
the reverse-circulation ones. It is important to clarify that GES-CAL does not provide information
about the most suitable location of the wells; this location is specifically defined from the geophysical
prospecting (distribution of the geological formations in the subsoil).
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5. Conclusions
This research has particularly exposed the applicability of the geophysical techniques, TDEM
and ERT, in the identification of potential areas for the exploitation of shallow geothermal resources.
Geophysical prospecting results have revealed the exact lithology of the ground in the area under
study. Based on this knowledge, the following statements were deduced from this work:
• The investigated area is located on the SE edge of the tertiary depression belonging to the Duero Basin.
The most superficial geological unities are principally detrital materials: clays, sands, gravels, silts,
and sandstones. More in depth, dolomites, limestones, and sandstones are found to finally reach
the Paleozoic level (gneiss and granites). Results derived from the implementation of geophysics
have allowed us to define the thickness of each layer of materials in the entire area under study.
• Regarding the exploitation of groundwater resources, the highest possibilities of locating thermal
waters were detected in the NE side of the study area. More specifically, the fault associated to the
Duratón River is considered the most favorable location to exploit the mentioned resource.
• In addition to the possible use of thermal waters, the implementation of ground-source heat-pump
systems was analyzed in this research. Even though, in all the area under study, it is possible to
install this kind of energy, the information obtained from the geophysical tests has also allowed
us to define the most appropriate location of the geothermal well field. The GES-CAL tool was
used to compare the design of the shallow geothermal system in different locations of the area.
Through this analysis, it has verified that the precise location of the geothermal wells could mean
significant economic savings, being also important to avoid possible technical problems during
the drilling process.
In conclusion, this research has proved that geophysical prospecting methods, as the ones selected
here, constitute a useful tool to firstly define the underground geological characterization, and then to
analyze the potential areas for geothermal exploitation. All of this includes the detection of possible
thermal water resources, as well as the establishment of the most suitable areas for the location of the
well field (in the case of ground-source or groundwater heat-pump systems).
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Appendix A
This Appendix specifies the technical characteristics of the device used when performing the
corresponding geophysical prospecting of this research.
• TDEM equipment
TerraTEM is the device used at the electromagnetic prospecting. It is a new transient electromagnetic
survey system that incorporates a 10 Amp transmitter and a true simultaneous 500 kHz three-component
receiver. The unit is powered by an external 24 V battery pack system allowing 6–8 h of continuous
operation. The GPS, which is mounted on the front panel, allows for geolocation information to be
automatically recorded with soundings. The user interface comprises a 15” color LCD panel and
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a touchscreen. System parameters are stored automatically with each sounding, for post-survey
quality assurance. More information about the specifications of this device are shown in Table A1.
Additionally, Figure A1 includes the mentioned device.
Table A1. Specifications of TerraTEM device.
TerraTEM
Transmitter Output 10 Amps. (max.)
Receivers 1 Channel
High-Resolution Sampling Rates 500 kHz
Data Visualization and Processing in Field Standard Software
Storage Device 1 GB Flash Disk
GPS Receiverº 12 Channels
Communications USB and RS-232 Standard
Extra Stacking Options and Gain Functions 10 Selectable Gain Settings from 1 to 8.000
Operating Temperature −10–40 ◦C
Resolution 23 nV
Transmitter Current 50 A at 6 V through to 120 V (6 kW)
 
Figure A1. TerraTEM device used in the electromagnetic survey of this research.
• ERT equipment
Regarding the ERT tests, Syscal Pro was the device selected. It is an all-in-one multi-node resistivity
and induce polarization sounding and profiling system. Syscal Pro gathers a 10-channels receiver and
a 250 W internal transmitter, making it the more powerful system of the Syscal range. In Figure A2
and Table A2, it is possible to observe the mentioned equipment and its principal specifications.
Table A2. Specifications of Syscal Pro device.
Syscal Pro
Transmitter max. voltage 800 V
Transmitter max. current 2.5 A, accuracy 0.2%
Transmitter max. power 250 W
Receiver max. voltage 15 V
Receiver resolution 1 microV
Electrodes Up to 4000 can be used
Data flash memory More than 21,000 readings
Serial link RS-232 data download
Power supply Two internal rechargeable 12 V, 7.2 AhOptional external 12 V batteries
Casing Shock resistant fiber-glass case
Operating Temperature −20–70 ◦C
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Figure A3. Average annual temperature in the area considered in this research for the period 1981–2010 [39].
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Abstract: This study proposes a voxel-based design approach based on the subtractive mechanism of
shading envelopes and attributes information of point cloud data in tropical climates. In particular,
the proposed method evaluates a volumetric sample of new buildings based on predefined shading
performance criteria. With the support of geometric and radiometric information stored in point
cloud, such as position (XYZ), color (RGB), and reflection intensity (I), an integrated computational
workflow between passive design strategy and 3D scanning technology is developed. It aims not
only to compensate for some pertinent aspects of the current 3D site modeling, such as vegetation
and surrounding buildings, but also to investigate surface characteristics of existing contexts,
such as visible sun vectors and material properties. These aspects are relevant for conducting a
comprehensively environmental simulation, while averting negative microclimatic impacts when
locating the new building into the existing context. Ultimately, this study may support architects for
taking decision-making in conceptual design stage based on the real contextual conditions.
Keywords: voxel-design approach; shading envelopes; point cloud data; computational design
method; passive design strategy
1. Introduction
1.1. General Background
The rapid development of 3D laser scanning technology has reached across multiple-disciplines
within design and engineering. However, the practical implementation of this technology is often
applied in major fields, such as photogrammetry [1,2], cultural heritage [3–6], and environmental
engineering [7,8]. Digital reconstruction as one of the main subjects in these scopes has been
used predominantly for building performance assessments [9,10], where the contextual modeling
of existing studies is frequently based on a 3D solid modeling context [11,12]. As a consequence,
high computational costs and time are required to cover the entire set of complex building forms.
On the other hand, the use of point clouds during the early stage of architectural design has not yet
been fully explored, especially related to the performance simulation task and design decision support.
As an entity of 3D data scanning, Otepka et al. [13] illustrates the point cloud as a universal
denominator for laser scanning and photogrammetric data. Its data structure is principally characterized
by position information (XYZ) as a permanent element coupled with auxiliary information attached to it,
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such as color attributes (RGB), reflection intensity (I), and any abstract information [14]. The prospective
applications of these attributes not only represent metadata information of the real environment, but also
enable designers and researchers to perform numerous tasks, such as data processing, visualization,
and analysis. Moreover, this can help architects further to address environmental design issues, such as
solar and shading performance.
The technological advancement of point cloud reveals the relevance of integrating it into the
passive design strategy, especially when dealing with generative architecture designs that currently
lack several relevant aspects. For example, first, understanding the site characteristics of an existing
environment. While 3D site modeling primarily deals with a building-oriented context, surrounding
properties, such as vegetation and adjacent buildings, are often neglected [15]. This may not only
affect the performance simulation of a proposed design, but also potentially create microclimatic issues
when it comes to the real context. Second, the absence of surface properties, such as roughness and
material characteristics on a manually-built 3D model, may cause a crucial discrepancy when dealing
with environmental simulation between planned and existing buildings [16]. With geometric and
radiometric information extracted from point cloud data, this study, therefore, proposes an integrated
passive design approach based on shading performances of new and existing contexts.
As a contextual design approach, this study specifically investigates the idea of subtractive shading
envelopes that are principally extracted from the concept of solar envelopes initially introduced by
Knowles [17]. In this regards, solar envelopes permit architects to design appropriate massing of a
new building into the existing environment by guaranteeing desirable sun access for surrounding
buildings during the critical period [18], while subtractive shading approach aims to extract potential
performances of the existing contexts and integrate it with a 3D volumetric massing of a proposed
building based on predefined shading performance criteria.
Since then, various computational methods of solar envelopes, such as descriptive geometry, solar
obstruction angle, and constructive solid geometry have been defined [19]. These approaches
have successfully demonstrated the concept of solar envelopes into various urban settings
(e.g., single building, open space, and urban scale) and multiple functional utilities (e.g., housing, offices,
and commercial buildings). It is worth noting that the contextual settings of the existing methods
primarily focus on temperate zones of southern and northern hemisphere countries, which have
distinct climatic conditions during the four-seasons. This means that design objectives and climatic
parameters of most existing methods for solar envelopes become less applicable when it comes to
tropical countries, especially for those located on the Equator, such as Indonesia. Since tropical countries
present wet and dry seasons all year round, the objective of solar envelopes significantly shifts and
aims to minimize the penetration of direct sun access to the buildings, due to high temperatures.
For example, housing in Indonesia is typically designed in a way that prohibits direct sunlight from
penetrating the dwelling, especially into primary living spaces, so that temperatures are kept low
during the day. Consequently, the air conditioner (AC) frequently becomes a short-term solution to
mitigate the building’s temperature, which unfortunately contributes to the annual increase in energy
consumption [20]. Accordingly, shading conditions become considerably relevant for urban forms
generation in tropical contexts. This study specifically proposes an environmental design strategy that
integrates shading performance aspects and attributes information from point cloud data through a
computational workflow of a voxel-based design approach.
Furthermore, the following section will present a theoretical background of the existing studies,
starting from solar envelopes, shading envelopes, subtractive solar envelopes, and subtractive solar
envelopes based on point cloud data so-called SOLEN approach. This will be followed with a
description of a proposed method in Section 2, while case studies in Section 3. Section 4 will
comprehensively discuss the findings of the simulation results. Lastly, Section 5 will describe the
conclusions, limitations, and future recommendations of the study.
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1.2. Related Works
1.2.1. Solar Envelopes
In the remote past, the concept of vernacular architecture has successfully contributed to preserving
sustainable building envelopes [21,22]. This can be observed through the development of the Indus
Valley, Mohenjo-Daro in India, 2500 BC [23], El-Lahun village in Egypt (1857–1700 BC) [24], and many
classical Greek cities, such as Olynthus in North Hill—a city designed to benefit from passive solar
energy for the heating of buildings [25]. This strategy was known as solar-oriented homes or so-called
“solar architecture”. Since then, solar architecture has become an essential guide for designers to
develop sustainable urban planning. For example, Andrea Palladio has discussed the proper norms of
city planning by considering wide streets for cold climate countries and narrow streets for tropical
countries [26]. Additionally, Ildefons Cerdà integrated green areas into the public and private space of
Barcelona in his masterplan of the city so as to enhance the comfort of inhabitants [27]. During the
industrial revolution, the idea of urban solar policy or refers to the post-war housing was also
implemented in France (in 1912), Germany (in 1920), and New York (in 1916). These examples have
shown a positive contribution to architectural buildings, not only to reduce the energy consumption
of the built environment [28], but more importantly, to support a healthy living environment [29].
Furthermore, the idea of solar accessibility has been elaborated further through the concept of
solar envelopes.
By definition, solar envelopes stand for imaginary boundaries that are constructed based on
the sun’s movement. It is regulated based on specific space-time constraints [18]. According to this
principle, solar envelopes can be transformed into geographic and climatic properties within the
size of on-site buildings [19]. Geographic properties deal with a group of parameters that define
the spatial relationship between the design plot and existing context related to orientation typology,
surrounding facades, sidewalks, building height, longitude, latitude, floor area ratio (FAR), setback,
shadow fences, and street sizes. On the other hand, climatic properties consist of parameters that
determine the geometric transformation of the proposed building based on the time construction,
such as cut-off-times, solar angle, sun path, dry bulb temperature, sun access hours, solar altitude,
and solar azimuth. These parameters are used not only to generate solar envelopes, but also to identify
the character and qualities of the built environment. For example, orientation plays a great role in
examining the geometrical shape of solar envelopes, especially when dealing with the street layout in
relation to various angular values, colonnades with a variety of direct solar radiations, and solar urban
layouts [30]. A seasonal leaf cover from the surrounding vegetation can also affect the geometrical
configuration of solar envelopes as it may be considered as a part of geographic elements for violating
excessive direct sun access during summer [16]. Besides, the solar angle as a climatic property is used
to determine geometric solar envelopes based on the construction planes [31]. It is mostly employed
for simple shape plots, with borders aligned with the main cardinal directions in east-west (EW) and
north-south (NS) and for the main hours and days, such as the noontime during summer and winter
solstice, and spring/autumn equinoxes.
1.2.2. Shading Envelopes
As opposed to solar envelopes, the concept of shading envelopes primarily deals with the solar
radiation-reduction to achieve appropriate daylight for urban equatorial climates. This permits
architects not only to establish a geometrical configuration of solar shading envelopes, but also to
control the direct sun exposure of the building’s own façades and surroundings during a critical time.
Two different types of shading approaches are identified as follows:
• Building forms
In this part, the concept of shading envelopes aims to promote a passive design strategy through
the form generation within the conceptual design stage. This means that the volumetric shape of
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proposed buildings is developed based on the consideration of solar shading criteria. An interesting
example can be observed through the concept of “shadow umbrella” introduced by Emmanuel [32].
This concept proposed a design approach of shading strategies incorporated with natural elements,
such as vegetation and water bodies, aiming to create shading for adjacent buildings and to
mitigate the urban heat island for tropical neighborhood areas. Accordingly, a new configuration
of urban block shapes with a thermally comfortable can be generated. DeKay [33] addressed a
similar strategy with the concept of climatic envelopes. The climatic envelope primarily aims to
generate a building mass that guarantees access for diffused daylight and solar energy resources
for the surrounding buildings. This concept specifically contains a geometrical intersection
between daylight and solar envelopes based on the sky exposure plane and solar protection
plane, respectively. In this case, sky exposure plane refers to imaginary sloping planes that
allow penetration of natural light and air on the building facades in higher density districts [34];
meanwhile, solar protection plane refers to an inclined plane that is generated from the profile
angle, the so-called vertical shadow angle (VSA) [35]. In a similar vein, Capeluto [36] proposed
the concept of self-shading envelopes by extending the functional properties of the sky exposure
plane through the solar collection envelopes (SCE) model. The geometrical configuration of
self-shading envelopes results in cone shapes, due to the required façade inclination and shading
orientation. Therefore, the envelope’s roof areas should be larger than the bottom part of the
envelope geometries. This approach aims to avoid overheating and at the same time, to maximize
the self-building protection for a certain period during summer.
• Building components
In addition to building forms, shading approaches are also applied to specific building components,
such as windows, cantilevers, and openings on the building façade, based on the determined
building shapes. Although this study limits the scope of investigation on a form-finding design
solution, some studies on shading mechanisms drive potential efforts to handle more complex
projects. For example, Yezioro and Shaviv [37] proposed SHADING as a design and evaluation
tool for analyzing mutual shading between buildings and other surrounding properties, such as
vegetation. It specifically calculates the insolated fraction on the building surfaces quantitatively
and performs a ray-tracing algorithm to identify the shadows visually at a particular time.
Similarly, Marsh [38] also used a ray-tracing analysis to identify the external obstruction of solar
intensity on the optimized shape of shading geometries. In this case, optimized shading designs
have effectively accommodated passive solar control through the building apertures [39,40] Other
approaches deal with a graphic solution of shading design tools [41], form-finding of static exterior
shading devices called SHADERADE [42], and a cellular method to define optimal shading
patterns [43].
Although these approaches may address the aspect of tropical design contexts, they lack some
critical aspects during the simulation of shading envelopes. First, the quality of solar radiation (i.e.,
the quantity of direct sunlight hours) received by surrounding buildings is not taken into account by
most methods and tools, due to a fixed period when determining direct sun access. Consequently, all
geometrical shapes of existing buildings are treated similarly when receiving the irradiation qualities
without considering the obstruction of properties and building orientation of the plot. Second, shadow
fences of surrounding buildings’ facades are primarily regulated by a Z-axis. This makes the design
configuration of the resulting envelopes rely only on the horizontal shading lines. In fact, shading
areas of surrounding façades are more complex, especially when dealing with dense areas and multiple
urban forms. In order to compensate for these issues, the existing studies present some relevant aspects,
such as subtractive mechanism and point cloud data that may be useful for further development.
This will be discussed in the following section.
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1.2.3. Subtractive Solar Envelopes
As previously mentioned in the general background, this approach specifically subtracts a
volumetric matrix of the 3D plot according to solar accessibility criteria. This is done by projecting
solar vectors acquired from the number of direct sunlight hours on surrounding building facades.
In principle, this mechanism has been addressed by Leide and Schlüter [44,45] via volumetric site
analysis (VSA). Their approaches aim to explore urban site information by simulating multiple
environmental performances, such as solar radiation, airflow, visibility, thermal comfort, and wind
velocity through volumetric insolation analysis (VIA), volumetric visibility analysis (VVA), and
computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Such this approach and other related developments [46–48],
however, merely focus on the architectural form-finding without any further consideration on the
concept and design principles of solar or shading envelopes.
On the other hand, De Luca [49–51] and Darmon [52] have proposed a similar subtractive
mechanism based on the performance criteria of solar envelopes or so-called subtractive solar
envelopes. This approach specifically involves sun visibility that aims to evaluate sun vectors from
a predefined shadow grid of surrounding building windows without any obstruction from other
existing buildings. In parallel, ray-tracing analysis is performed from surrounding windows to the
voxels within the 3D plot using a Boolean expression (true or false statement). In this operation,
the true statement will be executed when sun vectors hit or intersect the 3D polyhedra, and accordingly,
the voxels subtraction procedure to the 3D polyhedra can be performed. Meanwhile, the false statement
indicates an unsuccessful intersection. This condition means that voxels that are not intersected may
contribute to the generation of geometric solar envelopes.
The subtractive solar envelopes ultimately permit architects not only to deal with various geometric
configurations based on solar performance analysis, but also to highlight the potential use of voxel-based
generative designs for urban environments. However, despite such potential improvements, aspects
(such as sun visibility and ray-tracing analysis) pose several critical considerations, especially when
addressing the contextual design strategy. For example, the identification of visible sun vectors
merely considers the surrounding building contexts while neglecting relevant geometric properties,
such as vegetation and other site characteristics (e.g., material properties). This consequently can affect
irradiation analysis during the environmental performance simulation between a proposed building
and the existing contexts. Besides, the window’s grid configuration lacks in representing the insolation
values of building facades during the ray-tracing analysis, due to its limited consideration of geometric
centroids of each surrounding window.
In order to address these gaps, the existing workflow of subtractive solar envelopes has been
improved by incorporating it with the prospective application of 3D laser scanning (point cloud data).
By exploiting the practical usability of the point cloud in different fields, the scope of information
properties in the real contexts can be improved, and to some extent, it becomes relevant to the specific
aforementioned issues. Regarding sun visibility, the 3D point cloud not only captures the most and the
least sun-exposed areas through buildings and vegetation, but also investigating material performances
of contextual datasets through optical (reflectivity and translucency) and thermal properties (albedo and
emissivity). Besides, the ray-tracing analysis between a proposed building and surrounding contexts
is performed based on 3D point cloud datasets of the existing context. In other words, it substitutes the
surrounding window’s grid on the building facades proposed by the existing approach.
1.2.4. Subtractive Solar Envelopes Based on Point Cloud Data (SOLEN)
With the support of geometric and radiometric properties [53,54] stored in a 3D point cloud,
the integrated computational workflow between subtractive solar envelopes and attribute information
of point cloud data has been established [55,56]. It specifically integrates functional properties of
position information (XYZ), color information (RGB), and reflection intensity (I). Each of these attributes
caters to different potential tasks. For example, color information (RGB) can be used not only to extract
and segment certain areas within the dataset based on its values [57,58], but also to translate them
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into new information properties [59,60]. This can include converting data attribution of RGB into HSV
values to perform the measurement analysis and road maintenance [61] and extracting the semantic
information of the indoor environment with automatic room labeling [62,63]. Meanwhile, reflection
intensity (I) predominantly deals with surface and spectral properties of the scanned objects [64]
as it constitutes the return strength values of laser pulse or backscattered echo for each recorded
point [54]. Accordingly, the intensity values can be used not only to map geological layers and pavement
lines [54], but also to detect natural phenomena, such as frozen and wet surfaces on roads [65], and the
measurement of seasonal snow cover [66]. On the other hand, position information (XYZ) constitutes
of geographic coordinate that marks each recorded point’s specific location. This attribute plays a
great role in synchronizing index between color and intensity values as it can attach to both attributes.
Thus, complex areas of the dataset can be precisely extracted based on selected values. In general,
these attributes contribute not only to extend particular performances of 3D point cloud data, such as
identification of existing material properties [67], but also to extend the applicability of environmental
analysis during the conceptual design stage.
Before performing the subtractive solar envelopes, the dataset correction is required to minimize
erroneous levels during scanning. In this case, some aspects, such as environmental and meteorological
conditions, atmospheric pollution [68,69], unit specification of the scanner, surface properties of
the scanned objects, and scanning geometries [70] can principally affect metadata information of
the datasets during scanning. While correcting all these variables seems impractical, due to some
local constraints (i.e., manufacturers), this study specifically focuses on correcting the acquisition
geometry based on the angle of incidence, which is relevant to the proposed subtractive mechanism.
Having established the corrected datasets, it can be further used not only to perform the ray-tracing
analysis between the 3D polyhedra and selected solar vectors, but also to calculate the material
properties of existing contexts that are useful to evaluate the environmental performance of a proposed
building. In parallel, insolation analysis is performed to identify the potential solar energy of the
resulting solar envelopes.
2. Proposed Methods for Subtractive Shading Envelopes
This study proposes a computational framework that consists of three phases: input, simulation
process, and output (see Figure 1). Within a simulation process, five sequential procedures are developed,
ranging from A (input parameters) to E (form generation process of self-shading envelopes).
To perform specific tasks in each predefined step, the proposed workflow was supported by
several digital tools. For example, Topcon GLS 2000 [71] was employed to collect high-resolution point
cloud datasets. It was complemented with Maptek I-Site [72] to perform dataset registrations, coloring,
modeling, and most importantly, to facilitate the data transfer from scanner to the workstation in any
designated format. Moreover, Cloud Compare (CC) [73] was used, not only for dataset preparation,
but also for dataset pre-processing, such as attribute selection, dataset formatting, scalar field features,
and the normal surface calculation. In alignment with that, Matlab [74] was specifically used to
assist dataset correction (i.e., optimal normal values, intensity correction, and dataset subsampling),
while Rhino [75] (coupled with Grasshopper [76] for visual scripting) was employed to develop a
3D geometric model of a proposed building and to perform solar simulation analysis by using a
Ladybug [77] component in Grasshopper. Furthermore, a detailed task, dataset formats, and outputs
of each step are addressed below.
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Figure 1. An overview of the proposed computational workflow.
2.1. Stage A Input (Step A—Preparation of Input Parameters)
As a starting point for the computational procedures, the input section refers to step A,
which contains a series of parameters that are used to construct contextual settings of the subtractive
shading envelopes. Specifically, it consists of climatic properties that correspond to coordinate location
(i.e., longitude and latitude position based on World Geodetic System 1984, WGS84) and selected periods
(i.e., month, year, day, and hours) (see Figure 2). The longitude and latitude coordinates influence
the envelope’s geometrical properties on the basis of sun position and solar angle. For example,
high-latitude sites are characterized by a small angle of solar altitude and smaller degrees of solar
radiation. Moreover, specific periods are required to obtain the number of critical hours of natural
illumination that affects a proposed building and surrounding contexts.
On the other hand, geographic properties include surrounding contexts (i.e., existing buildings
and vegetation) and a geometric model of the proposed building. In this regard, the surrounding
context contains a 3D point cloud data of the existing environment. As a raw dataset, its format
properties often rely on the type of 3D scanner, but as long as the required attribute information
(i.e., XYZ, RGB, and reflection intensity) is legible, any raw dataset formats are acceptable (i.e., PTX
file). Meanwhile, several parameters, such as height, width, floors, setback, and building function,
must be established to generate an initial 3D envelope for a proposed building. These inputs are then
executed into the following Step B (dataset preparation) based on corresponding parameters and tasks.
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Figure 2. Preparation of input parameters.
2.2. Stage B Simulation Process
This section focuses on translating the raw datasets into a simulation model by examining
three main steps (i.e., dataset preparation, selection criteria, and form generation process of shading
envelopes). Each step serves specific actions that are performed sequentially based on specific
computational tasks. As illustrated in Figure 1, this section adopts several workflows that are
partially implemented from previous works. For example, pre-processing point cloud datasets and the
calculation of material properties (i.e., albedo values) are indicated with a green text [67]. These works
focused on developing a material database of existing contexts and solar radiation analysis based on a
small sample of point cloud data. Next, 3D polyhedra and sun visibility analysis are illustrated in the
blue text [49,50]. These works primarily investigated a voxel-based generative design of subtractive
solar envelopes based on 3D and parametric modeling. Last, the ray-tracing analysis between a
proposed building and point cloud data of surrounding contexts is illustrated in the red text [56].
This work refers to a form generation of subtractive solar envelopes that consider surface properties of
existing contexts based on geometric and radiometric information of point cloud data. While these
previous works address different objectives, some features are still relevant for supporting an integrated
design concept and computational workflow for establishing the subtractive shading envelopes.
To illustrate specific tasks in this stage, a detailed discussion of each proposed step is
presented below.
2.2.1. Step B—Dataset Preparation
This step aims to prepare all the necessary datasets to be readily used in the simulation model.
After establishing the input from climatic and geographic properties, five tasks are required to perform.
Two of these tasks (i.e., sun vectors calculation and the initial envelopes generation) can be run in
parallel while the other three tasks (i.e., pre-processing datasets, dataset correction, and subsampling
dataset) can be executed sequentially (see Figure 3).
Task 1, sun vectors refer to the number of sunlight hours that must be preserved on surrounding
facades during the required period. As compared with cut-off times, which refer to a fixed period,
sun access duration can be selected from a range of available hours for a specific façade on a specific
day or for each day during a specific period. In doing so, sun visibility plays a crucial role when
determining the relevant sun vectors.
Task 2, the initial envelope of a proposed building, is generated based on the predefined criteria.
In this case, the functional program of a proposed building is projected as a public library, as well as
communal space for the local community. To support the main activities, some spaces are established,
such as a reading room, meeting room, toilet, and exhibition areas. Accordingly, the building needs
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to be accessible, and its indoor environment should be thermally comfortable for supporting the
daily activities.
Figure 3. Detailed procedures for the dataset preparation.
Task 3, the pre-processing tasks start with the dataset registration. This process aims to locate
recorded datasets into a standard coordinate system based on the reflector position and GPS orientation.
Afterwards, the outlier (unnecessary cloud of points) removal is performed not only to clean the
boundary of selected datasets, but also to filter noises created during scanning. The dataset formatting
also plays an important role in compensating for interoperability issues during the simulation process.
In this case, the initial format of 3D raw point clouds (i.e., PTX) and its metadata are converted to E57
and ASCII files, respectively, in order to be accessible for various digital processing tools. In addition
to this, the scalar field of the dataset is activated to identify the attached values’ scale in each attribute.
Last, normal surfaces (NxNyNz) of the dataset are calculated to find the appropriate normal values
of each projected point during scanning. As normal values of the raw point cloud are excluded in
the typical attribute properties, various angles of incidence, ranging from the sample of 10◦ to 90◦,
are firstly computed to each data scan. This is done by using the Hough Normal plugin [78] in CC,
due to the original form of unstructured raw point cloud data. In this regard, each point within each
data scan has different preliminary normal values. Ultimately, task 3 results in several outputs, such as
a 3D model of selected datasets, attribute information of point cloud data with raw intensity values,
and the normal surface of each data scan at various incidence angles.
Task 4, the dataset correction, is performed to compensate for the scattering condition of
unstructured point clouds during scanning, specifically for amending radiometric properties of
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the dataset. It is worth noting that this procedure can only be applied on a single scan, due to the
potentiality of mixing a reference point of the scanner and intensity values on the merge datasets [54].
The correction step starts with finding the average distribution of optimal projection points from the
preliminary normal values. This achieves a reliable normal surface on each applied angle in the data
scan. To do so, the following equation [79] is applied with an assumption that the original position of a





i = initial incidence angle
dn = direction of the normal surface
dl = direction of the laser pulse
After configuring the point distribution from a various range of cosinus products, an evaluation
is conducted to the standard deviation of each registered cosine value within the dataset. It aims to
identify the pattern of point density to reduce scattered and coarse point clouds through the dataset
truncation. Afterwards, the truncated datasets can be used for the intensity correction. In this regard,
the angle of incidence becomes a relevant factor for correcting the dataset’s acquisition geometry,
given that instrumental effects highly affect the raw intensity value of TLS datasets. This procedure is
executed based on the following equation [54].
Ic = Iraw· 1cos α (2)
where:
Ic = corrected intensity
Iraw = original intensity
α = angle of incidence
Task 5, the subsampling dataset, is performed in CC to reduce the density of points during the
simulation. However, this procedure creates interoperability issues when the resulting dataset is
matched and visualized to the initial 3D model in Rhino. Specifically, the 3D model cannot directly
recognize the input of subsampled datasets, due to different units and scales of the attribute information.
Therefore, synchronizing the initial index between the two datasets identifies metadata information in
the geometric 3D model. This further permits the extraction of certain areas in the 3D dataset based on
selected attributes values.
2.2.2. Step C—Selection Criteria
After preparing the corrected datasets from climatic and geographic properties, this study sets
two environmental performance criteria that support the geometric generation: sun visibility and
material properties (see Figure 4). Sun visibility plays a crucial role in filtering the sun vectors that
have direct access to the dataset of surrounding contexts. To do so, sun vectors generated from the
indicated period are multiplied with normal vectors extracted from subsampled datasets. The resulting
normal irradiance values are then evaluated on the basis of the projected angle. In this case, irradiance
values with equal and larger than 90◦ are eliminated as they consist of zero and negative cosine values.
Accordingly, these values are then excluded within the list of visible sun vectors because the surface of
the datasets does not properly absorb their solar energy. Afterward, the resulting values can be used to
select the corresponding points within the dataset.
On the other hand, material aspects are used to measure the performance behavior of the existing
site’s surface properties. This allows architects to identify susceptible areas that may affect the
geometrical performance of the proposed design. This study specifically computes albedo values to
detect the absorbance percentage of solar energy on surrounding contexts by considering the RGB color
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and corrected intensity (Ic) of contextual datasets. A detailed procedure regarding the calculation of
albedo values can be found in our previous research [67]. Furthermore, the resulting albedo values are
filtered based on the threshold below 0.3. Although this setting indicates the low albedo, it can be used
not only to identify areas that contain a high level of heat absorbance, but also to analyze and mitigate
microclimatic impacts of the surrounding areas especially related to thermal issues and urban heat
island (UHI) effect. In order to avoid that, these areas need to be blocked from direct sun exposures
by excluding the indicated surfaces with high albedo values. Afterward, the resulting indexes of
low albedo values (below 0.3) are synchronized not only with selected normal vectors from the sun
visibility to register the corresponding normal surface of the dataset, but also with XYZ attributes to
select the matching points within the dataset.
Figure 4. Selection procedures based on the criteria of sun visibility and material properties.
2.2.3. Step D—Form Generation Process of Shading Envelopes
After establishing all the required parameters from the selection criteria, this step focuses on
developing the simulation workflow (see Figure 5). It starts with the first ray-tracing analysis that
requires input from visible sun vectors, selected corresponding points from sun visibility, and 3D
polyhedra of a proposed building. This procedure principally applies a Boolean expression to assign
true or false conditions on selected voxels within the 3D polyhedra array. The ray-tracing analysis-01
generates intersecting rays that are then evaluated based on the predefined criteria of direct sun access.
In this case, voxels that are not blocking sun access to the proposed buildings or are categorized as an
unsuccessful intersection with the 3D polyhedra will be considered part of the shading voxels (refer to
voxels-02 in Figure 5). This workflow can also be called as a reverse solar envelope. Meanwhile, voxels
that receive sun access will be forwarded to a later step in the second ray-tracing analysis (refer to
voxels-01 in Figure 5).
Furthermore, reference points are generated from the voxels-02 to be used in the simulation of
ray-tracing analysis-02. As a follow-up to the previous procedure, the ray-tracing analysis-02 aims to
maximize the geometric generation of shading voxels. In doing so, by changing the basis projection
of initial reference points originated from surrounding buildings to the voxels-02 may compensate
for geometric obstruction of polyhedra at a certain projection angle in the ray-tracing analysis-01.
Instead of applying this procedure to the original 3D polyhedra, it is used to re-evaluate voxels-01
based on reference points of voxels-02 so as to identify additional voxels (refer to voxels-03) that fulfill
the criteria of receiving shading condition. As for the input for material properties, a similar procedure
of ray-tracing analysis is also performed by considering the lowest albedo values (ranging from 0 to
0.3) applied to surround contexts. These results in voxels-04 so that in total, three groups of voxels
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(i.e., voxels-02, voxels-03, and voxels-04) are generated to shade surrounding buildings. These voxels
are then combined into one group, voxels-05. To ensure that a shading condition also applies to a
proposed building, the self-shading workflow is performed in the following stage.
Figure 5. Detailed procedures for the design simulation.
2.3. Stage C Output (Step E—Form Generation Process of Self-Shading Envelopes)
As a last stage of the computational workflow, the output contains final tasks to generate a
geometric configuration of self-shading envelopes (see Figure 6). The first task begins with selecting
the upper part of the stacking voxels. This upper part acts as a roof or shelter to guarantee a shading
condition for all properties under its envelope within a predefined period. Afterward, a solar protection
plane can be applied on the bottom surfaces of the upper part of the voxels. It aims to establish
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reference points that are used as the basis for ray projections. Furthermore, the ray-tracing analysis-04
is performed by considering inputs from reference points of the upper voxels, the remaining stacking
voxels (i.e., bottom part), and initial sun vectors calculated for the analysis period under consideration.
This simulation will evaluate the remaining voxels by maintaining the one that receives a shading
condition while removing the unshaded voxels. The resulting voxels (refer to voxels-06) are then
combined with the upper voxels to establish the geometric envelope for each data scan (refer to
voxels-07 and voxels-08). After identifying self-shading voxels for each data scan, the final step is
to combine all these voxels into a final geometric envelope that represents a final configuration of
envelopes (refers to voxels-09).
Figure 6. Detailed procedures for generating the final output of self-shading envelopes.
3. Dataset Collection
In regards to the dataset collection of on-site scanning, this study needs to fulfill at least two
major aspects, as also mentioned in our previous study [56]. First, the collected point clouds should
consist of Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) datasets. It aims not only to accommodate more accurate
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geometric properties and better reality-based representation than Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS),
but also to capture specific areas with various contextual elements, such as vegetation, temporal
objects, material, and other elements, that may potentially contribute to the simulation model. Second,
metadata information stored in a point cloud should at least contain typical attributes, such as XYZ,
RGB, and reflection intensity. Geometric and radiometric properties within these attributes are used to
identify material properties of the existing context and to conduct environmental performance analysis.
Furthermore, to demonstrate the proposed workflow, this study collaborates with SHAU,
an architectural firm located in Bandung, West Java, Indonesia, to collect 3D point cloud data
to design a new public library. This project is located in Citarip, West Java, Indonesia, (6◦56′18.4”S
107◦35′15.1”E, with ellipsoid reference WGS84) and surrounded by some vegetation and massive walls
of neighboring buildings. The collected dataset was gathered using Topcon GLS-2000M incorporated
with reflectors and GPS devices to achieve an accurate position during the registration process. As a
light-weight and high-speed 3D laser scanner, this tool is also featured with a rugged design instrument
(for use in the field) and full-dome field of view (FOV) with a selectable laser class, enabling the user to
scan in extreme work environments and eye-safety concerns in dense areas. A detailed specification of
the tool can be observed below (see Table 1):
Table 1. Detailed specifications of 3D scanner [71].
Parameters Performance Specification Unit
System performance
Maximum range (at 90% reflectivity) 350 m (standard)
GLS-2000M
Single point accuracy
Distance 3.5 mm (1–150m), 1 sigma
Angle 6”
Tilt sensor
Type Liquid 2-axis tilt sensor
Range ±6
Target detection accuracy 3” at 50 m
Laser scanning system
Type Pulse (time-of-flight) precise scan technology
Laser class
3R (high speed/standard)
1 M (low power)
Field of view (per scan) Horizontal-360
◦
Vertical-270◦
Spot size 4 mm at 20 m (FWHM)
Scan rate High Speed: Up to 120,000 points/sec
Physical and environmental
Operation temp −5 ◦C to 45 ◦C
Dust/humidity IP54
Scanning control





This tool’s performance specifications allow the dataset collection with only three single scans to
capture a sufficient scene for the selected site (see Figure 7). With these three single scans, the dataset’s
computational performance simulation can also be more manageable and relevant to the currently
proposed workflow. Given that this approach is part of the exploratory study, architects need to
select not only important information, but also a degree of detailed properties that are relevant to the
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simulation. In this regard, the setting of each scan approximately consists of four million points per
scan within five minutes with a resolution 12.5 × 12.5 mm @10m. The distance between scanners and
the designated objects are principally determined based on the approximate coverage of the scanner
capacity, which may cover 360◦ of the horizontal field of view (FOV) with the distance for single-point
accuracy 1–150 m. In this case, Scan 2 reaches the closest distance between the scanner and the object
with 2.75 m. This is because data scan coverage areas need to capture the surrounding wall and corner
spots behind the temporary shelters. Meanwhile, the longest distance is obtained by Scan 01 with
34.9 m, due to the diagonal position of the scanner to the corner of the site. Besides, in this dataset
collection, it is worth noting that as long as the entire scenes of the selected site and relevant objects are
covered, the scanner can be located at any appropriate distances.
 
Figure 7. Dataset collection with different views captured in relation to the scanner position.
4. Results and Discussion
After establishing the selected dataset, this section presents the analysis results of the implemented
workflow. It follows the five aforementioned steps as follows:
4.1. Step 1—Input Parameters
As previously described in the section about presenting the proposed workflow, input parameters
consist of climatic and geographic properties. As for climatic properties, due to a constant temperature
over the year in Indonesia [80], this study sets April 21st, 2019, as a sample of the selected period that
represents a starting date for a dry season. Although the selected time range is limited, this simulation
takes place as an exploratory study that focuses on exploring the feasibility of integrated computational
workflow for shading envelopes based on attributes information of point cloud data. This specific
duration is furthermore defined for four hours, starting from 11 am to 3 pm, which is averagely
representing the highest temperature during the daylight hours. In parallel, a time-step for the
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simulation is set smaller than one hour to improve the simulation accuracy. This setting ultimately
yielded four sun vectors that are simulated on each point of the dataset. Meanwhile, for a proposed
building, the 3D polyhedra are extruded from the plot by considering predefined criteria of the
buildings and local regulations, such as a 10 m height and 4–6 m setback requirement (see Figure 8).
Each polyhedron is set to 2 × 2 × 2 m with the total number 690 units, including the generated
asymmetrical shape, due to irregular order of the plot’s boundary. In principle, this polyhedron’s
dimension can be vary depending on the architectural concept and functional program of the
proposed building.
Figure 8. Selected dataset and 3D polyhedra for a case study.
4.2. Step 2—Dataset Preparation
While tasks (such as sun vectors calculation and 3D polyhedra generation) have been addressed
previously, this section primarily discusses the result of sequential tasks, which consist of dataset
correction and dataset subsampling. The dataset correction can be performed after establishing normal
values with various incident angles for each selected data scan. According to Figure 9A, all points are
plotted on the basis of the cosine values of each incident angle. The pattern shown by all data scans is
that points are distributed and assemble at a certain angle. This means that the laser beam projection
may correspond very well at certain areas of the dataset during scanning, depending on the position of
the scanner and geometric properties of the building surfaces (i.e., roughness). Afterward, to find the
optimal normal values within this pattern, a standard deviation of cosine values is calculated based on
a sample of points (see Figure 9B). This becomes a basis for truncating the relevant datasets based on
their distribution density.
In order to determine a threshold value of the dataset truncation, a standard deviation of the whole
population of the dataset is plotted (see Figure 9C). This facilitates us to generate the cosine values
pattern resulting in Figure 9B so that the number of points with a high distribution level of density can
be identified reliably. As a result, ground areas of the plot (refer to blue-coded pattern in Figure 9B)
that mostly contain grass are automatically removed, due to irrelevant properties with the predefined
criteria, while datasets with a red pattern are used for the intensity correction (See Figure 10).
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Figure 9. Dataset correction (A). Point distributions based on cosine values of each incident angle (B).
The standard deviation of cosine values based on a group sample of points (C). The standard deviation
of the whole dataset population.
Figure 10 specifically demonstrates the result of intensity correction from the raw attributes to
the corrected one through the scalar field of intensity and intensity distribution values. The dataset
transformations of each scan are plotted based on four-color steps, ranging from blue to yellow,
which represent the lowest and the highest intensity values. The threshold between these values is
represented by light and dark green. The trend clearly shows that the raw intensity of all data scans
contains yellow areas (refers to the “before” part), representing high reflective surfaces. However,
these areas predominantly assign incorrect surface materials as it should be. For example, some parts
of the buildings, such as wood façade and clay roof tiles, are attributed to yellow intensity. In fact,
these materials principally contain a high level of emissivity value or low intensity, which means that
the return incident energy from these materials to the scanner is highly decreased, due to its spectral
reflectance mechanism on rough, dark, and dull surfaces [81]. In addition, the intensity correction
also compensates for scanned areas around the scanner, due to the impact of the brightness level
of intensity. These areas are massively indicated with yellow-coded values, due to the high level
of intensity produced by the scanner at a very short distance. In this case, the scanner’s brightness
reducer is assumed not entirely and comprehensively applied in these areas, especially within the
distance range of 10 m from the scanner position. This is because some local constraints, such as
atmospheric variables (i.e., humidity and temperature pressures) and surface roughness of the objects,
may influence specular and diffuse reflection of the laser pulse during scanning [54].
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Figure 10. Intensity correction on each data scan.
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The corrected datasets are then performed with the subsampling procedure in CC in order to
control the unstructured point density when it comes to the simulation. In this case, the distance
between points is set to 0.05 or equal to 5 cm, which results, on average, in a decrease point, up to
70% of the truncated datasets. This procedure, however, only works on position information (XYZ)
because it can cause interoperability issues when it transforms into the 3D model in Rhino, due to
the different nature of the algorithmic operation. To tackle this issue, index information of each point
(refers to ID in Figure 11) needs to be extracted beforehand during the truncation process and then
used to synchronize the original attributes (i.e., XYZ and RGB) with the corrected ones in the 3D model.
The workflow of this dataset transformation is illustrated further in Figure 11.
 
Figure 11. Transformation of the dataset attributes.
In general, Figure 11 demonstrates a unit conversion of the dataset attributes that take place
according to the step and digital tool used, starting from the raw data scan to the final stage of the
workflow. A major transformation principally occurs when converting the original datasets from
the 3D scanner to the 3D model in Rhino, which changes the unit of position (XYZ), color (RGB),
and the raw intensity values (Ir). Therefore, the interoperability aspect plays a critical role not only to
support the simulation analysis on the metadata information of the dataset (i.e., correction, truncation,
and subsampling step), but also to help the visualization of geometric configuration based on the
selected attributes.
4.3. Step C—Selection Criteria
Before running the simulation, the subsampled datasets are evaluated based on the criteria of sun
visibility and albedo values. These criteria identify relevant points that will be used for the voxels
generation of shading envelopes. According to Figure 12, the resulting points for both criteria are
significantly decreased as compared to the total points from the subsampled datasets. This is because
a majority of subsampling points on the ground areas contain zero and negative sun vector values,
which do not fulfill the sun visibility criteria. Accordingly, these points are automatically isolated,
while successful ones are used as the basis datasets to perform the criteria of albedo values and the
ray-tracing analysis.
In general, the trend in Figure 12 shows that the majority of selected points both for albedo
values and the visible sun are similar and overlapping in a certain spot, such as the surrounding
areas of the scanner position. On the other hand, each data scan also illustrates different specific
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areas for point distribution. For example, points for Scan 01 are primarily detected on the edge of the
building’s roof, while Scan 02 and Scan 03 are partially distributed in the brick wall and clay roofs of
the surrounding houses, respectively. Furthermore, the selected datasets for each data scan are then
used in the simulation process. This will be presented in the following step.
Figure 12. The resulting points after performing the selection criteria.
4.4. Step D—Form Generation Process of Shading Envelopes
The resulting datasets that successfully fulfill the predefined criteria in the previous step are used
in the simulation by following a series of tasks illustrated in Figure 5. The outputs of these tasks are
demonstrated in Figure 13. It consists of five steps to generate volumetric shapes and three steps to
simulate the ray-tracing analysis. Beforehand, each data scan is divided into two parts in order to
minimize the high computational cost during the simulation. According to Figure 13, some analysis
can be further discussed as follows:
• The ray-tracing analysis (see part RTA-01) shows the intersection lines that occur between visible
sun vectors, selected points of the existing site, and 3D polyhedra. The result of these intersections
is then illustrated in voxels-01, which indicate a group of voxels that fulfill the criteria of receiving
direct sun access. In this case, the simulation of Scan 03 yields a lower number of voxels-01 as
compared with other scans, due to the density and position of each point to the 3D polyhedra.
Specifically, the existing datasets of Scan 03 approximately cover all sides of the 3D polyhedra
during the simulation, while Scan 01 only intersects a certain part of the polyhedra because the
existing points are predominantly distributed on one side. Conversely, the resulting voxels-02
show a contrasting number of voxels, due to the different sun access criteria.
• Voxels-03 illustrate a simulation result of shading criteria. A major trend is shown by Scan 02,
which results in a significantly decreasing number of voxels from the voxels-02. This is because
sun vectors originated from the reference points of voxels-02 are massively intersected with the
geometric shape of voxels-01.
• Voxels-04 represent a group of polyhedra that block the direct sun access to certain areas of
surrounding properties. Each data scan consists of a different voxel configuration depending
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on the selected areas that have been identified below the albedo values 0.3. On the other hand,
voxels-05 constitute as concatenating polyhedra gathered from the resulting voxels-02, voxels-03,
and voxels-04. Although the volumetric size of voxels-05 shows a significant improvement,
especially for Scan 03, unfortunately, the resulting voxels can only compensate for the shading
condition of the surrounding properties and still lack in protecting the proposed building from
the direct sun access within a certain angle. Accordingly, a self-shading envelope workflow needs
to be applied afterwards.
Figure 13. The geometric configuration of subtractive shading envelopes based on sequential steps of
design simulation.
4.5. Step E—Form Generation Process of Self-Shading Envelopes
In order to perform self-shading envelopes, solar protection planes are applied on the voxels-05
by excluding voxels located on the upper part of the 3D polyhedra. This is because the upper voxels
are considered as the roof or shelter for the remaining voxels located on the bottom envelopes. To do
so, the upper voxels in each data scan are firstly separated from the set of 3D polyhedra (see Figure 14
step 02), while performing the ray-tracing analysis (see step 03) on the remaining voxels. As a result
(see steps 04), voxels-06 illustrate the resulting envelopes that fulfill the criteria of a self-shading
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mechanism. The trend shows that the resulting voxels-06 for Scan 03 reduce, on average, 50% of the
volumetric 3D polyhedra (refers to voxels-05 bottom part), while other data scans also decrease nearly
a half of the initial 3D polyhedra. In this case, most of the reducing voxels are located on the edge of
the 3D polyhedra or voxels that act as an exterior wall of the 3D polyhedra.
Figure 14. Geometric configuration of subtractive shading envelopes.
Voxels-06 of each data scan is combined with the upper part voxels that are previously separated
in the previous step (refers to voxels-05 step 02). This process results in voxels-07 (refers to step 05),
which are then used to perform the merging procedure in step 06—voxels-08. This step also includes
elimination procedures for the voxels located in the same location. In so doing, the total number
of polyhedra represented by voxels-08 shows the core geometry for each data scan. For example,
the initial amount of voxels-08 after combining Scan 1A and 1B is 366 polyhedron, but after eliminating
the overlapping polyhedron, it yields 259 polyhedra. Thus, 107 voxels are indicated as overlaps during
the merging procedure. Afterward, the voxels-08 of each data scan are merged using the same steps
in order to generate the final geometry of self-shading envelopes. Ultimately, the total number of
voxels that fulfill the shading criteria for surrounding contexts and the 3D polyhedra is 514 of 690
(see Figure 14).
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Furthermore, the resulting geometries of self-shading envelopes can be identified as a core
geometry that fulfills the building’s main activities based on the daylight condition. For example,
architects may plot voxels located on the ground level as a communal space, workshops, and playing
areas for children as it requires more open activities while the upper floor can be fulfilled with a
reading room or any other activities that match with the required shading. In addition, the roof of this
upper floor can be utilized as a solar collector for PV panels that may produce supplementary solar
energy for the buildings. This is relevant because Indonesia’s geographical condition is located in the
Equator can support the electricity production around 1,534 kWh/year for each installed solar panel
based on 4.5 kWh/m2 average daily radiation [82]. As compared to the existing method of self-shading
envelopes proposed by Capeluto [36], this approach not only creates potential shading that merely
comes from the roof of the envelopes, but also originates from a dynamic form of the envelope facades
that correspond to different solar vectors. For these reasons, geometrical configurations of the final
envelopes in this study show more variation in different orientations.
In design practices, the proposed approach can be adopted by architects as a further step for
designing and analyzing high performing envelopes both for new and existing development areas.
The Dutch architecture and urban design firm, MVRDV, has been implemented the basic design
principles of this approach into several projects based on solar-oriented designs. As a new development
area, for example, the P15 Ravel Plot, which is located in the Zuidas district, 1082 LC, Amsterdam
was constructed based on the idea of the optimal line of sight integrated with the three-dimensional
landscape and greenery [83]. Meanwhile, in urban scale, MVRDV proposed the idea of solar energy as
a part of design intervention for zero energy neighborhoods to the existing historic infrastructures
in Bordeaux, France [84]. These examples clearly show a stepping-stone for architectural design
practices to explore further the relevance and potential application of a voxel-based design approach
in supporting sustainable environmental design. In this regard, point cloud data can be a powerful
instrument that fortifies environmental performance simulation of design context during the early
design phase.
5. Conclusions
This study investigates the potential application of attribute information stored in point cloud
data to support a new computational method for a voxel-based design approach based on shading
performance criteria. As a part of the contextual design strategy, the proposed workflow specifically
presents form generation based on subtractive shading envelopes and material properties of existing
contexts that are used to generate a new method for self-shading envelopes in tropical countries.
Ultimately, this integrated approach may support architects in taking a comprehensive design decision
during the early stage of the design process based on real contextual datasets. As an exploratory study,
this work presents several concluding remarks as follows:
• The attribute information of point cloud data (i.e., XYZ, RGB, and reflection intensity) contributes
not only to calculate material properties of existing context, but also to be a part of selection
criteria for generating voxel-based subtractive shading envelopes.
• The dataset preparation includes pre-processing and correction steps that help architects minimize
the environmental effects of the dataset measurement during scanning and to select reliable and
relevant information for the contextual analysis and the simulation process.
• The proposed workflow enables architects to produce more variation of geometrical facades,
especially related to the final geometry of self-shading envelopes that are not only depending on
the roof perimeters, but also considering reference points that attach to the upper part of each
generated voxel.
• The ray-tracing analysis between 3D polyhedra and selected points of surrounding contexts
permits one to identify specific areas and voxels that fulfill shading performance criteria during a
predefined period.
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• As a contextual design approach, self-shading envelopes not only receive environmental
performance responses from surrounding buildings to the proposed design, but also deliver
feedback from the new building to the existing contexts.
Despite the findings mentioned above, there still some limitations. For example, first,
the implementation of this proposed workflow in design practice may require a collaboration with the
field of remote sensing, especially related to the dataset collection and preparation. This is because
some specific tasks need prior knowledge regarding the dataset pre-processing and particular digital
tools. Second, the limitations of simulating highly dense datasets imply the number of solar vectors that
need to be reduced, especially when dealing with the ray-tracing analysis procedure. Third, normal
surface of the datasets and voxels of the proposed building should be evaluated by each solar vector,
but as a consequence, it requires high computational processing that is currently lacking in our 3D
modeling tools. Therefore, further research is expected to consider these issues in order to enhance the
quality of the simulation results. It is also recommended to implement this study in different urban
settings with multiple building functions, such as high-rise or new development areas, so that various
urban forms can be further explored.
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